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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Tile Kingdom of Morocco established Programme Al Ghait in the early 1980's as an emergency
response to a severe, prolonged drought. Its primary goal was to utilize weather modification
techniques to auigment rainfall. In 1983, at the direction of His Majesty King lassan 11, the
Government of Morocco (GOM ) rCluested assistance with the project from the United States of
America (USA). The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) signed an agreement
with GOM in Ni
1984 to initiate a $6 million technical assistance program that provided botl
scientific equipment and training for the project, making Programme Al Ghait a joint USA-GOM
underta king.

The primary objectives of the joint project were to:
1. Implement a scientifically based cloud seeding demonstration program for winter
precipitation an1!mentation over the upper portion of the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin in the
Atlas Moun tains to alleViatC the Cxisl mng drought conditions, assess the amount of additional
water produced in the river/reservoir system as a result of the demonstration program, and
evaluLtC the, Cffects of increased wvinter precipitation on runotff and its subsequent uses.
2. Exa mine cloud ani prccipitation processes to improve the scientific basis of the
demonstration program and obtain evidence of its physicall plalsibility.
3. Concurrent with the first two objectives, transfer winter precipitation augmentaition
technology through informal and formal training to enable 'Moroccan personnel to design,
plan, implement, monitor, and evaluate similar winter precipitation augmentation projects
over the mloLntainous areas of Morocco.

4. Increase the avareness of the need for an improved water management program in,the
Oued Oum -r Rhia hasin which would consider weather modification as one of many water
resources options.

These objectives were largely attained during the past 5 years.

Institutional Structure
Programnle Al Ghait was established by His Majesty King Hassan II under the "Haut
Coordonnateir," General Kabbaj of tile Royal Air Force (FRA), and his Project Manager, Colonel
Barnaarouf. The project grant agreement was administered by Mr. Bensari, Director of the
National Meteorological Organization (Direction de la Meteorologic Nationale, or DMN), and
Colonel BamaaroUf. Mr. Benarafa, Director of the project, and Mr. Loukall, Deputy Director, led
a tearn of over 50 meteorologists, technicians, and observers fron the DMIN and more
than

10 pilots and 20 supporting aircraft mechanics and technicians from the FRA. These personnel
were dedicated to cloud seeding operations, scientific data collection, and analysis.
The Moroccan contributions, which totaled about $7 million in facilities and services, included over
100 personnel, facilities for personnel and equipment at all project sites, cloud seeding aircraft,
and ground-based silver iodide generators for seeding, complete with operaiors and maintenance.
Facilities for project management, direction of operations, equipment maintenlance and supply, data
v

archiving, and scientific analysis were provided by the DMN in Casablanca. The GOM provided
the field operations center and facilities for Morocco's first weather radar in Khouribga,
180 kilometers southeast of Casablanca. Rawinsonde launch facilities were built at Beni Mellal and
Tissa, about 230 and 260 kilometers southeast of Casablanca, respectively.
Airborne seeding operations were conducted up to the spring of 1986 by four OV- 10 aircraft based
at Marrakech and thereafter by two King Air 100 aircraft based at Kenitra, 200 kilometers
northeast of Casablanca. One of the King Airs was equipped with Morocco's first cloud physics
data acquisition system in 1987. In addition, a radar-equipped Alpha Jet was available for high
altitude seeding missions throughout the duration of the project. It was normally based at Meknes.
American assistance provided over $2 million in scientific equipment and supplies. These included
the weather radar with its digital recording system, a cloud physics data acquisition system, aircraft
navigation systems, : satellite direct-readout ground station and analysis system, 2 rawinsonde
systems, 12 microcomputers and software for them, radio communications systems, tqecopier and
facsimile data receivers, electronics workshop and test equipment, tools, and miscellaneous other
hardware and expendable supplies. The balance of the $4 million was provided in technology
transfer, which included long- and short-term training programs, both formal and informal, project
design and management, and administrative assistance for procurement.

Scientific basis. - The project was designed to use the latest available technology in winter
orographic cloud seeding to increase the precipitation efficiency of cold clouds in the Central High
Atlas Mountains in the vicinity of 320 N. and 7' W. The project used silver iodide (Agl) as the
seeding agent. Silver iodide particles act as ice nuclei, converting supercooled cloud droplets to ice
crystals, which can grow rapidly into snowflakes. The silver iodide was released from aircraft,
ground-based seeding generators, or both during periods when seedable clouds existed that could
affect the target area. The methods were similar to those successfully employed in operational and
research projects in the Sierra Nevada of California, an area with climate and geography similar
to those of Morocco.
Project design. - Due to the severity of the ongoing drought, the cloud seeding plan called for the
treatment of all storms with seeding potential that were expected to affect the drainage area of
about 7000 km2 feeding Bin El Ouidane reservoir. A target-control design was selected for the
statistical evaluation. This design required the selection of a control area near the target. Cloud
systems affecting the control area were not to be treated, but measurements would be made for
eventual use in the evaluation of seeding effects. Streamflow was selected as the primary response
variable for the statistical evaluation because lengthy records existed for the target and control
areas. Streamflow is also the variable of primary importance to Moroccan water resources needs.
Major Achievements
!. Implementaition of field operations. - The field program was initiated in July 1984 with
the construction of facilities and staffing of project headquarters and field sites. Headquarters
were set up at the Casablanca Anfa Airport. Field sites, including the radar operations center
and a rawinsonde station, were activated. Cloud seeding aircraft were modified for cloud
seeding and placed on station at Marrakech.
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A detailed scientific operations plan was developed for Morocco and used to guide
meteorological and technical personnel in the daily conduct of operations. Seeding operations
began in November 1984 and continued through May 1985. The same operational season
applied in subsequent field seasons through May 1989. As previously noted, after the spring
of 1986, aerial cloud seeding was accomplished by King Air aircraft operated from Kenitra.
Cloud seeding efficiency was less than desired for the first 2.5 years, when all seeding was
conducted by aircraft and field personnel were still receiving basic training. Seeding efficiency
increased substantially, from less than 15 to more than 70 percent, after ground-based silver
iodide generators were installed in January 1987 to provide more continuous seeding.
Field operations conducted from 1984 to 1989 resulted in the seeding of 15 to 25 storm events
during each season, with a total of 144 seeded days during the 5 years. Weather forecasts were
prepared for each day from November through April of each season. Radar surveillance was
maintained throughout all storms affecting the area except when equipment failed.
During 1985, a specially instrumented jet aircraft from the University of North Dakota was
operated in Morocco to collect cloud physics data pertaining to the seedability ofwinter clouds.
Beginning in 1987, the project's specially instrumented King Air collected detailed data on
cases considered important to physical studies. Analyses of these data have helped in
developing and refining seeding strategies and procedures.
2. Transfer of technology. - The technology transfer process was the most important aspect
of the project. The process involved the training of personnel, acquisition of vital equipment,
and the conduct of a demonstration cloud seeding program. Three phases of training were
employed with Moroccan scientists and technicians to provide a solid foundation for them to
fully conduct the project. The training consisted of (a) informal on-the-job training, (b) formal
seminars and lectures which presented the theoretical basis of weather modification and cloud
physics principles, and (c) joint collaborative studies which reinforced previous material and
dealt in depth with scientific information on Moroccan clouds and weather, cloud seeding
strategies, and improved evaluation of seeding results.
On-the-job training of electronics technicians and engineers was particularly emphasized in
their training. Scientists from the United States presented courses and seminars in Morocco,
and Moroccan scientists and engineers visited the United States where various training and
collaborative studies were conducted. Over 50 scientists received direct training from
20 American experts. Over 30 student-months of formal seminar training were received in
Morocco by meteorologists, technicians, and engineers. In addition, four scientists completed
their Master of Science degrees in the United States. Two other students were funded under
the USAID sector support training project and completed theses on topics related to the
project. Nine electronics technicians spent more than 23 person-months training in the United
States. Eight operational and four research meteorologists spent more than 25 person-months
conducting studies and learning about American scientific techniques on American projects
in the United States. These scientists and engineers returned to Morocco to implement their
new knowledge on project operations and scientific and evaluation studies.
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3.
Scientific analysis and evaluation. - A number of physical studies have been conducted
as part of Programme Al Ghait. Some of these have concentrated on understanding seeding
opportunities in Morocco. Physical studies with measurements taken inside precipitating
storms of the I ligh Atlas indicate that conditions which ore favorable to seeding occur
frequently and extend over large areas. Analyses of supercooled clouds observed in 1985 by
the University of' North Dakota cloud physics aircraft indicated that supercooled liquid water
occurred often, with concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 0.7 g/In' in the absence of nilatural ice
at temperatures of' -5 to -12 'C. These conditions are considered favorable for cloud seeding
Ind, to some degIree, mior'e so than those found in the Sierra NCvIdil of Ciliforniia, where ice
occurred more frequently. Cloud physics data collected after 1987 with the instrulented King
Air have confirned the earlier estimates of frequency and areal extent of regions of
opportunity for seeding. Radar, satellite, and nunmerical modeling studies are being conducted
to better define the frequency of favorable opportunities and the areal extent of seedable
conditions detected in the cloud physics analyses.
Statistical analysis of historic;l target and control streamnfiow data indicated that Itleast
6 years with Cloud treatment are necessary to provide a 50-percent probability of detecting a
10-percent increase in streaniflow. I lowever, only 1.5 years of' seeded results are available for
evalI ua tion, as a result of tile elimination for analysis pUrposes of the first 2.5 seasons of
seeding due to the low initial cloud seeding efficiency (less than 15 percent) and unavailability
of control streailnflow for the 1988-89 season. With only a 1.5-year treated sample available,
which represents a1bOUt one-fourth of the required dilta, it was decided not to analyze any
seeded results because they could be misleading. Even when the 1988-89 results become
available, at least 4 more years of efficient cloud seeding are required for the statistical
evaluation.
4. Increased awareness of weather modification as a water resources management option. I lydrologic and economic studies were designed to assess the economic feasibility of cloud
seedirg programs in Morocco. These studies were conducted by Moroccan water resources
agencies working with Reclamation hydrologic and economic experts and DM N scientists to
develop objective methods for tile evlultation of hydrologic impacts on the Moroccan economy.
Through close cooperation and collaboration, tile water resources management institutions in
Morocco eventually Ibec;lle aware of' Programme Al Ghiit and its potential for impacts on
their operations. American experts presented special seminars and workshops to the
Moroccan water resources experts and Programme Al Ghait staff. Such meetings increased
interest in weather modification as an additional tool in water resources management.
Preliminary results of conducted studies provided additional credence to its feasibility for that

purpose.
Hydrologic studies produced some interesting results. Numerical river simulation models
that included the hydroelectric generating characteristics of powerplants and irrigation and
domestic water diversions within the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin were used to simulate the
effects of additional water from November to July of the period 1940 to 1985. The additional
water represented the effects of' 5- and 10-percent increases in monthly streamllow due to
seeding. The Administration ieI lydrauique (I-lydraulique) river model that was employed
gave results indicating significant increases of 46 and 89 gigawatt hours (GWh) above tile
normal annual1 average hydroelectric power generation for the 5-and 10-percent streamllow
increases, respectively. The National Electrical Organization (ONE) river model produced
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about 30 percent more power in similar simulations over the 46-year period, supporting the
Hlydraulique model estimates. Annual average reservoir storage increased 60 and 100 millions
of cubic meters (M m) above the normal for the 5-and 10-percent augmented flows in
simulations performed. This resulted in irrigation water diversion increases of 28.5 and
53.0 M m 3. Domestic water demands were largely fully met without the enhancements from
seeding; however, simulations indicated an average annual increased delivery of 2.5 and
4.6 M m3 for the respective 5- and 10-percent increases.
Economic analysis of the hydrologic impacts and project costs and benefits indicates that the
benefits from cloud seeding will most likely exceed the costs. Initial hydrologic river model
simulations indicate that augmented hydroelectric power, irrigation water, and municipal and
industrial water will provide a benefit-to-cost ratio greater than 1.0 as a result of seeding. Note
that benefit-to-cost estimates were based on a sensitivity analysis using a range of values for
water, agricultural products, and hydroelectric power, which are difficult to establish without
a comprehensive evaluation of any subsidies. The available data used in this economic analysis
were incomplete, therefore, additional studies are needed to provide a better range of
estimates of benefit-to-cost ratios.
Lessons Learned
A number of useful lessons were learned during the past 5 years which may benefit future projects.
Noteworthy were the following items:
Management
"

A National Steering Committee (NSC) which coordinated interagency activities and
expedited installation and construction of facilities was very helpful for project
coordination among agencies and throughout the country.

*

A Project Steering Committee (PSC) which coordinated project activities and made
critical decisions with direct USAID and Resident Scientific Advisor (RSA) input was
found to be very effective in managing the project.

"

American project implementation would have been more efficient with an implementation
team of three resident experts in electronics, weather modification operations, and
scientific project management. In future projects, such a team should be provided and
the electronics and operations experts should reside in the host country during the first
6 to 12 months.

"

A complete scientilc operations plan and set of position descriptions and specific work
plans for all personnel should be prepared at the beginning of any future projects for
personnel management and scientific guidance.

"

A complete staff should be assigned at the outset of each project, and personnel assigned
to a project should remain with it throughout its existence.

*

The data management position is a critical scientific position for scientific data collection,
quality control, and archival. This position should be filled at the beginning of projects
ix

and all data handling procedures established during the first 6 months and maintained by
the scientific team.
Annual monitoring reviews by senior experts who initially designed the project were very
helpful in maintaining the project's continuity and its original goals and objectives and
should be provided in future projects.
"

External evaluation team monitoring of the project was found useful when combined with
the annual monitoring reviews and should be provided in future projects.

Training
0

Long-term training was found to be an excellent alternative for specific research contracts.
The master's-level student research and theses on project-related topics were very
successful in transferring high-level expertise to Morocco and accomplishing research
goals. This type of activity is highly recommended.

*

Long-term students should start their training at the beginning of the project so that their
findings contribute to the project design and they may participate in its operations and
evaluation.

0

Scientific collaboration between individual Moroccan and American experts in cloud
physics, radar, numerical modeling, and field operations was found to be very effective
with scientific interaction in Morocco followed by continued research in the United States.
Frequent quarterly or trimester trips to Morocco and annual trips to the United States
were the most productive. This form of informal scientific interaction and educational
exchange was one of the most successful aspects of technology transfer and is highly
recomnmended for future projects.

*

Peace Corps English language training was very successful and is recommended for future
projects.

Operations
0

Sufficient time and resources for the conduct of field operations and the physical and
statistical evaluation of results should be incorporated into the original project Jesign to
permit I comprehensive evaluation of the seeding effects so that the host country may
make sound scientific and economic decisions regarding the application of weather
modification as a water resources management option.

0

Co-location of operational and research facilities such as aircraft, operations directors,
and scientific teams is highly recommended.

*

A comprehensive equipment procurement, installation, inventory control, and training
plan is needed at the beginning of the project. This plan should include detailed training
needs for electronics and maintenance technicians and equipment managers.
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Recommendations
1. The Moroccan Government should continue the project to reach scientifically sound
results and to arrive at a final decision as to the project's capability as a water resources
management option. - The project should be continued for a minimum of 4 more years
to
acquire a seeded sample adequate to determine whether cloud seeding effects are large enough
to be economically beneficial. In order to obtain the required sample, the project should
continue to follow the existing management plan including the conduct of:
,

Regular PSC meetings.

*

Scheduled NSC meetings and annual reviews.

0

Normal cloud seeding operations, data collection, and scientific and evaluation
studies following the project design and operations plan utilizing the existing facilities
and trained personnel.

The following items are seen as vital to be accomplished in connection with continuation
of
the project:
*

Fund an annual budget in both dirhams and foreign exchanges as appropriate to
support the continued execution of Programme Al Ghait, including its personnel,
equipment and supplies, and cloud seeding materi'ts.

*

Establish an autonomous officially constituted and recognized organization whose
primary mission is to carry out Programme Al Ghait.

"

Complete the installation of the ground-based seeding generator network, so that all
of the current target area is seeded during all seedable events.

"

Continue scientific operations and data collection in accordance with the Operations
Plan.

*

Execute a formal agreement between the Programme Al Ghait organization and the
FRA whereby the FRA continues to provide the aircraft and seeding materials
required to carry out the seeding operations.

*

Execute a formal agreement among Programme Al Ghait and ONE and Hydraulique
whereby ONE and Hydraulique provide promptly the streamflow data for evaluating
the program.

Funding to continue the project will require a significant increase from the Ministry of Finance
above the previous budgets for 1984-89, when American funds provided many expendable
supplies, instruments, and parts.
2. The scientific research capabilities should be enhanced. - The scientific team has begun
a series of interesting and useful studies which should be completed. This work will require
more time and effort for detailed scientific analyses, data quality control, and development
and
xi

refinement of software and data bases for the display and processing of information. Larger
data samples and better stratification of events into homogeneous samples are needed to draw
sound scientific conclusions.
Research results should be published in scientific journals and presented at professional
meetings. Presentation of results to other Moroccan water resources experts will help them
to understand the conditions that may produce opportunities for precipitation enhancement
and subsequent improvements inwater resources. Presentations to the international scientific
community will improve the general understanding of the physical processes of precipitation
in northwest Africa and the potential for weather modification in that region, so other nations
may benefit from Morocco's experience. More general studies from the Programme Al Ghait
data sets may lead also to better weather forecasting and understanding of the structure of
storm systems in that region.
Specific scientific data collection and studies recommended for the project include the
following:

3.

0

Studies of the radar and satellite data should be expanded to describe the
mesosynoptic physical characteristics of precipitation events in Morocco. These
results should then be combined with the cloud microphysical observations and
numerical modeling simulations to better understand the physical mechanisms that
cause precipitation in Morocco. Radar data collection and quality control should
continue in accordance with the Operations Plan through 1993.

*

Additional data collection and analyses are needed in the areas of cloud physics and
statistical evaluation. These data should be collected from 1989 to 1993 in order to
continue existing analyses and provide required expanded sample sizes.

0

Statistical-physical evaluation techniques that deal with the large natural variations
of precipitation in the target and control areas need further study. The search for
covariates for the statistical evaluation should be expanded to at least further
exploration of the use of the Rhea model. This research will require continued effort
and careful analysis. The numerical modeling work of Mr. El Majdoub and
Mr. Abidi should be continued to better quantify the precipitation and runoff
received in Morocco and lend support to other studies that are dealing with the
physical mechanisms of the precipitation process.

The United States should continue involvement in the project. - Continued American

participation in the project was recommended by the Final External Evaluation Report and
the Annual Monitoring Report in 1989. Those reports recommended continued involvement
for at least the next 4 years until a sound scientific result can be olbtained.
The United States should look for ways to support continued scientific collaboration after the
end of the current USAID project to ensure that sound scientific results can be obtained over
the next 4 years. This assistance would consist of:

xii

Continued monitoring of the GOM progress in successfully implementing
recommendations Iand 2 above, and if the monitoring indicates that the GOM is
successfully continuing Programme Al Ghait, then the United States should consider
limited additional assistance in the areas of:
*
"
"
"
*
•

Statistical evaluation studies.
Improved application of numerical precipitation and air flow models.
Expanded and improved cloud physics aircraft data collection and analysis.
Improved radar data collection and analysis.
Mesoscale analyses and storm system seedability studies.
Expanded and improved hydrologic and economic applications studies.

In summary, the joint Moroccan-American Programme Al Ghait has been a successful program of
technical assistance and technology transfer. It has resulted in the establishment of a well-trained
team of meteorologists and technicians who are able to conduct scientific weather modification
operations and physical and evaluation studies on data collected. This type of scientific exchange
has benefited the Moroccan meteorological service and the international meteorological community
through the increased scientific observational capabilities and the basic knowledge gained from the
project's scientific studies. These new observational capabilities will contribute new data to the
international community to better understand daily weather and global climate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Drought Prior to Programme Al Ghait

Generally dry conditions began in Morocco in 1975. A serious drought began in the water year of
1981 (September 1, 1980, to August 31, 1981), with precipitation ranging from 40 to 60 percent
below normal in important agricultural areas (especially in central Morocco), severely reducing the
country's water supply. Comparable precipitation deficiencies had not occurred since the late
1930's. Overall, the following (1982) water year was slightly less dry, but brought a shift in the
precipitation distribution with the greatest deficiency in the north. The 1983 water year had the
worst precipitation dcficits since the drought started; precipitation amounts nationwide ranged from
40 to 80 percent below normal. There was a slight increase in precipitation during the 1984 water
year, but accumulations still ranged from 20 to 40 percent below normal. The 4-year cumulative
precipitation deficiency was over 120 percent of yearly normal in much of the central, southern, and
eastern areas. Ground-water storage and reservoir supplies were in great part depleted. Reservoirs
held about 10 to 20 percent of their normal capacity, and many were under their minimum
operating level. Before 1980 hydroelectric power had met about 30 percent of the nation's energy
needs; by 1984 the corresponding figure was down to 8 percent. The social and economic impact
of the drought, considered to be the worst in modern history, was compounded by greatly increased
demand for additional water resources caused by rapid population growth, urbanization,
industrialization, and expansion of irrigation.
1.2

Establishment of Programme Al Ghait

Weather modification to increase precipitation had been attempted in Morocco several times prior
to the serious drought which began in 1980. In the 1950's, officials of the colonial administration
had contracted with a private firm from the United States for cloud seeding to increase
precipitation over a portion of the Atlas Mountains. It is difficult to specify the net results of the
seeding operations.
At the direction of His Majesty King -lassan I, Government of Morocco (GOM) officials
investigated the possibility of using wcather modification to increase precipitation during the
drought of the early 1980's. The GOM created a high-level committee to supervise and coordinate
its weather modification activities, which were organized under the title of Programme Al Ghait.
Personnel of the National Meteorological Organization (Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale,
or DMN) and the Moroccan Royal Air Force (Forces Royales Air, or FRA) collaborated in the
conduct of some experimental cloud seeding flights in 1982 and 1983 using an Alpha Jet trainer to
drop pyrotechnic flares containing 20 grams of silver iodide each into rising convective cloud towers.
The committee also conducted a series of meetings to acquaint administrators, technical experts,
and public leaders with the weather modification program.
1.3

United States Support of Programme Al Ghait

In June 1983, at the direction of llis Majesty King Hassan 11, the GOM requested assistance from
the United States with Programme Al Ghait. Specifically, the GOM requested help from the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID) to mitigate the severe drought in Morocco and
to improve the ability of the National Meteorological Organization to conduct effective weather

modification projects. Following receipt of this request for assistance with Programme Al Ghait,
USAID turned to the National Academy of Science (NAS) for advice on how to proceed. The NAS
convened a meeting of experts on weather modification in Washington, D.C., in August 1983 to
consider how the U.S. Government (USG) should respond to requests from foreign governments
for assistance with weather modification projects. The NAS provided a cautious assessment of the
possibilities for success in such projects, but did not rule out entirely the chance of a useful result.
The request was then cleared by the National Security Council.
With support from USAID under a Participating Agency Service Agreement (PASA) with the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), a team of four American scientists led by Dr. Bernard
Sil-c:man of Reclamation visited Morocco in Novemher 1083 to investigate the possibilities for
cloud seeding in that country. After a thorough review of the facilities and evaluation of the
potential for weather modification in Morocco, the team prepared a "Weather Modification
Assessment for the Kingdom of Morocco" (Silverman et al., 1983); they concluded that a winter
cloud seeding demonstration program over a portion of the High Atlas Mountains appeared
worthwhile. On the basis of the assessment, negotiations went forward for continued Reclamation
participation in Programme Al Ghait.
In May 1984 the Kingdom of Morocco, acting through its Ministry of Transportation (the parent
agency of DMN), and the United States of America, acting through USAID, signed a Project Grant
Agreement for a multiyear winter snowpack augmentation project in Morocco. The agreement
provided six million dollars ($0,000,000) in USAID funds and a matching amount from the GOM
in services, personnel, and materials fi the execution of a winter cloud seeding demonstration
project in the l1igh Atlas Mountains.
USAID implemented the project through a second PASA with Reclamation. Under the terms of
the PASA, Reclamation provided overall scientific management and administered USAID's
$6,000,000 program. In partial ful!illment of the requirement to provide scientific management,
Dr. David Matthews was stationed in Casablanca, Morocco, as a Resident Scientific Advisor (RSA)
from AugIust 1984 through A ugust 1988 to coordinate the technical assistance effort. In addition,
modern meteorological and commutinications equipment, as well as technical training in how to use
and maintain the equipment, was provided under the program. The program also included training
for Moroccan meteorologists in the technology of weather modification and collaboration between
Reclamation and GOM scientists on the project evaluation. The first operational field season began
in November 1984, and operations have continually become more technically sophisticated and
extensive.
1.4

Goal and Objectives of Programme Al Ghait

With the signing of the Project Grant Agreement, Programme Al Ghait became a joint project
between the United States and Morocco, with the goal to increase manageable water resources in
Morocco through the implementation of a scientifically based weather modification project on a
demonstration basis. The purpose of the project was to assist the development within the GOM
of an ability to design, plan, implement, monitor, and evaluate scientifically based weather
modification programs in Morocco (Lintner and Silverman, 1984).
In late April and early May 1985, an external evaluation of the project was conducted by a team
of three U.S. experts in weather modific-.tion from outside Reclamation. One of the key findings
2

from their assessment of the project's status was that there were "at least nine objectives, some non
complementary, with a lack of agreement by the participating institutions as to their priorities"
(Changnon etal., 1985). They recommended that Reclamation, USAID, and GOM collaborate "to
develop a more clearly focused set of prioritized objectives which all agencies can agree upon and
which can be clearly translated into operational and research guidelines and actions." Subsequently,
the following primary objectives were established for Programme Al Ghait:
1. Implement a scientifically based cloud seeding demonstration program for winter
precipitation augmentation over the upper portion of the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin in the
Atlas Mountains to help alleviate the current drought conditions, assess the amount of
additional water produced in the river/reservoir system as a result of the demonstrati-hn
program, and evaluate the effects of increased winter precipitation on runoff and its
subsequent uses.
2. Examine cloud and precipitation processes to improve the scientific basis of the
demonstration program and obtain evidence of its physical plausibility.
3. Concurrent with the first two objectives, transfer winter precipitation augmentation
technology through informal and formal training to enable Moroccan personnel to design,
plan, implement, monitor, and evaluate similar winter precipitation augmentation projects
over the mountainous areas of Morocco.
4. Increase awareness of the need for an improved water resources management program
in the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin and of the contribution that weather modification can make
to the water resources.
The work described in the remainder of this report was intended to fulfill the objectives just stated.
1.5 Program Management
Responsibility for the program management rested jointly between the USG and the GOM. To
provide an effective management team, a Project Steering Committee (PSC) was established to
manage the day-to-day issues within the project. Issues beyond the immediate conduct of the
project were managed through the National Steering Committee (NSC), which interfaced with other
ministries and agencies within Morocco.
1.5.1 Project Steering Committee. - As of 1987, the PSC was comprised of Mr. Amed Bensari,
Director of DMN; Colonel Mohamed Bamaarouf, the coordinator for FRA; Mr. Saad Benarafa,
Project Director; Mr. El Bachir Loukah, Deputy Project Director; Mr. Brahim Louaked, Equipment
Coordinator; Mr. Harry Petrequin, Deputy Mission Director; the USAID Mission Project Officer;
and Dr. David Matthews, RSA. When the USAID Environmental Coordinator for Asia/Near East
[Dr. Stephen Lintner (1984-87); Mr. Glen Wh:ley (1988)] and Dr. Bernard Silverman of
Reclamation were in Morocco for the annual monitoring reviews, they served as ex officio members
of the PSC.
The PSC was authorized to approve required changes in the project design, to discuss problems,
and to identify solutions to problems in project management, implementation, monitoring, and
evaluation.
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1.5.2 National Steering Committee. - The NSC was organized to provide national support to
the project and serve as liaison between the two primary impleanenting agencies (DMN and FRA)
and other interested GOM agencies. It was comprised of representatives from the following
ministries and agencies: Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Defense, Ministry of the Interior,
Ministry of Mines and Energy, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Post and Telecommunications,
and the National Center of Coordination and Planning of Technical and Scientific Research. The
committee met once each year to review progress and make recommendations.
1.5.3 Mission project officer. - The project was in the portfolio of the Mission's Energy and
Natural Res-L. 'es Division, which was directed by Mr. Stephen Klein. The USAID Mission project
officer was responsible for in-country project administration and routine monitoring.
He
coordinated with the Resident Scientific Advisor to ensure project performance and represented
the Mission on the Project Steering Committee. The series of Mission project officers - John
Giusti (1984-85), Robert Kahn (1986, 1988), Samir Zoghby (1986-87), and Eric Loken (1988-89)
- provided excellent support to the project and guided the critical management decisions. Their
experience in developing and implementing technical assistance projects contributed greatly to the
successful implementation of Programme Al Ghait. Specific assistance included coordination of
training with the Mission training officer and coordination with other Mission offices including
Planning, Agriculture, and Economics, and within Energy and Natural Resources .
1.5.4 Resident scientific advisor. - Reclamation assigned a scientist full time to tile field
program in Morocco. Dr. David Matthews moved to Casablanca and served as the RSA at the
project headkuarters at Casablanca Anfa Airport. He provided scientific management, technical
monitoring of contractors in the field, and project coordination. lie woi Aed with the Moroccan
meteorological and technical team on a day-to-day basis in developing a scientifically sound program
and providing advice and training in its execution.
1.5.5 Annual monitoring review. - The project plans called for an Annual Monitoring Review
(AMR) by Dr. Bernard A. Silverman of Reclamation and the Environmental Coordinator, Bureau
for Asia/Near East of the USAID Washington Office. Each year the AM R team visited Morocco
and reviewed the project with tile PSC and the USAID Mission. They visited all project field sites
and the facilities of cooperating GOM organizations to examine the scientific quality of the project
and verify the use of suspension criteria in cloud seeding operations. The monitoring team
provided expertise regarding the scientific basis of the project, operations, management, and
environmental issues.
1.5.6
External evaluation. - Three senior experts in the scientific, operational, and water
resources aspects of the project were selected to provide an independent review of the project and
advise Reclamation, the PSC, and the USAID Mission on the progress toward its objectives. The
team made three in-country reviews, each of 2 weeks' duration. The team focused on the scientific
design, project implementation, project management, institutional development, transfer of
technology and training, and the water resources planning and management.
1.5.7 Coordination with other donors. - Given the need identified in the Weather Modification
Assessment (Silverman et al., 1Q83) and the Project Paper (Lintner and Silverman, 1984) to improve
water resources and 1ar1d use management, the USAID Mission attempted to coordinate with other
donors, irticularly the World Bank. It provided information on the findings of the project,
4

especially with regard to institutional development and personnel training needs in water resources
planning and management, to other interested parties in multilateral, bilateral, and international
organizations in an attempt to attract additional resources in addressing these problems. As
information becomes available from the scientific and economic evaluations, it will be provided to
other donors, particularly those interested in providing capita! for development of infrastructure in
the water, forestry, rangelands, and watershed management sectors.
The Mission and RSA
coordinated training of DMN personnel in programs offered by the European Space Agency and
the USG's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration with support from the United Nations
Development Project.
The following chapters of the report summarize the inputs to the program from the GOM and the
USG and the program outputs in terms of technology transfer and scientific studies, and provide
a summary of lessons learned.
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Figure 1.1. - Principal organizations supporting the Moroccan Winter Snowpack
Augmentation Project - Programme Al Ghait from the United States
and Morocco.

2. SCIENTIFIC DESIGN OF PROGRAMME AL GHAIT
2.1

Purpose and Approach

The purpose of the project was to develop within GOM an ability to design, plan, implement,
monitor, and evaluate scientifically based programs of winter snowpack augmentation in the context
of water resources management. The institutional development of the DMN, through the transfer
of weather modification technology to their staff, providing of new equipment, and training on the
equipIlent operation and maintenance, was considered to be of primary importance.
The first step in developing the operational design for Programme Al Ghait, taken during the
November 1983 assessment visit, was to examine results of cloud seeding in regions having climates
similar to that of Morocco to see what operational approaches, if any, had provided evidence of
increases in precipitation. Initial comparisons indicated that some precipitation augmentation
projects in California were suitable analogues of the Moroccan situation. Both Morocco and
California have Mediterranean climates with pronounced winter maxima of precipitation, and both
receive most of their precipitation as maritime air masses flowing inland impinge upon high
mountain ranges. The 1983 assessment noted that operational cloud seeding programs in California
aimed at increasing winter orographic precipitation had given statistical indications of increases of
3 to 1() percent in annual runoff from precipitation. Most of these projects involved the release of
silver iodide (Agl) crystals to form additional ice particles in supercooled clouds or mixed-phase
clouds. The Agl generators were operated either on the ground or on aircraft flying at
temperatures slightly below 0 'C.
Development of the operational plan for the Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project required a
more in-depth evaluation of the climate of Morocco, especially as it related to the frequency and
duration of winter orographic cloud seeding opportunities. Since no cloud physics data were
ava'iilable for Morocco. the collection of sample data sets followed by an analysis of these data for
scedability was given high priority. This was necessary so that cloud seeding procedures could be
designed to maximize seeding effectiveness.
The demonstration project was designed to be evolutionary in its implementation. Initial emphasis
ws devoted to acquisition and installation of the equipment and facilidies necessary for conducting
Cloud seeding operations, initiation of training in the various dimensions of the project, and
establishment of an organizational and operational framework for the project. Initial operations
were restricted to VFR (visual flight rules) airborne seeding of the target area during daylight
hours using only uniform, simplified flight procedures. After the operations personnel gained
additional knowledge and experience and the necessary equipment and facilities had been installed,
the seeding operations were extended to include IFR (instrument flight rules) airborne seeding and
ground-based seeding using manually operated silver iodide generators.
In order to ensure the technically responsible and economically feasible application of cloud seeding
technology as a water resources nianagement tool rather than as an emergency response to drought
conditions, tile project design included physical, statistical, and economic evaluations to provide a
basis for a rational decisionmiking process governing tile use of this technology. The Winter
Snowpack Augmentation Project's Evaluation Program was developed in four major parts as follows:
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1. Physical evaluation. - To determine the seedability of winter clouds over mountainous
areas of Morocco.
2. Statistical evaluation. - To determine the amount of additional streamflow produced as
the result of cloud seeding operations.
3. Economic evaluation. - To determine the costs and benefits of the production and use of
additional streamflow as the result of cloud seeding operations.
4. Application activities. - Studies and training which apply the findings and
recommendations of the physical and economic evaluations to practical issues in water
resources management.
2.2

Choice of Location

2.2.1 Climatology. - The choice of a location for a demonstration project depended upon a
number of factors, including facilities and conmunications. However, climatological considerations
played a key role in the selection.
Morocco is located on the northwest corner of Africa and has a varied topography including coastal
plains, upland plateaus, and rugged mountains. Its climate is determined by its latitude and its
topography.
The subtropical high-pressure zone that encircles the earth around 300 N. often extends from east
to west across southern or central Morocco. The Azores high-pressure area, which is part of this
zone, strongly controls the weather over the northwestern part of Africa and accounts for the
prevailing dryness. Frcm November through April, the Azores high-pressure area sometimes shifts
westward, which allows storms of polar origin to affect most of Morocco north of 30' N. Generally
speaking, Morocco has a very dry sumnmer, centered around July, and two wet periods in early
winter (Novemlber-I)ccember) and late winter (February-March) separated by a somewhat drier
JaLnuIry.

The winter storms follow one of the two principal storm tracks, namely, west-to-east and north-to
south. The two storm tracks are associated with zonal and meridional flow, respectively. The
established statistics show that the storms associated with a meridional circulation appear to be
three times more frequent than those associated with a zonal circulation.
In autumn the principal cause of precipitation is low-pressure areas moving into Morocco from the
northwest and associated passages of cold fronts marking the leading edges of polar air masses.
A cold frout passage is frequently preceded by a flow of moist, tropical air from the southwest that
results in widespread precipitation over the I ligh Atlas Mou nta ins. In the late-winter wet period
(after January's typically drier weather), incursiOIIs of the Mediterranean front into Morocco from
the northeast play a major role in the i)roLiction of precipitat ion.
The geographical distribuition of normal a01;
nnalI

precipitation shows clearly the effects of latitude

and topography. II the coastal plains, the average a IiNalI precipitation drops from 800 millimeters
at Tangier in the north to 40(1 iillimeters at Casahlanca in the central area, and finally to
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240 millimeters at Agadir in the southwest. This is due to the protective action of the Azores high
pressure ridge extending toward southern Morocco.
The High Atlas is the longest and most massive of the Moroccan mountain ranges. It extends
from the Bay of Agadir on the Atlantic Ocean in the southwest to about 125 kilometers south of
the Mediterranean Sea near the Moroccan/Algerian border in the northeast (fig. 2.1). With a
southwest-northeast orientation, a mean altitude of about 3000 meters above mean sea level, and
peaks extending from 3500 meters to above 4000 meters, the High Atlas constitutes an effective
barrier to the oceanic storms. Because the air flowing over Morocco during winter storms usually
comes from a westerly or northerly direction, regions southeast of the High Atlas are much drier
than places at the same latitude but located northwest of the High Atlas.
The heaviest rains tend to fall on the windward slopes of the mountains. There are three important
rainfall maxima; they are located in the Rif Mountains in northern Morocco (1600 mm annually
at Outka), the northern part of the Middle Atlas (1100 mm at Ifrane), and the central High Atlas
(around 1000 mm at the higher elevations).
The mean frequency of storms that affect Morocco during the November-A&pril period ranges from
two to five per month; storms occur most frequently during December, February, and March.
Except for situations vith cyclogenesis in the vicinity of Morocco, which can last from 5 to 7 days,
zonal and meridional storms do not exceed 2 or 3 days' duration. In general, the dur :ion of
storms is longer in autumn and winter than in spring, when the duration may be limited to a day.
The mean number of days with precipitatioa per year on the northwestern side of the High Atlas
Mountains ranges from 60 to 65 in the north, 45 to 50 in the center, and 30 to 35 in the south.
The intensity of precipitation varies in time and Space; its value may range from 0.5 to 15 mm/h
and, under certain conditions, may reach 30 to 40 mm/h, inducing floods.
Despite the low latitude, Moroccan mountains have frequent and important snowfalls in November
and December, and more in JanaL~ry and February. The freezing level in the winter in the central
High Atlas is usually around 2500 meters. During winter storms of polar origin, snow is commonly
observed clown to 1000 icters elevation. The snow that falls below the 2000-meter level melts
quickly aind contributes to the runoff in near real-time leaving. nevertheless, an important
proportion of the Iligh Atlas v;th extended snowpack. Snow depth averages from a few centimeters
in the lower elevations to as much as 150 centimeters near the 2rest.
2.2.2
Choice of target and control areas. - On the basis of the apparent success of
precipitation projects in the California mountains and the results of other studies indicating the
feasibility of seeding winter orogr phic clouds, it was determined rather early that the most
promising approach would be to select a demonstration arcai in the High Atlas Mountains.
Six major rivers drain the northwect side of the mountains and cross the semiarid agricultural zone.
These river basins contain most of the reservoirs and feed seven or the nation',; nine major
irrigiation districts. Discussions with GOM personnel flmiliar with the country's water supply
situa tion led to tile choice of the draina ge basin of the Oucd Oum Er Rbia in the cer~td High
Atlas Mountains as the target area for the demnonstration project. This basin has a series of dais,
hydroelectric generaiting facilities, aind irrigation projects that could effectively distribute additional

water supplies generated by cloud seedig operat ions. The Oued Tensift basin located in the IIigh
II

Atlas southwest of the target area was selected as the control area for the project. Figure 2.2
shows a map of central Morocco with the target and control areas and the principal field site
locations.
The primary target area was that portion of the Oued Oum Er Rhia drainage basin northwest of
the I ligh Atlas Divide containing the headwaters of streans that flow into three principal reservoirs:
Bin El Ouidane, Ait Chouarit (Ilassan I Dam), and Moulay Youssef. For the purpose of
Programine Al G hait, the I1igh Atlas Divide within the target area was defined by a line running
from southwest to northeast (235 to 055') at a perpendicular distance of 150 kilometers from the
project radar site, which was set at Khouribga. The target area, extending from 31.25 to 32.50' N.
and from 5.25 to 7.25' W., formed a rectangle 220 k,imeters long by 65 kilometers wide
(14 300 k1 2 in area) northwest of the crest. Figure 2.3 shows a cross section of the mountains in
the primary target area along a line perpendicular from the project radar at Khouribga to the crest
of the High Atlas.
The tariget and control areas both have long periods of streaiiflow records, permitting ai statistical

target-control evaluation of' seeding effects. Since the primary evaluation of Programme Al Ghait
is through the applic;ation of statistical techniques capable of' detecting changes in streamtlow into
Bin -I Ouidlne reservoir, cloud seeding operations have been concentrated on the northeastern
two-thi irds of tile I iigh Atlas ta rget area that drains into this reservoir.

2.3

Physical Basis of Project

2.3.1 Seeding hypothesis. - Initial analyses of the thermodynamic structure of winter storms
in Morocco ind.licited that ice phase seeding Of clouds containing supercooled water for
microphysica l effects, tie so-callled stati seeding hypothesis, should be the physical basis for the
demonstra tion project. This hypothesis holds that introduction of artificial ice nuclei can lead to
the formation of additional sntwf'lakes ill clouds. It is called the static seeding hypothesis to
contrast it with hypotheses involving changes iin the dynamics of the cloud systems.
"According to the static seeding hypothesis a cloud is postuhlted to be seedable [WMO,
1982] if it contains supercooled water that is or will be under-utilized by the cloud's
natural precipitation process, that will not be eroded by competitive depletion processes
and that will last long eough in sufficient
luantities to permit growth of additional
precipitation particles induced by seeding.i to sizes that can reach the ground. If the
amount and persistence of SUp)ercooled water in a cloud is high, then the depletion rate
of water associat-d withinaturll precipitation development, cloud ice evolution, and
entrainnient is likely to be low, anid the opp[ortntrity for seeding tends to be high. The
coexistence of ice ill tile cloud is only a dleterrent to seeding if it exists in sizes and
c(incentrations which Cau;ise the su)ercooled water to le depleted faster than seeding can
exploit it" (Silvernai, 198().

2.3.2

Seedability of clouds in Morocco. - Clouds are seedable under tile static seeding
hypothesis if they contain Sul)ercoCdedI iqui(Iid water that ca', le converted to precipitation with ice
iiuclca nts. hccauise very little was known of the winter clouds over the target area at tile beginning

of Prograiii Al (hait, thie defining of clouds suitaible for seeding has been an evolving process.
It was expected originally that the clouds to be treated would le nainy stratiform, orographic
clouds. Previous work in California and elsewhere had suggested that orographic clouds with top
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temperatures colder than -20 °C would contain enough ice crystals to use effectively any
supercooled liquid water that might be present. Since the effectiveness of artificial ice nucleants
increases markedly as the temperature falls below the threshold of activity around -5 °C, it was
initially anticipated that most seeding operations would involve supercooled, stable orographic
clouds with cloud top temperatures in the -5 to -20 'C range.
Evaluation of the precipitation e-.ents during the first field season (1984-85) showed that they were
usually associated with synoptic scale storms and that the cloud types changed as the stor: i fronts
moved across the target area. Bands of convective clouds were observed frequently.
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.UIN) ii research aircraft was
operated in Morocco in 1985. Preliminary examination of the cloud physics data collected by the
UND aircraft indicated that most of the clouds sampled were convective. The typical supercooled
liquid water concentrations were between 0.3 and 0.5 g/m 3 , but concentrations up to 3 g/m' were
observed in small regions. Many of the convective clouds that were sampled developed frozen
precipitation particles. However, at least two of the water-rich clouds that were studied intensively
failed to develop appreciable amounts of ice at -12 'C. Some of the supercooled clouds produced
small ice particles, but not solid precipitation, at the sampling level. These preliminary observations
indicated seedability for some clouds over the target area (Grainger and Stith, 1987).
As
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2.3.3 Criteria for selection. - A distinction was made between orographic, mainly stratiform
clouds and semi-isolated convective clouds in establishing criteria for clouds to be seeded (Hartzell
et al., 1986). The criteria adopted that year, based on cloud top temperature (CTT1) and cloud
thickness, were:
0

For stable orographic or layer clouds with only weak embedded convection:
-5 aC > CY > -20 °C and cloud thickness over 1 kilometer.

*

For convective clouds:
-10 °C > CTT > -25 °C and cloud thickness over 2 kilometers.

The reasons for establishing different criteria were as follows. Although Agi particles are not very
active as ice nuclei at temperatures around -5 C and diffusionai growth is slow, seeding clouds
with top temperatures near -5 'C is practical if the clouds last long enough for precipitation to
develop. This might be the case for orographic clouds more than I kilometer thick, but not for
convective clouds, whose lifetimes are often as short as 10 or 15 minutes. Likewise, convective
clouds less than 2 kilometers thick probably would not last long enough to develop precipitation.
Stable layer clouds (possibly with weak embedded convection) with top temperatures colder than
-20 'C and convective clouds with top temperatures colder than -25 'C usually contain enough
natural ice to use effectively the available liquid water (Grant and Elliott, 1974; Gagin, 1981).
2.3.4 Seeding agent. - The team of American ,cientists who made the 1983 assessment for the
Kingdom of NoroccC suggested that because Agl was the most tested and proven agent available
for seeding winter storms, it should be used exc!usively for the demonstration project. A provision
in the Project Grant Agreement made GOM responsible for the purchase of the seeding agent;
they agreed to use AgI exclusively for Programme Al Ghait.
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Silver iodide can be produced from a wide variety of generating devices. Liquid-fueled generators
have proven cost effective and reliable on many projects and therefore were recommended by
Reclamation for the demonstration project. The seeding agent recommended was a 2Agl-Nal
(silver iodide - sodium iodide) solution in acetone. This seeding agent has been used for over
30 years in almost all countries engaged in precipita tion aum ntation activities. Experience has
shown that the 2AgI-Nal solution is relatively Csy to handle and produces few operational
problems. I lowever, the primary reason that 2Agl-Nal was recommended, rather than another
Agi solution, was to minimize the uncertainties in the nucleation stage of the seeding process.
Nuclei irOdtIcCd from it nuclCItC ice by the condensation-freezing mechanism at a rapid rate that
is indleCndent of liquid water concentration, which was a relatively unknown quantity in Moroccan
clouds. Moreover, if supersa ttLrated conditions are encountered, ias imiight be the case in the
orographically ascending air and the emCdded convection, the nucleation rate might be even
faster.
Various strengths of Agi solutions have been used on prccipitation augmentation projects around
the world. The seeding ageilt Used during the 1984-85 and 1985-86 field seasons was an Agl-AgCI
(silver iodide - silver chlIoride) solution containing 4 percent by weight of Agl. This solution caused
some technical problems to( the l.olse airborne generators, Including nozzle obstruction. TO avoid
hose critic;ll problerIs alld to InillnliZC tile unier|hI at iCs in the rIucleation stage of the seeding
strategy, Recla mation recoinl c ndCdLhat a solution of 2Agl-Nal (silver iodide - sodium iodide)
containing 2 percent by weight of Agl be used in the tolI'owiing field seasons. Thiis recommendation
was adopted. A seeding rate o' about 200 g Agi per hour
I Lohse generator was set; this was
achieved by a burn rate of albout I I liters of solit ion per l1 r.

Recla mation's recommenda lion that a 2-peccLnt rat her thanii a 4-percent solution be used wals
basCd oi tile hi igh )robability thlt blrning tile st roniger solution would not substantially chianuge the
tnuinber of niuclei obtained; rat her, coagulation woulI resuIlt in the prodLuction of larger nuclei
()ennis, 198)). As the iiucleatiol rate of 2Agl-Nal is ildelpendlent of particle size, the only
advantage off a 4-percent solut ion would be tle very sIilit iicraCse in nuclei output, which wa'is
judged not to be cost effective.
2.4

Scientific Operations Plan

Cloud seeding oprCl'atiois were colndLictCd by lie I)M N's Division of Research in Casablanca. The
project's operations teain consisted of more than 50 trained meteorologists, meteorologica1l
technicians, and electronics technicia ns Iocated from Casa bla nca to Khouribga, Beni Mellal, and
Azilal. The operations teai was assisted hy a scientil'ic tcali of1 six Illeteolrologists located in the
project's analysis center in Casarbla nca. I:RA pilots ard tcchiinicia ris for tile seeding aircra ft were
stationed with the aircraft at Ises rm r Meknes aId Kcnit ra. The on-dtity operations director
guided aircraft arid grourd-based seedtlig opcrations isuing data from a 5-centimeter wea ther radar
at Klouribga, an Lipper air sounding system at lBeni Mellal, a saItellitC dowrrlink at Casablanca, and
ncar rea-time meteorolh gical d visa.l observations from the project area. A detai led opera tion1s
phin outlined the specific dcisionniaking criteria (including suspension criteria) and operational
I)rOc'cdlu res for all aspectS 01 tlie project froIl tile dcclratiou of project status to oppl0rttr)inity
recognition, conduct of cloud seeding ojiCra ItioIIS, inStruItMC1ltd a ircra ft clouLd physics resCrch
flights, and data collection (I lartzell et al., V)86).
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2.4.1 Decision procedure for seeding operations. - Fach lrogramme Al Gllit field
sea1son
for cloiud seeding oplera tions hegan oin November I Mid cnmtin ed thlrough April 30. Duringi ti.s
0-month i)tl
io , ro,ine.tif wa
lo)Cs wee schd
S iClHed, uni
less 01lerwise suSpiendeI, fOr 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. I';acll day's dloid seeding activities vere (letermilned by fotllowing tile
"Daily
Operational )ecision I'r(c',ur ," shown ilfigure 2..4. Four key ca,tego0ries IaLd to be evaluated
favorably before s'dinl olrallils werl lti
( thle
(Nd:
l) Celher orlec(ast state that there was
aI potntial for su(it;rbhe .'lii(s over tle tki,'Carea, (b) I)oje ec lil)illnt liedet to
Collduc'
seeding activities was ol.ratiolinal, (c) iroject )ersolnel were available to operate tile eqlipment
ar1 Id
mo)nit(or tlie seeding, ai:d (d) susi)nS
(ritelia did i(it reqirire tile temliolrary suislpensioni of
seedinlg ativities. ( hecklists werVe usLd to evlultlle a11d (ocuiierit tie daily statius of each
(if tiese
key ca terories. This decision procedurre is descrihed in detail in the Opratio .s PhJIaf)rlrogramme
,/ ,hajl, which was i rswrt
written(I diirigi the I984-85 season and then updated yearly.
Each day at t)0))() local lirnme, a jitilc hrie'fing via radio was held I)weern tile OielatiinIs
Con tlrol
Ceniter at Khourihga anid tire ()ieralio(ns Sull))rt Center ill
Casablanca. After reviewing tile statirs
(if' equipment, person ri., alid susliensioli criteria, deta iled presentations were liiade
of tile synloptic
aind llesoscale weatliler silirations. The project coordiriato(r then presented the
24-hour fo0recast
for tie tarl(',t area ;1ii(l the decision on Iroject status, which was normally a (lecisionl
lie made
joilntly with the (n-dlrly o(ierat ions (direCtor. This inllforanltill W
was then imnmediately relayed via
"'elex to o(,erai
ti
oiis ) ,rs;Or ne I C;lled at Belli Melal, Azilal, Meknes, and Ken itra. The four
1)r Je0 staltS
tt c tCg(r ieS are define'd below:
*

Stand down:

*

Ava ihlable standl)y: Operati(ns expected inl 2 to 24 hours.

No 01)(r1-11t ioS expected during tile next 24 Ionirs.

Ready staindby: ()perations expected illless tlhanii 2 hours.
(lxcej t o I- lots of iorject aireraf requred a llllnimnm if ('honrs' advance not
ice for
a iraft (oipera ions.)
*

Operations:

Seeding ojieratiins re(iested or in progress.

2.4.2 Seeding opportunity forecasting and nowcasting. - Weather forecasting
was needed
tn s plort operati rl decisionmaking for lrograninre Al Gliait. Of pririary importance
vas tile
folecasting (f ('l(oudsl5 tli.at would provide a1Vi>teliatl fo0r seedilg operat ions. The forl'ec'lst
was used
to iplace )r(ijct
.I)C(S I
illeither'r "a ilable strlb)y" (r "'stand downi" slatuis. It was lighly
(lesirable toi d'c(llre the "available stanIdby" stains 24 hiours in advance of when
potential seeding
(pl'ra ti(liS weea llt
iCil);te(l; a liillrir
of
(ni'6
Ii(rlS'
riotice was req inied f(r piject a'ircraft
(}pera tiolls.
Il order to illitia te orn elillairite actuial seeding operatiions effectively, tile forecasters
had to
contillntic watehing the weather after the day's fo+re;st hind been issued. They
were j
lr-cticing
"nowllas(.,,.;t
inlg," which is the terii lid
l
t(oforecasting weather coriditionis expe(tel to exist within
(lie iexl 2 homnrs. The iIi'hirnfomation reqired for llowcastinig was 01)taied by mlionitoring
real-tihme
satellite, rardair, ililnlilin wealllier, :inl pilot (lservations for tile project ale,.
Since tile success of' cloud seeding to enhance precipitati(n depends on many fiaictors,
such as tile
presence of sulteirc(ioled liquid water, [ie concentration of natural ice crystals, stability,
ii uclea t inig
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agents, dispersal methods, transport and dispersion of seeding material, and time available in-cloud
for diffusional growth of ice nuclei, and since Programme Al Ghait did not have available
ground-based instrumentation to make measurements of supercooled liquid water and ice, the
selection of seeding opportunities was almost always based on traditional forecasts. Most of the
time, the assumption was made that seeding potential existed whenever the first four of the
following conditions were observed:
1. Cloud [iase height was less than 3000 meters m.s.l., which was the mean altitude of the
Iligh Atlas crest in the target area. (If estimated from rawinsonde data, cloud base height
was defined as the level where the temperature-dew point spread was less than 3 °C.)
2. Cloud depth was greater than 1000 meters for stable orographic clouds or layer clouds
with oldy weak embedded convection, but greater than 2000 meters for semi-isolated cumulus
congestus. (If estimated from rawinsonde data, "cloud" was defined as the layers where the
relative humidity with respect to water was 85 percent or greater.)
3. Cloud top temperature (from aircraft, satellite, and/or rawinsonde data) appeared to be
suitable for seeding (generally between -5 and -20 °C, but between -10 and -25 'C for semi
isolated cumulus congestus).
4. Airflow below the 700-hPa level (approximately 3000 m) was suitable for targeting seeding
material upslope into the barrier (between 220 and 3600).
Other conditions considered favorable but not necessary included:
5. Rawinsonde data from Beni Mellal and/or Tissa indicated potential instability (defined
as regions where the equivalent potential temperature, Theta E, decreased with height).
6.

Radar echoes from precipitation were existing in or moving toward the target area.

7. Real-time visual observations from mountain sites indicated the occurrence of
precipitation and suitable clouds.
8.

Satellite images indicated significant cloud cover over or moving into the target area.

9. Rawinsonde data from Beni Mellal and/or Tissa indicated significant supercooled liquid
water available for precipitation.
2.4.3
Seeding techniques and operations. - Cloud base height and temperature profile
changed from storm to storm depending on the origin of the storm, or during the same storm
according to its stage of evolution. The appropriate delivery technique was selected in view of
each mesoscale situation. Warm surface temperatures associated with high cloud bases (greater
than 1000 m above ground level), trapping temperature inversions, and non-upslope low-level
airflow sometimes precluded ground seeding. However, even under these conditions, airborne
acetone generators and/or droppable pyrotechnic flares could be employed. At times, ground-based
and airborne seeding operations were conducted simultaneously.
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Beginning with the I)87-88 field season, a prinary input to the
selection of the seeding aircraft
flight path and the ground-based generators used for operational
seeding was the latest analysis
from the ATL AS targeting model (sec. 8.2), which incorporated rawinsonde
data from Beni Mellal
and Tissa, when available.
The model was empirical and two-dimensional and involved
assumptions about lirflow, ice nuclCa t ion, particle growth, and
fall speed. The two dimensions
were distance tra nsverse to tile m1ou.ntain barrier and height; variations
in the flow field along the
barrier were assumed to be negligible. This model was adapted
from the diagnostic targeting
model that had been developed and used on Reclamation's
Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project
(SCPI). Adaptation of the model for use in Morocco is discussed
in section 2.6.4.
2.4.3.1
Aircraft seeding operations. - At the inception of* the project
in 1984, the primary
strategy was to use OV-10 Bronco-type aircraft for daytime seeding
in VFR conditions beneath
cloud bases upwind of the target area. With the assignment of
two King Air 100 aircraft to the
project in 1986 to replace the OV- 10 aircraft, it became possible to
release Agi nuclei directly into
clouds in the desired temperature range of' -5 to -12 'C. (The
pref'erred seeding level was at
- I0 °C).
During the 1984-85 ind 1985-86 field seasons, tile OV- 10's perf'ormed
seeding operations by flying
back and forth along fixed tracks (patrol seeding) about I0 kilometers
upwind of the first ridge
clest (Middle Atlas range). Many technical problems such as burner
malfunctions, aircraft engine
problems, Identification Friend or Foe (IFF-)/transponder problems,
low cloud bases, icing, severe
convective weather, and strong winds were major causes of' lost seeding
opportunities. In addition,
the seeding with OV-10 aircraft was restricted to daylight hours.
Beginning in the 1986-87 field season, the higher performance and
well-instrumented King Air 100
aircrallt flew various and more flexible tracks, including seeding
under IFR and icing conditions.
Nevertheless, airborne seeding operations continued to be limited
to daylight hours. Moreover, the
installation of the cloud physics data system on one of' the King Air
100 seeding aircraft during the
same field season further limited the availability of aircraft for seeding
missions. Fortunately, the
introduction of ground-hased seeding generators at that time made
the operations less dependent
on the seeding aircraft. Figure 2.5 shows tile King Air aircraft
with tile cloud physics data
collection system and tli' Lohse seeding generators.
During convective hand passages and when convective clouds were
somewhat isolated, which was
nearly always the case in springt irne, cloud top seeding was performed
by an Alpha Jet dropping
flares into the updra ft region of' developing cells (one or two 2 0-g
AgI pyrotechnic cartridges per
uidraft regiom). The nominal flight level generally assigned
for the Alpha Jet was 4000 to
4600 meters (13,000 to 15,000 ft) m.s.l., which satisfied terrain
clearance requirements (900 m
above highest niounta in peak in the vicinity) and also provided for
seeding clouds with tops rising
through the temperature range of -10 to -15 C.
2.4.3.2
Ground-based seeding operations. - The transport and dispersion
of particulate
plumes in rough terrain are complex and not well known, but are
a fundamental consideration in
siting ground-based AgI generators. The requirements include achieving
nuclei transport to cloud
base, good targeting, and appropriate ice crystal concentrations.
Microscale circulations, such as
slope and valley wind systems, make good targeting extremely
difficult.
Low-level wind
measurements were taken by pilot balloons (pibals) from several
potential generator sites during
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storms in order to assist in targeting. In addition, boundary layer inversions can inhibit vertical

turbulent transport of the seeding plume, although this tendency is offset in many storms by
decreased atmosphere stability.
During the beginning of the third field season (1986-87), seven 150-liter-capacity ground-based
generators were installed in an arc within the target area at the sites determined as being

technically and logistically feasible (fig. 2.2); these sites were approximately 10 kilometers apart.
Three additional generators of the same type were available for installation at other sites; however,
these generators were held by the GOM as backups for the seven that were routinely used for
seeding operations. Reclamation repeatedly recommended that these three backup generators be
installed at sites already selected in order to increase the area and magnitude of the seeding effect
within the target basin.
Beginning in January 1987, grounld-based seeding operations were conducted whenever suitable
clouds were forecast to exist over the target area for longer than 3 hours, there was no capping
temperature inversion, and low-level wind conditions would carry the ground-released AgI upslope,
allowing the nuclei to enter the clouds and rise above the -5 'C level over the target :lrea. The
selection of which generators to operate was prinmarily based on the targeting wind direction. The
ATLAS targeting model (sec. 8.2) proved to be very useful by showing the estimated plume from
each generator site, the points of nucleation, and the areal coverage of seeding impact on the
ground. Once a generator was turned on, it was left on for a minimum of 3 hours. Figure 2.6
shows the mountain field site at Tissa where a ground seeding generator is located with the
rawinsonde and automatic mountain observation system.
The chemical solution used for ground-based seeding was a silver iodide-sodium iodide (2Agl-Nal)
solution containing 2 percent of AgI by weight. Some of its properties have been discussed already
in connection with its use in airborne generators. Studies at Colorado State University established
that hygroscopic condensation-freezing nucleant aerosols such as the 2AgI-NaI will survive passage
through warm cloud and function to produce ice crystals when the nucleating temperature level is
reached (DeMott et al., 1985). This information was relevant for ground-based seeding in Morocco.
The flow rate on the generators was set to produce a seeding rate of about 20 grams of Agl per
hour per generator.
2.4.4 Cloud physics aircraft operations. - An integral part of Programme Al Ghait was the
scientific analysis and evaluation of cloud physics data for the determination of seedability
(see. 8.I). Cloud physics data for this purpose were collected by the UND research aircraft during
two separate periods in 1985: January 23-April 30 and September 24-December 15 (Grainger and
Stith, 1987). Most of the data were collected upwind of and over the target area in the Oum Er
Rbia River basin. Iiowever, some data were collected over the Tensift River basin (control area
southwest of the target area) and over other regions, such as the Sebou and Sous River basins.
The data collected by the UND aircraft contributed greatly to verifying the assumptions used in
forecasting or nowcasting the seeding potential (see. 2.4.2) and improving personnel experience,
thus maximizing seeding effectiveness.
In February 1987, one of the FRA King Air 100 seeding aircraft was instrumented with a basic
instrumentation package and data acquisition system. (See section 8.1 for a description of the
instrumentation.) The availability of this instrumented Moroccan King Air during March-April
1987 and two following field seasons (1987-88 and 1988-89) for cloud physics data collection
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provided the project with a very important data set. Due to the lack of previous
cloud physics data
over Morocco, representative samples were collected from all cloud types that
appeared to have any
possibility of seeding potential.
2.4.5 Operational use of meteorological surveillance equipment. Under tile Project Grant
Agreement, the USG furnished GOM various equipment needed for conducting
and evaluating the
project, excluding AgI nuclei generators. (These equipment items are
listed and described in
section 4.6.) Three of the U.S.-furnished equipment items provided
input data for real-time
decisionmaking for cloud seeding operations; these were the rawinsonde,
radar,
systems. The operational uses of these three systems for meteorological surveillance and satellite
of the project
area are discussed in the following sections.
2.4.5.1
Rawinsonde operations. - Project rawinsonde (upper air observations
of wind,
temperature, humidity, and pressure) operations were conducted daily
at the DMN's weather
station near Beni Mellal. Reclamation provided two Weather Measure
8020 Series rawinsonde
tracking stations (one was a refurbished Reclamation system); these were
both initially installed at
Beni Mellal. The second system provided backup in case of equipment malfunction
to ensure that
near real-time upper air observations were available for project use.
Figure 2.7 shows the
rawinsondC system in Beni Mellal with the front range of the I ligh Atlas
Mountains of the target
area to the south.
During the 6-month winter field season, upper air observations were made
routinely twice daily at
the standard synoptic times of 0000 and 1200 CUT (Coordinated Universal
Time). When
requested in advance by the operations director, special 0600 CUT and/or
1800 CUT soundings
supplemented the synoptic data during periods when the project was on
standby or during cloud
seeding operations to provide the most current inform tion for decisionmaking.
After the sounding
data had been processed in Beni Mellal, they were telexed to project
sites at Casablanca and
Khouribga for further analysis. The use of these data in the ATLAS targeting
model (sec. 8.2)
provided a primary input to the selection of the seeding aircraft flight path
and the ground-based
generators used for seeding.
In the spring of I988, the hackup rawinsonde system was moved to Tissa
(near Azilal) so that
comparisons could he made of some Sinulttneous soundings made from
the two sites during
seeding opera tions. The du:1l soundings were also used to test an option
in the ATLAS targeting
model that used data from i\ 'o sou ndingis instead of one. The two-sounding
option was expected
to improve the accuracy of' the model's predictions.
2.4.5.2 Radar operations. - The radar set that Reclamation procured
for project use was tile
first weather radar set ever installed in Morocco. The system selected
was an Enterprise
Electronics WR 100-2/77 C-band set. The radar wavelength was 5.4 centimeters.
It was equipped
with an antenna 2.4 meters in dia meter, which provided a nominal beam
width of 1.60. Its primary
purposes were the direction of' airborne seeding and cloud physics aircraft
operations and the
observation of severe weather that might endanger aircraft. For this reason
an IFF system was
included in the radar system. Detailed specifications for the radar are discussed
in section 4.6.2.
Figure 2.8 shows the weather radar at Khouribga with the VI-IF radio antenna
for air-to-ground
communications and the radar console with its microprocessor computers
for data analysis and
archival.
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Both plan position indicator (PPI) and range-height indicator (RI-I) displays were
provided at the
radar set. Microprocessors for recording both IFF and radar reflectivity data were
integrated into
the radar. A radar remote scope showing the PPI display was installed in the project
coordination
center in Casablanca.
The radar system was used operationally for the following purposes:
"

For surveillance of the project area (operated 24 hours a day) for weather situations
indicating conditions suitable for cloud seeding operations.

*

To track project aircraft during seeding operations and (luring cloud physics
data
collection flights.

*

To watch for the development of severe weather that would require the temporary
suspension of seeding operations.

*

For the collection of radar (PPI and RI-Il) and 1FF data to be used in the postanalyses
of seeding operations and cloud physics data collection flights.

The Operations Plan called for the on-duty operations director to be at the radar
during all project
aircraft operations. IIis duties included directing the seeding operations in real-time
and watching
for indications of severe weather echoes that would be hazardous for the aircraft.
2.4.5.3

Satellite downlink station operations. - A National Oceanic and Atmospheric
(NOAA) secondary satellite downlink station with a color enhancement
microprocessor system and a laserf~ax unit for hard copies of satellite images was
installed in the
project's operations support center in Casablanca. Figure 2.9 shows the satellite
ground station
in Casablanca with the C-101)0 microprocessor and laserfax satellite image processor.
Satellite
imagery was collected routinely every half hour from METEOSAT (the European
Space Agency's
meteorological satellite). In addition, satellite imagery was collected occasionally
from NOAA
polar orbiting satellites during their optimum orbits for Morocco. These data
real-time to determine the types of clouds, approximate cloud top temperature, were evaluated in
areal coverage of
the clouds, and cloud movement relevant to the project's target area.
Administration

The color-enhanced digital satellite data provided only ranges of cloud top
temperature; for
example, light blue indicated -5 to -15 'C and green indicated -15 to -25 'C. However,
even these
approximate temperature values aided the operations director in the real-time assessment
of clouds
for potential seedability.
2.4.6 Data management. -The Reclamation experts involved in Programme Al
Ghait considered
the establishment of a viable data management plan as a basic need for the
project. The
Reclamation team believed that the organization of data collection and archiving
would have great
impacts on the long-term development of weather modification capabilities in
Morocco. They
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recommended that GOM assign a trained meteorologist to tile position of data manager
on a full
time basis. Reclamation also recommended that the data management plan finally adopted
should

cover the following topics:
*
*
"
"
*
"

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

*

Data software

*

sources
collection
documentation
quality control
inventory
archival
accessibility

The requirements and approaches recommended for these eight components to the
data
mnagement plan were stated in the Evolving Work Plan for the Joint Scientific Evaluation Project
Wlithin Programme Al Ghait (Bureau of Reclmation, 1987). Guidelines on data management
were
also included in the Operations Planfor Programme Al Ghait (I lartzell et al., 1986).

2.4.7 Operational efficiency. - It was planned that calculations would be made to determine
the

operational efficiency. I)ividing tile actual number of airborne and/or ground-based seeding
hours
by the numlber of hours with ifvorable seeding conditions and nultiplying this ratio
by 1(10 would
give arl "ol)erationaI efficiency" in percent.
Becarse tile project was designCd as an operaItional demonstration program and no t
as a research
prograinl, soplhistica ted equipmient wis not available to provide continuous measuremen
dclerm in;atio of seedability. Section 2.4.2 lists tie meteorological parameters used to ts for tile
forecast or
noWC: Stseelalble 'onl(litiOl.s. I (lwever,tile evalIuation of these para meters wats somewhat
sunbjective
;ir11 depended upon tilie cxpCrience of the meteorologist filling the position of on-duty
operations
ilirector.
It was s:oon realIized that accurate calIcula tions of operational efficiency would be impossible
becaluse
the d;ta did not exist for con til uous det erni at ions of seedability. Therefore, the decision
was
IniLc to Use a siiple, objective all)roach for obtaining estimates of when seedable
conditions
existed over tlie target arca. This approach was to assume that seedable
Conditions existed
whenever the project radar at KhitLirIbga observed echoes fron precpitation over the target
area,
tile color-'nhainced satellite datl,
rawinsonde, or aircraft observat ions indicates "loud top
tenlI)CLat ures were in the -5 to -25 C range, ;iIl the airflow below the 700-h0)a level on
the latest
Beni NiCll. sounhdilg was in the 22(1 to 300" range. It was realized that the radar might
not be able
to (IeIcl some_ clouds suhI
SitablC fr seed irig, eitlher beca use they were not yet lirecipitating or becLuse
the pi tailorl was helow the detectable limits for tile range Ind beam width involved.
This was
C.spcilI)' true with snowfll, which produces less intense radar echoes
than rainfall at the

correspmonding precipitation rate. It was also realized that some of the clouLs detected
by the radar
I)rolmihly were not suitable fir seeding.

2.5

Statistical Design

A sound statistical design was crucial to the assessment of Programme Al Ghait, both
at the end
of tile original 5-year project ani for continuing assessments of seeding efforts beyond
1989. The
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severe drought of the early 1980's forced At Ghait into an operational-type demonstration
project,
where all storms that appeared suitable for seeding were actually seeded. Seeding
all suitable
storms limited the statistical design choices to target-only or target-control, with historical
data
supplying the nontreated sample required for purposes of comparison. The project plan
called for
a design having a basic foundation consisting of a target-control statistical analysis using
streamfow
data from the target area and the adjacent upwind Tensift basin control area (sec.
2.2.1). The
design was done jointly by an expert at Colorado State University and a
Reclamation
meteorologist/statistician (Mielke and Medina, 1987). The implementation of this
design is
discussed in chapter 9.
2.5.1 Design for evaluation of seeding effects on streamflow. - Ilistorical, daily
streanflow
data were available commencing in 1962 from both the target and the proposed control
areas. No
historical precipitation data were available for high elevation sites within the target or
the control
areas. Therefore, a target-control design with streamflow as the primary response variable
was
selected. Evaluation was to be performed with time units that led to reliable results in
the shortest
demonstration period.
llydrographs for the target and control streamflow indicated that the primary runoff
period was
November through June, while the spring melt from high elevations started in March and
lccreased
to a base flow in July. Fast streamilow response observed with some storms suggested
that monthly
analyses might be product ive. It waIs foutind thlt for the historical data set available,
tile monthly
and seasonal stream flows in tile Tensift control area were well correlated with stream
flows in the
Bin El Ouidane watershed (line ar correlation exceeded 0.8). The statistical techniques
least
absollte-deviations (LAl)) regression and mzlti-response permutation procedures
(M RIP), as
described Icy Mielke and Medina (1987) and Mielkeet tal. (1982), were selected for the
evaluation.
Computer simulations were carried out on the historical data to determine the number
of years the
pr'ject would have to run, under various scenarios, to produce a statistically meaningful result.
Each simulation assumed some fixed increase in target streamflow due to seeding
and some
specified significance level to be met or exceeded before an effect would be judged as
not likely to
have occurred by chance.
Estimated project duration values were obtained for assumed 10 and 15 percent increases
from
seeding under a variety of assumptions regarding required significance levels and probability
of
detection of an effect (Mielke and Medina, 1987). For example, the simulation studies
indicated
that applying a 10-percent increase to target quantities randomly selected from the historical
data
set suggested that the project would have to operate for 6 years to provide a 50-percent
probability
of detecting the increase at a significance level of 0.1. Complete results are given in
chapter 9.
The analyses by Mielke and Medina assumed that all seedable storms were seeded. Nontreatment
or low treatment efficiency of some storms would lengthen the period required
to achieve
statistically meaningful results.
Application of LAD and M RPP generates estimates of P-values (probability that differences
in the
data samples could have occurred by chance), but not estimates of the seeding
effects on
streamflow. Estimates of cloud seeding effects will be obtained by use of double
ratios. The
double ratio, DR, is defined as
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r, /T.
DR

=
C,/C

where:
T, = the
T, = the
C, = the
C h = the

Ilean target streninllow for the seeded period
mean 1nget streninllow for [Ile historical period
men control strenillow for the seeded period
ien control strcainillow for the historical period

The procedure is apipl'icale with any selected timll Units provided that, once selected, they
aire
employed througlhout the project.
2.5.2 Adaptation of the Rhea orographic precipitation model. - Rhea (1978) developed
I
two-dininsiil 1, steadv-state, multi-layer model to (Iiagnose the effects of topography on winter
lprecipitation inlwestel ('lohrndo. 'he mrodel used rawinsndl
dlat aand a Fine mesh tOlpogralhic
Qi id. RelaTuIInltion [Cllitved tlht the lRheil Model couIld be useful to Programine Al Gha it, both
as
d lrFec;ist tool and aIs alcov;riate with stranmfow to he ussed in the st;atistical evaIluation. I1"
useful
as aIc'varia;t. iloIdel-l)lrdicdtd Values eonrltt he added to the stllistic'l e 1vahluaion to shorten
the
lini period required to ohlain Statistically nc'anin l4 results.
Tht_ task of d;1 t ing t11C
lie led mc idel to Morocco was undertaken as al thesis topic by a N4 roccanl
student Mr.
NI, All LINljdour., workin! on hris NI.S. detgr.e in MeCto rology at the SouLII Dakota
School of, Mines and T'eclinulo y (I'll Mnjdolh,, I)89). Mr. i' Majdoulh Focused on adapting
the
mo del sO 11fhnt it could he used with tlie Intest r;winsond data
a f'roilr Beni Melll to forecast target
lIrecilfitation. Beentuse Ilis work was not c((mlletd until April I1989),
it has not been possible to test
hiis model ol~eralioirally on a daily hasis, hut rioitily and seasonaf SUMS Ire Obtainable.
'lhe miiodel O(tl lit paiiMieter ILaIMnnd lor use as ; covariate for the statistical evaluation was target
cuIIInla ltive volInie of pirecipita tion for the Noveier-April period. Model-predicted volume
of
precilitat ion, intI egra ted Over tilletIa t, was to be conpared with actual seasonal (Novenber-J
itlly)
streamiol]w using leaCst SquaCres muIltiple regression. This ana lysis work and results are discussed
in section 8.3.

2.6

Physical Evaluation Plan

2.6.1 Background. - The devl.ofirent arid implementation of a scientific evaluation pla n
were
considered t be essentinl for (lie success of i'rogra nirne Al Ghait. I lowever, because early
efforts
wre .'(IcCiiratred on the installa tion of, equipment and (lhe implementation of cloud seeding
cijier lllns, littl atteilinn was vctoell It he scientilic evaluation effort until late 1980.
In Decelmbr
I)8, the decision w;s ma.1de to perform tile scientilic evaluation of Programine Al Glait within
lc 'cliiratiiin instt';I(f 1' Iirough a sueonitractlr. Although one reason for
this decision was to
('crIStTrVe 1i)(jet hurlds,, it was jldged thIt ec1i;,iiiat1ion stafT ''ere flully capable of"
accolilishIg
th
ve\alltioii. l:tithiiCIrltr, perlforming the work within Reclamation fprovided more flexibility
ill th'
reiraation and exe(cution of the evaluation plan.

2.

A \,ork lilti

for the scientific evalmat'ion of' Iogra mne \I (Glhait was dralted dnrh i agnary
lFhiaNnrv 11),7. In NIarch lM,"87, I)r. Arnett I)enniis presented this dralt phln to the PS( in
Niorocco. lie learued that the (Wi)NI had aSSi!ieCd jive rcent lv tra';ined N.S.-l.'vel inetCoioloStS
to the p)roject. 'l're more NltOroccaiI ineteolotg~istS \Vre inl l,1og-te.rl tiainintg working towarid
NIM.S. .e'r,._.S in NIteorhI0gy in the I Init,'d StateS NId would elretuLi
lrnin to the roect. TIhe
(0i()N desinated
i
these ei ht indati(1luS aS the Nioerocan Scicitilic Anlysis and I.valuation l';i
(SAIM') to
Iirttlilet
in
the projct evlllationl.
AS a esnlt
cfl ,l tre lellits re"lched driring the third Anniml NRnitolir.C view I'y l.intner and
Silvermnm in \prli 1987, the scintilic evaltution o1 Itro mI l,., ( hait beca..e i joint,
collaborat,e elTort between (iC)NI lnd Rechlmtion.
(I)tails 0i the collaboration l in
chlpter 6.)
Iin June

I87,
Reclamation comlehted ;an
l',rkA I'I, ./ar 1/i4
11'1/r'i,
.hlinla'Nh'tlifi' I'.'/I-tlftiti
P'rJ'ct II 'ithi:l'r,,
''If ;ha t. The data maia gcenrent ;and S;ltti'it cl
aI vaI ntion tasks that were
include.h.'d in thiSs lmIn have been discu.ssed in Sections 2.4.6 anid 2.5. reslctivev. "I'he' lohwin.
sectiIis desC.cribe the pylVsicl stUdies thlt \were l)lnned to0 be acollished joinItly hV (i()Nl nl
Rla
lnamt io~n sc.ien tists.
2.6.2
Cloud physics and seedability study. - IProg.-mrii
Al (Ihdrit \vs hased
,isstrirptionl t1;t suj)erAeOld liquid water is present in some clouds over Nlorocco and
sICiiicOACole'
liid WvNWtl)r0VidCS a source for idditioirl precipitation to e released
sCdlinl. With iee-lforLninu, ALI nuclei. Therefore, the deteri1irt ou f seedahilitv was

on tire
that the
thlrough
pirsutLd

lri'iniiil\0on the basis of aircraft obhserva tios 0il'ibilite
oft the ;va
and
1
rsistCsen
of SuIl)ercTOOIL
liquid water IrTiMs. 'lhiSluIv plan was that dat;a Irom both the t NI) research aircrflt and anl
iisll'riirtef' Mc'a'n'.';lll
1
King Air I0(0 lirClafl't woul

he ;Ialv\'/Ced.

(inerCAllv, the analys.s wele to f'ollow apploac he foiultd
ill the \Vorid NIeIolourh..ical
()rgr izatiit 's Precilpitation lh1nfIncenent Project (III). Ill pairti.
thle_' co'cep(t (f re._gio s (if
l~ti_'iitiaf ( )IS)
W( s discussed hv WI() ( P)2) was to l'Ori the basis for the analsis (o1' cloud
lphViCs ;irra ft data. Ihe lheHoowinL st CS were Cenvisione.d for- tire R()IP Mnal'vSes:
1. A stra tilication hv Clonhd tvl)e wonu he a.t;IhIslied isiing ohjctiV, diScrirn inItC Sfo the
liIxiinitIl extent Issildh_.
pl
'lihe I'I-T eXlrienCe(l a r;lid ipr(I'.,sioirl01'
f
'1li sy'tms
l)rtidltn.' a l._eAt vaety1'
f clouds. Silllir e.veloh
s's+tells W'r exlpe'ted to Mss over the
Programme A\l Om
ihait tllett l'ea; however, it would be necessar, to tae account of' the
orographic lorcing over the Atlas Mount;ains.

2. Statistical Summaries ofI the t.NI) aircraft (dafa; we to I )rTimld along tile lites u.se+d
in the ITTI. The )r(spects of' beneficial louid SeiirI 1Ir c'h clud Class def'Ined ill ste) I
above would give a jirelillnary assessment alsed n these Statistics.
3. Th'e irirlmntatio o the'1C R)P analysis wolhl r
Iced
b) ideirtilYing canldidlte r'eiOIIS
on the basis of, observatio
of' Suiercooled
i
liquIlid water by tie aircralt and by estimating tire
persistence of the liquid water o tile basis of' the aircraft observations or lie character of' the
cloids. lasing the recogirition of ROP 1r airrIrft ohsrvLti.ns, tIre PI- dlefined tle
requirements ill practical terms as:
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a.

The clud CcIl)iera turu Iri

be Colder than -A °C.
lS

b.

ThuC
ilulcontent
id,'a tcr
muSt he greater than
0 . I g/nr [or regions greater
than I() kiloriet, rs in horizonCtal extent, or greaterC than 0.3 g/ni for regions of' small-r
horizontal 'XtCInt.
C. The CIl.r
rr'ter iSti's stilted it itel) h
10 Iullttes.
d.

('lOLId (el)th I

hOVe

1ust persist l'or periods longer than

.,l hiSe
grheC.etr than I kilometer.

C'halt 8 discussesCthe work a'CCO.mjlIished aid findilg's for tile Joint SciCn til'ie !.vahIt, 6on Project
(iS1I1)).
2.6.3 Radar echo study. - The rIdMirr s(t aS obt;lined aiid OC.tCiL to he usel primarily as a
tool flOr 'onduictin ctlou ..iCllug
e'dlld opea
r lCitons aid providing coverage of* central Morocco f'or use by
the I)N1N (se,. 2.1.5.2).
lhe display andi
;analysis so'tware otr radar and IiF track data were

I)repared tlnder SUtilO1 1'ilract b' 'fhloitde Inlternfationlal (Corporation ((IC). This sof'tware was
wrt tenCI r the' 1.-8t -I.rS ,l lclrKJ)rccSSS sewiL'thh Ctheiln Cegra te ridar sstei. 'ihe diskettes
I'lUi theO
1 .-8) uIre(To
cie'rSt.I MCreilnc hL'. in dliamn1eter aid not directl), conipatile with the I BNIN
I /A Iiir(cnrult.r
I( 'I
SSuh e
rit.'t\nl
) illvihad by1 ,'cl;ition forl datailmiin;emeliClnt and anllvsis
lrpwss. fTsolve dhe flolp disk icoenpalrl illity, interfitc. hlardwit aid soft\V;ire' \Vrt IlMichaiSL
Celtrnsfer the' ;tlri
tlhell
,-inch
-lit- disketes to sille'r 5.25-inch diskettI
s Ce ll ti e IMI
ric rIc'lll)ltrr .
This liarcwort, cellibirled with colliurter sniroillines fo0r the I IM
iliclocollh ll'l.t , I)LI'rmlittL'l lcct.
radar aondlI1II; dta on th II>,M sv.sel.s located ii the allillysis
cntenC. TI's sulrllntiris
inpackd, calihitL, ;andI retlrned an;iraiy wi'hIl da illnginerih
un'its to tile rilliill
n iral"li+il c;lli g tihlm.
None of the (1("
C

;ipplicatiens progial
nis r analyzilng and displaying the dalta wereConverted f'or
ise o thle IBM
h ill icOlplters.
in
I lowever, aipplications prograills for tile IBM Inl
icrocopullters
that disl;iy'd the aIIa and1 IFdIil a were desirable. I)evloprent of such applica tions u-ograinls
was l)lair d lineh
der Ihle .ISIT1.

le
he

jc,'tie," Or tle' i

tirstud, were to hel I) ill understanding lile Mloroccaiin precipitation
Ipocsses a11(1
inlrecogrrlizig SCe(irg opporCilitis. Achieving these objectives required
investigation of, lile ri llilrlips between the
le lod Inicrophysica data arnd radar echo patternis.
Sectiloll 8.4 discusses thCfinidil.Ss1'this stiRdy.
2.6.4 Airflow targeting models. - Accurratetrgtihlg (i1'SCdinlg nmtlials w.s inipI)ortaiilC for
nmxllrnil ihi tlie
e_ll ectiveriess Of the prIjcCt Sc(lilnig Opera tions. A substantial elfort was imiade on
RCI nat't'iol's Si
ri tl
ile Sierra Nevada of' ('ai f'ornia 10 develo I I riiLoelt which Could be used
(oleatioillly to llrgtl see'tding efellt of hotii Iihl';Ie and grolnid-based gelieratorsl.
The basic
scheme.11c erupln wed inl the SC ''I' targetirig mlodel was developed early inl
thle SCI'l'l progr aml (Flifliott,
198 I), iSubS(nlelrtly, Ilo
iit
in1Wc] \c'aio
were
l's
devlIoped collsidea'b (I iliott a11rid Riea,
1981 Rica anrid I lldi, 98(i). ()Ite oftlieC MorI''i riiCirologists
n
in the Jritied States for lolg
terriir iliig, Mi. Id lIBiclr I orikali, aapled a ivesion of' this model iat uised only
olle
rawinrilloid to t ieIIl h At as target area as hi.s M.S. thesis project (ILoukaii, 1986).

SCIP scientists continued to work oin the SCPP targeting model during 1980 and 1987 to improve
its accuracy and, therefore, its usefulness. This work is summarized in the final report fi'om
Fblectronics Techn iques, Inc., on SCPP Meteorological and Statistical Support (I luggins et al.,
I Q80)
and in I paper published in the Journal of,Climate and/pplied Aleteorolog, (Rauber et al., 1988).
RauIbCr Ct a!. concilided that a version of the model using as input rawinsondce data from two
locations (base and crest of' the mountain barrier) was considerably more accurate than tile one
rawi nsonde \'e rsion.

Recla mat ion sug_,stCL thiat, as a ipart o JSIL lP,
the first version of the Moroccan targeting model
adapted by Mr. I oukilh be uptgradled to ilcludC the latest ch-an1ges,; to the SCPP moclel, inclufding
the ability to use input fata from two rawinsondcs. This Suggestion wits accepted by GOM. The
improvements to the model that resulted are described by Benassi (1988) and in section 8.2.
2.6.5
Mesoscale analyses. - The term "iesos.calc" was coiied to describe atmospheric
phenoienai too sinall to be detected with standard meteorological networks, but too large to be
observed cut ir.ev b\, one observer. I'trjita (198,) set boundaries for the niesoscale at 4 to
-10ll kiionleters. I)ifferent scales ha'Ve been lCinCd by others as mesoscale; for exarmple, Orlanski
(1975) set the botnda ries at 2 to 20) kilometers. The Ccision wIs made that the Fujiti
claiss il'at l wo uld be Used on IProgranme Al Gihait.
NIeSOSCNal c wveathCr syStlnIs ilnclude niesoliighs accompainied by i)rcCil)itatiou, nICsolows, gust fronts,
st(111ill line's, and convective bandiis withini cyclones. Convective Iitls n1Car the California coast
appea red to be very suit able tor airborne patrol-type seeding, according to statistical analyses of
the S:anta Barbara Cxperiment (IIl!iott et al.. f07 1). Preliminar , evaluations of pircilpitation and
radahr tlt a from the I98.4-85 Morocco fied sCasol indicated that convective barinds are importarnt
p~reeilpita til-f roducittl mesosc:ile systems over the Atlas Mountains. Mattlhews (1983) ouind thIit
InesosCNIC concCtivC bands ilTexas pro uced significarnt prCcipfitatiou and idCntilied a1i1
objective
Inea ns ol classilVilig inesoscale cloud and lrecipitation systems. A sini ila r approach was ilaiiLnIed
for use ill AI (ha it to dCtCriiln tile types of systems that contribute to fireciplita tion and their
relative seedabilit'.
The objective for thle plainned rnesoscale analyses for Programme Al Ghait was to develop analysis
Ipr)OchirCs that could be used in near real-time to forecast per.oLs with seedable clouds. A case
Study aIpproacli was phlnned tfiat coriibined project data from all available sources for selected
prcipita tion events over the ta rget irca that were seeded aid that had reasonably good data
bases. Illparticular, studies were planned to determine tie frequency of occurrence and the
chiaracter of ,onvective bands approaching and crossing the Middle arid High Atlas Mountains in
order to assess tile seedability of this potentially important cloud type.

2.7

Economic Evaluation Plan

The assessment of the costs of cloud seeding operations and potential benefits from additional
strea nflow resultingI from those operations was considered an essential part of* the Winter
Snowpack Augnertation Project f'rom its inception. It was planned that this assessment would
assist GOM in tile development of strategies for the application of cloud seeding as an option in
nimanging the Country's water resources.
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The economic evaluation work plan, developed in 1987 by Reclamation scientists,
included tihe
hydrologic evaluation. Since actual streamflow increases were not yet available from
the statistical
evaluation, the economic evaluation was based on assumed percentage increases in
streaml low.
Details of the economic evaluation are reported in chapter 10. The following sections
state the

purpose and objectives for the hydrologic and economic studies.

2.7.1 Hydrologic study. - The primary purpose of the hydrologic study was to
evaluate the
distribution and use patterns of additional streamtflow that might be produced from
the Winter
Snowpack Augmentation Project. Specifically, the objective was to determ ine
qmmIntitative
differences between hydrologic parameters measured under a "preproject" (natural flow)
condition
versus those undCr a "postproject" (enhanced flow) condition. The study plan called
for simulted
increases of' 5 and 10 percent to he evaluated. I lydraulique's computer model RIVER
for the
Oued Oum Er Rbia basin was chosen for this study, as it already was operational at
lydraulique.
The hydrologic impacts as estimated by the model RIVER were to be used in the economic
study.
2.7.2 Economic study. - The economic study was intended to provide a cost-bcnefit
analysis
of the value of' additional streanitlow that miight he produced as tile result of cloud sceding
versus
the totall cost of cloud seeding Ole.,rations. More specifically, tile study was planned
to determine
tle effects of additionali watr oil tile Oued Ouni Er Rbia basin's di. tribution aid
use of water
resources for hydroelectric power generation, domestic and industrial uses, arid irriga
tion for crop
production. The assessment of benefits from augmented precipitation was to be based,
in part,
upon the hydrologic impacts estimated by the model RIVER.
The components of this study were:

2.8

"

Identify arid evaluate estimrated econonic benefits from increased water supply
for
hydroelectric power generation, domestic and industrial uses, and irrigation for crop
production.

*

Identify all costs related to capital investnierits and annual operating expenses
for
Programme Al (hiait.

"

Calculate thie identified estimated benefits and costs to establish estimated benefit-to
cost ratios for Prograinie Al Ghiait.

Application Activities Plan

The application activities plan recoriiniended by Lintner and Silverman (1986) in
their Second
Annual Monitoring Report called for two areas of activity, namely, water resources
mianagement
application studies an id ;annual seminar series. The overall purpose was to conduct
studies and
training that would apply the findings and recommendations of the statistical, physical,
and
economic evaluations to practical issues in Morocco's water resources management.
2.8.1 Water resources management application studies. - The purpose of these
studies was
to provide guidelines anrid procedures for the application of the findings and recoimendations
of
the statistical, physical, and econoriic evaluations to practical problems of continued
cloud seeding
operations in the central High Atlas target area after the termination of the USAID
project
support.
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Initial plans called for the Water Resources Management Applications Studies to be prepared by
a joint Reclamation-GOM team.
These studies were to integrate the findings and
recommendations of the statistical, physical, and economic studies into practical guidance for the
planning and ma nagement of weather modification in Morocco. They were to emphasize the
conditions, places, and tinies that weather modification would be an economic intervention in the
target hasin. They would also serve to integrate the provisions of the suspension criteria, which are
designed to avoid environmentall dalmage frolm weather modification, into the decisionniaking
process.

The final design plan tOr these studic- wis to be prepared concurrently with the receipt of initial
findiings of tlie statistical, physical, and econmlic evaluations. Due to the late availability of' project
related data, most of the initial finding.s for these evaluations were not available until the summeir
of I98(; consequently, developing the fillal design for these studies and completing the related work
'ire recomnmiendled as hiltiire proiject activitics (ch. 12).

2.8.2 Seminar series. - The pulrposc of the seminar series was to provide I'Or development of
a1n inltegratCd tunderStanding of the (lesigli, imlleimentati o, and evaluation of scientifically based

progra is of winter MowMpack :a
igien tatio by lmlers of tile Mcoroccan scientiic and technical
teaml fr- lrozrainnic AIl (diait. "l'O si1i))ort this stated ipLurlpose, Lintiner and Silverman (1986)
rcT0oII ended thrCC ann u scmlinrs,
i
cach o'2 weeks' duration, as part of the training plan for

tcclinolgy tra ustfer. The subjcCt arCIs I'()these sCminars were:
Seminar 1: Scientiftic Aspects of Weather Modification

Scminar 2: 1:.ngincering and Implementation of Cloud Seeding Strategies
Seminar 3: I)ecisionmak ing for Precipitation I:nhancement as a Water Resources
Management Technique
Semiinar I was given under a subcontract by Dr. Gabor Vali, Theta Associates, in Casablanca
during October 1986 (ch. 6). The seminar was well received by Moroccan project and other
meteorologists.
During the Third Annual Monitoring Review (Lintner and Silverman, 1987), the Moroccan SAET
indicated that the seminar topics originally proposed for Seminar 2 were adequately covered by
Dr. Vali inSeminar I. By mutual agreement, new topics were chosen for Seninar 2 that dealt with
the physical cvaluat ion of seeding effects. Ilowever, GOM subsequently requested that this seminar
he canceled, as the new topics were not directly applicable to Programme Al Ghait. Reclamation
agreed with this request.
The External F-valuation Team (ET) (Changnon et al., 1987) recommended that Seminar 3 be
replaced by a conference of high-level decisionmakers in Morocco. They noted that one of the
objectives for the project was to increase awareness of the need for an improved water resources
ma|nagemnlct progran in the Oued Oum Er Rbia hasin and of the potential role of weather
nodification in managing the water resources of the basin. This recommendation was discussed
by Lintnier and Silverman at a PSC nieeting during the Third Annual Monitoring Review in April
1987. It was agreed that Seminar 3 would be replaced by a Joint Summary Review during the
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summer of 1989, which would summarize the results of the project with respect to its objectives,
highlighting what was accomplished and what remains to be done. The Joint Summary Review is
currently scheduled as a I-day meeting in Morocco in September 1989.
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Figure 2.3. - Cross section of terrain along a line through the radar site
perpendicular to the crest of the High Atlas.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5. - Cloud physics and seeding aircraft, a Royal Moroccan Air Force
King Air 100 (a), with cloud physics instrument system (b), and
Lohse seeding generator (c).
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Figure 2.6. - Ground seeding generator operations center at AzilaI-Tissa in the
central |ligh Alas Mounains, showing the seeding generator (a),
and rawinsonde weather balloon tracking system and
meteorological instruments (b).
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Figure 2.7. -Rawinsonde sttiot it jBeni Mellal showing the rawinsonde antenna
on the roof and the fronl range of the I igh Atlas Mountains in the
)ackgrouid.
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Figure 2.8. - Radar facility at Khouribgja showing the radome (a) and interior with
radar scope and microprocessing computers for data analysis and
archival (b).
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ir

Figure 2.9. - Satellte Secondary Data Users Station (SDUS) with color
onlhancement Sys.tem for satellite imagery procosing in the
Ca.,;ablaiica operational coordination center.
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3. CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE GOVERNMENT OF MOROCCO
The Government ol 'Morocco was primarily responsible for the provision of per .onnel and
facilities
and for the execution l'cloLud seeding operations in the Central Hligh Atlas Mountains.
The GOM
officials in the FiRA an1d DMN provided direction and management of the project and conducted
scientific studies in cloud physics, radar, satellite, and numerical modeling. A comprehensive
review
of the GOM efforts is presented in their final project report (Programme Al Ghait, 1989).
This
chapter provides Isummary of the major contributions of'tile GOM.

3.1

Financial Contributions

The originally planned GOM commitment called for a total of $6,4 10,000 for Programme
Al Ghait.
01'this amount, the I)MN was to ,,ontribute about $3,800,000, tile FRA about $2,500,000,
and
Royal Air Maroc about $40,000. E';timates of actual contributions in funds, resources, and
services
are given in table 3. I.
Table 3.1. - Programme Al Ghait - Total Government of Morocco costs.*

DH
(dirhams)

$
(dollars)

1. Staff salaries
DMN
FRA
Subtotal

17,037,000
2,632,500
19,669,500

2,129,625.F-0
329,062.50
2,458,687.50

2. Administrative costs
(office facilities, utilities, communications,
shipping, transport, etc.)
DMN
FRA
Subtotal

15,436,800
2,563,000
17,999,800

1,929,600.00
320,375.00
2,249,975.00

3. Equipment, materials, supplies, and
subsistence/travel costs
DMN
FRA
Subtotal

3,500,000
13,637,263
17,137,263

437,500.00
1,704,657.88
2,142,157.88

800,000
600,000
751,907

100,000.00
75,000.00
93,988.38

56,958,470

7,119,808.75

4. Other ministries and agencies
Ministry of the Interior
OCP
Royal Air Maroc
TOTAL

'Based on the 1989 DMN budget totals documented in Mr. E.Loken's memorandum of June 6,1989, and
on the 1989
FRA totals for 5 years from Colonel Bamaarouf, June 1989.
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Program Management

3.2

The management structure of Programme Al Ghait was outlined in section 1.5 and is shown in
figure 3.1. The project was managed for the most part by Moroccans. All members of the National
Steering Committee (NSC), most members of the Project Steering Committee (PSC), and the
project director were GOM personnel.
The NSC was comprised of' representatives of the different GOM ministries with interests in the
project, as follows:
0
0
a
*
0
•
*
*
*

Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
National
Ministry
National

of Transport (parent agency of DMN)
of Defense (parent agency of FRA)
of the Interior and Information
of Mines and Energy
of Equipment
of Agriculture
Police Force (Gendarmerie Royale)
of Posts and Telecommunications
Center for Coordination and Planning of Techiiical and Scientific Research.

The NSC met at least once a year to coordinate the different contributions and to solve any
problems that could not he solved by the PSC.
The PSC was comprised of four persons from GOM and two employees of the USG.
Moroccan members were:
0
0
•
0

The

A high-ranking officer of the FRA
The Director of DMN
Director of Progranme Al Ghait (Chief of the Division of Research and Development
of DMN)
Deputy Director of Programme Al Ghait.

This group met biweekly or monthly to manage the project. They were authorized to make any
necessary changes in the project and solve major issues.
Day-to-day project management was provided by the project director. A deputy project director
was appointed in early 1987 to assist in this task.
3.3

Personnel and Services

In addition to the Moroccan managers mentioned in section 3.2, the GOM provided most of the
personnel required to carry out the project. Figure 3.2 shows the project organization as of 1987.
Most of the Al Ghait operating personnel were organized into four principal teams, with one or
more coordinators assigned to manage each team. Three of the teams consisted mainly of DMN
personnel, and the fourth team consitd entirely of FRA personnel. The functions of the four
teams are described in the following sections.
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3.3.1

Operations team. - 'he main role of* the operaItions team was to coordinate, control, and

execute the various )roject operations. As figure 3.2 shows, the team was comprised of individuals

based at several locations. There were two cGormlilatOrS aid two opierations directors in
Casablanca, as well as a nuimher of'scientists working in such areas as analysis of cloud pictures
obtaimed by satellite. 'he Khouribga center was normally manned by a station chief, three
operations directors, tour alir traflfic controllers, hve radar operators, and six weather observers.
Ail operat ions director an1d 15 grLind gena'l;t1Or ol)Clators were stationed at AzilaI. '[here were
six rawinsonde ojierators at tile lCn i NIClla I rawinsollde station. All of the members of*the
operations team were I)MN personnel except for tlie air traffic controllers at Khouribga, who
belonged to FRA.
3.3.2 Air Force team. - The Air Force tean in Programme Al Ghait was led by an FRA
coordinator who was assigned full time in Casablanca to coordinate Programme Al Ghait aircraft
operations. [ifteen pilots and six mecnllics were assigned to the team. They were based at
Kenitra to fly and maintain the project aircraft.
3.3.3 Maintenance and supply team. - '[he main job of the Imaintenance and supply team was
to install tile l)roject equiement and keep it inopera tion. The teari leader and his deputy were
located in Casablanca.
''wo technicians were assigned full tine to Kenitra to maintain the
instrunentation on tie po ject aircr tl,illtlding the King Air outfitted for cloud l)hysics
obser-vations. Iive technicianus were s.,,ined full time to maintain the radar and ,tther f'acilities at
Klhouribga.
n)e technicia nVilws assigned frill time to Ieni Nlelial to maiit:aiin the rawinsonde
station and its eqtluilnitit. ()ne techil cian wis assignekd full time to Azihai to maintain silver iodide
QCUneCators for gruid-bISCd operal'tioIs aiid all Cjtuiplmient installed at the different ground
generator sites. Six ot her tc'h nic'ia. ustl
wer assigndC to the maintenance and Supply teai oil a part
lime basis. 'llCy wCe bised in "CL
:i s:iblhinci and available to help the full-time mmnlblers of the tea in
wheinever lie riced arose. All of (ltie persons in the maintenanice arid supply teail were froll [)MN.

3.3.4 Scientific Analysis and Evaluation Team (SAET). - 'he objectives of tile SAET were as
IOllows:
S

*
0

'o dtCvClop aind inliplove the scientific level and the efficiency of the project operations.
"'o physically eWaINiate tile sced int cffects.
I'o establish tile long-raiige sLitistical, hydrologic, and economi ic evaluation of the project.

'[lie SAFT was colprised oIf six groups, each led by a scientist with postgraluate training to the
M.S. level. The nallies of tlie groups and their coliposition were as follows:
0

0
0
*
*
S

E-valation and data alalysis grolip: one M.S. scientist as leader, three technicians.

Aircraft data analysis and cloud iicrol)hysics group: one M.S. scientist as leader, one
engineer, andlt two electronics technicians.
Microphysics and targeting no(leling grotp: one M.S. scientist as leader, one engineer,
and one technlicia in.
Radar arialysiS grol)p: Liie M.S. sciCnlist as leader, one engineer, and one technicianr.
Mesoscale analysis group: one MI.S. scientist isleader, one engineer.
Datl niarageentil group: one M.S. scientist ISIClaler (saime leader as evalualion and
data anialysis group), one engineer, and twoi technicians.
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Between 1986 and 1989, four SAET members returned to Morocco from long-term training at the
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology with M.S. degrees in Meteorology. Their presence
significantly enhanced the SAET. In addition, one of them, Mr. Loukah, assumed the position of
deputy director of the project.
3.3.5 Other personnel. - The FRA assigned another small team, the Aleliers Mecaniques
Generales (AIVG), to manage all the shipments of equipment between Morocco and the United
States for Programme Al Ghait. The AMG team also maintained the project's cars. Another small
military team was assigned to the project to manage the chemicals used for seeding.
3.4

Facilities and Equipment

3.4.1

Contributions by National Meteorological Organization (DMN). 

3.4.1.1
*
*
*
*
*
"
"

Casablanca. - Facilities provided by DMN at Casablanca included:
A room for reception of satellite and radar data and operational coordination.
An air-conditioned room for computers and data storage.
A warehouse for project equipment.
A workshop for maintenance -f meteorological instruments.
An electronics laboratory.
A meeting room for lectures and seminars.
Offices for the RSA, SAET, operations team, and maintenance and supply team.

Equipment provided by DMN at Casablanca included considerable quantities of standard
meteorological instrumentation and tes: equipment.
3.4.1.2 Beni Mellal. - The DMN took the lead in providing facilities at Beni Mellal, although
other agencies also contributed. Tile facilities at Beni Mellal included shop space for the
maintenance and repair of meteorological instruments used for surface observations as well as
rawinsondes. Since Beni Mellal was selected at the beginning of the project as the site for
rawinsonde launches, a large sounding room and one preparation room were provided. A balloon
inflation shelter and a storage room were constructed for the project.
3.4.2

Moroccan Royal Air Force (FRA). 

3.4.2.1 Aircraft. - At the start of the project, FRA equipped four OV-10 aircraft with acetone
fueled silver iodide generators for seeding. The OV-10's were operated during the 1984-85 season
and for part of 1985-86. Beginning in the spring of 1986, FRA provided two King Air 100 aircraft,
also equipped with acetone generators, to perform the aircraft seeding. One of the King Air's was
instrumented to take cloud physics observations beginning in 1986-87. FRA also provided one
Alpha Jet equipped with racks for dropping silver iodide flares. The Alpha Jet was available for
tile entire project. It was used mostly for seeding isolated convective clouds, sometimes on an
experimental basis.
3.4.2.2 Bases for aircraft. - The OV-10's were based at Marrakech Air Force Base; the King
Air's were based at Kenitra Air Force Base; and the Alpha Jet was based at Meknes. All crews,
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except for the Alpha Jet, were based at Kenitra Air Force Base. Crews were posted temporarily
from Kenitra to Marrakech to operate the OV-I() aircraft.

Ground facilities at Kenitra included hangar space for the King Air's, shop space for aircraft
maintenance and storage of seeding materials, a briefing room, a weather station, and offices and
rest areas for the crews. A separate workshop and office area was provided for the members of
tile maintenance and supply team responsible for installation and maintenance of the cloud physics
data acquisition system on the instrumented King Air.
The military base at Marrakech provided maintenance and an operations base for the OV-10
aircraft used for seeding during the first two seasons. Seeding equipment was stored and
maintained there. From January to April 1985, the base also provided hangar space and offices
for the operation of the UND Citation. A briefing room, a weather station, and communication
to Casablanca were provided. The Marrakech base was an excellent facility for operations and
preliminary analysis of the first cloutd physics data.
The UNI) Citation operation in the fall of 1985 was based at the Casablanca Anfa Airport, where
AMG/Royal Air Maroc provided hangar space and DMN provided a computer room and office
space to process data and brief the flight crews. Other facilities provided by FRA at Anfia
throughout the project included warehouse space for project equipment (in addition to that
provided by DMN) and a machine shop for maintaining project vehicles and cloud seeding
equipment.
FRA supported the Alpha Jet operation out of Meknes with facilities for hangaring and servicing
the airpilane, including storage of silver iodide flares, a weather station and briefing room, and
con1111 Lill icat ions.

3.4.2.3 Khouribga operations center. - FRA played a large part in establishing the Khouribga
operations center. A large building, which formerly served as the operations center at Khouribga
airport, was turned over to the project by the Army and remodeled by FRA to house personnel and
equipment. The radar was installed in a trailer, and a shelter was constructed to cover it. A small
building was constructed near the radar trailer for tile use of radar personnel and to store radar
related equifpment, such as electrical generators. A new meteorological park was constructed to
help in the nowcasting analysis. Power lines and telephone lines were installed to support the radar
set and other equipment and provide commnnications between Khouribga and Casablanca.
3.4.2.4 Navigation facility. - Because coverage by existing navigational facilities was marginal
near the central I ligh Atlas, FRA provided a Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN) station to assist in
the controlling of project aircraft. It was installed southwest of Beni Mellal to improve coverage
of the areas where most of the seeding flights were conducted.
3.4.3 Ministry of the Interior. - The Ministry of the Interior supported the operation of the
network of ground-based silver iodide generators, which was based at Azilal. Seven small buildings
were built or remodeled to house the ground generator operators at tile different sites. A large
building with rooms for offices, storage of equipment and chemicals, and housing was provided by
the Governor of Azilal for the mountain operations center. A shelter for the rawinsonde station
activated at Azilal in early 1987 was under construction in early 1989.
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The Governor of Khouribga contributed 600,000 DH to the construction in Khouribga and helped
the project by providing solutions to local problems.
3.5

Services

3.5.1 Ministry of Transport. - The Ministry's DMN made a number of contributions to the
project in addition to providing most of the staff and the facilities used by the project staff. DMN
made available daily rawinsonde data from Casablanca and Agadir, as well as surface observations
from all national and international synoptic stations and national secondary stations. The DMN
arranged for special observations of the weather, streamflow, and reservoir levels by other GOM
agencies to assist project personnel in their operational decisions.
DMN communication teams and the different maintenance teams were always available to help
whenever the project requested assistance.
In addition to its contributions through DMN, the Ministry of Transport provided assistance
through Royal Air Maroc. This support included more than 13 airline tickets for the project
personnel going to the United States for training, and all shipments of the project equipment.
3.5.2
Ministry of Defense. - In addition to the FRA team, the air traffic controllers at
Khouribga, and the facilities described in section 3.4, the Ministry of Defense provided a number
of other key services to Programme Al Ghait. The FRA provided all the seeding materials used
on the project, stored them, and loaded them on the seeding aircraft as required. As previously
noted, the AMG team of FRA managed the shipment of project equipment between Morocco and
the United States. The AMG also maintained many of the project vehicles.
The FRA transported the radar to Khouribga after it arrived in Morocco and provided support
during its installation. In addition to providing a large building for the project at Khouribga, the
Army's "5th GM" provided technical assistance, mechanics, and other items needed for the project.
At Kenitra, in addition to giving technical assistance to the seeding aircraft, the "BAFRA" always
fed and lodged the project personnel during operations.
The Sale military base provided many English classes and food and lodging to project personnel.
3.5.3

Other ministries. 

3.5.3.1 Ministry of the Interior and Information. - The facilities provided by the Ministry of the
Interior through the Governor of Azilal have been noted. The Governor provided considerable
additional assistance to the project by solving various local problems. The Ministry always gave a
high priority to the project, solving local administrative problems, assisting with housing and
communications, providing rain gauge data from their own stations, and so on. Other specific areas
in which the Ministry assisted the project included finding sites for the ground-based silver iodide
generators, installing precipitation gauges, setting tip communications, and arranging helicopter
flights for collection of snowcourse dita.
Interior's Morocco Radio-Television (RTM) provided a radio repeater site at Tazerkount, complete
with tower, power supply, and a place for a seeding generator; a site for a radio station and another
50

seeding generator at Ait M'harned; and a site for a rawinsonde station, seeding generator, and
automatic weather station at Tissa, complete with housing, office space, and electrical power.

3.5.3.2 Ministry of Mines and Energy. - The Ministry of Mines and Energy provided the
propane needed to fuel the ground-based silver iodide generators for the project.
The Ministry's National Electrical Organization (ONE) worked closely with the project. They
provided daily streamflow and reservoir level data by Telex each morning through DMN. Their
numerical model of river management was used in the economic studies. ONE also provided
special information regarding tile operating characteristics of dams and irrigation systems.

3.5.3.3 Ministry of Equipment.- The Ministry's Ilydraulic Administration (I lydraulique) worked
closely with tile project staff, providing streaiflow data, including historical records, for target and
potential control areas, as well as current observatons of soil moisture, soil temperature, and
weather coditi0fS. I'o help inalyze the streaiiflow data, I lydrauliqtie provided their hydrological
model RIVIF R, as well as th, use o1 their compll Uters to run tile model. This model was used in
tle hydrolo ic modeling StIldieS, idtile results from it were applied to the ecto(im0i sttudies. The
project's ecolilolC ;ti dies beie fit (2l lrol tile prowision of econloiic data on irrigation projects and
information on river opcratitions.
('st
tat ions wit ItIlydraulilique's experts on all of these
speciaIized areas if expertise were very iseful to the Programme Al GIlait staff.
3.5.3.4 Ministry of Agriculture. - At the beginning of the project, the Ministry of Agriculture
prvided two I.a u IRover vehicls. Tl'hc Miiiistry profvided useful data and informa tion during the

Ctiire project, ,Speci;llV tie ()ffice Regional Lie Ia Mise en Valetur Agricole de Dotikkala
()RNIVAI)) at FI 1,;illla aiid the Office Re1gionail de IaiMise en Va letur Agricole de Tadla
ORMNV\AT) oft'
Ka;i.dll'itlI'i
ro'Iugh its Waters and Forests Administration, tile MinistrV

loVid(fl. a nli niihr of' sites for seeding generators, sites for recordingiprecipitation gaiuges at
Boulfferdi

ilil "'li loguet, a d other preciiitation gauge sites illthe Atlias Mountains.

3.5.3.5 National Police Force (Gendarmerie Royale). - The (Gendairmcrie Royale provided
ld icopters for sn(owcourse measurenients. They also c(llecte(d weather reports from remote
mou niita in weat her stations hy radio a nd relayed them by radio or Telex to DM N.
3.5.3.6
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications. - This Ministry made new Telex and
telephone lines available for tile projeci. They expedited assignment of radio frequencies to
Prograinme Al Ohait, thereby cOnltributing greatly to project commtunications.
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Figure 3.1 - Programme Al Ghait project management teams.
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4. CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
The U.S. Gov'rnment was primarily responsible for the transfer of technology and scientific
equipment to assist the GOM in its development, conduct, and evaluation of a scientifically based
cloud seeding demonstration program for winter precipitation augmentation in the Central Iligh
Atlas Mountains of Morocco. This chapter provides a summary of the major American
contributions.

4.1

Financial

The LJSG contributed a total of $6,182,000 to the project. Of this amount, $6,000,000 was supplied
by USAID, $114,000 hy the NOAA, and $68,000 hy the Peace Corps. Of the $6,000,000 provided
by USAID, $272,474 was retained by the USAID Mission in Morocco to cover local expenses

related to Programme Al Ghait, leaving $5,727,526 to support the Participating Agency Service
Agreement (PASA) with Reclamation. The USG's financial contributions provided personnel and
services, including technical training and facilities and equipment. The budget for the American
contributions is shown in table 4.l.a. This provides an itemized list of' support provided by tlhe
USA IfD Mission in Morocco, Reclamation direct costs, and subcontractor costs divided into 13 basic
items. Table 4. I.b provides hudget detail for Reclamation subcontracts under the PASA.
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Table 4.1.a. - Summary of U.S. Government contributions to Programme Al Ghait
(from PASA IMA-0194-P-IW-4093-03).

Budget item

A.

Cost ($ x 103)

USAID Mission local account
Personnel support
Support materials supplies

163.0
109.5

Subtotal USAID Mission
B.

C.

Reclamation PASA
Reclamation Direct
Resident scientific advisor
Scientific support
Administration
Participant training
Other training, overhead,
equipment maintenance, etc.

272.5

293.6
997.5
235.7
27.2
348.3

Subtotal Reclamation Direct

1,902.3

Reclamation subcontracts
Training
Capital equipment
Recurring costs, supplies, parts
Scientific/economic studies
External evaluation
Other: equipment, parts, training

353.3
1,569.7
444.9
1,004.8
90.9
361.6

Subtotal subcontracts

3,825.2

Subtotal Reclamation PASA

5,727.5

Total USAID contribution (A 4 B 4 C)
NOAA: Satellite ground station
Peace Corps: English language training

6,000.0
114.0
68.0

Total American contribution

6,182.0
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Table 4.1.b. - Budget detail for Reclamation subcontracts.
Budget item

Cost ($ x 10")

A. Training
1.
2.
3.
4.

French language for RSA
Moroccan personnel shori-term in United States
Moroccan personnel long-term in United States
Air traffic control in Morocco (NAWC contract)
Subtotal

5.1
98.0
160.5
89.7
353.3

B. Capital equipment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Handar weather station
Snowcourse equipment
Cloud physics data acquisition system
(partial CIC contract)
Communication systems (radio # GNS)
Satellite recorder
Rawinsonde system
Basic radar from EEC
Radar system integration, onsite support, radomes
(partial CIC)
Training on integrated radar system (partial CIC)
Training on rawinsonde system (NAWC contract)
Training on cloud physics DAS (partial CIC)
Training on ground-based AgI generators (WWCI)
Subtotal

C.

201.5
279.2
45.9
61.1
222.1
422.4
185.1
73.3
51.1
5.8
1,569.7

Recurring costs for paris/supplies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Communication systems
Satellite recorder
Rawinsonde operations
Radar system
Handar weather station
Cioud physics DAS

3.7
32.8
362.8
34.3
1.4
9.9

Subtotal
D.

18.7
3.5

444.9

Scientific support/studies/training
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Landsat design study (Reclamation-Remote Sensing)
Abidi thesis support (digital data)
Statistical design (Dr. Mielke/CSU)
UND cloud physics aircraft (contract)
Operations/scientific evaluation
(moved to Reclamation Direct)
Analysis computers (IBM PC/AT systems)
Computer software (IBM PC/AT systems)
Satellite data analysis upgrade (Abidi's system)
Additions radar/rawinsonde data microprocessor (CIC)
Training on statistical design (Dr. Mielke/CSU)
Training on scientific aspects of
weather modification (Dr. Vali/THETA)
Subtotal

15.4
10.0
38.0
780.6
0.0
91.6
3.4
24.0
11.2
12.0
18.6
1,004.8
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Table 4.1.b. - Budget detail for Reclamation subcontracts - continued.
Budget item

Cost ($ x 103)

E. External evaluation
1.

Changnon et al. (3 trips)

90.9

F. Miscellaneous subcontracts
1.
2.
3.
4.

Miscellaneous services (mostly translation)
ADP computer/programming support
Miscellaneous equipment
Reserve (added FY88 and FY89 items)
Subtotal

361.6

Total Reclamation subcontracts

4.2

10.5
56.6
134.7
159.8

3,825.2

Program Management

As noted in section 1.5, responsibility for program management was shared between the USG and
tile GOM. The USAID Mission was responsible for the overall management of the American
component through the technical expertise provided by Reclamation. Reclamation's PASA with
USAID gave Reclamation the authority to manage the $5.7 million budget to meet project
objectives in cooperation with the GOM.
One of the major contributions of the USG to Programme Al Ghait was management expertise.
Programme Al Ghait was a very complicated program that required interactions among many
agencies, both in the USG and GOM, and private firms.
The establishment of the Project Steering Committee (PSC) to manage the program on a weekly
to-monthly basis has already been noted. The suggestion to establish the committee came from
USAID and was readily accepted by all other agencies involved. It is doubtful that such a complex
program could have been managed successfully without the PSC. The service of USG personnel
on the PSC has been noted in section 1.5. As a committee member, acting in concert with the
project director, the Resident Scientific Advisor (RSA) set the agenda for the PSC meetings. Ie
also documented the decisions reached at the PSC meetings.
Issues beyond the immediate conduct of the program were managed through the National Steering
Committee, which interfaced with other ministries and agencies within Morocco. The establishment
of the National Steering Committee was another recommendation made early in the history of
Programme Al Ohait by the American participants.
The RSA was active in all phases of program management, both fiscal and scientific. He monitored
the work of contractors in the field and worked with the Moroccan meteorological and technical
personnel on a daily basis, providing advice and training in the execution of all program
components. In addition, he documented the progress of the program in Monthly Project Status
Reports (refer to the appendix) and in Annual Summaries of Field Operations, Equipment Status,
and Technology Transfer (Matthews, 1986, 1987, 1988).
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Other Reclamation personnel, notably )r. Silvernman and other members of l)ivision of
At mospheric Reson rCes Research (I)ARR), ,,were involved il program management. When
I)r. SilverI:n was iill Mo roccoIhe servCd as ai( 0 i,'i ) member
i
of the I'SC. Mr. Patrick Ilu riley
ol I)ARI played
1,
an important role ill the administration of'l'rogralnle Al Ghait during its first
2 y'ears. I)A II staff Irluers used
t11CI,
er [rli lal insto prepare budgets, track expenditures,
nllilahl
inventories, anIrdrecord Ipogress tMard technic'al ob'jectivCs.

.SAIl) ipersoInel, With their e' pri'nce, in organi/ing large prograinls, were ilvaiLuale to

lqtowrinric Al ( hait. 'hiC IISA,, I) nvhinnltal coolrdiiator fhor Asia and the Near lFast also
sCrvCd as an eu.ol)rilieriCbeCr Of IiI S( dutihng II Visits Oillie ae na Ill onitorilg reviews.
I)r. StIIhCn I.iItrrer fullifleld this roll frImOf98),,.1 Ito1(7 inclusive, and Mr. (len Whaler' did so in
I9),S.

4.3

Personnel and Services Provided Directly by Reclamation

4.3.1

Technical personnel. -

.ht IS(u.
who0nlwere statioLId inllNIrcco fo t lie
CarlV st:i eCs
ofl the pIr JcVt hive Ien Inetnt iorrerI ili sCct ion 1.5. n:IIyCiv, the tUSA II) Ni iSS.<,I lIojcL-t
offtjeer and ecflinairit
Ion>
,
,,\ ()thi lIir.,inl , 1 pIoviledIw
c'lmialtiolln, p1ricipMly fro0111 its
I )eirver ()fllCC (arid It"routiacltor ), icliR(Id scenlists, eulrIcter, cconoiti.s, teclilci'ians, and
adilniiIatliv tMill, lilt p'irlia servieVs H Mt
t they pirovided wer , plaing, i rlur'hlihig prep, riation
iOl ;I scieiiC j )cillionral a111d cv'liraliorn j)ir, fimocureilinn and iiliji
(f e(tuiiment, transfer
Orf skills relurirtel tOir/rmatC nid niilmalil tIre C.qtJlipirrrent, hrvdroloIgic aid econuolIic stildiCs, anid
traiii o
Oir Ltia redic'hil
iad
is ;alvs
Oa
fithe
1rt oL'rainiS ari scienitili Cvailuations for the
projecl.

Rclamiation ': teClIic'Ail t;In was hed IV 1)r. IBernairld Silvernman ii

I )nver

Olice. It was

couirrisCed Of It) ac1trirlohgiIss and lrysical sciCilists, 2 hydrologists, 3 reillote sensilig experts,
•1 cCO1l1ist S. 2 electIricLl Cleii IS, aind 2 c(01n1 Inter c.qprts. "l'able 4.2 lists the nreibers of
zecltin1atioln's technical tcaml ani the tasks assigned to each.

.ible .,2 - flrlirralior's lechrical leam for ProJrammrue At Ghail.
Pei sol
Dr. Bernard Silverman
Dr. David Matthews
Dr. Arnett Dennis
Mr. Charle. Borda
Mr. Glen Cascini
vr. Wayne Cheney
t)r. lerry Deshler
Mr. David [ckharlt
Mr. Phil Goorian
NMr.
Williarn F arrisorn
Mr. Curt I farlzell
Mr. Pat Ilurley
Dr. [dmond Ifotroyd
Dr. David ,Johrson

Tasks
Project niaarient and cooidination
Resident scientific advisor
Scientific collaboration learn leader
Econonric modeling of power generation - benefit analysis
Design, procurerntr, and installation of equipmlll; maintenance arid spare
)arts mialig em ent; electronic technician training
I lydrolofgic nkodelin(., evaluaion of polential benefits
Scientific collaloration orn airflow target rig modeling
fenole sensing
[_conomic evaluation studies and assessment of benefit/cost ratio
t)esign of cormrriu ication systemr, siting of radar
Loyi!tics, operational plans, layout of generator network, scientific collaboration
on opcrationai evaluation
Project rmarngjernenlt and procurement
Renicte sP, inlg of snow cover
Sciev'rrc collaboration o analysis of radar data, operation of aircraft
instrumentation, computer systems procurement, software development
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I able 4.2. - Reclarnalion's technical team for Programme Al Ghait - continued.
Person
Dr. Joseph Kitchen
Mr. Jack McPailand
Mr. Jonnie Medina
Mr. Ron Miller
Mr. Rufus Pepper
Mr. Fran Politic
Dr. Roy Rasnussen
Mrs. Anne Reynolds
Mr. Kent Shuyler
Dr. Adin Super
Mr. Jim Verdin

Tasks
I ydrologic modeling and water management planning
H
Aircraft instrumentation system
Scientific collaboration on statistical design, evaluation, and data managemen,
modeling of orographic precipitation
Software development, hardware design
Economic programming and analysis
Forecasting and suspension criteria
Scientific collaboration, analysis of cloud physics data, aircraft operations,
numerical modeling
Data management, software design
Economic evaluation, benefil/cost analysis
Ground generator network design
Remote sensing of snow cover, runoff modeling

4.3.2
Procurement specialists and logistical support personnel. - Reclamation had the
l)r(OctiriiicntI resp0ihil f'r til
roject 5 LiipmenIt anid lCiiicaI s,'Ivices. This reslnsihility
w\as eL ted h\' I)A RR i',.rSomnel, who developed teclnical siccifrications for eqo i
,ntIiiL
aI
services requiired, an d IV a slff l f ive cntract specialists led by Mrs. Shirley Allison.
Mr. Patrick
I ltly,
NIr. Curl II lt/l l. a ind Nlr. (;. .1.(.loe) Montgomery of )ARR were involved heavily
in
tile I)fOC IreInICs al1d III tile shil)Mii n 0*f etiiplent to Morocco.
In the Irst 0lmonths (11 the iploject, most of the pirocuremrent decisions were made by the
)ARR
staff it) constiltation witi tile (GI)M. I)tring this pelriod, seven major contraL'ts weie
in itiated for
the ro(ictirein ent of tlie rad(ar, satellite receiver, coin nIticain1s eqtil)mlent,
and rawilnsole
CtIliiil)ieint, collectiOun of cloud liysics lIta, and training oin (lie operation and maintenance
of the
eqtliipnient plroviled. lIiIring the sairue period, additional contracts were executed for
training on
a.ir Ira fic control (whic inil titled tile dircCtion of seeding operations and radar operation
and
analvsis), rawins(idle opera tion, and the opera tion and maintenance of the satellite ground
station
ALnd tile ISSociaIteCL laserfax system.

i)ring the reniainii g 4 years of tlie project, procurement of technical equipment and services
continued. Over 30 niajor cotracts were signed with private contractors and consultants
ill the
f)riv\Itc sector and universities. In addition, mrore than 5() minor purchase orders and procurements
were completed.
l1r1i
foriiation on the services and equipment provided under those contracts is provided
in
sect ion 4.4.
4.3.3 Foreign activities specialists. - Specialists in Reclamation's Foreign Activities
Division
headeif by Mr. Sa mm ie i GUy in Washington, D.C., played an important role in the
prograii.
Nlir. Riclard Ives helped to coordinale Reclamation and USAID activities within
Programme Al
Gha it. Ms. M arcia Meyer and Ms. Barbara Fullwood were active in the training area,
particularly
in coorifirdiating the activities of Moroccan students in the United States for short-term
and long
terni training.
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4.4

Personnel and Services Provided Under Contract

Approximately 70 percent of"the American assistance was provided by the private sector. American
contractors from the business and university commnunities provided equipment, installed it, and
trained GOM personnel on its operation an1d maintenance. Other services obtained from
contractors included development of a statistical design for program evaluation, training on
oordination of alircralt from the ground, and training on scientific analysis and evaluation of cloud
physics aspects of weather modificltion.
'he principal American contractors who provided technical expertise, equipment, and training are
listed in table 4.3. Details on the equipment provided are given in section 4.6.
Table 4.3. - Principal American contractors who provided technical expertise, equipment, and training.
Contractor

Type of services or equipment provided

University of North Dakota

Cloud physics data collection

Colorado International Corporation
and DETREC, Inc.

Radar equipment installation, microcomputer system design
and installation, training on system operation and
maintenance
Cloud physics data system design and installation, operation
and maintenance training
Radome installation and parts management software
Rawinsonde software development and training

North American Weather Consultants

Training on air traffic control, on direction of weather
modification operations, and on installation, operation,
and maintenance of rawinsondes

Enterprise Electronics

Radar equipment and parts, radar maintenance training

Alden Electronics

Provision and installation of satellite ground station and
associated training
Radio facsimile receiver
Laserfax receiver, parts, and associated maintenance training

Qualimetrics Corporation

Rawinsonde system, maintenance training

Global Navigation Systems

Three complete VLF/OMEGA aircraft navigation systems

General Electric

Radio communication equipment

King Radio

Radio equipment for aircraft to ground communications

International Business Machines

Seven IBM personal computers and related training

Hewlett Packard

Vectra 386 personal computer

PCI, Inc.

Image processing system for digital satellite data

Western Weather Consultants, Inc.

Ground-based AgI nuclei generator operation and
maintenance

Handar Corporation

Data collection platforms (DCP's) and automatic weather
stations, training on operation and maintenance

Apple Computer

Three Macintosh microcomputers
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4.5

Technical Assistance and Technology Transfer

As table 4.3 shows, training on tile operation and maintenance of equipment provided was a feature
of nearly all procurenents from tile private sector. Additional training was provided in all aspects
of weather nmldi 'ication operations, management, and evaluation in order to transfer relevant
technology to the (OM. A complete discussion of technolog , transfer is given in chapter 6. The
topic is summarized briefly here because it is considered to have been one of the most important
American contributions to Programme Al Ghait.
Development of i cadre Of specially trained personnel was accomplished through short- and long
term training using hoth -ormal
and informal techniques. The short-term technical training focused
on equipment operation and maintenance, familiarization with particular aspects of the program,
and reinforcement of l'rinary learning activities. Scientific collaboration between Moroccan and
American meteorologists was the most successful aspect of the short-term training and transfer of
technology. The long-term training emphasized the development and application of scientific and
technical skills to the design, planning, a1d evaluation of' weather modification projects and to
related issues.
Short-term training wIs conducted by Reclamation and private contractors in the United States and
in Morocco for periods of 2 to 2( weeks. Long-term training was provided for four Moroccan
meteorologists at the South Dakota School of"Mines and lTeclnology; all four received M.S. degrees
in Meteorology. Table 4.4 shows the specific types of training provided.
Table 4.4. - Summary of technology transfer activities.
Type of technology transfer

Months

Trainees

Trainee months

In the United States
Long-term M.S. degrees
Meteorologist training
Scientific collaboration

Hydro-economic analysis
Electronic technician
Flight scientists and crew

21.2
9
18

4
8
9

85
72
162

2.5
1

10
1

25
1

0.5

1

Subtotal

0.5

345.5

In Morocco
Meleorological operations
Scientific collaboration
Physical economic studies
Applications studies
Air traffic control - operations
Electronics operation/maintenance

42.5
59.6
2.6
0.4
2
28.7

10-20
4-10
2-10
10-30
6
2-6

637
357
8
5.7
12
114.8

Subtotal

1,134.5

Total training

1,480
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4.6

Equipment and Facilities

4.6.1 General summary - Provision of modern equipment to assist in the conduct of operations
and the scientific analysis of clouds and precipitation was a major part of the USG's contribution
to Programme Al Ghait.
The equipment provided was capable of reliable data collection in the rugged operational
environment of Morocco. Due to the operational nature of the project, equipment was selected
that was readily available with reliable electronics and readily available spare parts. This equipment
is listed in table 4.5. Note that most of the items have both project and national applications.
For example, the satellite receiving station provides information on the general weather conditions
affecting Morocco. Such information is of interest to the national forecasters and aviation users.
Table 4.5. - Summary of major project-funded equipment.
Equipment

Project functions

National applications

Khouribga Operations Center
Digital radar and IFF system

Operations direction
including suspension criteria
and nowcasting

Analysis and forecasting
of precipitation and severe
storms

Laserfax satellite copier

Operations direction
including nowcasting
Mesoscale analysis

Nowcasting, mesoscale
analysis

Weathpr fax receiver

Analysis and forecasting

Weather teletype and
Canonfax

Communications of data
Nowcasting

Communications - Data
transmission

Microcomputer systems (4)

Data collection and analysis.
Scientific studies. Operations
direction. Radar data
collection and data management.

Climatological analysis.
Scientific studies Precipitation forecasting.

Radio transmitter/receiver

Communication to mountain
sites, ATC, Casablanca
Operations Support Center

Storm echo structure,
analysis and nowcast
communications to NMFC

Radio transmitter/receiver
VHF-AM

Communication to seeding
and cloud physics aircraft

Special aircraft warnings
of severe storm echoes.
weather advisory

Power stabilization and
generation systems
Calibration and maintenance
equipment

Equipment operation

Maintain equipment for
national applications
Maintain equipment for
national applications

Quality control and
maintenance

Casablanca Scientific Research and Evaluation Center

Satellite ground receiving
station and laserfax

Classification of clouds
Nowcasting and forecasting
and precipitation events.
Mesoscale analysis.
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Mesoscale analysis
severe weather warnings
climatological studies

Table 4.5. - Summary of major project-funded equipment - continued.
Equipment

Project functions

National applications

Remote radar display

Monitoring of precipitation
in target area, nowcasting
and mesoscale analysis.
Classification of seeding
events.

Radio transceiver VHF-FM

Communication with
operations center at
Khouribga

IBM PC/AT microcomputers (7)

Data quality control,
data management and
analysis, scientific
evaluation of cloud
physics, radar, streamflow,
and precipitation data.
Data transmission and
communications.

Scientific software
development and
applications stidies

Thermodynamic and
wind sounding
Analysis and forecasting
Data collection for
operations decisions,
analysis and forecasting
Airflow and precipitation
model initialization

Analysis and
forecasting in Morocco
and worldwide.
Climatological studies.

Rawinsonde system

Thermodynamic and wind
sounding data for
operations decisions
Scientific evaluation,
model initialization

Analysis and forecasting
of mountain weather

Pilot balloons

Airflow studies for
seeding generators

Understanding of mountain
meteorology

Mountain weather station

Surface observations
for operations decisions
Scientific evaluation

Mountain climatology
Nowcasting in mountains

Snow courses (7)1

Document snowpack
water content
snowpack water supply
forecasts

Assist in streamflow
forecasts and evaluation of
runoff

Calibrate satellite
estimate of
precipitation volume

Water resources
management

Observe time, duration,
and quantity of
precipitation,
Physical evaluation studies.

Document mountain
precipitation for
climatology

Nowcasting and mesoscale
analysis

Beni Mellal
Rawinsonde system
and microcomputer

Azilal and Mountain Region

River streamflow
Recording precipitation
gauges (4)
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Table 4.5. - Summary of major project-funded equipment - continued.

Equipment

Project functions

National applications

Kenitra
Cloud physics data
collection system on
King Air 100 aircraft

Collect cloud physics
data showing regions of
potential for seeding in
target area. Improve
seeding operational efficiency.
Develop microphysical
hypotheses for precipitation
development.

Determine temporal and
spatial distribution
of regions of potential
for seeding. Develop
better understanding of
microphysical processes of
precipitation development.

Ground Test Bench and
electronics laboratory

Maintain and test cloud physics
data system power, train
electronics personnel on system
operation and maintenance.

Maintain cloud physics
system

USBR/DARR Denver
IBM PC/AT microcomputers (2)

Scientific collaboration
and data analysis

HP VECTRA 3861
scientific analyses

Data management and
to IBM data transfer from
training. Statistical
evaluation and Rhea
model analyses (shipped
to Morocco in 1989)

Transfer of 9-track tapes from
Hydraulique, ONE, ESA,
Landsat, etc.

IBM PC/AT Image Processing1
System

Image processing of
Landsat and NOAA digital
satellite data

Water resources management
estimate of snowpack runoff
from satellite imagery

1c.87-89 additions to the equipment

4.6.2 Radar system and remote transmission communications equipment. - Morocco's first
weather radar - a digital 5-centimeter radar - was provided to locate regions of precipitation and
guide aircraft seeding operations. This radar provided information on the intensity of precipitation,
its location, and duration. It was used to locate storm systems and regions of severe weather,
thereby providing information used in the suspension criteria when severe weather threatened the
target area. The radar was centrally located so that most of Morocco could be within range and
still provide reasonably good information over the target area which was located 90 to
150 kilometers to the southeast.
The radar set was installed at DMN's weather station near Khouribga, at a perpendicular distance
of 85 to 150 kilometers from the target area at an elevation of 780 meters m.s.I. (fig. 2.2). At the
150-kilometer range, the width of the radar beam was about 4200 meters. When the antenna was
operated at 1.5' elevation tilt, the bottom of the beam over the target was around 3800 meters
m.s.l., while the top was 8000 meters m.s.l. (fig. 2.3). The horizontal beam width was similar, so
rather large convective storms or deep orographic clouds were required to fill the radar beam.
Obviously, the situation improved closer to the radar.
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Special communications systems were required to transmit data from the central site at Khouribga
to Casablanca. The GOM provided a dedicated telephone line which met the requirements to
transmit the video signal from tile radar to the operational coordination center in Casablanca. The
digital video integrated processor (DVIP) in Casablanca converted the signal back to a radar echo
plan position indicator (P1I) on a special color monitor shown in figure 2.9. The radar monitor
stored the echo information so that special routines could be used to zoom in on various sectors
of the scope and expand the image. Six different colors were used to display the relative intensity
of precipitation. Range markers and a basic map background provided information on the location
of echoes and their relative size. Aircraft transponder information was also displayed from the IFF
antenna data. This showed the position of aircraft relative to the precipitation areas.
The radar was purchased from Enterprise Electronics Corporation (EEC). It was then configured
with communications and computer equipment to record and display digital information, and was
installed in a trailer and interfaced with an IFF system by the Colorado International Corporation
(CIC) and DETREC, Inc.
Table 4.6. - Radar characteristics.
Frequency

5.575 GHz

Wavelength

5.4 cm

Peak power
Pulse duration

250 kW
2 1s

Pulse repetition frequency
Minimum detectable signal

250 s"
-103 dBZ
1.60 (all planes)

Beam width

4.6.3 Satellite ground receiving station and color enhancement microcomputer system. NOAA's foreign activities division provided a basic secondary data users' station to receive satellite
imagery data from METEOSAT and the NOAA polar orbiting satellite. This station was installed
by NOAA and Alden Electronics engineers who provided training on its operation and maintenance
in Casablanca at the project's operations coordination center. It provided real-time half-hourly
visible or infrared satellite images of weather patterns and clouds over the region of Northwest
Africa and Europe. Sectors could be selected for any region of th-2- hemisphere observed by the
METEOSAT geosynchronous satellite or that of NOAA or other meteorological satellites. The
Color- 1000 enhancement system was used to determine the relative temperatures of cloud tops and
intensity of cloud and precipitation systems. It was used in the operational decisionmaking process
and f'or national forecasting and mesoscale analyses. Figure 4.1 shows the color monitor viewing
the satellite meteorology enhanced imagery and the corresponding radar echo patterns during the
daily project weatil'i briefing by Mr. Chkouri.
4.6.4
RawllS,- -41 syftems. - Two rawinsonde systems were provided to measure the
thermodynanii,
.a.nd qi-ucture in the vicinity of the target area. These systems supplemented
the existing M,, {*.f1 ob,::rvations at Casablanca and Agadir, where observations were made once
each day It 1200 ;Jfjl 00)() CUT, respectively. The project sounding systems were installed initially
both in Beni Mellal, where one system provided backup to ensure availability of upper air data.
In February 1988 one was moved to Tissa to provide special mountain data. The sounding data
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were observed regularly from Beni Mellal at 0000 and 1200 CUT, and special observations were
madc at 0600 during operational periods. The sounding applications are discussed in section 2.4.5
and in chapter 8. Data were used in the operational decision process and in numerical models of
airflow and precipitation to determine the appropriate seeding generators and flight tracks for
operations. Also, these data were used later in postanalyses of storms to improve the evaluation
of seeding effects and our physical understanding of precipitation.

4.6.5 Cloud physics aircraft system and VLF-Omega navigation system. - A cloud physics

data acquisition system was provided to measure the temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed
and direction, and liquid water content within clouds, and to estimate the ice particle
concentrations. These data are needed to assess the potential for seeding and locate regions of
potential for seeding. The cloud physics system and results are discussed in section 8.1. CIC and
DETREC, Inc., designed the cloud physics data acquisition system and installed it on a GOM King
Air 100 aircraft. The system uses an IBM PC/AT microcomputer to control the sensors and collect
digital data for real-time data processing and analysis. Operational decisions could be made by the
flight scientist and the operations director as the aircraft made observations en route to and within
the target area.
A versatile and highly reliable aircraft navigation system was needed to conduct IFR flight
operations over the High Atlas Mountains. Due to the very rugged terrain and lack of Voice Omni
Range/Distance Measuring Equipment (VOR/DME) ground navigation systems, special navigation
aids were purchased to ensure safe, well-coordinated flights over the target area. Three very low
frequency (VLF)-OMEGA navigation systems were purchased from Global Navigation Systems,
Inc., for the two King Air seeding aircraft and the University of North Dakota (UND) Citation
cloud physics research aircraft while it was in Morocco in 1985. This third system was later used
as a backup system by the GOM. The navigation systems were also required to provide exact
latitude and longitude data for the King Air cloud physics data acquisition system and computation
of winds.
4.6.6 Microcomputer systems for data archival, quality control, and analysis. - In order to
process the large quantity of radar, rawinsonde, and aircraft data, microcomputers were provided
for the SAET. Seven IBM PC/AT systems, one HP-VECTRA 386 system with a 100-megabyte
hard disk and a 9-track tape drive were provided for data analysis and data management. One
specialized image processing system was provided by PCI, Inc., for the landsat and NOAA satellite
image processing used in the snow cover runoff modeling work of Abidi (1989). The initial radar
and rawinsonde data processing was performed on Tektronix systems using a Z-80-based system.
Three Tektronix microcomputers were provided with the radar, and one additional system was used
at the Beni Mellal rawinsonde site to process sounding data. All data were initially collected on
8-inch floppy diskettes and later converted to 5.5-inch IBM-compatible diskettes using two Flagstaff
disk drive units. The tlandar automatic weather station also used an IBM PC to collect and store
data from its data collection platform (DCP). Project management was conducted using three
Apple Macintosh microcomputers. These systems were used for word proce;sing, project
management, and preparation of presentations and professional conference visual aids.
4.6.7 Automatic weather station. - An automatic weather station was originally provided to
support airc'raft operations from the operations center in Khouribga. When the concept of
controlling project aircraft operations from the Khouribga center was abandoned, the station was
placed in Beni Mellal, then later iii Tissa to provide real-time information from the mountains. The
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Handar Corporation provided the station which measured temperature, humidity, pressure, wind
direction and speed, and precipitation.
4.6.8 Radio communications system. - A network of radio communications was needed to link
the field sites with the operations center in Khouribga and the coordination center in Casablanca.
A set of VI-IF-FM radios was provided to meet the voice communications needs of a large field
operation that extended from Casablanca 250 kilometers southeastward to Tissa and Azilal. The
radio communications consisted of ground-to-ground VI-IF-FM radios with frequencies assigned at
141.5 and 143.5 megahertz which passed through a repeater at Tazerkount with a frequency of
143.6 megahertz. Transmission of data used a different I,equency at 155 megahertz. The
communications network is described in detail in the Operations Plan. Rapid, effective
communications were critical to the success of the project during operational periods when decisions
and observations were transmitted throughout the project to remote areas. Without the radio
communications network, delays and missed opportunities would have seriously handicapped the
project. Fortunately, the GOM electronics technicians were able to maintain and operate the radio
network effectively so that operations proceeded quite well. Air-to-ground radio communications
on VHF-AM frequencies of 120.7 and 122.9 megahertz were installed at Khouribga to conduct
aircraft operations.
During the final stage of project implementation, a radio-telex modem system was installed to
provide reliable direct computer-to-computer links between Tissa, Beni Mellal, Khouribga, and
Casablanca. This system will permit the real-time transmission of data, model results, and
operational decisions among all field sites. The automated data links will permit better quality
control of data and dissemination of information.
4.6.9 Power stabilization systems and converters. - One of the early concerns of the project
was the protection of delicate electronic equipment in a relatively unstable electrical power
environment. Special power conditioners and power inverters were used to stabilize the power and
provide power that matched th, frequency and voltage requirements of various pieces of equipment.
In remote areas power was a particular problem, and backup electric generators were provided to
ensure reliable power during operational periods. Two diesel generators were installed at
Khouribga, and one gasoline generator was used at the TACAN site and the Beni Mellal
rawinsonde site.
4.6.10 Facilities provided for training. - Reclamation and its contractors provided training
facilities for the various short-term training programs conducted in the United States. These
facilities ranged from laboratories and shops for electronic maintenance training to computer
systems for the analysis of digital satellite imagery and numerical model simulations.
Reclamation also provided operations director training at the SCPP field office in Auburn,
California. At that site, a complete meteorological operations center with remote radar display,
satellite receiver, microcomputer, weather fax, and radio-telephone communications was used for
on-the-job training of GOM scientists. Field trips to the SCPP 5-centimeter radar an.,' the 0,89
centimeter radar from the University of Nevada and Reclamation's microwa-,e radiometer provided
demonstrations of how these systems were used to conduct field research in cloud seeding in the
United States. Facilities in the -ligh Sierra at remote project weather stations also were used to
show how weather observations from the target area were gathered and how Reclamation maintains
such equipment under difficult winter conditions.
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At Montrose, Colorado, the GOM scientists visited another field site used to develop experimental
seeding techniques for winter orographic clouds. This site provided an opportunity for the GOM
scientists to view new, remotely controlled, ground-based generators, instr'umentation systems, and
communications systems used in the central Rocky Mountains.
In Denver, Reclamation's Remote Sensing Branch provided laboratory facilities to study Landsat
and NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite imagery for studies
of snow cover over the ligh Atlls. Facilities provided by DARR included the Perkin Elmer
computer and microcomputers for the analysis of cloud physics aircraft data collected by the UND
and the development of software fkr use in Morocco on the project's IBM PC/AT microcomputers.
In the data management training, dala management systems on the larger minicorm;puter and on
the DARR IBM PC/AT were used to show how DARR scientists manage a large data base.
Each contractor provided electronic laboratory facilities for training electronics technicians in the
operation ind maintenance of their equipment. These laboratory facilities ranged from basic
electronics laboratories to instrumentation test facilities and radar electronics fabrication shops.
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4

,

Figure 4.1. - Daily briefing using color-enhanced satellite imagery and video loop
of satellite imagery. Radio communications system and video camera
and monitor are shown in the Casablanca coordination center.
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5.
5.1

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Management Structure and Organization

The original project agreement between the GOM and the USA established the foundation
for the
project infrastructure and org.[anization. It described the specific roles of different agencies
and
ministries and governing bodies such as the PSC and tile NSC. These management teams
provided
tile original project management as described in chapters Iand 4. Two ministries were
primarily
responsible for the project within Morocco - the Ministry of Transport, DMN, and the
General

Secretary of Defense, FRA.

The infrastructure and institutions developed within these

organizations demonstrated tile commitment of the GOM to the project and its continuation.
The
project agreement outlined the budget planned for the American and Moroccan contribution
of
funds, resources, and personnel.
5.1.1
Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale (DMN). - The DMN was the lead agency
responsible for the overall management of the project and its implementation of scientific
cloud
seeding operations and their evalation. Mr. Amed l3ensari, Director of the DMN, was designated
the program director. Ills staIff managed tile day-to-day operations and decisionmaking
and
scientific data collection and ana lysis. An operating unit within tile Development and
Research
Division in Casablanca was established with an organization chart and detailed personnel
management plan with position descriptions and work plans for a team of over 100
individiaIls
stationed in Casalblanca, Khourihga, len i Mellal, Azilal, Tissa, and Kenitra. This
teamn was
described in chapter 3.
The team was stable, with few personnel changes throughout the project. Funding for the
personnel
was provided through the Ministry of Transport's budget for IMN. The early years were
funded
ait a level insufficient for independent operations beca use the American support provided
resolrces
for all new U.S.-supplied pro.ect C(li jmlent arId its maintenance and operation. The DMN
provided
resources and personnel to conduct tile operations from 1984-8) at a level sufficient for
successful
operations. The Ministry of Finance has recognized Programne Al Ghait as a line item
in its
blutdget for DMN aId is providirg funds for its operation. (Chapter 3 describes tile
budget
contl hiiutions, and the operating eXl)Cnses are provided in section 10.5.)
5.1.2 Forces Royales Air (FRA). - The Mioroccan Royl Air Force (FRA) played a key
role ill
coordinating tie project under the Iigh-,evel coorlination of General Kabbaj and his designa
ted
project coordinator, Colonel [Iarnairo~nf. The F[RA provided managenent coordination,
funds anrid
resources, and logistics Sulpit which ranged from coordiiation of the PSC to
the conduct 0l'

aircraft seeding operations and the tranisportation of equiprnenit from the United States to
Morocco
and its importation ,ind delivery t( lhe project headquarters at Casablanca. The FRA was
primarily
responsil-e for :ll seeding materials, seeding generators, arid aircraft operations. It phlyed
a major
role in the ;i(-essf'ul iriplcnlentation of' the Operations lan and conduct of seeding
operations.
Lt. Maanan, the FRA Operations Coordinator, rianaged the day-to-day operations
in coolera tion
with the DMN operations coordinators and operations directors in Casablanca and KhI (u1rihg;l.
lie
was nistrumental in coordinating the aircraft fligit operations and the equipment importation
through the FRA Aircraft Opierations (roup in Kenitra and the FRA AMG unit in Casablanca.
Over 50 Air Force personnel were dedicated to project operations during the operational
periods.
The Programie Al Ghait operat;ng unit within the FRA further demonstrated its cominiit
menit to
a continued program and institutional development.
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5.1.3 National Steering Committee. - The establishment of the high-level NSC led to the
national recognition of Programme Al Ghait within all major participating ministries and agencies
within Morocco. The NSC members reported to their respective ministries and provided special
support of the project regarding interministerial issues. This elevated the visibility of the project
to a high level, where it was relatively easy to overcome common bureaucratic obstacles to rapid
decisionmaking and information transfer. The project developed a means of day-to-day
communication at the working levels within all supporting agencies. This collegial support was
especially helpful when special observations and data were needed from mountain sites and from
agricultural groups. The Gendarmerie Royales.provided local support from tile Ministry of Interior
in various provinces. Their assistance in data C:ollection and transmission via Telex to Casablanca
was very helpful and showed a regional commitment to the project.
5.2

Interactions Between Programme Al Ghait and Other Ministries and Agencies

Communications between the National Electrical Organization (ONE) and DMN were facilitated
by close working relationships betwee DMN personnel and Mr. Smouni, ONE, which developed
into strong support of daily project operations through streamflow and reservoir-level data transfer.
These data were used in the routine suspension criteria analysis and the evaluation of streamflow
within the target area. Mr. Smouni's team at ONE was very helpful in the development of the
hydroeconomic studies. The team provided detailed information on the reservoir characteristics
and operation criteria for the Bin El Ouidane Dam and the Oum Er Rbia River basin. Their
information was combined with that of Ilydraulique to establish the configuration of the river model
which Ilydraulique developed and contributed to the hydroeconomic study. The model was used
to evaluate the impact of additional water due to seeding on the hydroelectric power, agricultural
irrigation water deliveries, and domestic water deliveries from reservoirs within the basin.
Chapter 10 describes this study in detail.
ilydraulique provided significant streamflow data for the p:oject evaluation. Mr. Boutayeb was
the primary contact person within I lydraulique who provided data and the river model (Motor
Columbus et al., 1987). Mr. Obaklace, tile modeling expert at Hlydraulique, assisted Reclamation's
hydrologic modeling expert, Mr. Cheney, during his visits to Morocco to develop the river model's
configuration and program analysis software to display the model's information.
Agriculture groups in the Tadla and Doukkala ORMVA's were very helpful in providing agricultural
economic data used in the economic studies. The contacts in these user groups led to continued
dialogue among these distant groups and the project director and the scientific team. Their future
interest in the project should lead to greater regional support and application of this new water
resources development option. Written agreements to provide data and to exchange information
were formally established between the 1DMN-Ministry of Transport and the different supporting
agricultural ORMVA's.
Other evidence of institutional development is provided by the direct provision of facilities by the
Ministry of Agriculture's Eaux et Forets (Water and Forests) agency. This national forestry group
provided mountain sites for ground seeding generators and housing for project personnel who made
observations and operated the seeding generators. Similar support from the Ministry of Interior
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and the Army was provided at Khouribga and in the Azilal Province. This permanent
structural
support greatly facilitated the project's operations and improved its effectiveness.
5.3

Personnel Management and Organizational Structure

Establishment of an informal project organization chart and management
plan was of critical
importance at the outset of the project. This plan evolved as the team grew from
a group of 20 to
30 people to over 100. The organization chart was complete with position
descriptions and
individual work plans. These are described in detail in the Operations Plan (Hartzell
et al., 1986).
Although the project was established as an operational group within the Ministry
of Transport's
DMN, it lacked the formal recognition as a separate division with its own autonomy
and formal
organizational structure with explicit lines oflauthority and responsibility. The
organization chart
and position descriptions outlined in the Operations Plan provided the working
mechanism for the
project management; however, this was never formally recognized and
established with the
appropriate salaries and positions for all personnel. The formal establishment
of this structure
remains as an imp:)rtant step in the fornmal institutionalization of the project.
5.3.1 Personnel training and development of human resources. - Within
Programme Al
Ghait a systematic training plan and mechanism to continually improve the
level of personnel
understanding and their ability to conduct scientific operations were maintained
by the DMN and
the FRA. Training on the various electronic systems and equipment was
conducied by the
maintenance coordinator and his team of expert technicians who were trained
by American experts
through the project's short term training program. Similar training hy
meteorologists who
participated in the short-term training program extended the knowledge base
to other personnel
within DIMN in Casabla nca, Khourihga, and Kenitra and at remote field
sites. This scientific
technology' trmnsfer from trained Moroccan scientists to other supporting meteorological
technicians
aind meteorologists improved their capabilities in forecasting, nowcasting,
cloud physics, radar
meteorology, a111d satellite meteorology, in addition to specific weather modification
applications.
Thi, transfer of knowledge is leading to aI stronger, more capable National
Meteorological
Organization with pcrsoinnel who have training in the latest modern techniques
for meteorological
analysis and lorecasting.
5.4

Improved National Meteorological Analysis and Forecasting Capabilities

The installation of Morocco's first weather radar system led to at new national
capa bility for analysis
and forecasting which the DMN is using throughout central Morocco. This
radar system has
improved forecasting ait the National Meteorological Forecasting Center (NMFC)
in Casafblanca
and has served as a critical tool for operational decisionma king in tile
project. Similar
improvenments within IMN occurred with the installation of the satellite ground
station and video
recording system at the NMFC. This system was available to all NIIFC
ftorecasters, and it
contrihuted to the development of better, more comprehensive analyses and
forecasts throughout
tle country. Special project rawinsonde data from Beni Mcllal and occasionally
from Tissa
provided improved basic IherniodynaI Iic and dyna niic information for use throughout
Morocco and
tile world. These rawinsonde data were transmitted to the WMO's data base
in Europe ard used
by nwttteorological scrvices throughout Europe and the world. Regular soundings
every 12 hours
at standard observation times of 0000 and 1200 CUT were provided for the first time
from the site
at Beni Mellal. These data supplemented the standard Moroccan observations
made every 24 hours
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at Casablanca and Agadir. The Beni Mellal data were used in the hemispheric and regional
numerical forecasting models in Europe.
The increased knowledge was transferred through the daily project operations briefings at the
NMFC in Casablanca which used the data from the new radar, satellite, and rawinsonde equipment
and numerical modeling analyses provided by the project's scientific team. This has led to a general
improvement of the meteorological capabilities of Morocco. This large briefing involved the
NMFC's forecast team in addition to the project personnel. The project briefings focused on
specific, more detailed forecasts and thermodynamic analyses and cloud development analyses
than the NMFC's personnel were normally exposed to. Thus the briefings led to a better
understanding of the nowcasting of clouds and precipitation and its relationship to the microphysics
of clouds and precipitation. Such information led to improved general forecasts for the country.
Special numerical modeling techniques developed by Mr. El Majdoub in his M.S. thesis
(El Majdoub, 1989) can be applied to the prediction of precipitation in the mountainous regions
of Morocco, thus leading to greatly improved local forecasts of precipitation in remote ,'teas of
Morocco. Results from Mr. Abidi's thesis research that led to a snow cover runoff model for the
Hligh Atlas can be applied to streamfilow runoff predictions for major high mountain rivers which,
in turn, may lead to better management of the reservoirs in Morocco. These results are of interest
to the water resources management agencies of Morocco, especially ONE and Hydraulique.
Mr. Abidi's satellite image processing system may also be used to perform land use classific:Itions
and study the vegetation and vitality of crops from digital satellite imagery. These applications may
serve national interests beyond the scope of Programme Al Ghait, yet they show how this project
has contributed to the development of diverse modern technical capabilities within DMN.
5.5

Equipment and Facilities

Programme Al Ghait required significant contributions of technical equipment and facilities in
order to operate the scientifically sound weather modification project. All critical project
equipment has been installed and is fully operational with Moroccan staff who are fully caipable
of its maintenance and repair. This has been a significant contribution to the infrastructure
required for the GOM to continue the project. Details of the facilities, equipment, communicatiols
links, and training are discussed in chapters 3, 4, and 6. Some specific examples of enduring
facilities and equipment are discussed in this section.
The special facilities constructed in Casablanca include the automatic picture transmission (APT)
room for the satellite and radar systems and offices for the operational and scientific teams. These
facilities required special telecommunications lines and radio antenna and satellite receiving
antenna installations and power conditioning for delicate electronic microcomputers and equipment.
These facilities are complete and fully operational.
In Khouribga a special operations center building was completely remodeled with modern power
and communica tions equipment :id a communications and power link to the radar trailer. All
construction, including a building to shelter the radar and a meteorological observation site, was
completed and is use'l for the project and for DMN'-, national needs.
A rawinsonde shelter and equipment facility were constructed at Beni Mellal meteorological station
for rawinsonde observations. The rawinsonde equipment was installed at this facility, which lias
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provided very reliable data since 1984. Technical personnel at Beni Mellal were trained on the
operation and maintenance of this equipment.
The Azilal mountain operations center is located in buildings provided by the Governor of Azilal.
Special radio conim on ications equipment has been installed, and the storage and maintenance
facility for tile ground seeding generators has been provided. Sites for the ground seeding
generators and their oera.tors havebeen provided or constructed for the generator network from
Tizi-Rhim to Refhlc lainda. These sites include two locations provided by tile Radio Television
system of Morocco (RTM). Tlhe "'issa site has a;huilding for a rawinsonde and automatic weather
station. This is an excellent mountainn hOservation facility at an elevation of 1666 meters.
At Kenitra the FRA provided special aircraft maintenance and seeding generator hangar facilities
and an electronics labor:itory to maintain the cloud physics data system. These facilities and
personnel have led to successful and effective aircraft operations.
Other facilities have been provided for rain gauges and snow courses by local provincial officials
and the Gendarmerie Royale. This infrastructure should continue to help provide useful
information.
5.6

Training and Educational Infrastructure

A special library of books, software, video tapes, and other documents was provided to encourage
research and reinforce existing levels of education. Text books on meteorology and various aspects
of statistical evaluation, ;itheIatics, computer science, and water resources management were
provided for project personnel. A complete system ofsoftware for the 113M PC/AT and IlP-Vectra
microcomputer systems was 1)ovided for the SAiliiI. This software and the data base management
systems will help tle project mnd I)MN stall improve their capabilities in analyzing and managing
meteorological data.
A video tape recording and camera system was providl'd for docuien t ing the project's development
and for recording technical seminars and training progranms Training seminars, such as tile
stat isti':l e'ValnIation and deSign 2-week seminar in 1987, provided by American experts were video

taped, as were other key elements of the technology transfer process. The video system permits
review )f various topics hv former trainees aid n,,personnel, reinforcing the learning process.
5.7

Political and Economic Structure

Continued op.eration of tlie project requires a sound political and economic hase within the GOM.
";'his base was provided thr Unli the Ministry of Transport and the Secretary General of' Defense.
Support from memhers of the NSC and the Prinie Minister has permitted operation of the project
to date. Ilowever, ipon removal of American assistance in 1989, the responsibility of establishing
a sound financial basis will hecome a GOM task. The political and financial supl)ort is yet to be
clearly defined and long-term commnitments demonstrated at the level to operate a sound scientific
project.
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6. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Technology transler was tile most important American contribUtion to
the Moroccan Winter
Snowpack Augmentation Project. This transf'er of knowledge encompassed
the t'ull
rnge of topics
from tile conduct otIOpera tion and inil ain terni rice o1eq ilnt to the developmelnt
of' Sophistic;Ited
stati,.ticl and numericall
techniques lbr th scientiFic evalunation of' ihe iprojec<t. This
chaplter reviews the progress in achieving the transt'er of technology.
l'echnology transf'er was
;iccorlIished throu1gh short  an.I long-term tr:iin ing programs developed
to support the scientilc
desigr a;1id implementation of tlie project, previouslv described in chapters
2 and 4.
-MN'viS

6.1

Long-term Training

The long-uters tIrining programin resulted in the awarId of four Miaster
of Science degrees in
Nleteorology from the Southi )akota School of Mines adnl Technology. Studies
;it
tile school were
dC:iLes1Cri to
lprtOV\
tile st uLunts' skills in cloud ihysics, numerical modeling, dyna rnics,
thiriMidv'nnl ics, Insoscluale anid satellite meteorology, aid radar meteorology.
The sltnilunts' tIlles
were I;seIl ma i
onlh
Lv
dat' 1from Morocco and were designel to proiduce results directly applicable
to 'roura lme AI ( ha it. The four c nihlidaes a1)id their theses topics ire
listeil in tahle 6.1.
All of tile stIud.'ntS rCt Iuncd to NIorocco to restinic their duILties in the areas
of their specialization
or in project !maILra ernLcut. Mr. FAIBachir LoukhI bcan h Ime
i'oject deputy director and assisted
Mr. Beiiarafl;, the originall project dire.'ctor. ill mlnaging the project frorn
1987-89. Mr.Lonkaih is
eXpecltid to becom ethe,. iC't director in September 1989 under a new
formally reconizeid
0ore;nliza ttiO;l stuctuie.
I r. Al I hI Ni ajdou h returnei t(o
his titti in MV 19y
I
sS)the KhOnribiga operations eenter station
chief and scientific teain leader For lrecilpita tion prediction moleling.
Ile sholil coitinue to
improve a divelo l
p appliatiarons for the Rhiea niodel lfOr the preidictiou of' precipitation in
tile
operaltional deciion and postoperation analysis and evulnation tasks. I lis
nianamrignirt skills have
led to improved opLral ions iflirection Ild data management o'tie radar.
system at Khon rihg.
NI'r. Azzonz Ahidi retnrnued to the project as tlie chief of the s;itellite ground
station tealin in July
19).
Ile shl Id cot i tie his research using tile snow cover runifT model inl
tlie analysis and
preidiction ol streaiiilow within the target area. I is nodel has appllications
of'interest to tile water
user coi munity within Morocco, especi;illy the ONi, which manages tie 1Bil 1I1
Onidaie reservoir.
Mr.Niohaniimed I:+f
Mokhitari con tinil to0 use his skills in training other Moroccan nieteorologists
inl
the field of N eteorology atl
a tra niing center in Casabla nc-i. Ile provided assistance to tile
project director nid the director of' I)MN in various scientific studies related
to the project a11d in
areas where lEnglish skills were required.
Two (W;her sttidents, who were not directly SLpiported by the project but whose
tra ining was relateil
to the project through tlie USAII) Mission's Sector Support Tra ining Project,
selecte topics in
'hich they used iroject dala and are developing applica titis For the
DMN. One of' thern,
Mr. Madotih, returned to Morocco and isworking as Ibra rch chief of' forecasting
at the national
forecast center. The other, Mr. [l1 ! ila Ii, is still in school at tie South Dakota
School of Mines aind
Techr ology.
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Table 6.1. - Summary of long-term training.
Name

Start
date

Completion
date

Total
months

Course/thesis topic

El Bachir LOUKAH

Aug. 1985

Dec. 1986

17

Master of Science in Meteorology
Thesis: Preliminary Studies of Cloud
Seedability over the Atlas Mountains

Mohammed
EL MOKHTARI

Aug. 1985

Aug. 1987

24

Master of Science in Meteorology
Thesis: Mesoscale Analyses in the High

Plains of the U.S.
Azzouz ABIDI

June 1987

May 1989

23

Master of Science in Meteorology

Thesis: A Snow-Cover Runoff Model of
the Atlas Mountains
Ali EL MAJDOUB

Aug. 1987

Apr. 1989

21

Master of Science in Meteorology
Thesis: Adaptation of the Rhea Winter

Orographic Precipitation Model to
Morocco
Larbi MADOUH*

Jan. 1987

Jan. 1989

Taoufiq El HILALI*

Sep. 1988

in progress

Azzouz ABIDI**

Oct. 1985

Sep. 1986

21

Master of Science in Meteorology
Thesis: Parameterized Objective
Forecasting for Morocco

Master of Science in Meteorology
Thesis: Forecasting Techniques
12

European Space Agency long-term

training
Research topic: Applied Satellite

Analysis and estimation of rainfall
*Funded under USAID Soctor Support Training Project 0178 and facilitated by Programme Al Ghait support.
**Funded by the European Space Agency/i'NDP and facilitated by Programme Al Ghait support.

6.2

Short-term Training

Short-term training provided through the project in Morocco and in the United States consisted of
seminars, short courses, and on-the-job training (OJT) followed by reinforcement in reviews and
continued application of basic skills. Scientific collaboration with members of the SAET led to joint
scientific studies and development of various analysis software and analysis tools for the project.
6.2.1
Electronics technicians. - Table 6.2 summarizes the short-term training program for
electronics technicians. These individuals served the project well by successfully maintaining
sophisticated electronic equipment and making major repairs with little external support. Training
on major items of equipment, including the digital radar system, satellite ground receiving station,
cloud physics aircraft data system, rawinsonde system, and other communications and computer
equipment, resulted in a Moroccan capability to maintain and repair all major components in the
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project. The 1988-89 field program demonstrated this capability when
several systems failed and
the electronics technicians successfully identified the problems and
repaired the equipment.
Tile first training in the United States was conducted by Colorado International
Corporation (CIC)
for the radar electronics technicians. Mr. Megdani arid Mr. Moumane
spent 2 months working with
the CIC engineers as the Enterprise Electronics Corporation radar system
was integrated with an
IFF system and microprocessors and installed in a trailer. This period
of OJT and laboratory
review of electronics led to a basic understanding of the radar system
and maintenance procedures
required for the Moroccan system. The two technicians returned to
Morocco and continued their
training on the system with CIC electronics technicians Mr. John
Welker and Mr. Rudi Flohr.
Mr. Welker provided training on the radar system and communications
during the field operations from 1984-86. His training was provided equipment in Morocco
at Khouribga, where he
concentrated on a comprehensive review of the radar equipment and
data processing systems. ie
provided informal hands-on training for all major components of the
radar and the IFF systems.
Mr. Welker also showed the Khouribga team how to order spare parts
and supplies, inventory parts
and supplies, and perform preentive maintenance on all equipment.
He also assisted in training
personnel in Beni Mellal when problems occurred with the rawinsonde
systems and microcomputers,
and in Casablanca when various communications and radar repeater
equipment failed. He trained
more than 10 of the DMN electronics technicians during his three
seasons in Morocco.
Maintenance training and troubleshooting for the cloud physics aircraft
system were provided in
November and December 1986 during fabrication of the system in
the United States, and from
January to March 1987 while the system was installed on an FRA King
Air 100 aircraft in Morocco.
The training was provided by CIC personnel Dr. Larry Davis, Mr. Dennis
Treddenick, and Mr. Don
Stone. The students learned how to troubleshoot a modern digital electronic
data system from the
sensors to the computer data acquisition and display. Technicians
Mr. Amine and Mr. Amali
learned how to maintain and operate Morocco's first cloud physics data
system. Their capabilities
were tested several times during the first field season, when they
successfully identified problems
and repaired the system. Dr. David Johnson, one of Reclamation's cloud
physics experts, provided
training on the operation of this system to the Moroccan team in February
and March 1987 upon
completion of the system installation. Close coordination with the
FRA aircraft technicians and
the flight scientist, Mr. Baddour, led to a very successful 1987-88 field
season.
Other training on the electronic equipment is noted in table 6.4 which
lists the informal training
in Morocco. The training activities led to significant maintenance
capability for all major pieces
of project equipment.
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Table 6.2 - Short-term training - Electronics technician maintenance and repair.
Name

Start
date

Completion
date

Total
(person
months)

Aug. 1984
June ,986

Sep. 1984
June 1986

1.5
0.5

July 1986

Aug. 1986

1.5

Integrated Radar/IFF System
Radar System Computer
IFF Aircraft Interrogation System
Rawinsonde Electronics
Handar Automatic Station
Ground Seeding Generators
Precipitation Gauges

Mohamed
MOUMANE

Aug. 1984

Sep. 1984

1.5

Integrated Radar/IFF System

Salah BZAIZ

June 1986

Dec. 1986

6.0

Radar and Computer Electronics
IFF Aircraft Interrogation System

Abdelmoula
SABBAR

June 1986

Dec. 1986

6.0

Radar and Computer Electronics
IFF Aircraft Interrogation System

Said ZAHLOUL

Oct. 1985

Oct. 1985

1.0

Satellite Laserfax (NOAA)

Noureddine
BENTALBA

Oct. 1985

Oct. 1985

1.0

Satellite Laserfax

Driss BERRADA

July 1986

Aug. 1986

1.5

Rawinsonde Electronics
Handar Automatic Station
Ground Seeding Generators
Precipitation Gauges

El Mostapha
AMINE

Nov. 1986

Jan. 1987

1.5

Aircraft Cloud Physics System

Abdellah AMALI

Nov. 1986

Jan. 1987

1.5

Aircraft Cloud Physics System

Mohamed
MEGDANI

Course topics

6.2.2 Meteorologists and operations directors. - Training for meteorologists was provided in
both Morocco and the United States. Due to the high cost of U.S. training, fewer people were
trained in the United States. Furthermore, when American experts visited Morocco, they met with
a larger group of project scientists and provided a broader range of information. Training in the
United States focused on the direction of field projects and collaboration in scientific studies. In
contrast, training in Morocco concentrated on review of material studied in the United States and

on the development of skills of the meteorological technicians and support personnel.
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Focused short-term training was provided to the project directors and coordinators. Their
training
included the following topics:
"

The Operations Plan and organizational structure required to operate the project.

*

The scientific understanding of how, why, and when to use the various type, of seeding
delivery systems.

*

The types of data required and data collection, including quality control procedures.

Table 6.3 summarizes tile training received by the operations directors and project director
while
in the United States. Tile operations directors visited Reclamation's SCPP field research
project
in the Sierra Nevada of California, where they monitored and participated in the project's
field
operations. This training was conducted by Mr. David Reynolds, the SCPP site director,
and
Mr. Curt Hartzell, Reclamation meteorologist and Al Ghait operations coordinator from
Denver.
SCPP provided an excellent training site for the Moroccan scientists because of its
physical and
logistical similarity to Programme A Ghait. The physical location of SCPP on the western
coast
of North America, its 360 N. latitude, and the distribution of the field equipment
over a 200
kilometer-wide area led to similar meteorological conditions and logistical and operational
issues.
The field experience gained during the 6-week course included participation in the daily
weather
briefings; visits to radar, rawinsonde, and radiometer sites, as well as mountain weather
stations;
and participation in scientific meetings with project scientists.
The daily weather briefings provided information on the specific forecast requirements
and
operational management of a weather modification research project. They demonstrated
the
methodology used in nowcasting seedable clouds and the requirements for targeting
seeding
materials from aircraft and ground-based generators. Practical operational problems were
reviewed
at each briefing, and problem-solving techniques were used to resolve the issues. Issues
such as tie
impact of equipment failures on field operations and the need for rapid repairs were
brought out.
On SCPP, equipment issues were resolved through communications with each field
site for a
systematic status check of all equipment and personnel.
Visits to the radar and rawinsonde sites and other observing facilities during storm
conditions
provided experience with the procedures that Reclamation scientists used to operate
the systems
and collect and quality control data. In addition, the experience provided direct field
observation
of how real-time analysis of meteorological data impacts cloud seeding operations and their
physical
evaluation. Each week on SCPP, detailed scientific debriefings wer,. conducted with
the full team
of more than 20 scientists and engineers from Reclamation and its SCPP contractors.
These
debriefings reviewed the meteorological structure of storms and microphysical conditions
observed
by cloud physics aircraft and other systems. The debriefings focused on precipitation development,
the transportation of seeding material to the target clouds, detection of physical changes
due to
seeding, and the resulting precipitation.
Similar experiences were gained by the long-term students who, during the field seasons,
were
given opportunities to visit and participate in SCPP as part of their university course work.
These
field program visits were a significant component of the technology transfer within the
project.
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Table 6.3. - Short-term meteorologist training in the United States.

Name

Start
date

Completion
date

Total
(person

Course topics

months)

Saad BENARAFA

May 1986

June 1986

1.0

Project Management

Nov. 1986

Dec. 1986

0.75

Project Operations Management

El Bachir LOUKAH

May 1988

June 1988

1.5

Project Management

Mustapha MAIDANE

June 1984
Nov. 1986

July 1984
Dec. 1986

1.0
1.0

Project Overview
Project Operations Direction

Yvon LE GOFF

June 1984

July 1984

1.0

Project Overview

Ali EL MAJDOUB

Mar. 1985

Mar. 1985

0.75

Project Operations Direction

Mohamed

Nov. 1986

Dec. 1986

1.0

Project Operations Direction

Laidi GRANA

Nov. 1986

Dec. 1986

1.0

Project Operations Direction

Driss TABYAOUI

Nov. 1986

Dec. 1986

1.0

Project Operations Direction

EDDAMANI

6.2.3 Cloud seeding operations methodology and physical basis. - This training was initiated
upon arrival of the RSA and support teams fiom the United States in August 1984. Cloud seeding
operations and observation of critical data required for decisionmaking were taught informally by
Dr. Matthews, Mr. Politte, and Mr. McPartland during the early stages of the project. This initial
review of specific forecasting and suspension criteria requirements was followed by systematic
training on the rawinsonde observation system by Mr. Robert Cox, North American Weather
Consultants (NAWC). He provided expert tralning on the system operation, data collection, and
its analysis and reduction to engineering units. Table 6.4 provides a complete chronological
summary of the informal short-term training conducted in Morocco.
Cloud seeding operations and nowcasting required for operations were taught by Mr. Keith Brown
and Mr. Curt Hartzell during the winter and spring of 1985. During this period the project
operations were in the first season's shakedown of all systems and techniques, so that the OJT
provided direct experience with Moroccan conditions and equipment.
As previously noted, cloud physics observations were collected from January to April 1985 by the
UND aircraft operating from Marrakech (Grainger and Stith, 1987). The cloud physics team
provided informal training in project operations at debriefings held in the National Meteorological
Forecasting Center in Casablanca and during special flights when Moroccan scientists participated
in the flight operations. They also provided OJT to the flight teams who flew seeding missions in
the OV-10 seeding aircraft and later to the King Air flight crews.
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From October to December 1985, the Citation was based in Casablanca with the project's
operational support center, where the cloud physicists could interact with the project team directly
each day and participate in the daily briefings and decisionmaking process. The debriefings
reviewed the previous flight ope.ations and discussed the initial cloud physics observations in
context with the rawinsonde, satellite, radar, and surface observations. The SAET and operations
teams learned a great deal about the microphysical processes that led to precipitation in these cases
and the physical analysis procedures used to study the seedability of clouds. This direct interaction
resulted in a very effective transfer of technology for both practical problem solving issues and more
theoretical scientific questions. One Moroccan scientist flew on each of the cloud physics missions
with one of the Moroccan pilots and the UND flight scientist and crew. These flights provided
excellent experience for the Moroccan scientists and flight crews. Mr. Roger Tilbury, the Citation
pilot, provided excellent information about flight operations in seedable clouds with heavy icing
conditions. Mr. Tilbury's 20 years' experience in flying through seedable clouds in IFR conditions
was invaluable for the Moroccan flight teams.
Table 6.4. - Informal training in Morocco.*
Topic

Instructor

Period

Number
of GOM
trainees

Total
person
months of
training

1984
Suspension criteria and
severe weather forecasts
Project implementation

F. Politte
P. Hurley

Aug.2-152

Mountain snow course and
aircraft operations

J. McPartland

Aug. 2-15

2

1

Rawinsonde operations
and maintenance

R.Cox, NAWC
A. Atkins, NAWC

Aug.-Sep.
Nov. 15-Dec. 12

8
8

16
8

Radar installation,
Operations Plan development,
aircraft operation

A. Super
M. Collins
K. Brown, NAWC

Sep.27-Oct. 15

Air traffic controller
Radar operations and analysis

G. Toth, NAWC

Oct.-Nov.

Radar training

L. Davis, CIC

Oct.

Radar installation and
maintenance

J. Welker, CC
R. Flohr, CC

Oct.-Dec.

5

Operations

C. Hartzoll

Nov. 2-20

10

Satellite SDUS installation
and maintenance

Carlson, NOAA
Lavallee, Alden

Nov. 1-30

4

1984 TOTAL
.....................

0.5

6
15

12
1.5
8
1.2
4
54.2

I.....................................................

*Unless otherwise noted, all instructors were Reclamation personnel.
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Table 6.4. - Informal training in Morocco - continued.*
Topic

Instructor

Period

Number
of GOM
trainees

Total
person
months of
training

1985
Radar maintenance

J. Welker, CIC

Jan.-Mar.

4

12

Operations and analysis
and forecasting

K. Brown, NAWC

Feb.-Apr.

6

18

Operations direction and
project management
UND cloud physics aircraft
operations and OJT

C. Hartzell

Feb.-Mar.

10

15

Grainger, Stith,
Tilbury, UND

Feb.-Apr.
Oct.-Dec.

2
6

6
18

IFF system maintenance

D.Treddenick, CIC

Oct.

4

2

Rawinsonde refresher

R. Cox, NAWC

Oct.

8

2

Suspension criteria

A. Dennis

Oct.16-30

10

1

Radar maintenance and
repair

J. Welker, CIC

Nov.-Dec.

4

8

Operations director training

C. Hartzell

Nov. 4-26

4

3

1985 TOTAL
... ...

...

85
...

...

...

I ...

...

......

... ...

............

. . . . . . . . .

1986
Radar maintenance and
repair

J. Welker, ClC

Jan.-Apr.

4

16

Radar move and
communications planning

G. Long
G. Cascino

Mar.

4

2

Hydrologic/economic studies

P. Hurley
W. Cheney
K. Shuyler

Jan. 16-27

4

1

Operations

C. Hartzell

Sep. 14-Oct. 9

3

3

Radar repair and maintenance

J. Welker, CIC

Oct.-Dec.

2

6

Rawinsonde refresher

R. Cox, NAWC

Oct. 20-24

8

2

King Air 100 cloud physics
system overview

L. Davis, CIC

Oct. 27-31

8

2

1986 TOTAL

...... I..................

32

I......................

*Unless otherwise noted, all instructors were Reclamation personnel.
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Table 6.4. - Informal training in Morocco - continued.*

Topic

Instructor

Period

Number
of GOM
trainees

Total
person
months of
training

1987
Cloud physics system
installation, maintenance,
and operation

L. Davis, CIC
D.Treddenick
D. Stone

Feb. 8-24

4

2

Feb. 8-Apr. 5

4

6

Scientific operation of
cloud physics aircraft

D. Johnson

Feb. 24-Mar. 13

5

3.75

Scientific evaluation: work
plan and data management

A. Dennis
R. Rasmussen

Mar. 28-Apr. 3
Mar. 28-Apr. 10

10
6

2.5
3

Statistical evaluation

J. Medina

June 14-19

3

0.7

RIVER model configuration update

W. Cheney

Oct. 1-9

4

1.0

Economic evaluation study

K. Shuyler

Oct. 1-15

4

2.0

Air,,raft, , dar software
development and OPS
work plan

D.Johnson

Dec. 1-11

4

2.0

1987 TOTAL

23

... ..........................................................................................
1988
Mesoscale-nowcasting OPS
development

C. Hartzell

Feb. 17-Mar. 3

5

3.7

Airflow modeling studies and
software development

T. Deshler

Mar. 21-Apr. 5

5

3.7

Statistical evaluation

J. Medina

Apr. 11-21

5

2.5

Radar analysis and software
development

D.Johnson

July 28-Aug. 4

4

1

Cloud physics data analysis

R. Rasmussen

July 28-Aug. 4

4

1

Operations management

C. Hartzell

Nov. 14-Dec. 3

8

2

Project management final
report, scientific papers

D. Matthews

Nov. 29-Dec. 15

10

2

Cloud physics analysis and
technical paper preparation

R.Rasmussen

Nov. 28-Dec. 10

4

1.5

1988 TOTAL
......

17.4

I......................................

............

*Unless otherwise noted, all instructors were Reclamation personnel.
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Table 6.4. - Informal training in Morocco - continued.*
Topic

Instructor

Period

Number
of GOM
trainees

Total
person
months of
training

1989
Final report and WMO conference

D. Matthews

Mar. 6-17

10

2

Statistical evaluation studies and
final report preparation
preparations, external evaluation

J. Medina

Mar. 6-17

5

1

Final report preparations and
annual monitoring review

D. Matthews
B. Silverman
J. Lease

May 16-June 3
May 25-June 3
May 26-Jure 3

10

2

National Steering Committee
final meetings and applications
study results

B. Silverman
D. Matthews
J. Lease

Sep. 25-29

20

1

1989 TOTAL

9

'...................................................................

... ,

..

...

..

...

...

...

...

30 AMERICAN EXPERTS PRESENTED OJT DURING 47 TRIPS OVER A PERIOD OF 55 MONTHS.
1984-89 TOTAL

220.6

'Unless otherwise noted, all instructors were Reclamation personnel.

6.2.4 Scientific design and evaluation procedures. - The statistical analysis and evaluation
procedures developed by Dr. Paul Mielke, Jr., and Mr. Jon Medina for this project have been
imllemented by Mr. Mrabet, who has studied streamflow data for the target and control areas.
Software updates were tested when Mr. Medina visited Morocco in April 1988. Rhea orographic
Irecipitit ion model runs were made in March 1989 in Morocco by Mr. M rabet and Mr. Medina.
I)ata from the seeded period are not yet fully ready; therefore, evaluation studies have concentrated
on the historical period prior to the start of the project. Mr. Mrabet has also contributed
significantly to the training of all project personnel on the use of the IBM PC/AT microcomputers.
Ilis efforts have led to increased productivity of scientific analyses by nearly a dozen personnel.
A special 2-week formal course on the statistical design and analysis procedures was presented b)y
lielke and ,iedina in June 1987 (sec. 6.6). The scientific design and statistical analysis procedures
ire discussed in chapters 2 and 9 in greater detail.
6.3

Physical Studies and Scientific Collaboration

The scientific analysis and evaluation studies began in January 1987 under the direction of
Dr. Arnett Dennis, Bureau of Reclamation Principal Investigator who was respon:;ible for the
guidance of the team of scientists from Reclamation and GOM. Section 2.6 discussed the plan for
these activities. This joint .cientific evaluation project within Programme Al Ghalit has resulted in
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the best scientific assessment of Al Ghait that the seeding operations and resulting data permitted
within the available time. Continued scientific analysis is needed to complete the project's research
and publish the results of ongoing studies.
Scientific collaboration included the development of specific studies, their design, schedules for
completion, and the scientific analysis procedures and software development required for the
analysis and display of information and the preparation of scientific reports. Data management
techniques required for the specific data sets such as radar, cloud physics, precipitation, snow
course, digital satellite imagery, etc., were reviewed and procedures developed for application in
Morocco.

The first major scientific analyses were performed from late July to September 1987 in Denver by
the GOM SAET consisting of Messrs. Mrabet, Baddour, Benassi, and Nbou and Reclamation's
scientists. This scientific collaboration and training on the IBM microcomputers significantly
improved the quality of scientific analyses and is contributing to more effective operations as
described in section 6.2.3. This type of collaborative effort among Moroccan and Americi,,
scientists has contributed to the practical enhancement of scientific operations and the ability of
GOM scientists to effectively present their results to other Moroccan groups, as evidenced by the
technical seminar in Febrary 1988 and the team's presentations to the National Steering
Committee each year. The project's scientific team presented a review to Moroccan experts in
science and technology, hydrology, water management, and agriculture. The presentations were well
received, and the analysis and evaluation procedures for the project met with the approval of these
experts. Each year has shown a significant improvement in tile team's ability. Table 6.5
summarizes the scientific collaboration studies.
One significant factor in the development of the scientific collaboration is the close working
relationship between tile American and Moroccan scientists. This has led to better human and
scientific understanding among the team members. These relationships are producing more
effective scientific research and are leading to continued development of the team's confidence
and capabilities.
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Table 6.5. - Scientific collaboration studies in the United States.
Scientist

Start date

End date

Months

Omar BADDOUR

July 1987
Sep. 1988

Sep. 1987
Oct. 1988

2.0
1.0

Cloud Physics and Seedability
Cloud Physics and Seedability

Mohammed BENASSI

July 1987

Sep. 1987

2.0

Sep. 1988

Oct. 1988

1.0

GUIDE
Airflow
GUIDE
Airflow

Mohammed NBOU

July 1987
Oct. 1983

Sep. 1987
Oct. 1988

2.0
1.0

Radar Studies
Radar Studies

Abderrahmane
MRABET

July 1987
Oct. 1988

Sep. 1987
Oct. 1988

2.0
1.0

Data Management
Statistical Hydrometeorological
Evaluation

Bachir LOUKAH

June 1988

July 1988

0.75

Integration of Scientific
Evaluation Studies

Mustapha
MAIDANE

Sep. 1988

Oct. 1988

1.0

Nowcasting and Operational
Effectiveness

Mohamed El Mokhtari

Oct. 1988

Oct. 1988

1.0

Mososcale Analysis

BADDOUR
BENASSI
LOUKAH

Aug. 7, 1988

Aug. 13, 1988

0.2

WMO Cloud Modeling Workshops
Toulouse, France

BENARAFA
BADDOUR
LOUKAH

Aug. 14, 1988

Aug. 19, 1988

0.2

10th International Cloud Physics
Conference - Bad Homburg, FRG

LOUKAH

June 27, 1989

Aug. 3, 1989

1.1

Project Management training

LOUAKED

June 13, 1989

July 13, 1989

1

Equipment Management Training

Topics of study

Model Development
and Dispersion
Model Development
and Dispersion

During the 1987-88 season, two significant periods of training and scientific collaboration
occurred
as part of the Phase Ill review and reinforcement of previous training. The
joint scientific
collaboration in the United States resulted in a significant improvement in the
scientific analyses
produced on the IBM PC/AT microcomputers in Morocco. This collaboration
consisted of a 6
week period of intensive interaction among Moroccan scientific teamnmembers
Messrs. Mrabet,
Baddour, Benassi, and Nbou and their counterpart American scientists Drs. Johnson,
Rasmussen,
and Deshler and Messrs. IHlartzell and Medina. Analyses focused on the statistical
evaluation of
strcamflow data and data Management procedures; cloud physics analyses of data
collected from
the UND cloud physics aircraft and the Moroccan cloud physics data system
on the King Air;
modification of the ATLAS airflow targeting model for Morocco; and the development
of new radar
data processing techniques
flor
animation of radar echo evolution and motion on the IBM systems.
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Upon return to Morocco, the SAET continued their studies and software development on the IBM
PC/AT systems. An example of the SAET work is provided by the team's accomplishments from
November to April 1988 when they developed the following items:
0

New color graphical display software lir the ATLAS and GU!I)E Models. - This software

clearly shows the region of transport of seeding material to the clouds, the location of
nucleation, and tile fallot Zones diagnosed by the models. These graphical displays are
illustrated in section 8.2. Analyses of effect for tile ground generators and the aircraft
seeding flights were routinely produced by Mr. Benassi and Mr. El Mouhtadi for
operations Iecisions during the field season.
0

Improved graphical displays of cloud physics data collected on the King Air aircraft. -

Mr. Bl3ddour developed new high-resolution analyses of flight tracks, cloud liquid water,
and ice particle concentrations, and thermodynamic state parameters of temperature, dew
point, and wind speed and direction. In addition, the STATPRO software was used to
analyze the frequency of occurrence of regions of potential for seeding and to develop
seasonal summaries of varnious meterological variables. Cases were stratified by types
of synoptic weather conditions and cloud types to better understand the natural variability.
*

Radar data compression softwarc. - Mr. Nbou developed this software and provided

training to other personnel on its operation and on data management procedures.
Dr. Johnson and Mr. Nbou developed quality control software for the digital radar data,
tested it, and implemented a standard procedure for the data collection, quality control,
and archival. M/lr. Nbou developed software to analyze the percentage coverage of ground
clutter at various elevation angles and the area of coverage of precipitation echoes. He
has developed and tested procedures to estimate the quantity of precipitation within the
target and control areas, its start and end times, duration, and other useful properties.
The target area had a much larger region of echoes than the control. The animation
software that he obtained during the U.S. training is becoming a useful operational and
mesoscale analysis tool. The scientific analyses and results of these studies are presented
in chapter S.

6.4

Operations Direction, Project Management, and Logistics Procedures

In June 1988 Mr. Loukah, Project Deputy Director, completed 3 weeks of short-term training and
scientific collaboration with American counterparts in the United States. His efforts focused on
work with Drs. Arnett Dennis and David Johnson in planning scientific studies for the final report
and developing a comprenensive report outline. Mr. Loukah received his master's degree in
Meteorology from the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology in December 1986. Since
his return to Morocco, he has contributed significantly to the success of the project through his
management of the day-to-day tasks. His work has been an excellent example of the success of this
training and his personal dedication to the project and its personnel.
6.5

Hydrologic-Economic Evaluation and Application Studies

In June 1986 a team of three Reclamation scientists under the leadership of Mr. Patrick Hurley met
with GOM experts in hydrology, water management, and agriculture to initiate the river modeling
and agroeconomic studies. Messrs. Hurley, Cheney, and Shuyler, Reclamation experts in river
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modeling, water management, and economics, met with over 20 GOM scientists and engineers from
lydraulique, ONE, and various agricLIltIraIl agencies.
In April 1987 Mr. Cheney continued detailed collaboration with experts from Hydraulique and
ONE in river modeling of the Oun1 Fr Rhia hasin, lie has made signilicant progress in configuring
tile model with engineers in Mir. 1l3outayeb's section in !-iydrnulique. These analyses were completed
during the summer of 1987 and results presented in Morocco during October. The RIVER model
configuration also u.sCd infotrmation receiv'd in meetings with Mr. Smouni of ONE. Mr. Shuyler
continued his evaluition of economic data collected in June 1986 and resumed his work in Morocco
in October 1987 usinIg results from the RIVEP model simulations.

Oil September 17, 1987, a team of eight Bureau of Reclamation experts in reservoir management,

dam sa fety, and initenaince led by Mr.William Klostermeyer, Assistant Commissioner, conducted
i water resources semlinar in Casablanca. They met with DMN, ONE, -lydraulique, aind
Agriculture officials to discuss water resources management alternatives. Their seminar received
widespread recognition in the Moroccan newspapers, which discussed weather modification as an
option in water resources managenent. A reception in their honor hosted by Mr. Richard Jackson,
American Consul General, was attended by over I00 distinguished guests and water resources
experts from Morocco and the United States.
The October 1987 presentations by Mr. Cheney and Mr. Shuyler indicated that the RIVER model
was Ivery useful tool for evalUat ingiseeding impacts on the hydroelectric, irrigation, ind domestic
water use. Results from the model that indicated sig;ificant contributions to hydroelectric power
from an additional 10 percent increase in streamflow using data from 1940 to 1984 are discussed
in chapter 10. Mr.Smouni of ONE noted that these results were consistent with his simulations.
6.6

Formal Seminars

Formal seminars were conducted to provide more technical training and scientific exchanges among
the Moroccan scientists and Americans. These seminars were generally scheduled with a large
group of project and DMN meteorologists at the National Meteorological Center in Casablanca.
Groups of 15 to 3() people generally attended the meetings where handouts of references and slides
and view graphs were used to present technical information ranging from the identification and
predict ion of suspension criteria to the [i icrophysical evolution of precipitation within cloud systems
over the High Atlas. 'The formail seminars provided an environment which was customary for the
DMN team and met their e,;,-ectations of training programs somewhat better than the informal
training. Both methods of education were found useful for the transfer of technology.
Three highlights of' the formal seminars were the presentations by Dr. Gabor Vali of Theta
Associates and tile University of Wyoming; Dr. Paul Mielke, Jr., Colorado State University, ind
Mr. Jonnie Medina's seminar on the statistical evaluation techniques; and the seminar-workshop
on Water Resources Alternatives presenhted by Reclamation experts. The,,e formal seminars
consisted of 2-week presentations of' technical material, workshops, and laboratory studies and
examinations on [lie content of' the courses.
Dr. Vali presented a 2-week concentrated course on weather modification ind cloud physics
complete with a rel'erence document and three text books for each of the 15 students. This was
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a university-level course in the scientific aspects of weather modification, from the basic concepts
of microphysical evolution of precipitation to the statistical evaluation '.)f ijeld experiments.
Dr. Mielke and Mr. Medina presented the statistical evaluation of cloud seeding effects using LAD
regression and MRPP statistical methods. Their 2-week course in statistics and modern analysis

techniques focused on the statistical design document and statistical software developed to evaluate
the effects of seeding in Morocco. This formal course reviewed basic statistical methods and
developed the student's understanding of sophisticated statistical analysis methods required for

the evaluation of Programme Al Ghait. A text book and lecture notes were given to each student.
Table 6.6 summarizes the formal seminars presented by the American scientists and engineers from
1984-89. Over 19 seminars and workshops were presented by 20 scientists to groups ranging from
10 to 30 people.
Table 6.6. - Formal seminars in Morocco.*
Topic

Instructor

Period

Number
of GOM
trainees

Total GOM
person
months

1985
Use of cloud physics data (2)

C.A. Grainger, UND

Feb.

10

1

Nowcasting techniques for
operations

C. Hartzell

Mar.

15

1

Santa Barbara Project
connective bands (2)

K. Brown, NAWC

Apr.

20

2

Moroccan cloud physics data
summaries/debriefings (4)

C.A. Grainger, UND
J. Stith, UND

Oct.-Dec.

15

3

Suspension criteria
Nucleation theory

A. Dennis

Oct.

15

1
1

Ground generator placement
criteria

C.Hartzell

Nov.

20

1

..........................................................

................
1986

Hydrologic-economic study
Planning seminar (3)

P. Hurley
W. Cheney
K. Shuyler

June

25

3.75

Ground generator operations

C. Hartzell

Sep.

10

0.5

Scientific aspects of weather
modification (10)

G. Vali, Univ. Wyo.

Oct.

12

6

......................................

*............h.....

*Unless otherwise noted, all instructors were Reclamation personnel.
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Table 6.6. - Formal seminars in Morocco - continued.*

Topic

Instructor

Period

Number
of GOM
trainees

Total GOM
person
months

1987
Application of cloua physics
aircraft data

D.Johnson

Feb.

15

0.75

Evaluation of cloud seeding
projects

A. Dennis

Mar.

15

0.75

Cloud physics data analysis
Three dimensional modeling
of air flow in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains

R.Rasmussen

Mar.

15
15

0.75
0.75

Statistical evaluation of
cloud seeding effects using
MRPP statistical methods

P. Mielke, CSU
J. Medina

June

15

7.0

TOTAL

30.25

Water resources alternatives
workshop

W.Klostermeyer
S. Guy
C.Barrett
R. Ives
J. Schaack

Sep.

30

1.0

RIVER modeling workshop

W. Cheney

Oct.

10

0.5

Economic analysis procedure

K.Shuyler

Oct.

5

0.1

Aircraft operations

D.Johnson

Dec.

10

0.3

................

....................

................................

1988
Mesoscale analysis and
nowcasting

C. Hartzell

Feb.

10

0.3

Airflow modeling

T. Deshler

Mar.

10

0.3

Statistical evaluation

J. Medina

Apr.

10

0.3

TOTAL

39.95

......

I..................................................
*........................
20 DIFFERENT AMERICAN EXPERTS PRESENTED SEMINARS ON 42 DAYS TO GROUPS OF 10 to
30 GOM
PERSONNEL.
*Unless otherwise noted, all instructors were Reclamation personnel.
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7.

CONDUCT OF CLOUD SEEDING OPERATIONS

Since Programme Al Ghait began, various studies have been conducted to determine the frequency
01f seeding opportunities over tile I ligh Atlas and the efficiency with which those opportunities have
been exploited. This chapter presents the results of the most important studies and estimated
figures on operational efficiency as defined in chapter 2.

7.1

Frequency of Radar Echoes Over Target Area

A\tbough the presence o1 racdr echoes lroi precipitation over the High Atlas target area does not

exactlV equate to cloud seeding Opportunities, a climatology of radar echoes provides useful
information for planning field operaIions.

The radar operators at Khouribga maintained a log

which indicated when precipitation echoes were present. The procedures for maintaining the log

w%ere standardized and improved at the start of the 1985-86 field season. Table 7.1 gives by month
tle 11number of hours that radar echoes from precipitation were observed over the target area during
the three field seasons heginning with 1985-86. The 1985-86 season had considerably more hours
of' precipitation echoes than the two following seasons, indicating the variability that can be
expected frol vear to v'ear.
Table 7.1. - Hours with precipitation echoes over the target area.

Field season

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

Total

1985-86
1986-87
1987-88

159.0
39.5
84.0

99.6
28.8
63.0

81.5
135.5
134.0

220.2
145.0
143.0

147.7
62.1
83.5

102.1
82.1
63.0

810.1
493.0
570.5

The diiurnalI vaiat ion in precipitation echoes over the target area was examined by Moroccan
project personnel using the radar operators' logs for the first four field seasons, namely, 1984-85
through 1)87-88. For the present study, their results were organized by 3-hour periods, and the
frequency of occurrence of precipitation echo within each period was calculated. The results are
listed in table 7.2.

,.The mean frequency was 94 occurrences (12.5 percent) for a 3-bour time period. Generally, the

radar echoes were evenly distributed around the clock, suggesting that the precipitation was
associated primarily with synoptic-scale systems. The slightly highe !'requency of occurrence during
the afternoon and early evening (1200-2100 CUT, which is the same as local time) probably was
due to increased convective activity from solar heating; this would be especially true during April.
A more thorough radar echo climatology should be developed from the radar data recorded on

floppy disks.
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Table 7.2. - Frequency of radar echoes over the target area
by 3-hour time periods.

Time period
(CUT)

Number of
periods with echo

Percent
with

echo
0000-0300
0300-0600
0600-0900
0900-1200
1200-1500
1500-1800
1800-2100
2100-2400
Total

7.2

89
93
95
76
106
74
125
94

11.8
12.4
12.6
10.1
14.1
9.9
16.6
12.5

752

100.0

Cloud Seeding Operations Performed

Tile operations plan for cloud seeding activities was summarized in section 2.4. During tile first two
field seasons (1984-85 and 1985-86), cloud seeding operations were limited to airborne seeding
during daylight hours, that is, between 0800 and 1800 local time. This approach continued during
the first 2 months (November-December) of the 1986-87 field season. By January 1987 ground
based silver iodide generators had been purchased and installed by the GOM, allowing cloud
seeding operations to be conducted in the target area 24 hours a day.
Table 7.3 lists the number of days and hours with cloud seeding operations by month and field
season. It is apparent that the number of seeding hours increased significantly after the ground
based generators were installed in January 1987. For the 6-month field season, February had the
most seeding days and hours, while December had the fewest.
Comparing the number of hours with seeding (table 7.3) with the number of hours with radar
echoes over the target area (table 7.1) indicates that, although the 1985-86 season had significantly
more hours of precipitation, the 1986-87 and 1987-88 seasons had more hours with seeding
operations. The reason for this was that the addition of the ground-based generators in the 1986
87 season allowed seeding operations to be conducted during hours of darkness, which was
prohibited for airborne operations. The 1988-89 season was relatively dry and provided fewer
opportunities for conducting cloud seeding operations; however, therewere several good storms (for
example, March 16-19, 1989) that resulted in prolonged seeding operations.
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Table 7.3. - Numrber of days/hours with cloud seeding operations.

Month

1984-85

1985-86

Field season
1986-87

1987-88

1988-89

Total

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

4/6.5
0/0.0
6/20.9
2/8.4
2/11.1
4/7.6

3/1.4
3/8.9
4/10.3
9/26.9
3/8.4
6/15.9

2/6.5
1/1.5
9/69.8
9/103.8
5/35.1
4/27.0

6/76.5
9/85.9
8/89.6
11/80.8
5/53.2
3/10.9

5/48.5
0/0.0
3/28.6
5/40.9
6/95.3
7/98.8

20/139.4
13/96.3
30/219.2
36/260.8
21/203.1
24/160.2

18/54.5

28/71.8

30/243.7

42/396.9

26/312.1

144/1079.0

Total

7.3 Operational Efficiency
The plan for calculating operational efficiency - that is, the percentage of hours believed to have
favorable seeding conditions that were actually seeded - was stated in section 2.4.7. All available
information, and not just radar data, was used to estimate the number of hours with potentially
seedablc clouds. In the study, operational efficiency was estimated at only 12 to 15 percent during
the first (1984-85) and second (1985-86) field seasons, when cloud seeding operations were limited
to airborne seeding during daylight hours. Analysis of the data for the first two field seasons
revealed that the daytime airborne seeding operations followed a bimodal distribution; there was
a,morning maximum between the hours of 1000 and 1200 local time and an afternoon maximum
between 1500 and 1700. With the number of aircraft and pilots made available by the GOM to the
project, it was not possible to have more than two seeding flights per day. The low frequency at
midday corresponded to refueling of the aircraft, restocking of the seeding chemicals, and lunch for
the flight crews. This low efficiency was the primary reason for the decision to add ground-based
cloud seeding operations during the third (1986-87) field season.
The operational efficiency estimates listed in table 7.4 cover the period after the ground-based
generators became operational in January 1987 through the 1988-89 field season. This study was
done by Mr. Mustapha Maidane, Operations Coordinator for Programme Al Ghait. During the
postseason periods, Mr. Maidane performed detailed day-by-day studies of project data that
included rawinsonde data from Beni Mellal, satellite photos, radar operator logs and PPI plots,
cloud physics aircraft data (when available), the operations directors' written notes, meteorological
observations from generator sites, and standard meteorological analyses. These studies were for
the purpose of estimating operational efficiency and, therefore, were not detailed case studies in
the classical sense.
Table 7.4 shows that the operational efficiency was about 82 percent during the 1986-87 field season

after the ground-based generators were installed and remained near that level for the 1987-88 field
season. During the 1988-89 field season, the efficiency improved to nearly 90 percent. Overall, the
operational efficiency from January 1987 through April 1989 was 84.5 percent. The tremendous
improvement compared to the first two field seasons was achieved after the operations directors
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had acquired training and experience and the ground-based generator network
allowed cloud
seeding operations to he conducted for up to 24 hours a day, if required.
There were three reasons why cloud seeding operations were sometimes not conducted
when
seelable clouds were present over the target area: (a) hazardous weather conditions,
such as strong
winds or thunderstorms, that resulted in the temporary suspension of airborne seeding
operations
for the safety of the aircraft and flight crew; (b) opportunities missed because of incorrect
f'recasts
or decisions by the on-duty operations director; and (c) failure of critical equipment,
which
prevented seeding operations from being initiated or continued. Table 7.5 shows
the number of
hours of potential seeding lost to each of these causes. Although suspension of seeding
operations
was required in the Operations Plan (Hartzell et al., 1986) for certain conditions such
as possible
flooding, no potentially seedable clouds were missed because of the declaration
of seeding
suspensions.
Forecasting cloud seeding opportunity was very important for initiating seeding operations.
Project
personnel were placed on standby whenever there appeared to be any potential for
suitable clouds
to develop over or move into the target area. However, from the time that nowcasting
indicated
that suitable clouds were present, it normally took about 2 hours to initiate ground-based
seeding
and a minimum of 6 hours to initiate , rborne seeding. Since airborne seeding was conducted
only
during daylight hours, requests for the seeding aircraft had to be made prior to 0800
local time.
The radar/IFF system and ground-to-air communications were essential for airborne
seeding
operations. The operations director needed them to maintain a close watch of echoes
over the
target area and warn the aircrews if any strong echoes from thunderstorms were observed.
Other
equipment problems that affected airborne seeding involved the aircraft, the aircraft
navigation
systems, and the seeding generators.
Fewer equipment problems were involved in seeding from the ground; the generators
were reliable
and fairly easy to maintain. Radio communications was the main equipment problem
for ground
based seeding. At times it proved difficult for the operations director to relay seeding
instructions
to Azilal.
In summary, the operational efficiency of cloud seeding on Programme Al Ghait did not
rise above
15 percent until the ground-based generators became operational in January 1987.
The low
operational efficiency before Janury 1987 has substantial implications for the project's
statistical
evaluation, which are discussed in chapter 9.
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Table 7.4. - Efficiency of cloud seeding operations after activation
of network of ground-based generators.

Month
0 (h)

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Total

Key:

1986-87
P (h)

E (%)

Field season
1987-88
0 (h)
P (h)
E(%)

0 (h)

1988-89
P (h)

88.0
93.0
106.0
107.0
63.0
25.0

87.0
92.0
84.5
75.6
84.4
43.6

48.5
0.0
28.6
40.9
95.3
98.8

55.5
0.0
29.6
44.0
115.0
104.0

87.4

482.0

82.3

312.1

348.1

89.7

69.8
103.8
35.1
27.0

84.0
117.0
60.0
27.0

83.3
88.7
58.5
100.0

76.5
85.9
89.6
80.9
53.2
10.9

235.7

288.0

81.8

396.9

E(%)

96.6
93.0
82.8
95.0

0 = seeding operations, in hours
P = duration of potentially seedable clouds, in hours
E = efficiency of cloud seeding operations (O/P*100)

Table 7.5. - Proportions of missed opportunities after activation
of network of ground-based generators.
Field season

Safety
(h/%)

Forecast
(h/%)

Equipment
(h/%)

Total
(h/%)

*1986-87

10/3.5

18/6.3

24/8.4

52/18.2

1987-88
1988-89

27/5.6
10/2.8

18/3.8
9/2.6

40/8.3
17/4.9

85/17.7
36/10.3

47/4.2

45/4.0

81/7.2

173/15.5

All

Key:

*

=

h
%
Safety
Forecast
Equipment

=
=
=
=
=

does not include November and December 1986
hours of potentially seedable clouds missed
hours listed divided by total hours with potentially seedable clouds (table 7.4)
aircraft/crew safety prevented airborne seeding
missed forecast or incorrect decision
critical equipment failure
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8.

SCIENTIFIC STUDIES AND RESULTS

The SAET and their American counterparts collaborated to conduct scientific studies.
The studies
were initiated in late 1987 and are continuing. This chapter briefly describes
the studies and
preliminary results. Five studies are presented which review progress in the following
areas of
interest: cloud physics, airflow and cloud physics modeling, orographic precipitation
modeling, radar
echo studies, and snow cover mapping and snowmelt runoff.
8.1

Cloud Physics Analysis

Rainfall over Morocco is highly seasonal with most precipitation occurring during the
winter months
as a result of frontal passages. The High Atlas Mountains, which extend from
southwest to
northeast across the country, are a formidable barrier to the oncoming fronts, with
some peaks
over 4000 meters m.s.l. Most of the moisture falls out as rain and snow on the northwestern
side
of the barrier, with very little precipitation falling on the southeastern or lee side.
8.1.1 Natural precipitation processes. - As part of Programme Al Ghait, cloud
physics data
were collected over the Atlas Mountains by the UND Citation 11 aircraft between
January and
December 1985 (Grainger and Stith, 1987). A particularly well-documented case
occurred on
December 8 and 9, 1985, when data were collected over the Atlas Mountains about
200 kilometers
southeast of Casablanca. The following quotation describes some of the natural
precipitation
processes active during this storm.
"During December 8, 1985, a cold front passed over Morocco. The surface analysis
[fig. 8.1] shows the 12Z [Z is equivalent to CUT (Coordinated Universal Time)] position
of the front on December 7, 8, and 9. Associated with this front was an extensive
cloud
shield, shown in the visible satellite photograph at 1230Z on Dec. 8 [fig. 8.2a]. Between
December 8 and 9, the front passed over the Atlas Mountains; and by December
9 (12Z),
the organized cloud shield associated with the front dissipated over Libya and Tunisia
and
an orographic cloud formed over the high Atlas Mountains [fig. 8.21]. Over the
plains,
random cumulus clouds were present. The 12Z soundings from December 8 and 9
were
taken at the foot of the Atlas Mountains at Beni Mellal (150 km southeast of Casablanca
and 80 km upwind of the crestline) [as shown in figure 8.3a]. The December
8 12Z
sounding showed the presence of two saturated layers associated with two distinct
stratiform cloud layers. The lower layer was 2700 m thick, extending from 7 °C (cloud
base temperature) to -II° C. The second layer was relatively thin and was separated
from the lower layer by a 500-m dry layer. The cloud top temperature of this upper
layer
was -16 *C. The satellite photograph [fig. 8.2a] showed that the eastern half of Morocco
was c:wered by stratiform cloud at that time.
"Twenty-four hours later, the Beni Mellal sounding showed a relatively cooler airmass
and
the presence of an inversion at 600 mb, with dry air above the inversion and a saturated
layer below [fig. 8.31]. The sat-irated layer was associated with an orographic cloud
over
the Atlas Mountains and was clearly evident in the satellite photograph at that
time
[fig. 8.2b]. Aircraft observation,; showed that this orographic cloud consisted
of a
stratiform layer with embedded convection. The cloud top temperature for
this
orographic cloud was -17 'C, with corresponding base temperature of 2 'C. This type
of
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cloud is typical of the postfrontal period of these storms. The northwest wind at 500 mb
and upper level subsidence indicate an approaching ridge and the end of the storm."
This storm represents a typical wintertime precipitation event that generally produces significant
amounts of rainfall over the plains and snowpack over the mountains. A detailed analysis of the
cloud physics data collected by the UND aircraft is discussed by Baddour and Rasmussen (1988,
1989) as follows:
"Microphysical observations during the main frontal passage on December 8 showed the
presence of stratiform cloud layers with a weak seeder-feeder mechanism active over the
mountains, at least in the portion of the storm penetrated by the aircraft. The seed
crystals were aggregates of dendrites falling from an upper level cloud layer into a lower
supercooled liquid water (SLW) layer. The laboratory results of Lew et. al. (1986) suggest
that the rimming of aggregates can lead to rapid growth by accretion and may be an
important process depleting low-level SLW in these types of storms. In regions without
a seeder-feeder mechanism, SLW regions were maintained without significant depletion
for over 10 minutes. In the December 8 storm, these regions occurred over the lower
regions of the Atlas Mountains. In convective clouds over the plains, spherical particles
up to 1 mm in diameter were observed. Model calculations showed that these particles
were likely grown by direct coalescence with cloud droplets and subsequent rimming after
freezing.
"During the postfrontal period of this storm, stratocumulus clouds were penetrated by the
University of North Dakota aircraft. In the stratiform regions of the cloud (cloud top
near -16 'C), aggregates of dendrites and stellars were observed at -10 'C, suggesting an
efficient primary nucleation process near cloud top. In the convective portions of these
clouds at -10 'C, drops, frozen drops, and spherical graupel were observed, suggesting an
active coalescence process followed by drop freezing and subsequent rimming. High liquid
water contents close to adiabatic were observed for significant periods of time in many
of these clouds, sLggesting that depletion of liquid water by entrainment and growing ice
particles was not very efficient. Since the convection was usually embedded within a
stratiform cloud layer, the environmental air entrained into the growing cloud laterally
would consist to a large extent of cloudy air, and thus dilution by entrainment would not
?,e as significant as for an isolated cumulus clouds. Updrafts
in these convective clouds
were generally moderate (4 to 6 m s'), allowing the particles in the upward moving cloudy
air sufficient time to develop drops by coalescence in the relatively undiluted cloud cores.
The model calculations show that the growth of particles by collision and coalescence with
cloud droplets could produce particles of the observed sizes at the appropriate levels.
Despite the relatively cold cloud base temperature (2 'C), the coalescence process was
stili ictive due to the nearly adiabatic cores."
The above observations represent only one wintertime storm over Morocco; therefore, caution must
be taken in extrapolating these results to other winter storms. These results, however, show a
typical winter storm sequence and reveal some of the basic precipitation mechanisms. During the
frontal passage, a seeder-feeder-type mechanism was active in the Atlas Mountains, with an upper
level stratiform deck feeding aggregates of dendrites and stellars into a lower supercooled cloud
layer. Some parts of the system had lower cloud top heights and no upper cloud to provide ice
crystals, allowing for long-lived regions of supercooled liquid water (SLW). The postfrontal
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stratocumulus clouds had an active coalescence process in their convective regions,
leading to drop
freezing and subsequent riming. Model calculations verified this behavior and
showed that the
moderate updrafts and high SLW concentrations were responsible for the rapid
growth. Aggregates
of dendrites and stellars were observed in the stratiform regions of this cloud.
8.1.2 Comparison to microphysical observations over other barriers. In order to put the
current observations into context, they are compared to microphysical observations
taken over a
north-south barrier of similar size and dimension which also experiences
midlatitude frontal
passages. In particular, they are compared to data collected over the Cascade
Mountains in the
State of Washington, U.S.A. An extensive observational program was conducted
over this range
during the winters of 1969-70, 1971-72, and 1972-1973, with simultaneous observations
from both
the air and ground (Hobbs, 1975).
The Cascade Mountains are situated about 225 kilometers east of the Pacific
Ocean and run
approximately north-south through the States of Washington and Oregon. This
range islower than
the Atlas Mountains, with most peaks below 2 kilometers in elevation. Most
of the winter
precipitation that falls on these mountains is snow and is produced by a combination
of orographic
and cyclonic effects (Hobbs, 1975).
These observations showed that during prefrontal conditions the clouds were
generally layered,
ranging from stratus near the surface to cirrus at higher levels. There was also
typically a deep
layer of clear air between the tops of' the orographic clouds and the bases of
the frontal clouds.
Usually, water saturation was not found between -10 and -20 'C during these prefrontal
conditions,
as evidenced by the types of ice crystals observed. Over the Cascades,
orographic uplift
occasionally produced ice crystals (e.g., dendrites) which would have grown
at water-saturated
conditions. It was also common to observe crystal types which formed at temperatures
below
-20 'C, including bullets and columns, sideplanes, radiating assemblages of
plates, and sectors.
Crystal concentrations were relatively high, ranging from 25 to 1500 liter". Liquid
water usually was
located within 1.5 kilometers of the surface in concentrations between 0 and
0.5 g/m'.
In contrast, the prefrontal clouds in the Atlas Mountains case presented previously
had cloud layers
close together and maximum cloud tops near -16 C, considerably warmer
than the cloud tops
observed in the Cascades. The warmer cloud tops account for an absence
of crystal types
characteristics of low temperatures in the Morocco case. Instead, crystals were
observed, such as
dendrites and aggregates of dendrites, which grow at water-saturated conditions
at temperatures
around -15 'C. The concentration of dendrites and aggregates of dendrites
was orders of
magnitude less than the crystal concentrations observed in the prefrontal clouds
in the Cascade
Mountains, reflecting the lack of cold upper clouds and, possibly, the lack
of an efficient ice
inLilt ipl icat ion mechanism in the Atlas Mountains.
During the postfrontal period, the air over the Cascade Mountains became increasingly
unstable
and cloud tops began to lower. The orographic effect became more dominant
as the winds tended
to become more westerly at all levels. Due to the decrease in height of the
cloud tops, low
temperature crystal types became rare and the ice particle concentrations (IPC)
lower (typically less
than 250 liter"). Between -8 and -14 'C, frozen drops, irregular ice particles, dendrites,
and stellars
were found, with rimed crystals and graupel common. At temperatures above
about -8 'C, the
clouds frequently contained only supercooled water.
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In the Atlas Mountains case, the clouds became more convective during the postfrontal
period,
and the orographic effect became dominant, as shown in the satellite photograph in figure
8.2b.
Frozen drops and graupel were present in the convective regions of the orographic cloud,
with
aggregates of dendrites and stellars [)resent in the more stratiform portions of the cloud.
These
similarities suggest that the Atlas Mountains postfrontal clouds were quite similar to those
in the
Cascades.
8.1.3 Seedability of Moroccan clouds. - This section discusses the potential seedability
of
clouds described in section 8.1.1 by examining the persistence of the liquid water. Cloud
physics
data for this analysis were collected by the UND aircraft and by the instrumented Moroccan
King
Air 100 aircraft. Figure 8.4 presents the distribution of average and maximum liquid water
content
(LWC) observed during this period. Both plots show that liquid water was relatively abundant
in
these clouds.
As a first step in estimating seedability, the observed clouds were divided into classes
based on
clouds sampled between November 1987 and April 1988. Cloud chsses were based on
aircraft,
rawinsonde, satellite, and radar data. The radar data were obtained from the Khouribga
radar.
Available satellite data included both visible and infrared images. The three main cloud
classes
were:
*

Cl. - Stratiform clouds, possibly containing embedded convection, associated with either
westerly or northwesterly flow.

*

C2. - Isolated convective clouds, mainly cumulus congestus, generally associated with
postfrontal situations.

"

C3. - Cloud systems consisting mainly of altocumulus and altostratus, associated with a
tropical air mass moving over Morocco from the south.

Thirty-eight cases were analyzed. Nilicrophysical characteristics of each cloud were analyzed
using
the I-second values of SLW concentration from the Johnson-Williams probe and I-second
values
of IPC from an optical ice particle counter. The analysis approach uscd was the region-of-potential
(ROP) technique developed in the Precipitation Enhancement Project (PEP) of the
World
Meteorological Organization (Vali et al., 1988). An ROP was defined as a region in which:
*

The average LWC was greater than 0.1 g/m for a section of flight path exceeding
10 kilometers in horizontal extent, or greater than 0.3 g/m' for smaller sections of flight
path.

*

The values of LWC noted above persisted for more than 10 minutes.

"

The cloud depth was greater than 1 kilometer.

The ROP analysis of the Al Ghait data consisted of identifying ROP's as defined
above and
determining their duration, areal extent, and estimated precipitation potential. Unfortunately,
the
ROP analysis was not fully implemented due to the lack of continuous data in space
and time. A
frequency plot was constructed for each class of clouds to display the results.
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Figure 8.5 shows microphysical and thermodynamic data from
typical repeated King Air
penetrations of clouds in each of the three main classes. Figure
8.6 shows the frequency
distributions for the LWC and IPC over all penetrations through clouds
in each of the three classes.
In each case, the ordinate indicates the number of 1-second observations
that fall into a given
category. All measurements in this data set were obtained in cloud
at temperatures between -1 and
-16 'C, so the water concentration is a measure of the available SLW.
Figure 8.6 shows that the three cloud classes are microphysically distinct.
For instance, the SLW
frequency distribution for class C2 indicates that these clouds often
contained high concentrations
of SLW. Class C3 clouds, on the other hand, consistently contained
little or no SLW. The
histogram for class Cl shows a wider distribution of water concentration.
The LWC was generally
very low, but it occasionally approached the levels observed in class
C2 clouds.
As might be expected, the IPC frequency distributions generally showed
a trend opposite those of
SLW concentrations. For example, the IPC for class C2 was heavily
skewed toward small values,
while the plot for SLW concentration shows some moderate and large
values. For classes CI and
C3, the IPC distribution extended to high values, with the frequency
plot for C3 clouds showing a
secondary peak at high concentrations.
In summary, the analysis of 38 cases showed a microphysical distinction
among three classes of
clouds initially established according to air mass characteristics. The
clouds in class C2, which were
associated with unstable air, frequently showed high values of LWC,
but seldom showed high values
of IPC. This result suggests that many claiss C2 clouds are seedable.
On the other hand, class C3
clouds did not have good seedahility. Class Cl clouds had moderate
seedability. It might have
been useful to subdivide the CI class to make a clearer distinction
between the seedable and
unseedable portions of the storms producing the Ci clouds.
In general, the highest water concentrations and lowest IPC's were
found in the cumulus congestus
clouds of class C2. When storms moved in from the south or southwest
to produce class C3 clouds,
the flow tended to parallel the mountain barrier and did not seem
to generate enough orographic
lifting to produce significant concentrations of SLW. Flow from the
west or northwest (class CI),
on the other hand, has a significant cross-barrier component
and was often found to produce
significant quantities of SLW.
In order to make the results more generally applicable, the frequency
of occurrence of each of
these cloud classes was determined (fig. 8.7). Sixty-eight percent of
the cases fell into class Cl, and
24 percent fell into class C2. Only 8 percent of the cases fell into
the least seedable class (C3).
These results suggest that the cloud systems occurring over Morocco
are likely to be good
candidates for seeding in most cases. Further study needs to be done
to extend the sample size and
to determine the areal extent and duration of each of these cloud
categories.
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Figure 8.1. - Synoptic surface analysis for Decem'ter 7, 1985 (a), December 8,
1985 (b), and December 9, 1985 (c) t 1200 CUT.
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Figure 8.1. -Synoptic surface analysis for December 7, 1985 (a), December 8,
1985 (b), and December 9, 1985 (c) at 1200 CUT - continued.
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Figure 8.2. - Visible satellite photographs at 1230 CUT on December
8, 1985 (a)
and on December 9, 1985 (b).
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Figure 8.5. - Typical microphysical and thermodynamic characteristics of the Cl
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Figure 8.5. - Typical microphysical and thermodynamic characteristics of the Cl
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Figure 8.6. - Histograms showing the frequency of observed SLW contents and
ice crystal concentrations by cloud classifications (Cl, C2, or C3)
over the High Atlas from, 1985-88.

Class 03: Cloud systems associated with
a tropical air mass moving over Morocco
the south and consisting mainly of
ahtocumulus and aftostralus.

8from

C Class C2: Relatively isolated convective
that are generally associated with
post-frontal storm events and consist
mainly of cumulus congestus.

2clouds

CsClass
8associated

Cl: Straliform cloud systems
with either weslerly or north
westerly flow, and possibly containing
embedded convection.

Figure 8.7. - Frequency of occurrence of the three cloud classifications (C1, C2,
and C3).
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8.2

Airflow and Cloud Physics Modeling Studies

Numerical modeling studies ire one of the most important scientific
activities of Programme Al
Ghait. These studies are designed to simulate the evolution of different
physical variables at each
point of a grid covering the domain of interest. The phenomena modeled
include general airflow,
dispersion of seeding nuclei, effects of seeding on precipitation microphysics,
and targeting of
precipitation to desired locations.
The first model used in the project was the GUIDE model, which was
two dimensional and included
simple microphysical parameterizations. Loukah (1986) adapted the
GUIDE model to Morocco
and tested various parameterizations as part of his M.S. thesis work.
Later, Deshler ard Benassi
adapted a similar model  the SCPP version of the GUIDE model
(Rauber et al , 1987, 1988) 
to Morocco. The resulting ATLAS model is currently the operational
model of the project. The
ATLAS model grid extends over the entire target area and beyond,
covering an area exceeding
6500 ki". The grid is 160 by 100 kilometers horizontally and
extends from the surface to
600 millibars.
8.2.1

Objectives. - The primary objectives of the ATLAS model in Programme
Al Ghait are to:
"

Aid in real-time decisionmaking for operations direction.

*

Improve real-time decisions as to type of seeding system to be used
(aircraft vs. ground
delivery).

*

Select specific ground-based generator.. for operations depending on
wind direction.

"

Simulate precipitation processes from initiation to fallout.

"

Estimate the areal coverage by seeding plumes.

In order to meet these objectives the model must:
*

Simulate the major characteristics of the airflow in the target area.

0

Simulate the growth and trajectories of the particles created by seeding,
covering the chain
of events and different processes involved from nucleation to evaporation
or the impact
of precipitation on the ground.

The model can be initialized with observational data in real-time for
operational decisionmaking
or operated in a research mode.
8.2.2

Geneaal description.

-

The model contains three parts:

I. Thermodynamic analysis routine. - This routine reads the initial
sounding file with
thermodynamic and wind data, decodes the data, and interpolates
the information to a
standard grid for analysis.
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2. Kinematic analysis routine. - This routine calculates temperature and wind components at
the grid points. It assumcs steady-state flow and accounts for orographic lifting by the Atlas
Mountains, which is assumed to be adiabatic. The most critical region for model simulations
is from Beni Mellal downwind to the Atlas crest, which usually means about 100 kilometers
southeast of Beni Mellal.
3. Microphysics routines. - These routines simulate the microphysics of precipitation growth
from nucleation to fallout of precipitation on the ground. Ice crystal growth and terminal
velocities are affected by the airflow over the model domain.
During the first two seasons, Programme Al Ghait used a simple parameterization based on
laboratory and experimental observations to obtain fast real-time operational results. In order to
improve the microphysics, a more complex subroutine was added to the ATLAS model based on
the work of Rasmussen and Heymsfield (1987). The revised model is more precise and complete
because the detailed transformations during different phases of crystal growth are computed as a
function of time. The model now has a variable time step to compute the more complex processes.
In the model, horizontal and vertical dispersion are functions of the airflow and stability.
Nucleation occurs in that part of a seeding plume where the temperatu:e is below -6 'C, which is
the threshold temperature for activation of typical silver iodide crystals. To estimate the fallout
area, the model computes the nucleation and growth of ice crystals under five different assumptions
about terminal velocities. The latest microphysical improvements to the model permit one to judge
the phase of precipitation particles and consider evaporation as well as growth. Examples of the
results from model computations are shown in the next section.
8.2.3 Simulation of aircraft seeding. - The model is used to choose the seeding location and
determine the region of fallout of precipitation from aircraft seeding. The calculations take into
account wind velocities from the surface to seeding levels. The altitude for seeding is determined
from the rawinsonde data. Nucleation occurs in the model generally within 20 minutes of seeding
and is simulated for each 5-minute interval after the aircraft releases the seeding agent. The first
nucleation occurs at the point where burners should be turned on. The simulated processes include
deposition, aggregation, and riming, followed by melting and evaporation, depending upon the
thermodynamic conditions. Fallout trajectories are simulated for particles nucleated at 5-minute
intervals until 20 minutes
after initial seeding. For enrh trmin (f 'rvztdl

thI trh'; tfrir;t-g
i

rp

calc ulated for crystals with fall spceds of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.2 times that of the expected or
"theoretical" crystal. The results from the model runs are given to the operations coordinator.
Figure 8.8 shows the results of model predictions for March 5, 1988, at 0000 CUT. The seedline
sele,:ted was 72 kilometers long at an altitude of 3350 meters m.s.l., with an LWC of 0.4 g/m'
inside the cloud. Seeding along this line was determined by the model to yield precipitation near
the target point chosen by the operator, near Bin El Ouidane reservoir. The + symbol shows the
nucleation point, and the * indicates the fallout point of precipitation on the ground. For this case
the fallout area was 760 km2, or about 11.8 percent of the primary target area. This fallout area
was i5 kilometers downwind of the seedline.

Figure 8.9 shows an atmospheric sounding from the surface to 100 millibars on March 5, 1988. The
sounding was moist in the lower levels, indicating a cloud layer extending from 1000 to 4200 meters.
The indicated cloud base and top temperatures were 8 'C and -13 'C, respectively.
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Figure 8.10Oa shows the simulated evolution of an ice particle created by seeding
at 3350 meters in
the March 5 case. The solid line shows the change in particle diameter with
altitude. The dashed
line shows tile ice crystal diameter. The separation of the two curves indicates
the region of change
from solid to liquid. Dry growth occurs between 4200 and 1800 meters,
as shown by the
superimposed curves from -8.3 to -0.5 'C. From !9,00 meter:; (tcmporat:rc
= 0.9 *C), tile ice
content decreases but the particle continues to grow until it is completely
melted at 1700 meters.
This wet growth includes the coalescence process, which continues until
the droplet reaches the
surface at 1200 meters, where the temperature is 4 °C. Figure 8.10b shows
the diameter with time,
and tile corresponding change of diameter with temperature is shown in
figure 8.10c.
8.2.4 Simulation of ground-based seeding. - The locations of all seeding
generators are shown
in figure 8.11 by their three-letter identifiers. Ground-based seeding
is simulated for routine
operational decisionmaking each morning on Programme Al Ghait.
The results of a simulation of the case of January 27, 1989 are shown on figure
8.11. The notations
used in figure 8.8 nucleation point and fallout points are used in figure
8.11 also. The seeding
plume, which indicates the area seeded by each generator, is shown by the
lines extending from the
generator sites. The * symbol shows the precipitation fallout points, all
of which were within the
target area.

The vertical dispersion of a seeding plume on January 12, 1989, is shown
in figure 8.12a. In this
simulation the new version of the model with detailed microphysics
illustrates the effect of
evaporation on crystal growth and fallout into regions of dry air below
cloud base. In this case
nucleation occurred at 3100 meters. However, the ice crystal evaporated
after falling below cloud
base at 2700 meters, resulting in no surface precipitation (fig. 8.12b). The
new model provides a
more accurate simulation of the particle microphysics and is being developed
as a research tool to
improve the operational model.
8.2.5
Comparison of model predictions with aircraft measurements.
Wind and
temperature fields from the model were compared with measurements
by the King Air cloud
physics aircraft on February 24, 1988. The sounding used to initialize the
targeting model was made
at 1200 CUT, and the aircraft flight was made 2 hours later. Tile aircraft
climbed over the valley
east of Beni Mellal, crossed the Atlas Mountains proceeding southeastward
at 5000 meters, then
ba..ck si
...

Bii

cldl itt 40)0 ieters.

Aircraft measurements of windspeed,

wind
direction, temperature, and uiand v wind components were compared with
the values calculated by
tile model along the aircraft track. The aircraft data were collected at
a level slightly above the
seeding level. Wind direction and temperature as simulated by the model
were in close agreement
with observations. The errors were smallest in the 100-kilometer domain
upwind from the crest
of the mountain. The largest errors were downwind of the crest, which
is outside the area of
interest for seeding effects. Further detailed aircraft and model comparisons
are needed in a
variety of conditions t:o confirm the reliability of the model simulations
over complex terrain.

8.2.6 Conclusions. - Th airflow and microphysical models are useful
tools for operational
decisionmaking. Models that were originally developed and used operationally
in the Sierra Nevada
of California have been successfully adapted for the High Atlas. They have
been used operationally
andare being verified with observations to determine their reliability over the
High Atlas of
Morocco. Seeding plume transport and diffusion simulations are needed
for daily operational
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decisionmaking and for the evaluation of the relative efficiency of seeding during
operations.
These simple airflow models are contributing to a better understanding of the seeding
plume
characteristics and targeting of seeding material in Programme Al Ghait.
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8.3

Orographic Precipitation Modeling

8.3.1 Introduction. - The Atlas Mountains of"Morocco consist of a barrier oriented southwest
northeast that, during most winter storm events, forces moist air to rise and condense a portion
of
its moisture, some eventually falling as precipitation. This natural process, known as an orographic
precipitation process, is generally well known and has long been observed over other mountainous
areas of' the world. Knowledge of the distribution iii space and time of winter precipitation
over
mountainous areas is of' considerable value to societies for establishing their water consumption
strategies. These societal needs and recognition by scientists of the orographic precipitation
processes have led to the development of mathematical models that simulate orographic
precipitation over mountain barriers.
Programme Al Ghait requires daily weather forecasts during the operational season.
It also
requires a capable and efficient statistical evaluation of cloud seeding effects. Because of
previous
success in the use of an orographic precipitation model for the purposes of weather forecasting
and
weather modification evaluation (Rhea, 1978; Armstrong and Williams, 1981; Medina et al.,
1979),
it was decided to adapt a model for use in Morocco. Specifically, an orographic precipitation
model
would be adapted for (a) daily operational use in the development of a quantitative precipitation
forecast, and (b) development of an additional statistical covariate or explanatory variable
to help
forecast what the target streamliow would be without seeding.
Some very complex models are currently available, known as orographic cloud models, that
attempt
to simulate complex cloud processes in substantial detail. These models require considerable
computer resources and are mostly used for research purposes. Orographic precipitation
models
are less complex; they simulate fewer cloud processes but attempt to include the most important
ones that account for much of the mountain winter precipitation. Orographic precipitation
models
are fast-running on microcomputers and require only routine sounding data as input. Therefore,
they can he employed operationally.
The adaptation of an existing orographic precipitation model to Morocco required substantial
analysis and computer programming. The opportunity to accomplish the adaptation arose
when
Mr. El Majdoub, who was pursuing an M.S. degree in Meteorology at the South Dakota School
of'
Mines and Technology, decided to adapt the Rhea model as part of his research (El Majdoub,
1989).

8.3.2 The Rhea orographic precipitation model. - The Rhea orographic precipitation model

(Rhea, 1978) has been employed in the United States with good success. It is an empirical
model
that uses the 700-millibar wind to predict orographic effects. (The 700-millibar
level is
approximately 3 kilometers above mean sea level.) Details about the original model
and its
adaptation to Morocco are given by Rhea (1978) and El Majdoub (1989), respectively. Only
a brief
description of the model is included here.
The Rhea model is two dimensional, steady state, and multilaver. It accounts for moisture
flow
from any direction and terrain effects such its rate of rise and "shadowing" by upstream
mountain
harriers. The desire to simulate shadowing and some restrictions, such as operating
in two
dimensions, imposes the requirement for a topographic grid unique to each wind direction.
Rhea
(1978) indicates that a terrain elevation grid for each 10' in azimuth is sufficient. Since the
model
is steady state, it requires upper air information valid for a specified duration.
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The requirement to simulate shadowing suggested a coordinate framework that follows
air parcels.
In this Lagrangian coordinate system, the model keeps track of condensate
formation or
evaporation as air layers experience vertical displacements in interaction with the
underlying
topography. In sinking, part or all of an air parcel's cloud water may evaporate. Because
the model
is multilayer, precipitation falling into a subsaturated layer will partially or totally evaporate.
In
time, precipitation developed at higher layers reaches the ground, provided it is not fully
consumed
by evaporation.
The 700-millibar wind direction must be specified as falling into one of thirly-six 100
sectors. The
model employs 36 separate gridded arrays of topography, one for each wind direction
class, at a
selected grid spacing that for Morocco was set at 10 kilometers. The 700-millibar wind
direction
estimated at the center of the area of interest determines which of the 36 arrays is to
be used for
model computa tions.
A spatially constant precipitation efficiency is used in the model. A functional
relationship,
E = -kTF , where E is the precipitation efficiency, k is a positive constant, and T, is the
temperature
in degrees Celsius of the highest layer with relative humidity equal to or greater than
65 percent,
gives satisfiactory results provided E is not allowed to exceed 25 percent.
The model employs simple formulations in accounting for blocking
vertical displacement. Enhanced streamline displacement over
simulate the effects of convection. When atmospheric sounding
more locations, the model can include some effects of large-scale

at low layers and for streamline
the highest terrain is used to
data are available for three or
vertical motion.

The model requires as minimum inputs estimates of the vertical profiles of wind, temperature,
and
humidity at the upwind edges of the area of interest. When available, estimates of the
large-scale
vertical motion are inserted in the model. If the latter estimates cannot be obtained
from weather
maps or computed from input data, then this feature is turned off in computations.
Since the
model is steady state, frequent updating of the input information will improve model performance.
8.3.3 Adaptation of model to Morocco. - Although the Rhea model can be
used with a
5-kiloneter grid spacing, it was decided to adapt a 10-kilometer version for use in
Morocco. A
10-kilometer elevation grid, in the 270'azimuth orientation, was developed by averaging
elevations
read every 5 kilometers from topographic maps for the geographical area of interest
shown in
figure 8.13. The resulting grid contained 35 columns and 45 rows of grid points, and
thus was
340 kilometers wide (east/west) by 440 kilometers long (north/south). The resulting
smoothed
model topography is given in figure 8.14.
The model produces integrated precipitation at each 10-kilometer grid point of a selected
450- by
350-point grid array. To estimate precipitation at locations of interest, such as Azilal
or Bin El
Ouidane reservoir, an interpolation scheme using surrounding grid point values is employed.
The
model also produces integrated volume precipitation for designated watersheds for
periods of
choice. Watershed; are described by demarcation of grid points representing the area
partially or
wholly contained within watershed boundaries. The volume precipitation can be quickly
estimated
by the model for a given day, month, or months for a drainage such as the program's
target area.
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A schematic of inputs to and outputs from the model is given in figure 8.15.
It was found that use
of input soundings from Beni Mellal gave better results than the use of soundings
from Casablanca
and Agadir, so discussion in this chapter is limited to results using Beni
Mellal soundings.
Interpolated soundings contain the input wind, temperature, and humidity data
in a special format
required by the model. The input "stations' coordinates" refers to locations on
the 2700 grid of sites
for which point precipitation amounts are desired. On the output section of the
schematic, "gridded
precipitation patterns" refers to grid arrays of precipitation values computed by
the model for each
input sounding, or grid arrays of sums computed from a specified group of
soundings.
Table 8.1 is a list of sites for which the model calculates precipitation (El Majdoub,
1989). The
table also shows station elevations and coordinates on the 270' grid.
Table 8.1. - Stations used for "point estimation" calibration of the Rhea model,
with their elevations in feet (in) and x-y coordinates in tens of kilometers
(from El Majdoub, 1989).

No.

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012

Station

Azilal*
Khenifra*
Azrou*
Beni Mellal
Demnate*
Amizmiz
Bin El Ouidane*
Agaiouar
Asloun
Asni
Ijoukak
Toufliht

Heiqht
ft

m

x
(dkm)

y
(dkm)

4690
2788
4100
1548
3572
3280
2657
5925
3789
3939
4593
4806

1430
850
1250
472
1089
1000
810
1806
1155
1201
1400
1465

22.10
30.17
34.20
24.00
17.95
6.20
25.00
10.35
13.20
8.50
6.90
14.85

22.20
33.15
38.80
26.40
19.90
13.90
24.40
14.50
15.55
14.13
11.40
16.40

*These stations are downwind of seeding locations, so the observed precipitation
used in this study might have been
partly seeded precipitation. This will introduce additional noise into the data. This
should be kept in mind when
interpreting the results.

The model adaptation process involved sensitivity analyses to determine t.he
preferred settings for
several important model parameters. Final settings yielded estimates of precipitation
that were
closer to actual measurements.
Ei Majdoub (1989) studied the effect on precipitation
measurements primarily of different settings of (a) relative humidity thresholds,
and (b) parameters
controlling the extent of air layer streamline vertical displacement. Model outputs
obtained with
systematic changes in parameter values were compared with observed values
for the 12 stations
given in table 8.1, and correlation values were calculated to better determine
model parameter
performance.
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The input data set employed by El Majdoub (1989) consisted of the project soundings taken at Beni
Mellal and daily precipitation for the 12 stations listed in table 8.1. Analyses were conducted with
daily information Ind monthly sums. In the daily analyses El Majdoub employed a model input
data set consisting of soundings for 40 days from January through April and November and
December 1987 and precipitation measurements that were properly synchronized in time with tile
soundings. The 40 days included only those where either the computed or the observed
precipitation, or both, was nonzero. For the monthly analyses, the input data consisted of monthly
sums obtained from the daily results. lowever, with monthly data, the soundings and precipitation
measurements were not limited to 1987 as all other data (from Beni Mcllal soundings) were
employed when periods contained few missing cases.
Tables 8.2 and 8.3, from ELl Majdoub et al. (1989), show the correlation coefficients for 12 runs
representing 12 different parameter settings with monthly data and correlation coefficients for daily
data cases with a single setting of model parameters, respectively. The fraction of the variance in
monthly precipitation explained by the model for Azilal and Bin El Ouidane is 0.85 and 0.69,
respectively, both quite respcctable values.
In the daily data analyses, three stations were employed due to their superior data quality and
better synchroniza tion in time with the soundings. Also, only one setting of parameter values was
employed because the results of' the monthly analyses indicated that no noticeable improvement in
tile correlation coefficients could be expected from adjustments to the parameters.
Table 8.2 shows that the corrclation between predicted and observed precipitation is insensitive to
parameter settings when monthly d1 t.! are employed. In the case of Azilal, for example, the
correlation between computed and measured pretcipit'ltior. varied betwevn 0.808 and 0.918 for
different parameter settings. Larger variations than that occurred from station to station, reflecting
variations in the model's ability to forecast for specific sites. Variation in model capability among
sites is likely due to differences in, for examiple, the relative importance of orographic and
convective precipitation ,nd "shaldowing" by upwind ridges (El Majdoub, 1989). Stations at lower
elevations typically receive less orographic precipitation, which the model was designed to simulate.
Station location with respect to Beni Mellal, where the soundings are taken, is also important since
the representativeness of the sounding data for each station is a function of distance from Beni
Mellal.
The model's inability to simulate convective cloud processes accurately is an important deficiency.
The model employs a simple adjustment of' the streamline vertical displacement over the highest
barriers to simulate convection. Other potential negative influences include inferior data quality
and effects of the relatively coarse 10-kilometer grid spacing.
Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show that the correlation values for Azilal drop from about 0.91 with monthly
sums to 0.76 with daily data. A similar drop occurs for Bin El Ouidane, from 0.82 to 0.73. This
is not surprising, as some smoothing takes place in the computing of monthly sums.
Note that the regression line, which was derived by the least-squares method, has a negative
intercept. This fact indicates that the model is somewhat Underestimating the daily precipitation.
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Table 8.2. - Correlation coefficients obtained for 12 runs for 12 stations
(from El Majdoub, 1989).

-

Station

El.
(M)

1

Azilal

4690

0.911

0.916

0.910

0.915

0.910

0.898

0.916

0.918

0.910

Khenifra

2788

0.457

0.460

0.455

0.459

0.438

0.441

0.459

0.473

Azrou

4100

0.614

0.619

0.615

0.619

0.637

0.593

0.606

Beni Mellal

1548

0.577

0.577

0.583

0.583

0.580

0.572

Demnate

3572

0.675

0.680

0.670

0.676

0.670

Amizmiz

3280

0.317

0.312

0.313

0.320

Bin El Ouidane 2657

0.825

0.833

0.820

Agaiouar

5925

0.596

0.583

Asloun

3789

0.836

Asni

3939

Ijoukak
Toufliht

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.907

0.911

0.911

0.469

0.468

0.458

0.457

0.595

0.603

0.603

0.615

0.624

0.584

0.597

0.570

0.574

0.578

0.576

0.663

0.679

0.675

0.676

0.680

0.675

0.673

0.314

0.321

0.312

0.308

0.325

0.333

0.317

0.315

0.829

0.823

0.802

0.828

0.828

0.821

0.826

0.825

0.807

0.600

0.600

0.599

0.592

0.592

0.592

0.592

0.606

0.597

0.595

0.842

0.838

0.838

0.852

0.827

0.837

0.828

0.839

0.841

0.836

0.833

0.748

0.747

0.750

0.750

0.747

0.743

0.747

0.548

0.747

0.744

0.744

0.748

4593

0.508

0.536

0.524

0.553

0.503

0.506

0.499

0.502

0.503

0.556

0.514

0.507

4806

0.510

0.511

0.511

0.510

0.511

0.516

0.498

0.490

0.513

0.474

0.504

0.506

Table 8.3. - Some statistical parameters for the daily run
(from El Majdoub, 1989).

Station

Azilal
Bin El Ouidane
Khenifra

Elevation
(It)

4690
2657
2788

Regression
correlation

Regression
intercept
(mm)

Regression
slope

0.764
0.725
0.353

-3.9
-2.3
0.3

0.98
0.94
0.12

Scatter plots of computed versus observed precipitation for Bin El Ouidane on a monthly and daily
hasis are given in figures 8.16 and 8.17, respectively. These figures express the linear relationship
between model-comllted and observed precipitation. A feature of note in the daily analysis is the
rather large number of zero precipitation events compuLted by the model that are actually nonzero.
This result warrants some additional exploratory work, as there may be some resolvable systematic
effects not currently properly accOuInted by the model.
8.3.4 Summary of model results. - Analyses during the adaptation of the model to Morocco
indicated that correlation values were largely unaffected by altering model parameter values,
suggesting that settings are close to their optinmnl value in the current version of the model. I ligh
correlations wCre obtained for sonic stations, indicating the prominence of winter orographic
precipitation at those sites and ample model ability for its determination. For some stations,
particularly those at lov elevations, the model estimated precipitation poorly. Additional
exploratory analyses with the model should lead to some improvement in estimates for stations at
middle elevations.
The model also produced estimates of precipitation volumes for the project's target and control
areas for each sounding and for desired groups of soundings (time periods). The correlations
between the predicted precipitation volumes and actual ,;treamflow measurements for the periods
of interest were calculated. Some results of this process are given in chapter 9. The correlations
ohtained for nmonthlv data were about 0.4. The low correlation reflects, in part, water storage
processes in the snowpack at high elevations. The model estimates current precipitation that may
not run off for several months. This suggests that the model's ability should improve substantially
with seasonal data.
A seasonal analysis requires preproject, historical sounding information, which is available only from
Casablanca and Agadir. It was recognized that soundings at those two stations would not represent
conditions over the Atlas Mountains as well as soundings from Beni Mellal. In addition, a review
of the Casablanca and Agadir data indicated that about 25 percent of the soundings were missing.
Nevertheless, model runs with the available data produced estimates of seasonal volume
precipitation which were correlated with seasonal streamflow, the correlation coefficients being
around 0.4.
Predictions of volume precipitation for shorter time periods based on
Casablanca/Agadir soundings showed no significant correlation with streamfilow. The model
prediction of seasonal vohlme precipitation was found to be a useful covariate for the statistical
evaluation. The results of the analyses using the additional covariate are given in chapter 9.
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8.4

8.4.1

Radar Echo Studies
Radar description and capabilities. - As previously noted, one ot the princilpal itenis of,

CgIlil)riien t IrOVidld 10 Nlorocco throtlgh l'rotgraninie AI Giait was the First met Corologrjica I radir
sstei ever used in Nlorocc i.lIh
rTd;hr is a 5-centinieter wvoelengthi 1.0° bain radar, lInsmitt itl
a peak power of 25) kiltiatis. "l charactriMics of the radar are descr, 'ed in section 4.6.2.
The radar, loc;ted t a sh;ilow llte;u nca the town of Khouribea at ;an elevation of 778 meters,
iiiidwav beteen the A\t l;Ii I coaSt and the At las Milonltains (figs. 8. I8 and 8. jI)),
is well positioned
to observe storms alp)roaChin friolll the1C west or northwest, as well as to command a clear view of
lie tairct aret_;. At low elexation angks, however, the gronid return from1 the Atlas MouLntahl s
lilits (iltant itll i\ e anls'es of the radar echoes ill the tar et area.
The firirlary tli)oSe of th radar is to Support pro.ject operations. In particular, it is critical to
sryiolic analysis (l' t
'lrnuent weather, shrort-rae lorc.sting (lltOwCastil1g), aind Oleratiorlal
dtcisionmakinrg. "lh, raid:ir is also used to advise the aircralt crews of hazardous weather to he
avoided and lromising areas f'i[ s;eedirng. The radar has ;in IF[ system to track project aircraft,
whi'h l ids grrt lv in coordir:rting airtraft 1iovelIients.
8.4.2 Data collection procedures. - I&addition to its operational uses, the radar records digital
(al on ,i8-inchfloppy diskt-ttes for sulbsquent archival or analysis. )uring radar operations, the
operator tikes a e url;rr seqlerree. (' PPI a R I II seans everv 15 minutes to document tlie storl
I l eal recorded rnrist be..,i ialilv requested by tie r;ad;ar operator. 'o recoird data, the
operator riiurst Select either ;r lPlI Or an Rill Scan ;nd nIantallfv initiate the recording sequetnce.
ITf' scans ;are usuIlly made alt all elv;rtion anle O.5"to
oI
permllit str'Cillaine of, approaching
s.torlmlS. At this elev;Ition, howver, the Lro0uld tulnrn from the Atlas Mountains is quite lar e.. To
rnrrininie tire Lririril rurnllt, )I'lI !,c;ns intended Ifor quantitative anadlyses areuualy111) recordel at
;ll elevtion ',nl of1 1.8". In adtdition to tihe IT'I sc;n1s, individual RI II scans are also recorded
to document thel. vetical strctr arnd eXtellt o the p)rec<.'iipit;tion Ibein. recorded.
IFiu.e 8.20 shov,, a 'I;wa'k-uiri-,,
n..non Irori (Ca.,abinlca to the
COnVitt xivblitd ill tile sOLIIst
eftect of, !rould ct1ter Iorn tin
radar in the sont he.t qluradrinlt.

rite ev s-hade relroi net ion of' the digittal radar IPI da a Ior the
I lii Atlas Nitntairis on .Jarimrn 17, 1988 (lig. 8.2(a) and a
t..rqadrant d the radar On I:ebrirary 2 1, I989)(fig. 8.20b). Note the
NI iddle Atlas Mountains between 51) and 1(0() kilometers Irom tile

8.4.3 Quality control and data management. - As recorded oi diskette, the radar data carl
only be played ick on tli Z-8) iicrocoputer system aind display devce providd y (IC, which
is usuially located at the rad(ir site in Khouribgna. In addit iom, the tta files are relatively large and
ra pidly fill the 8-in ch diskettes. 'I solve these difl'iutits, Mr. Nbolr deve.hlped a data cotrnljre,;s~im
routine that reads the hilay data arid radar calibration files f'roni thle 8-inch diskette, writes a
s.ummary of th hOu,skeeprinig data Io'r that file (lot exalimple, if the file is a Ii1'1, the housekeeping
inllorniation would include the tiiie, date, arid elevation aigle of the radar and the total lluriier
of ranige bin.s that c'ii t aini echo), appjilies the correct calibrai~itin for tht day's data, and prepares
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aIcompressed ASCIl-ornat data file of tile calibrated radar data. This compressed data file is
more efficient in storing the data than the original binary data on the 8-inch diskettes. Using this
more efficient method of d;ata stora ge, a single diskette can usually hold all the radar data recorded
on a single day'.
iBy running the data comlression program, tile radar technician or data analyst verifies the accuracy
of tile data collected, generiates aI summa ry file that serves as tile primary data manage gment
information for the radar da1t:, and stores the data in its archive format, all in a single operation.
If difficulties are suIhsCquently identified in the condensed ASCII data archives, the data can be
easily read using a standard text editor a11(d usually ca i, he corrected without loss of datla.
In addition, a sepa rate program has been written to display graphically the calibrated radar data
ais a Fuinction of' range (a1 pseudo A-scope display). This display allows easy monitoring of many of
tfie factors aflecting the overall calibration of the radar data and can give a rapid quality control
check of the collected data[.
8.4.4
Display and analysis of data. - As )art of the scientific collaboration between tile
American and Morocca n scientists. Mr. Nbou aMI Dr. Johnson Ihave developed software to analyze
aInd displ)y the compressed ASC'II data. Tii is prograin was developed to operale on any of tile
iroject 113M PC/AT personal comlputeMs. Separate programs were written for PPI and Rill data.
The color displly can be centered on any interesting portion of the radar echo anid can be enlarged
as inuch as necessariv to show all the relevant details of tile echo striLicttire. In addition, the displaly
c.11 he comhined with other available software to fproiuce time animat ions, animated loops of the
echo evolution, or both.
Such displI)'s can he used to view the echo growth Iani evol ut ion as a storm approaches Morocco
anI moves into tile project area. When the PPI and R I I views of the storm andi its evolution are
comhined, tihe scientist has a good ovcrall view of tile storm structure that augments the
inlforIit ion avadild)l from other daita sources - an inmportant part of any ,torll case study. In
addition, by mn1itoririg the storIli as it moves through the project area, it is possible to obtain
estimntes of the ar
ca covera ILe anil dora tion of t he storm in the tarr.et area. These estimates form
a1n important part of the regions-of -potential approach for estimating the magnitude of possible
seefding effects.
8.4.5

Target-control analyses. -An alternative analysis offers the possihility of mec
(qultitativeevaluation of tlie seed ing[ elfets on ech strlictireL. For this analysis, three areas w,
designatild. These area's (figs. S. IXarid 8. 1I9) are all identical in size and in distanc ' from the radar.
The m irth ern aoilI sSouthrn areas are termed tile nrth and s(Oith control areas, respectively; tie
central region (wh
includes most of the ar a in which seeding is concentratei) is termed tile
target area. While aill thie areas have terrain feitures that can provide orograplic lifting, it is
appareint that the telrain in the targuet area is more iiounlaino s ard wil have greater likelihood
Of ail
rOL'rh[) ii fCC,ts Well aIs grrea tr anmounts of ground return. 'he Most direct comparison
htween the t;llgC( Ia]I cootrol areas would he ;i simple intercomparison of' tile a1rCi COVeeiLI by
radar echoes Nrid t heir nIgriitide (a ru1casure of prucipitation intensity). This approach, however,
is SUSleCt sincT t0e ground Rt1Ln1 is likely to be different in the three areas, and it would be
impossihle to gia ranitee thfat the differences in echo properties actually represent a real difference
in tile falling precipitation. I.imiting Ile analy'sis to elevation angles of 1.8' or greater will help, but
does no( co lpletly solve tlhis dilliculty.
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A better approach is to examine tile time evolution of tile echoes properties in target and control
areas. Figure 8.21, for example, shows the evolution with time of the areas filled by radar echoes
in the targzet area and in the northern control area. Only data collected at an elevation angle of
1.8' have been inclu deiL ill this analysis. In this case (March 4-5, 1988), the storm moved in from
the southwrest, as evidenced by the earlier onset of precipitation in the target area a:; compared to
the norithern control area. Seedinig generators were turned on well in advance of the storm's arrival.
FBef'ore the storm reached tile mountains, neither the target nor the control area contained any
signiflicant radar echoes. As the storm passed, both the target and control areas showed significant
areas of precipitation. Precipitation in the target area, however, was uniforlly more intense (by
a factor or 2 to 3).
3.4.6 Radar-rain gauge comparison. - Ifthe radar is to be used for quantitative measurements
of preciluita tion, it m ust be carefully calibrated. As a check of the radar calibration, a detailed
examination was conducted of the precipitation over Beni Mellal during two storms in February
N989, as measured by a recording rain gauge at Beni Mellal and by the project radar at Khourihga
(about 75 km f'rom Beni Mellal).
Data from tile recording rain eau.ge were analyzed in 15-minute intervals during tle storm passage.
The radar estimate of the precipitation was made using the standard Marshall-Palmer relation:
Z = 200 RI '

where Z is the radar rellectivity factor in nn" per cubic meter, and R is the rainfall rate in
millimeters per hour. Reflectivity factors for the nine range bins closest to the rain gauge location
were averaged, and the average was used to estimate the precipitation intensity. The radar
estimates of'precipitation intensity were converted into the same 15-nirnute tine intervals that were
used in the rain ga ue analysis. The resuIts for the storm of' I0February are shown in figure 8.22.
For this case, there was a corrclatio coficient of 0.8 1betveen the two estimates of precipitation.
The correlation cocfficient increased to ().9() when data f'rom both storms were used.
8.4.7
Radar echo characteristics. - A number of diflerent studies of the properties and
cliaracteristics off the precilpitat ion echoes have been perfornied by Mr. Nbou. In one analysis, lie
classilied the radar echoes as and, cell, or niulticell. Band
nilechoes were identified by the presence
of a single ehone1Ited echo or a gro ll (f echoes orientated along a cohinion linear axis and having
a cornrnoi hist ory. Cellular ec'hoes were individ ualIechoes having inaXimLin rellectivily factors of
20(d1Z or ea ter and Iifetimes of 30 inintes or more. M lIt icellular storms were more complex
sy'stells fornLed by the
(if ndividual cells, in whichi tile Constituent cells mailnained a
0er'er
separate identify. Banid echoes were O(ftl associated with either westerly or northwesterly flow
and senm to be associated with clouds of class Cl (sec. 8.1.3). In every case examined, the passage
of a cold Front was marked hby a single radar hand. The cellular echoes were generally associated
with ipost frontal convection (class C2). In general, tiostl'rontal echoes were of' Moderate intensity

with rather low echo top heights.
Figure 8.23 shows the distribution of echo types by synoptic situation. Four different synoptic
classifications were used, hased on an analysis of the synopic data and satellite imagery:
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postlfrontal, frontal, prefrontal, and airmass. Figure 8.24 shows the distribution of rain areas and
wIter volule as a Inction of the radar rellectivity factor for one case exhibiting aIbanded echo
structure.
Figure 8.20h shows an example of a moderately intense convective band located about 40 kilometers
east to south of the radar along a northea.;St-souitthwest axis on Febrary 21, 1989. The line of
echoes f'arther soutlCast it 80 to 100 kilometers is the front ridge of the Middle Atlas Mountains.
8.4.8 Summary. - The ra;iar has been a valuable addition to Programme Al Ohalit. The main
role of the radar is to supj )olit project operations; but data from tile radar have also been used to
assiSt ill cIse stulies, define Storm areIS a1il duralion for ROP analysis, and perform quantitative
aialyses of echo differences ill carecfully s.elcCed target and control areas.
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8.5

Snow Cover Mapping and Snowmelt Runoff Studies

I Ise ol Satellite itaCei \fIlor tiiapjin. Of snvow cover in lie AtlIS NI,o1unta
Wisas underta ken to
stll lOIt
llila
tl.
Al ( 'hnt 1i two iiit;iS. Ill th11C first ca.e, retrtospective S.tud)' of a drought
\'L';ve"
andI( i \'aOf
"
iollal re-Cilpit;itol was Li(lnelrtalkcn illthe Renote S.nsinm. Section
of'
ReLaiNia t ion's I XnVer ( )IliCe. Ill thle s'cond~ case, follow-onl work Involving silowmlt
andIL run1off,
nillc
;li!i'r IIl med hV ,kF.
Ahdi in prparation of an M.S. thesis at the South )ak(ota School
Oif .l\
in,es and TehllolO .
8.5.1 Objectives of the retrospective snow cover study. - ThLe retrospective
snow cover sttsl,
ial t\\ ohb, cttivcs. [lstl, dlocniiciitaitioii (if arecas of SCaSOIIaI lIowpaCk iaccumula.tiol
wa;s dIeSiredi,
Sic'c l i itL'ed ,'lWCO
in :1 \dalawee availahle at tle outset of tlie project. SCCond, ea;imhmtion of
the teIiOlal
Fai;ition of ""ow-covererl' area was undeLrCItaken as I possibl vari'ble for

uUse il

8.5.2

Description of the retrospective snow cover study. - A study of.satellite images
showing
%;i um rtaken for the winters of' I978-79, ; year of normal
lfI'.Iipit;ltiton, lil N8 1-,2, a dhol
.lt
year. l.ansl,,;at NIultispectralI S'annelr (NISS) iliage dat; ol
'the
airea e,._re,
lt..ld fri
theI al;tthL
met lro rmm (fflice, of the luropean Space Aency i
l:r;lt.t. It;i.,\.fIit
Nal ,OVcTlr;il' l't;iiim'f by the Advanced Very I liuh Resolution lRadiomieter
(AVI IR) in.sl++trillllis (oI ho;ard the' NOAA andI'lI R(OS saltellites waS lbotIht froml tie
Centre die
leteorologie Slpti;tl. in) lilolli., France.
siiOW c*).,r In the Atlus Nlotnt; li

The studV
L'IS ist'
d of I
I+CL'
Iu._d
basiS iin
the Atllas Mount1i tins tributary to the Oum lF r Rbia
;and 'l'Asifll RiverS. lih bIs ranve i size' From 2(0)) to nearl, 25(t(1 ki and in
elevation from 40(0
to o r l10() itLS. TWV all
uIicted in figure 8.25. IL)ue to tlie high 'ost (i'diiklaIdata inl the
case';( Of I
an linmlited ava ilabilitv inl thle case of AVIIhR K sniow mapping was performed
JmsI
tlroulgt'lu;itail plhillm
totrpr.tation from hardI copy itlage products.
I.
.amds;;t positive
tr;ais;Ir,..'ie of+ is,ridl
2 (0.( to 0.7 l ) w're interpreted at a sc;I- of' I:500,000. AVI IR visible
-bandI black-anld-whit ' lrittS (if scale 13,50hl.
00,)()Vere iterplrete.d with the aSSiStlCC of' a Z(111
tris+lCr cope'101 odIucedIi
,
l at (ltS 0if SnW-coveed alrea at I:1,000,000 scale. Fiiure 8.26
lPr'snt:s a samllle lI.;indsat imiag, ligure 8.27 presents a sample AVII RI scene
of' Morocco.
r-CS+Iltilm oWfth (riina
LliL itil la.anlsat MSS dIa is 80 meters, and f'or the AVI IIZR alta itlheis
I kilonitr. SI.w\VOVTr.d rL 'ws interpretetl fromr1 I.;nIldsat iIiriU4S for'I
1d tes and from
AVI llZIR im;Ics I+Or
13 more, for a, total of' 29 mapping (fl
atcs Over the two Vinter sasoills.

( ;eogt'pliic in foriIllit iii svst eml ((IS)

software was used toi diii ve tilie siiliw cover initerpretat ions
aidle basinl b)oHRNida rIs and toIcalculate tilie lVOiroll
01ii
(fSIlO\w-COVCered
area withIiin tilie basis
lor ec. 'h daite With iaVailale cOve,.rage. "''Ii.S IirilOirtions ev2re jIlOtted a ainst
tme Ior each basi in,
as shown i'i gure X.28. The' ;Ii
es Iu tir lie curves %werealSO caCIlCuIIte(, b)y Sihill trapuzoid rule,
t( r,
iVL
t1
IirnlL-illUgI
'ILdI
;Isure of siow c(ver ilui its of total In(oW cover- days. These results
\v're alyzed staitistica'illy to CXIplore d.iI'IriceS in sniow cover witiin Iasiris
aid the correlati ons
ilslow cover a llulg the basils iiumler
trought a rid normral condit ions.
8.5.3 Results of the retrospective snow cover study. - A series of ct.stoni
color mapstof'snow
cove red al'Ca, in tile con text oif
basi bomndaries, major rivers, and cities, was produced at 1:600,000
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scale for all available dites ill tht two winters under study. This lrovided the necessary
dt+ocu.mI ullati on lof ' uie
location aniid extent of, Seasonal snowpack Under drought and normal
conditions.

Staltist i'al t'sts show d
1hat,
within :Isins, the differences in total Snow cover days for drought and
norm:1l conlitions aire ats Signifi'cant as those lor total streaniflow for the same periods. 'he
corel;ition coe flicIen! bet \weetI tot al sea sona l runoft ald tot,1 .tsnow cover days \\as 0.82.
[urt lierriiore, st rolg COtrrCI ltion.s hetw ei bas,.'+iS Were seen for the tenipora I va iat ion oflprolrt ion
Otf snow-c Wired ;Ire;,. ilhis sugg.'sts tlht I arCgt-CO'nt ril lpairs min.ght he identiftied and snow cover
diffterences track'd il tile saie \Vw Hit StiMeanlohw datia areC arialYzed for evalNuatitin liUrf loSCs.
Snow co'Ver for tIle IhSins won Id have to be pelr ori ed over a long hi storical lperiod, however. This
would providle the IIcCessa r, strong. corre iti( m between basins prior to tile period of weather
modifica tion activities. Then,i dcieIses in correlation duiring tile Seeding )eriOd couIld he
st:atisticallly e'v Iuated to aIssess tle iiMpact 01 tlIse activities.
A riore conililCtL,etiSctnssion of the retrspeclive snow cover sitidy and its results is provided by
Verdill ( I98)
8).

8.5.4 Objectives of the snowmelt runoff modeling studies. - The overall oljective of these
studies was to0 devehk I tol
0 for riiide'liiig flows yielded hy snowrnelt in major river basins of tile
At.las Mountains. Stch a tool could be used in simulation miode for a variety of studies related to
eliiIeCeiril iild ecolnni iriil).ct+s :asoci;Ite'd with ainnual fluctuations in qatintity of snowfiack. In
forecast mflode, it counld he a tiseful indicator fOr the developiCnt of suspension criteria for weather
niodifiCltion ictivities ;and a ge'1 r f(il(to tto Suppftort water raiilragemeiit decisionmaking related to
reservoir operatioii, irrig;itiou schedltlliig., aind municipal water supplies.
Specific ohjectives of Ni r. ,\ bidi's thesis work were (aI) adaptation ofthlie Martinec-lRango Snowmnelt
lturioff Modl (SRSlI) 10 tfie Tillotigit basin of tlie Allas Moutntliris, (h) development of a digLital
siiow riaf)plllig li)rIce~du: using AVI I RR iniagery coillected over Morocco during 1986, and (c)
siniulation of I)80 flows ill the Tillotiguit basin as a test of the model.
8.5.5 Description of the snowmelt runoff modeling studies. - The SIRM is based on the
degree-day apFproacli for modelling tile snowiiieIt process, wherein the melt water released from the
seasonal snowpack is assumed 1( be iproportioral to air temperat tire in the basin. The advantage
of such a111
approach lies in its simplicity, since air temperature is a practical index of tlie complex
set of thermodynamiic processes makingil
the snowiack energy balance. I)aily air temllperture
data alre (irdiiNIaily available in or near almost any basin of interest. The SRM requiresi
only these
danta, lirc~ilfitation data, and sniow-covered al-ca estimates on a daily basis to generate mean daily
flows for a basin, once it Iias bee.n Set u1p for tIat sptcific basin. Setu ) involves tile det errilation
of basin param eters based oin its physical ,'iaracteristics. These include identifica tion of rutiioff
coefficients and iielh rate fact ors fOr eachi elevation band into which the basii is divided, an air
temperatire lapse rate for extrapiolation of data to higher elevati ons, a critical air temperaItire for
classifying precipitation as raiil orr Snow, and a lag time antid recession coefficient to describe the
manner in which melt water rleches tile mouhli o1itile basin. I)ivisior of the basii into elevation
bands is accormplished through exa mination of area-elevation curves prepared from topograplhic
data, such as that presented in figure 8.29). Ilistoric streamtflow data are used to determine runoff
coefficients, the lag tiiie, and the recession coefficients. Figure 8.30 offers a schematic of the SRM
and the input it requires to be set ilp and generate streaniflows.
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The "l'illoujit baSin (baSin 12 of fi. 8.25) was selected 10 simulation
due to its location il Ile
target area of l'roineri
AI 6hait and its ilport;Ce to the Op~eiItion of the Bin F OUnlIn
,'1
reservoir. It is over 25W() kil i inrca anrd has elevations ranging From 1050 to
3-10)0 meters above
Sea level. The SRM vIs set up for the "rillo
basin using avalilhl streainflohw, ;air
h.it
tmlperalIilLre,
alnd snow cover dit ttlr'179.
1
Air (teImpeurature dilta fIrom the slation at IBin I-1 ()uidane were
extrapolalted to me1an hlypsornelric clevations of elevationl IbanIs in the
.sin using4 h.
1)C Iate
(etermined from So11n1in- ata, troiri Ieni NIelilN. Melt rate faIctors and
runoffT coeffic.icents were
lowed t vIt v int il thI rc wastacctale a r rint.en t betveen observed arlid
siiiiIIli ted stIe,'inlOws.
I)igita snilov rr ap)ing Irocedures we.re devehlped Oln the I I
'PC/A°
'Fusing tie FASI/PA"I: in;aie
processing sofftware of' IP(I, Inc., of 'l'Toronto, ('anada. Seven cloud-fr'e
dii.it I AVII RR scenes of*
the Atlis Mountains were availahle hlr tle ['chrtry-April 190 )eri)d. Also available
was one 8t)
meter resolurtiion lInd.Nt NI SS sce'ne a'lirIeId within 24 hors of1 the I:ehlru
;ry 12, 1980, AVII RR
scene. This scene was used to Calibrate a hi. tto.rain cultofT threshold ftor
discrimirating between
sntow-covered and snow-lrice pixels in the co;Irse-rs'outItion ,\VI IRR data
set. The tireshtoLdI w'as
extrapola ted to AVI IRR datla stts On other dtlets by a simple normalIization
calcu tition based on
solar zenith arngle.
Snow cover depletinniuLIrves 1()r NIr rch 1986 Were develo)ed froml tile resuIts
Of tlie digitalI snow
o'ver map))ing juSt des(rib(l, a1rid tem)erat ure and lrecipit tion dala fIor thlt
mot hIwere' obtaine.hd
froml N'iorcc v Isi tlit settIp established with I1979 laItal fkM the "l'illomugit
basin, streailflo\\s
W(r, slluhi;L'te(, WitI tile SRIN for NINrch l980. N easured Streamlflows for
that iionth were then
, of
obtaInedl evalute the lpCrforiinc+C
the Model.
8.5.6 Results of the snowmelt runoff modeling studies. - Agreement
between mieasured and
simula:ted flows 1kw the. liltohmguit basin in III7 ispresented in Iligtire
8.31I. The match is
characterized ,\1w a oEl l vortii'tric. dilfrircT of, only t1.5 percent
and an accouIntingfor
8-1 percent of the valriailion illesure.d
;n daily discharge h the ;ISRM. lhis is izood1 aizrteuemeunt.
ThI ra'l est Of* the MOd(l, howtvl, is lkitrnl ill tI results I'r MaIrCi I
980. Th
aIre
M preented
ill
inre 8.2. I lcrc the volti lic diuIncC, was 0 [lercerit, Nid tle SR
actunted
1CI
lt1w
72 pelrcent of the I hilv variation in (lischar;(ge'. IThis is a 10od re_'sutlt, cosi(dLring
tlt tile observed
.sIreaIllhflows for Nichlr 9 hadI no influence
1
on the riole(lCh diSchMrI-e.
8.5.7 Conclusions. - 'lie SRN IldhIben showvn to he ;ai)r;ictcal tool
I'r modeling StrCainIl jows
in lhe msirs tf the /\tlaS %lotilntIllns. While it
niot he slfficienlv sensitive to evaliate weather
iotdlification, it cal lrodiwe resllts ofI signific; irt ntility Ilkr fCfligHirIiri
aid eco10lnlic StudieS.
e'ervoir OPCrloris ait
majo kwicilit.ics, like ilin II ()rjdare reservoir, might derive important
benelits thirmghI its risL. I1up-to-dare ,\\VI II Iimage dalt;1 can he irovided,
then all iecess;nry, tools
will h prese~nt tm rise of the ntiodel in I(rcat i(t'.
This isIbcauC;ie tlre inlage processing
sothwar aiiand tHi S
t, l both reside onl the sane IIIN I'('/AT. lull realization (I the benefits
that
niifht he pro)videf hW Uise Of thre model nvow awaits (lly its refinement 1,1
lhe Tillougtiit basin and
expansion of* its ;rlllhicait im1 t other iril)rtint Ilisins of' the Atlas M/ountains.
The SRIM il;rv proidh
Iseful co\';iniate+s kvkstatistical analyses arid evalutiaion Studies. )ita sets
tOr ext IC(d II ii ds Vr needed [I r thist Stlis
Itov
develop a sample size large enough to provide
Iiisttoric ild seeded infnation IOr the priid Of stlatistic; alys1),Sis. "[he model
S10hotuld be extended

1,17

to

h)1isiI)s ifl IhC takllt_,t itiLt01
cItI) r U
-01i
fr
f o I ormcllirhCsivt-, Cov'I.' I; , of illj)OrI aflt I sills
,
iN the I i1
ls tl it 1r I l.C watCr 10 the-C ()Cd Oun1
,11 r i rbiI a IuldthII
"i'.LIsi't RivCrS.
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8.6

Summary of Scientific Analyses

lhC IMCredhLni seCijoIls hiii%, j)i[e.,SCilIcd ilh. ifI)OrtanNt illiti l rLCSuits fro0111 StudiCs
that ar'c in
IFO1r' LIsll.
t\
a c-i 'hile
ic1 lir iiallV. li_' indic'tc th_ cajlabiliticsof th SAIT and ilitial plhysicall
r,'sult ,, of h) l tant usIIi . l'S.
,tuiidIs silid hC' LOn'utinucd to build larger sapi.s Of cases and
to b+,rahden tl,
i l'
10lcrlt
t(211(i1
ire '
j-'c'ir O o fdIthe i)rOjc('t. ThiS snIegCst6ion is
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Figure 8.25. - The 15 gauged basins of the Atlas Mountains for which
snow
rover was mapped in the retrospective study.
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Figure 8.26. - Example Landsat band 2 image of the Atlas Mountains for
February 23, 1979, covering basins 2 through 11 of figure 8.25.

Figure 8.27. - Example AVttRR visible band image of Morocco for February 23,
1979.
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Figure 8.28. - Plot of proportion snow-covered area versus time for basin 8 of
figure 8.25, Ait Tamlilt, for the 1978-79 and 1981-82 seasons.
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Figure 8.29. - Area-elevation curve for the Tillouguit basin, showing
determination of mean hypsometric elevations for each of the
three elevation bands used to model snowmett runoff.
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Figure 8.30. - Schematic of the Martinec-Rango Snowmelt Runoff Model.
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Figure 8.31. - Plot of simulated and measured streamflows for the Tillouguit
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9.

STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF CLOUD TREATMENT EFFECTS
ON STREAMFLOW

9.1

Introduction

The principal goals of the Moroccan demonstration cloud seeding program are to provide some
alleviation of the ongoing drought and to establish the basis for a long-term program. Cloud
seeding, which commences on about November Iand terminates at the end of April, is primarily
intended to increase precipitation over a portion of the Oum Er Rbia basin that feeds the Bin El
Quidane reservoir (fig. 2.2). This target area receives precipitation from clouds that develop over
the Middle ind High Atlas Mountains.
Operational seeding procedures employed in Morocco call for the treatment of all potential cases
expected to affect the target area. Consequently, the program is known as an operational program
as opposed to an experiment with randomization where cases for seeding are selected according
to a random procedure and some proportion (usually one-half) of all cases is not seeded, but
measurements are taken for making comparisons.
Evaluation of seeding effects in operational programs, as well as in randomized experiments,
requires comparisons of seeded data with similar nonseeded data. Experiments provide nonseeded
experimental units along with the seeded ones. Operational programs do not provide nonseeded
units since all potential units are supposed to be treated. This makes it essential to obtain historical
datal for the basis of comparison in operational programs. The type of cloud seeding program,
operational or experimental, and the type of data available, such as streamflow or rainfall, affect
the statistical evaluation performed.
Section 9.2 includes some background material and philosophy on statistical evaluation of cloud
seeding programs. Section 9.3 covers the statistical design developed for Programme Al Ghait.
Target and control dta available for the evaluation are discussed in section 9.4. Estimation of the
amount of time the project must be operated to achieve a selected confidence in the results is
covered in section 9.5. Section 9.6 covers the use of the Rhea orographic precipitation model
(Rhea, 1978) in the evaluation. Section 9.7 discusses the status of the evaluation given available
seeding information.
9.2

Background and Philosophy of Statistical Evaluations

To evaluate the results of cloud seeding, the sampling of some selected variables such as streamflow
or precipitation is necessary. Two types of errors normally occur in sampling a variable: random
and systematic. An example of a systematic error is the underestimation by rain gauges of
precipitation from snowstorms with substantial wind. Some random errors occur due to the random
behavior of weather. Systematic errors, better known as bias, should be reduced or avoided only
to the level of random noise since additional benefits cannot be obtained by further reduction unless
the random noise is also reduced.
Necessary conditions for unbiased comparisons of seeded and nonseeded measurements, such as
streamflow from operational programs, are that the selection of seeded units be objective and that
the method of selection be applicable retrospectively to historical data to select comparable units.
The validity of historical comparisons is substantially improved, in the sense of less bias, if long
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term units such as entire months or seasons are employed ind all such units during the program's
duration are included as seeded regardless of seeding amount (Gabriel, 1979). lowever, this means
seeding effects can be greatly diluted if weather forecasts are poor aind heavily relied upon,
equipment fails frequently, or the operational design is inadequate to allow treatment of important
potential cases (such as may occur during night hours).
Once a seeding progNr lnl is Rully Operaitional. thle dilut ion Of results by inclusion of, for example, a
month when little seeding took place due to equiplent faiiure is the price that must be paid for

al more unbiased analysis of sLich programs. The gain is pernmitting a more valid evaluation.
Whatever the time units used, analysis ca1n be unhiased only if it compares all such units that

occurred dLring the seeding )rogran with all similar historical units. Once the program is deemed
fully operational, analysts mu;t not omit any nonseeded eligible units to compare with nonseeded
units only those actually seeded in an attempt to avoid dilution. I lowever, early trial seeding units

(see the last paragraph of section 9.3. I for the definition of seeding unit) obtained during program
initiation can be eliminated provided that it is clear that the required full operational status and
procedures had not yet been estahlished.

Cloud seeding evaluations that involve comparisons of' seeded information with historical
hydrometeorological data assume two important premises: (a) stream flow, or precipitation in some
analyses, is independent of historical like data, and (b) detected changes in the distribution of the
selected response variable, such as vtreamflow, are due to cloud seeding. The first assumption is
likely, particularly if drought years that have caused the decision to seed can be eliminated. In the
second assumption, for successive seasons as seeding units, no clear indications of dependence
(serial correlation) or nonstationarity (probability structure changes with time) are documented, so
historical comparisons of seasons would seem to have useful validity.
The statistical design for evaluation of' cloud seeding effects in Morocco by Mielke and Medina
(1987), l)roposed, as part of a group of analysis procedures, the application of historical regression
where one or more control variables are employed to adjust for natural variability in the data. This
adjustment will generally reduce the number of seeding units necessary for achieving a desired
probability of detection (probability of' correctly rejecting the null hypothesis for the selected
alternative hypothesis). The primary argument against the use of historical regression is that the
degree of applicability of regression expressions, particularly those built on small samples or "snap
shots" of' the data, into the future is unknown. Consequently, the use of regressions to forecast
meteorological results well into the future is discouraged. In the manner in which regression is
applied in the Moroccan seeding program evaluation (Mielke and Medina, 1987), the potentially
detrimental effects of historical regression are substantially reduced.
Others have been concerned about the use of historical comparisons in the evaluation of
operational cloud seeding programs. Gabriel and Petrondas (1983) claim that operational-historical
comparisons on precipitation data by standard statistical methods produce appreciably more
significant results than should properly occur. They employed extensive worldwide precipitation
records in pseudo-experiments where at least five different statistical tests were applied.
Recognizing the various problems with historical comparisons, the statistical techniques employed
in evaluating the Moroccan project have been selected to lessen these difficulties. For example, the
use of pooled samples of the historical ind seeded units (e.g., historical years plus seeded years)
in th,- application of regression lessens the potential detrimental effects of substantial natural
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differences between the historical and seeded samples. The use of permutation procedures (Mielke
and Medina, 1987), with their minimal assumptions and their character to compare the actual
outcome with those from all possible permutations of like samples, is less likely to produce overly
optimistic results, as Gabriel and Petrondas (1983) discuss.
9.3

Project Design

9.3.1 Available data. - Typical hydrometeorological data available from mountainous terrain
consist of measurements of streamflow, point precipitation at a number of locations, and snowpack
water content at some snowcourse sites. Shown in figure 2.2 are the locations of available
streamflow and precipitation gauge sites in Morocco of potential use in the statistical evaluation
of cloud seeding results. A survey of available Moroccan data indicated that the best historical
information in quantity and quality consisted of streamflow. Monthly measurements were available
from 30 stream gauges in 8 watersheds, including the Oum Er Rbia basin, of most interest for
the
conduct of the cloud seeding.
Streamflow has several desirable qualities for evaluation of cloud seeding effects. Inparticular,
it
sums (integrates) water in space and time. This reduces the variability of measurements, an
item
of importance to a statistical evaluation since it may lead to a shorter period for determination
of
seeding effects. Integration in space yields estimates that include water produced at all elevations
above the gauge, including the higher areas where most heavy precipitation occurs. Additionally,
evaluation of streamflow is appealing because estimates are on the principal variable of interest,
that is, water in the rivers.
Precipitation data were available for a few sites as indicated in figure 2.2. However, only a couple
of locations aire in the selected target area, and these a-e at middle and lower elevations, too
low
to produce a useful (to the evaluation) indication of precipitation at high elevations. A few point
measurements generally are not adequate to describe the precipitation over a watershed
at an
accuracy adequate for evaluation of cloud seeding.
Some historical data were available for several snowcourses located above Bin El Ouidane reservoir
(fig. 2.2). Again, the data set was not adequate in quantity or quality for statistical evaluation
of
the cloud seeding.
After a thorough consideration of the type, quantity, and quality of the historical data available
for
the Moroccan project evaluation, it was clear that a statistical evaluation design was required
that
focused on techniques for the detection of small differences in streamflow. Consequently,
streamflow became the primary response variable of measurement for the cloud seeding project.
The evaluation requires that a seeding unit be selected for which measurements of the response
variable are obtainable for all the seeding and, retrospectively, in the historical period. In Morocco,
the seeding unit of preference is the assemblage of all the clouds affecting the target area during
a selected time period, such as a month or a season, in which some or all of the clouds are selected
for treatment. The two time periods of most interest were months and s;easons because
less
response variable noise and other complications mentioned in section 9.2 were likely with their
use.
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9.3.2 Selection of the target-control design. - Two designs have been used in the past to
evaluate effects of cloud seeding over an area. The first one, which is now rarely used, is known
as single target and involves treating seeding units associated with a single area. In this case the
evaluation of seeding results from an operational program would be based on differences between
target measurements for treated and historical seeding units, for example, monthly streamflow
measurements for the response variable for the treated period versus like data for the available
historical period.
The second design is the target-control design. It also involves the treating of seeding units
associated with a single target area. However, measurements are also taken at a nearby control
area that is selected so that response variable measurements are well correlated with those of the
target area, but are not contaminated by the cloud treatment in most seeding units. The control
data are carefully paired with 'hose of the target area which then allows the application of statistical
techniques to compensate for extraneous natural variability. As a consequence, the target-control
design is more efficient than the single target aesign, and, therefore, fewer seeding units are
required to detect differences in the response variable due to cloud treatment. Thus, because of its
greater efficiency and the type and quality of data available, the target control design was selected
for use in Morocco.
9.3.3
Statistical techniques. - Precipitation and streamflow, like many other geophysical
measturements, are statistically distributed in complex ways that defy simple analytical
characterizations. The statistical techniques selected for application to Moroccan streamflow
depend on permutations of the available data. With these methods there are no questionable
assumptions about the statistical distribution of the response variable. The inferences of the
selected procedures depend strictly on the data available.
Specifically, the techniques selected consist of least-absolute-deviations (LAD) regression and the
multiresponse permutation procedures (MRPP) employed within the framework of the target
control design to estimate the P-value, the probability that differences in the data samples in
(luestion are due to chance. These procedures are discussed in detail in the statistical design
document by Mielke and Medina (1987). The procedures are applied to data through fast-running
computer programs that can be run on microcomputers such as the IBM PC/AT or equivalent.
The combination of LAD regression and M RPP yields a P-value in the testing of null hypotheses
(hypotheses of no effect). A different method is necessary to estimate the actual treatment effect.
The technique selected for Morocco is the double ratio. It has been described in section 2.5 and
is also discussed in Mielke and Medina (1987). The double ratio is frequently employed in quoting
estimates of results of cloud seeding. Essentially, the double ratio adjusts the ratio of the target
seeded streafmlow to historical streamllow by the ratio of the control streamflow for the seeded
period to control streamflow for the historical period. Wide use in other winter seeding projects,
thus furnishing a good bisis for making comparisons, and ease of application contribute to the
double ratio's utility for estimation of seeding effects on streamflow.
9.4

Target and Control Data

The target stream gauge selected was that at Bin El Ouidane reservoir (fig. 2.2). It integrates
runoff from the Otied El Abid afnd Oued Assif Melloul, the two principal rivers feeding the
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reservoir. Daily flow measurements were available for the
Bin El Ouidane gauge for September
1953 through April 1989.
As indicated by Mielke and Medina (1987), the Tensift
basin was selected as the primary control
area because it is more frequently upwind during important
precipitation events than other nearby
nonseeded areas and, due to the southwest-northeast orientation
of the Atlas Mountains, is less
susceptible to contamination under northwesterly flow of
moist air. Flow from this direction is
considered more likely to lead to contamination problems;
contamination diminishes the control's
usefulness.
The survey of historical data for quantity and quality indicated
that four control stream gauges in
the Tensift basin produced useful records of streamflow
for the statistical evaluation. These are
listed below along with the record length available for each.
Control stream gauge

Record available

Aghbalou
Jmim El Hamam
Sidi Rahal
Taferiat

1964 - August 1988
1970 - June 1988
1964 - August 1986
1954 - May 1988

Data quality for the four control stream gauges was
examined and considered preliminarily
acceptable for inclusion in the evaluation [see Mielke and
Medina (1987) for a discussion of data
qualityj. The final selection of control gauges awaits the results
of further data quality checks. The
collect ion, prepa ration, and quality control processing through
removal of provisional status on sonic
streamflow data may require up to 2 years after collection.
Correlations with monthly streamilow for November through
July of the historical period prior to
1984, for the control gauges with Bin El Ouidane, are given
in table 9.1. Mean monthly flows in
millions of cubic meters are aiso given.
Table 9.1. - Correlations of control gauge streamflows with
flows into Bin El Ouidane.
Control gauge

Taferiat
Sidi Rahal
Jmim El Hamam
Aghbalou
Bin El Ouidane

Mean monthly
flows (M M3)
13.35
8.66
17.15
13.07
126.49

Correlation with

Bin El Ouldane
0.78
0.75
0.39
0.81

(202
(188
(162
(135
(279

months)
months)
months)
months)
months)

All correlations are significant at < 0.0001. From mean
monthly flows it is observed that flow into
Bin El Ouidane reservoir well exceeds the sum for all
the control gauges. Jmim El Hamam
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produces the lowest correlation at 0.39 with Bin El Ouidane, in part because it is the most distant
from the reservoir.
The control streamflow selected by Mielke and Medina (1987) to be employed in the evaluation
of seeding effects on Bin El Ouidane consists of the mean, for each time unit selected (like
months), of the four control gauges listed above. At this time, it appears that all four gauges will
be included in the development of the mean. However, there are some remaining data quality
questions that need to be resolved.
Using the historical data set for the individual control gauges, the correlation for the computed
(perhaps temporary) control developed from the four gauges with Bin El Ouidane was 0.66. When
the streamflow values are summed (integrated) to form seasonal totals, the correlation between the
computed control and Bin El Ouidane increases to 0.73. These values are a bit lower than those
reported by Mielke and Medina (1987). This is due to changes in the data as a result of quality
checks since their work.

9.5

Estimation of Project Length

A quantity that is useful for planning and designing a cloud seeding program is the probability of
detection. This quantity, generally known as the power of a statistical test, is the probability of
correctly rejecting the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis. The concept and
methods for its estimation are covered by Mielke and Medina (1987) and are not repeated here.
However, some discussion follows regarding how this quantity derives its usefulness.
A data set collected in the conduct of an experiment is, in reality, a small "snapshot" of the universe
that consists of all possible outcomes. Geophysical data include possible outcomes that are
aberrations and not representative of the typical behavior of the phenomenon under study.
Consequently, if a conducted experiment draws a sample containing even a few outliers, or
aberrations, an actual treatment effect may go undetected (known as a type 11 error in statistics)
due to the requirement for a larger sample than project plans allow to overcome the effect of the
outliers.
Estimation of the probability of detection from large historical samples will enable the development
of project designs that better allow for the potential detrimental effects of the "snapshot" view of
the phenomenon. For example, in using a historical data set that well exceeds typical sample sizes
for the variable under study, 100 "snapshots" (samples) are drawn at random from the historical
data and are analyzed as though 100 experiments were conducted; that is, one-half of each of the
100 drawn samples are adjusted by insertion of a treatment effect, and then a P-value is obtained
for the subsample pair for each of the 100 samples. The 100 P-values can then be employed to
estimate the probability of detection. This process can be used to estimate the number of seeding
cases required for a desired probability of detection, at a selected significance level, for each of the
inserted simulated increases in the response variable (such as streamflow). More than 100 samples
may be studied to ensure more stable results.
Estimates of the probability of detection were developed by Mielke and Medina (1987) for use in
designing the Moroccan cloud seeding program. Given in table 9.2 are their estimates for selected
treated durations, significance levels, and simulated increases of the response variable, streamflow.
Useful historical data commenced in 1962 and ended in July 1984. November through July were
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Table 9.2. - Estimates of probability of detection (power) by significance level,
treatment period, and simulated monthly streamflow increases
(values from Mielke and Medina, 1987).

Increase (%)

10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15

Treated period
(months)

Significance
level

Power

54
54
72
72
36
36
54
54

0.1
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.05

0.54
0.39
0.65
0.48
0.80
0.69
0.90
0.76

VaIuIes floiii table 9).2 indicate thlt with i signilicance level of' 0.05 and a simulated I0 percent
increase, a proba hility of detcc'tion of 0.39 is attained with a treated sample of 54 months. 'The
resuilt impro0vCs to 0.5.1 if I signi licance level of' 0.I is acceptable. The results improve substantia lly
if simuia te.d inceIasrL'eIs ar.I 1 pircent. Since increases in stream flow due to cloud seeding are
expected to he .bout
l
I I perctiIt, resuIts given in the table suggest that at least 5.1 months with
treatment effects are rcquirel to adieve the 5)-percent probahbility of delection (witih a sign ifica ne
lev.l of (. I). This stgests "hat, at a minimtim, 6 full seasons of chlud seeding are requir.'d where
tile r';itrll' nl 'eficiency0i sedauble clouds is fcar I() percent (see chapter 7 for a disCIussion of
treatment elficiencv).
[he issue of trea tillit effticLency is an important one. If, for .exaulIe, only half of the secedable
cases
ire
trea.ted, then the re(qiIired ni uber of' seeding units (iinths in the current discussion) will
approximately double (I X iiontlhs in ilie example given above) to achieve the same iprobabil1ity of
detection. 'his shows tile substantial inportance of keeping vital equipment and personnel on
line for tile treatimeint of* all storms that may have seeding potential.
Froni tile purely scie.ltiiic point of view, the (.05 signi[ica nce level is ni uch more desirale thaun tile
0.I level. Addirionally, some scientific experiments require th.at sample sizes be large enough that
tie '-perceint probability of detection is achieved. The determination of what values to employ
and design into a program depends on costs and benefits involved and the desires of decisionnakers
regalrding risk.
9.6

Rhea Model Capability in the Evaluation of Streamflow

T'he Riea ot grallic precipita tion model has been employed in other orographiic precipitation
studies (Medina eI aI., 1979) to forecast winter precipitation and, conseluently, the seasonal
streanllow. EIstimation of Moroccan target area volumrne precipitation by a properly adapted version
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of the Rhea nliodel was considered to have good potential for development of a useful objective
covaterit foi u' i the statislicatlevalIntio. The model e.onlfnuraltic n and adaptation processes
are discussed in section 8.3.
lResu lts Irom rIMus ofI Ihe model, wiCh eSt iitiates the natural (nonseeded ) precipitation over tile
targt't area ihi alfnlly' obje'c'tive mainne'r, indic:ate that during the winters 0f 1984-85 anod 1985-90 the
ta rgCt ar1d control areas should have reLCivCd approximately the same alimont of' areal meaIl
p)recL'ilpl;ition. This is indicte'd hy the tairget/control ratio
T / C = .4.7)

/ 46.01 = 0.97

vhere 'T aid C are tihe nidel CSimaltes
t
of are'al iii ea iiprecip itat ion for the target and control areas,
respectively, iOr the seasons indicated. Montlhs included in each season are November through
April, as precipita tion aher April is likely to be rostly convective in nature, and the [il.a model
\VIs iot designed to IMndle Convection. Rawinsonde data ermployedI in tile runs ire those taken at
lieni MI aI as i1r of lIrrarnie,, Af (hait arId are considered to lie o' Ihigh quality.
According to the n uel, during the two winter seasons of 19806-87 and 1987-88, ;bott 53 percent
more precipitation should Ii;iV .ourreTdwitht ut
seling in bothli areas thanr during lie previous two
seasons and with a)1)roxiiately euatIl a mounits OCCuurring per area. Thi.s cari lie seen Froii the
target/control ratio
T, / (S = 09.72 / 68.72

1 I1

where "1",and C, are tilhe I.,pective model target and control are-il mlean precipitat ion estimates for
lie Winters irdic.alted (tllie subscri)t denotes a.seeded period). [he ratio of 1.01 obtainied here is
CorpaIrable to tile previous one at 0.97.
('onpanion va llties [or tlie hist orical winter seasons prior to 1984-85 are not given because thie
qualitv of lie rawirisonde data dtu ring those pcrioids is not considered Ldequate for this purpose.
Atnosplheric soundings (rawinsoride) from CaIsablanca nd Agadir were eriiployed ini model runs
for tilie historic; Irot(I ')1984-85; thercafter, project soundings taken at leni Mellal were used
hieca use, these were c nsidered mre apillicable arid of vastly superior data quality.
Model runs with tile ('asab;ilanca-Ag adir souncings may producC volnue precilitation estimates for
the taregt araCl thaot are usefIlul as an additional independent variable in multiple regression.
Consequtently, model rtuis were nia de arid results USed in mlltiple regressiii COilIut at iois. For
hisltorical seasons to 1984-85 (tile start of program), tile vanrice explained (R) in least squares
mulliple regression I'm tile dependent variable, larget strcaillow, with the two explanatory
(independent) variables, control streani flow arid Rhea model volume precipitation for the target,
indica tes lie model (foes not improve results UrInC.,essasoal time units are employed. The variance
exillli d in the iionlily aria lysis is ).5 1 with only tile contr l strea liflow passing the Statistical F
test for entry as a covaliate and 0.79 when seasonal tine units are employed and model valtes for
he larget qualiflv I . 1nt rv,. With seaso ialIunits and only tile control stream iflow as aill independent
V; a file,
th variainc, cXi;lin d is 0.62. Appareniitly, the sriioothhing process in seasCinlal sriius
reIlliMves soiie iioise iii tlie data, and seasonal almounit s remove th mliismatchtlhat occurs in mntil
dat wheii wiliter snowliiova riuns off latier duhring spriigt ime (ti lie rnisra tch decreases ile correlation
wilh imlodel estimates) to einable t le Model to Sill)lIy uSeful explanatory infborniation.
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Least squares regression will not be employed in tile formal evaluation
but is used here only f'
its utilik' in testing the capability of the model. Since the data set has
not yet been finalized, results
obtained for these types of analyses may change.

9.7

Cloud Seeding Effects on Streamflow th'rough 1987-88

As indiCaited in chapter 7. cloud sCeding2 efficiency records ire available
through the 1988-89
operational sea son. The cloud seeding efficiency of potential cases did
not exceed 20 percent until
Januar- 1987. This presents ;I major problem for the statistical evaluation because inclusion
of
results for the initial period with cloud seeding that commenced in November
19S4 and ended in
Decemler I198 will ce-ti lv' dilut' seeding effects of tie eventual overall sample.
As stated in
section 9.2, trial seedinni performed
u
as part of' program start up should be eliminated from any
consideration. In the ,\1oroccan program the urgency for additional
water due to a severe ongoino,
drought led to early initiation of the seeding despite the lack of adequate
equipment and trained
peisniOiVeI to fully cmer the ce'ograhlc)lliCl arca desired.
An importait iaspecl Of Che'\;iltiion0 is whether the initial Seeding
results (first 2 years plus
2 iontlis) should he inclidecd in lie strcainflow e;illunat ioll, iven
that, geneially, the seeding
efficiency was I1t 15 per'ent. 'hC bCSt cMwrSC Of ation applealS to
be deletion of the indicated
early seeding Ici Wid fr
,iUn
aIN
-siJer1ition
either ,is tralted or nontreated since tl'
- proiam had
not yet itnIched it' ilCtIl(d cp;l;iltv and any1seiiig acconlllished was
1moie in the nature of tril
seeding.

The CIorail lcatniclIl s;iinlteI< is Far llin conletihl (it cst 5-1 liouth1l1s
are needed) as streamllfow
for the c iitio
t.
is a\;iil;il ml throut,11
.1li1c 1)88 Icf a total of 13 noilissing iontihs, given
the elinnrin:1
i M of the Caly st-ceine reCsnlts. Soni1C Ifll comlrol valulcs are still
listed aS Missing
aInd are tiiv re\ iwt
',bt
\loi lcean hvdriologists. Ayi I'SehIS based on a Sample this size would
be v'irluallv :1Canitll'tCss bTcause t hey would be very unstable. Therefore,
preliiinarv lesults with
streamflow li,' the I I ,mlth with potential
treatment effects will not be comlpulted until lore
data ire obtained.
The dvehLplnlut of new probalhili tv of

tLCection valIues where streainflow for tle 13 mointis

available is taken ilt and lu1nt is also not varranted at this time
due to unresolved missinmg data

aid the brCviiy of the ic
CWd available. The hrief data set could easily give a wrong impression
of'
seeding results if stlrea inlow viallies logged are ii aberration froi the
averaige state.
M ore exploratory ainahlysis should be coIductled once the daLta are cleared
of provisional status.
Prelimi nary analvsis wil i lie Rhea nlodel rcsults looks encou raging
and needs more exploration
when additional data become available. Further exploralory analysis
could lead to stronger
explanatliry variables (covariates) and, consequently, more confidence
in the eventual results.
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10. HYDROLOGIC AND ECONOMIC STUDIES
10.1

Design and Objectives

The hydrologic and economic studies were designed
to determine the technical and economic
fea.sibility of cloud seeding technology as a water resources
management tool. The project design
included this study to provide a basis for rational
decisionmaking on tile use of this technology.
Three major parts of the study were as follows:
I.
lydrologic evalualion. - The primary purpose for
the hydrologic study was to evaluate
the distribution and use patterns of the aided streamflow
that might be produced from the
Moroccan Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project.
The objective of this study was to
determine quantitative differences in hydrologic
parameters measured from a "preproject"
(natural flow) condition versus a "project" (enhanced
flow) condition. The hydrologic impacts,
as estimated by the river simulation model, were
used in the economic evaluation.
2. Economic eva luat ion. - The purpose of the econorn
,.valuation was to provide a benefit
cost analysis of the value of the additional stream
flow that might be produced as the result of
cloud seeding versus the total Cost of cloud seeding
operations. The assessment of benefits
was based upon hydi ologic impacts from a ugmented
precipitation estimated by the river model.
The intermediate objectives for the economic evaluation
were to:
"

Identify benefits of incremental economic values for
uses of the additional water
supply from winter cloud seeding operations over tile
Oued Oun Er Rbia (GER)
basin terrain for hydroelectric power generation, domestic
and industrial uses, and
irrigation for crop product ion.
Identify costs related to capital investments and annual
operating expenses for
Programme Al Ghait.
Sum the benefits and costs to determine the
benefit-cost ratios for assumed
percentage increases in streamflow.

The economic evaluation includes the hydrologic evaluation
- that is, the use of Morocco's
computer model for the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin and
the data as applied to the snowpack
augmenttion project. Since actual streamfilow increases
are not yet available from the
statistical evaluation, the economic evaluation is
based on assumed percentage increases.
3. Applications activities. - Studies and training
that apply the findings and recommendations
of the physical and economic evaluations to practical
issues in water resources management.
In May 1986 a three-member Reclamation economic
evaluation team was formed. Mr. Patrick A.
I lurley of I)A RU was selected as the tean leader. The
other team members were Mr. R. Wayne
Cheney, I lydraulic Engineer, and Mr. Kent D. Shuyler,
Economist. This team of experts traveled
to Morocco during June 1986 to visit Moroccan Government
agencies, meet with Moroccan
professionals, and visit agricultural and other water resource
facilities concerning the management
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of the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin. The primary purpose of this visit was to start the process of
gathering data that the team would need for tile hydrologic and economic evaluations.
Early in 1987, as previously noted, the Government of Morocco (GOM) established the Scientific
Analysis and E-','aluation Team (SAET) for Programme Al Ghait and assigned GOM team members
specific areas of responsibility. Iihis initiative evolved into a joint Rcclamation/GOM effort, where
Reclamathion counterparts were identified to collaborate with the GOM scientists. The individuals
identified for the hydrologic and economic evaluations were as follows:

Task

Responsible
GOM
person

Responsible
Reclamation
person

RIVER model/hydrologic
evaluation

Abderrahman Mrabet
Boutayeb
Mohamed Oubalkace

R. Wayne Cheney

Economic evaluation

El Bachir Loukah
Smouni

Kent D. Shuyler

In the spring of 1987, Mr. Cheney returned to Morocco to obtain additional hydrologic data and
to collaborate on modeling procedures that would be acceptable to the different Moroccan agencies
as well as project staff. In October 1987 Mr. Cheney and Mr. Shuyler again traveled to Morocco
to obtalin alditiona economic data and to present the analytical methods to be used in the
hydrologic and economic evaIluaItions. During these visits to Morocco, they worked with their GOM
counterparts, Mr. Mrabet and Mr. l.oukah, on these tasks. The GOM scientists are pivotal in the
successful conmpletion of the evaluations, as they provide liaison with the various GOM agencies in
the collection and dec,lopment of the data. They also provide consultation to their Reclamation
counterparts to ensure that technical data are properly interpreted for the purposes of' these
evaluations.
10.2

Hydrologic Studies

10.2.1
Hydrologic data requirements. - The most important aspect of a hydrologic
evaluation is obtaining enou.h hydrologic data that are sufficiently free of manmade trends or
biases. River flows free of such influences are known as virgin or natural flows. Natural flows are
free of upstrearm regulation, diversions or exports, or any other manmade phenomena. If the flow
record is not free of such phenomena, then it must be adjusted to offset them.
The length of record is also very important because all records used in the simulation must have
a common length. Desirable record lengths are 30 years or greater.
Fable 10.1 shows a list of streaniflow records in the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin taken from a
summary of streamtlow records maintained by lIlydraulique.
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Table 10.1. - Stream gauging stations in the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin.
Stream/river

Oum Er Rbia
Oum Er Rbia
Lakhdar
Oum Er Rbia
Oum Er Rbia
Oum Er Rbia
Oum Er Rbia
Oum Er Rbia
El Abid
Lakhdar
Tessaout
Oum Er Rbia
Tessaout
El Abid
Derna
Derna
Oum Er Rbia
Tessaout
Lakhdar
Ghzef
Lakhdar
Faregh
Srou
Nourine
Chbouka
Oum Er Rbia
Tessaout
El Abid
Ouaomana
Amangous
Ahancal
Oum Er Rbia
Oum Er Rbia
Ahancal

Station name

Station
number

Khenifra
Sidi Maachou
Assaka
Kasba Tadla
Kasba Zidania
Imfout
Daourat
Dechra El Oued
Bin El Ouidane
Sidi Driss
Bissis Bissa
Mechra Ed Dahk
Ait Tamlilt
Ouaouirinth
Moulay Bouzekri
Taghzirt
Ouled Sidi Driss
Moulay Yousset
Ait Chouarit
Ait Sigmine
Addemaghne
Arba Aounat
Chacha NI'AellahH
Tizi Nisly
El Herri
Tarhat
Tamesmate
Ait Ouchene
Taghzoute
Tamchachat
Zawya Ahancal
Al Massira
Merija
Tillouquit

2901001
2700118
4500038
3701476
3701477
2700035
2700048
3701475
4600004
4500830
3601534
3701478
5400045
4500522
3701481
3701480
3602408
5400068
4501215
4501214
4501215
2701778
2901378
3702605
2901377
2901376
5400069
3700649
3702604
3000564
4600137
3501174
3500853
4600138

Date In
service
1927
1929
1930
1935
1938
1941
1950
1953
1953
1962
1963
1963
1964
1967
1967
1967
1968
1970
1970
1970
1973
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1977
1977
1978

In order to calibrate the simulation model accurately, computed
reservoir inflow under natural
conditions was obtained for the following facilities:
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Table 10.2. - Water management facilities - Reservoirs and irrigation
diversions within the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin
used in RIVER Model simulations.
Dechra El Oued (proposed)
Kasba Tadla
Bin El Ouidane
Ait Ouarda
Hassan I
Sidi Driss (proposed)

Moulay Youssef
Al Massira
Imfout
Daourat
Said Maachou

In addition to the considerable amount of hydrologic data gathered and analyzed, substantial
aiounts of* data were assembled that describe the physical characteristics of hydropower and
storage fiacilities that exist in the Otied Oum F.r Rbia basin.
The physical characteristics obtained for the abovC-listed 'acilities include (a) minimum reservoir
operating level, (b) maxim um reservoir operating level, (c) initial reservoir level, (d) initial reservoir

inflow, (e) initial reservoir discharge, (F) reservoir precipitation characteristics, (g)
reservoir
evaporation characteristics, (hi) reservoir area-elevat ion-capacity int erpolation tables, (i)
tailrace
dischaie Versus rese 'oir elevation curves, (j) plowerplant discharge versus reservoir
elevation
curves, (k) minuimini downstreail flow requirement, (I) river outlet discharge versus reservoir
elevation ciirves, aiid (ill) reservoir operating rule curves.
)ata to describe powerplant characteristics include (a) maximun pwerplant capacity, (b)
monthly
load factois, and (C) generalion versus discharge interpolation tables. )iversions and
projected
demadids Ior irrigation, doniest ic, aidinL hldustrial ises (iuluding monthly )attterns) were
obtained
for localions shown in figure It). I, which shows the watersheds, stream gaigCs, and dan
locations
withhil the Oued 01111 Ir Rbia basin. The type of diversion, whether bfore or after the
turbine,
or lor irrigation, inuici pali, or industiai1 use, is noted in figure 10.2, which is a
schematic
ref)resentalion of the (ued Oun IFr Rbia systen needed to plrforn a suitable
hydrologic
evaIiualt ion. The a nnualIlenard for each type of diversion is shown, followed by the percentage
of
retuirn flow to the river, Ice reita
lge delivered for agricultural use, an1d percentage delivered for
lom1estic (ini uniicilaIl a;ld industrial) use.
The evaliial ion tea11
ni ls
r, viewed the natural reservoir inflow data, dan and reservoir
characteristics, powerplant ch;iracteristics, and diversion and return flow requlremenits
that have
been prepared by I lydraulique for )larinirig arid niodeling purposes. This collection oif
data has
Ibeen reviewCed by the DMN and ONE staffs as well. These reviews have resulted in complete
dati;
sets thal have reisoiible ac'cCpltaince amlong several Moroccan national water resource management
aigeilcis aid are well siited] l'or the lydrologic evauiat ion.

10.2.2 Model design, basin configuration, and modeling assumptions. -The evaluation team
has reviewed the river/reservoir llodel (IZIVli7R) currently being used by 1-lydraulique and has

fouIrd it to be ;I sa.tictory tool for tile evaIura lion of enhanced strcanilow in tile Outid
Oui Er
Rbia hsil. The evaluation teaimu sought lild obtained permission fromn I lydraulique to use
RIVER
and the physical cliiaracteristics of the basin as assembled by I lydraulique for evaluatihg
enhanced
slreainlflow assu fill ions. (Rel'er to RIVER Prograln Operating Manual for complete
model
doc'ui nerita ion). RI VIIR is a genera Iized siinulat ion model designed to simulate
river and reservoir
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effTects IMsed on cIha ngim1 Conditions or alternative operating rules. This is ideal for the needs of
the evaluation study. 13eCause RIVE.R isa general model, it must be conl'igured Specifically for the
OUIed Oum l- Rhia1 system.
It should be ()tC tCihat RIVI-R is not an optiliziiation tool. The hydrologic evailuation will therefore
make no effort to oplt min. reservoir operations or op timize the use of water in the OUted Oum1
Er Rbia system. Rescrvoir operating rules used by i lydrauliquI in IVIR were emloyed
unchanged in this st udy. Since tile objective of this study is to measur elfects of' increased flows
in the basin as it currently (-xists, ilmprovements to facilities or operating procedutires that may be
jUStil'ied bcCa use of increTased streainflow are not yet considered. Revised operating procedures or
inil)rovueneits/expi iisiot of' failitics should be considered under recomlnded fu1tire Studies.
The procedures usIed for the hydrologic eviluation are designed to reduce the effects of errors that
n0rmnally exist in tlie b|asic data, the model used, and the operating rules 'ollowed. The effects of
most of these erro rs are_ initigate_!d by evaluating relative differences rather than I 'using on
albsolute values.

'I'he(2re fore, the hydrologic evaluation is based on the differenes between a

preproject (nattir I flow condition) aid a [)riject (ciinhaniiced flow) condition.
As stated earlie.r, 1hC plhysica1l CValation of tile lroiject has not beein comletued. Several additional
years of cloud scedin g pjerations will be necessary to lroduce statistically significant results.
" here fore, tile eva lUttiou lprocess bINa ii with assuimed Modi iatin
uof tie natural inflows to the
reservoirs. )ata From other similar weather mlodilication projects in the United States and arounrid
tle world icliCate that a reasOMiNhle range of increased strearnflow is hetween 5 arid I0 percent.
This hydrologic eva Ilation assumed two cases of increased reservoir inflow: 5 percent and
I0 percent. l'he naturail inflow at each of' the reservoirs was enhanced Iby approximately 5 percent
anrd lJ percent, but Only during the 7-month period of enhanced streanllow resulting f'ronii cloud
seeding operations ()ecember through June). This arrangement allowed 2 months Following the
end Of cloIud seeding Oliera|tiOiis in April for augmemited mrountain snowpack to nielt and flow into
the reservoirs. Strca iiilflow duriig the remainder tf' the year was not motdified.
It is expected thait the reservoir inflow pattern will not chagile due to cloud seeding operations;
therefore, the patterii (if nat ural inflow to lBin El Onuidalne reservoir was used ias the pattern Ior the
m1odified flows tlioug iout tile basin. A modification factor was designed to preserve the pattern
and modily the natutral annual stieaniflows by 5 percent and 10 percent, respectively, using the
following equat ion:

Y = A - (X-13)**2
where:
Y = the percent inease applied to iiionthly flow values
A = a constant to control the increase in streamllow
A = 12 for about 5 percent annual increase
A = 20 Ior aboIt 10lpercent annual increase
X = the number of the month being iiodified (I = September)
B = a lagging factor adjiusted for the desired pattern
B = 7 to Follow the patl,;rn of natural inflow to Blin El Ouidane
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The equation wvas f'urther limited so that Y was set to zero for July through November. (See
figure 10.3 for an analysi:; of tile flow modification equation.) It is important to note that this
procedure for modi ying strcamflow is an assumption. Once the physical evaluation of the project
has been completed, this procedure for modification should be revised to more closely represent
actual enhanced mountain snowpack and the resulting runoff.
10.2.3
Hydroelectric power
constructed by creating annual
production values were summed
Differences between the natural

production. - Basinwide hydroelectric power production was
totals from monthly production at each powerplant. Annual
for each plant, creating a basin total for each year of the study.
flow case and tile augmented flow cases were taul)uLted.

Figure 10.4 is a bar chart of those differences for each year of the study and shows that some
increase can he expected in every year of the study for both assumptions of increased streaniflow.
Tihe average annual increase in power production is 46 gigawatt hours (GWh) and 89 GWh for
tile 5-percent case and the 10-percent case, respectively.
Figure 10.5 is a frequency analysis of the difference between the natural flow case and the natural
flow plus 5 percent case, as well as the difference between the natural flow case and the natural
flow plus 10 percent case. This shows the maximum difference to be about 250 GWh and the
minimum difference to be about 10 GWh. It is particularly important that more than 30 GWh
annually can be expected for 50 percent of the years for the 5-percent increase, and more than
70 GWh can be expected on 50 percent of the years for the 10-percent increase. Figure 10.5 allows
the analyst to quantify the benefits of this increased hydropower resource at any desired confidence
level.
Furthermore, it is clear that the hydroelectric facilities that currently exist in the Oum Er Rbia
basin have sufficient capacity to handle a considerable increase in streamflow. Any increase in
streamflow will produce an increase in hydroelectric production without physical modification or
additional costs. Since neither assunption of increased streamflow is limited by powerplant capacity
in any year, future studies should consider an assumption of greater increased streamflows in order
to assess tile system's 'llI hydropower capability. Also, as soon as the physical evaluation can be
completed, this analysis should be redone with a better estimate of increased streamflow and a
consideration for changed operating rules designed for increased power production.

10.2.4
Reservoir storage. - Basinwide reservoir contents were assembled by adding the
end-of-year contents of each reservoir, repeated for each year of the study. Figure 10.6 is a time
series plot of the basin's reservoir contents for each streamflow assumption, namely, natural flow,
natural flow plus 5 percent, and natural flow plus I0 percent. When the reservoirs are full or
nearly full, the differences among the three cases are small or zero, as expected. The largest
differences occur when the reservoirs are in some stage of reduced capacity. This indicates that
tile reservoirs have sufficient capacity to provide sonic measure of carryover regulation with
increased streamllow. This analysis does not explore those limits, which should be considered in
any future studies.
The differences in reservoir content between the natural flow case and the augmented flow cases
are illustrated in figure 10.7. During times of low reservoir storage, differences in reservoir
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contents can be as high as 380 millions of cubic meters (M n'). The average annual increase in
reservoir contents is 59 N inl' and 114 M m for the plus 5 percent case and tie plusI 10 percent
case, respectively.
Fi.,ure lO.S
a1n.ened
expected at
expected 50
be expected

is a frequency analysis of the increased reservoir contents under both assumptions of'
st rea mflow. The analysis shows that some increase in reservoir contents can be
least 85 percent of the time. Equally important, more than 60 M il ' annually can be
percent of the time for the 5-percent increase, and more than 100 M il' annually can
50 percent of the time f'or the 10-percent increase.

About 15 percent of the time, tie increases in reservoir contents are near zero, and for about
3 percent of the time they are slightly negative. This result arises during times when the reservoirs
are lull Linder the IIraIflow case and any increase instreamflow cannot be retained. Slight
decreases in reservoir storag1e can occur with increased streamllow because the contents are
distributed dCifferenltly among the several reservoirs. Itthe operating rules were changed to favor
increased reservoirstorage, tlie storage decreases would prObahlly disappear and additional increases
in reservoir contents Would be likely. Changes in operating rules to enhance reservoir storage
should be considered in any I'Liture studies.
10.2.5 Agriculture and domestic water deliveries. - Agriculture and domestic water demands
an1d deliveries under tile two water SUlply assumptions were Stulmarized in two areas because tile
uses are soiewha t dLiflereit in each area. Under the natiral flow case, about 80 percent (i t',e
demands in the upper basin (Tadla area) are met inearly all the time (except for the extreme
drought in 1983 and 1984) as shown in figure 10.9. Under both assumptions of'enhanced water
sUirpljy, tile red Lict
ions in sioI tges are signific a nt.
Figure 10.1 )shows the increased deliveries in the upper basin for holh the naturalI flow plus
5 percent case aniLd the natural flow plus 10 percent case. Occasionally, increases of more than
200 N'l in' can be observed. Average annual increased deliveries over the study period are
25.8 M ill' and 53.) Ni nil' for the natural flow plis 5 percent case and tile natural flow pius
If) percent case, respectively.
Figure 10. 11 is a freqlUency ialysis of the increased water deliveries in the upper basin for both
water sup;1ly asstiiIll ions Sonic increase isidilcated about 80l)iercent of the tie, wliile signil'icant
increases can be expected at least 20 percent of tile time.
Water dlemLIands in the lower basin (Doukkala area) are less than

in the upper basin and are never
completely met by the na.tural flow or either of' the enhanced flow assumptions. Figure 10.12
shows that only about h.ilf of the demands are met with any consistency. During the extreme
drought periods, the lower basin deliveries are sometimes as low as 200 M in3 .
Figure f10.13 shows the increased deliveries in the lower basin Ior hoth the natural flow plus
5 percent case and tile natural flow plus 10 percent case. These increases are less than in the
uipper basin, but are nevertheless very signilicant. During soie of the water shortage years,
increases of 100 M Iin' are expected. It should he noted that some of the increased deliveries are
partially offset by occasional decreased deliveries. These are due to tile different distribution of
ava i~ible storage in the several basin reservoirs. Also, the reservoir operating rules are not tuned
to specifically prornote increased water deliveries. As mentioned earlier, some of the enhanced flow
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is consumed in increased reservoir storage. Future studies should consider the relative advantages
of using the enhanced flow for increased reservoir storage or for increased water deliveries.
Figure 10. 14 is a frequency analysis of the increased water deliveries in tile lower basin for both
water supply assumptions. Sone increase is indicated about 75 percent of the time, and significant
increases are expected at least 20 percent of' the time.
10.2.6 Recommendations for further hydrologic investigation. - One of the deficiencies of
this study is that it did not consider the effects of anticipated future water demands, water resource
development, or hydropower requirements. This study considered only the near-future case.
Further work on model con figuration, operating rules to more prudently balance reservoir storage
in extreme water supply events, and the allocation of water supply anong reservoir storage, power
releases, and releases for consumptive uses is also desirable. It is suggested that these additional
invest itins be l[MrsueI in concert with tile ongoing snowpack enhancement demonstration
project. Certainly these more detailed investigations should be completed before any operational
snowpack enhancement activities are initiated.

10.3
10.3.1

Economic Studies
Economic analysis procedures. 

10.3.1.1
General principles. - The economic analysis of the Al Ghait Winter Snowpack
A ugmeintat ion Project consisted of determining benefits from irrigation, domestic water, and
hydropower generat ion; determining the sum of annual equivalent berefits; and comparing this sum
to :innual qC(uliiva lent costs. In this analysis, tile econiom ic value of additionad water supplies that
might result from Progra m me Al Gihait is based on historic water use, as demonstrated in the
RIVER progran. The methods used for this type of incremental analysis, based on additional
supplies of water and additional hydropower production, are in use worldwide in economic analysis
of water and Lind resource projects.
Computationis are based on discussions, agreements, and data obtained from numerous sources in
Morocco, including I8 Moroccan Government sources, USAID, the World Bank, and several
sources in the U.S. I)epartiient of Agriculture (USI)A). For cross-checking statistics, data from
tile foIlowing sources were used: the Morocco Energy Model-POWER spreadsheet, the Doukkala,
Ta lla, and Settat farm budgets, and the Economic Intelligence Unit. The Doukkala and Tadla
irrigation areas are only parti:illy irrigated, with their distribution aiid delivery systems not fully
utilized. I lowever, the determination of project benefits considers full water supply under project
development conditions.
10.3.1.2

Hydropower benefits. - I lydropower benefits are calculated by multiplying the amount

of additional hydropower expected to be produced by tie project, by the unit cost of power from
alternate sources. The calculated cost is considered the equivalent hydropower benefit since the
project would replace a like anmount of power which otherwise would have to be produced by the
national systen using fossil fuels. The quantity of additional hydropower that might he produced
is determincd by averaging the results of power generation simulations for the 46 years from 1940
through 1985. The POWER spreadsheet, which is a subprogram of the Morocco Energy Model
(MEM), is used to deterrline the unit cost of power from the alternate sources.
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10.3.1.3 Irrigation benefits. - It is expected that the principal impact of a cloud
seeding project
upon irrigation in Morocco would be to increase the area supplied with irrigation
water, with a
corresponding decrease in the area where dryland farming is practiced. Therefore,
irrigation
benefits are calculated by multiplying the increment in return per unit area from
irrigated land as
compared to nonirrigated (rain-fed) land by the area expected to convert to irrigation
as a result
of the project. Three levels of benefits are calculated based on (a) GOM support
prices, (b) free
market prices, and (c) blended prices based on the proportion of each crop subject
to support and
free marketing. The analyses based on support and free-market prices are presented
as sensitivity
an:lyses.
10.3.1.4 Domestic water supply benefits. - Domestic water supply benefits
are estimated by
calculating the incremental cost to supply an equal quantity of domestic water
from alternate
sources for distribution in Moroccan cities. The cost of water from the Barrage de
Sidi Mohammed
Ben Abdellah extension is used in the calculations. Costs of domestic water from
the Ouijet Beni
Khmis Sur L'Oued Grou Dam and the Tiddas Sur l'Oued Bou Regreg Dam are based
on full costs
rather than incremental costs and cannot be used for sensitivity analysis.
10.3.1.5
Relationship of benefits to costs. - The economic valuation, or relationship
of
benefits to costs, is presented in the main analysis using the enumerated methods
of determining
benefits for irrigation, domestic water supply, and hydropower production.
Due to the complex price structure within Morocco, significant differences between
the World free
market values and the domestic prices exist. Therefore, in order to account for
the "true values"
of water that is consumed for hydroelectric power, irrigation, and domestic uses,
a comprehensive
analysis of shadow prices is required. This analysis is beyond the scope of this
project; hence a
simple analysis of known values in the free market and in Morocco is presented
as a sensitivity
analysis. This sensitivity analysis provides insight as to the range of prices and
effects on the
benefit-to-cost ratio. The detailed analysis is presented in the report by Goorian
et al. (1989).
Section 10.3.5 presents the summary of the sensitivity analysis in terms of benefit-to-cost
ratios and
total benefits to costs.
10.3.2

Benefit determination. 

10.3.2.1 Hydropower benefits. - Several incremental analyses were performed
to determine the
enhanced hydropower production derived from the project. Additional hydropower
generation
within the OER basin was calculated based on the 5- and 10-percent precipitation
augmentation
situations. Estimates of increased energy production were obtained from the hydrologic
river model
(RIVER) simulations using streamnfow data for the 46-year period of record from
1940 through
1985 for dams located in and near the Doukkala and Tadla areas.
The average animffidl ower generation from the Doukkala and Tadla area dams
for the 46-year
period of recidlhvi
-,1.determined from existing data. Plant energy consumption and electric
system losses fi,,
',ie phnt to the final wholesale point where the energy is transformed for
distribution t rci,,, aser,; are determined. The net available energy multiplied
by the unit cost
of thermal po% r yield., Lqtal energy value.
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Two dams produce hydropower in the lower OER basin: Al Massira and Imfout. No dams
produce energy directly at Tadla, but six nearby dams - the Bin El Ouidane, Afourer (Ait Ouarda),
Dechra El Oued, Kasba Tadla, Ilassan I, and Moulay Youssef - produce hydroenergy that enters
the national grid. These dams, which would be impacted by increased precipitation, and estimates
of additional annual average hydropower generation simulated in RIVER are listed in table 10.3.
Table 10.3. - Average annual changes in hydropower generation (GWh/yr).
Hydropowerplants

5% precipitation
augmentation
1940-85
Total
Average
GWh
GWh/yr

10% precipitation
augmentation
1940-85
Total
Average
GWh
GWh/yr

Doukkala area
Al Massira
Imfout

531.30
37.26

11.55
0.81

1,047.88
66.24

22.78
1.44

Tadla area
Bin El Ouidane
Afourer (Ait Ouarda)
Dechra El Oued
Kasba Tadla
Hassan I (Ammougez)
Moulay Youssef

481.16
396.52
302.22
20.70
231.88
98.82

10.46
8.62
6.57
0.45
5.03
2.17

980.72
709.78
601.68
40.48
471.96
184.92

21.32
15.43
13.08
0.88
10.26
4.02

Total

45.67

89.21

As noted in section 10.3.1.2, hydropower b~enefits are calculated as the cost of alternate energy
production displaced from the national power system. Assuming no load changes, the impact of
increased hydropower production from the project will displace an equivalent amount of power
generation from more costly oil- and gas-fired thermal plants that would have been produced in the
absence of the project. This incremental method of analysis considers costs saved by displacing such
thermal power at midlevel fossil fuel prices to be a measure of equivalent power benefits.
Several methods are available to estimate these hydropower benefits. The MEM developed by
Meir et al. (1987) was used. This model, which incorporates several programs and Lotus 123
spreadsheet software, simulates the institutional structure of energy planning in Morocco. For this
study, the electric capacity expansion module, or POWER spreadsheet, was used to estimate
incremental hydropower benefits. POWER estimates the optimal electrical capacity for the
Moroccan national power grid, given certain assumptions, and calculates capital investments for
new plant;, foreign debt, imported and domestic fuel costs, and energy generation and consumption.
POWER also estimates the difference in fuel costs due to additional hydropower generation
incurred by increased precipitation in the OER basin, including the Doukkala and Tadla areas.
Assumptions for all runs in this optimization analysis include a 16-year period from 1985 to 2000
for el ctrical expansion and fuel cost calculations, a 5-percent annual increase in power demand,
a 20-percent reserve margin, a project exchange rate of DH] 8 = $1, a constant installed capacity
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for the national power grid, and a midlevel oil price projection for the project period. For the two
optimization runs under project conditions, the average annual power estimates for the

hydropowerplants were added to the POWER data base. The first run increases hydropower
at the
identified dams based on 5 percent precipitation augmentation, and the second
increases
hydropower at the same dams under 10 percent precipitation augmentation. Average
annual
imported fuel costs were calculated for each run and compared to average imported fuel
costs for
the baseline optimization run. The differences in average annual csis between runs
following
project development and the baseline run represent the potential hydropower benefits associated
with this project. Hydropower production in each case is reduced by 15 perent to
allow for
transmission, transformation and distribution losses, and pL.-It losses.
Annual hydropower cost savings and equivalent benefits are shown in table 10.4.
Table 10.4. - Annual cost savings and benefits for baseline analysis.
Costs and benefits

5% precipitation
enhancement

10% precipitation
enhancement

2,001.47
5% increase
1,992.38
9.09
9.09
45,670,000
-6,850,500
38,8C0,000
0.2342

2,001.47
10% increase
1,980.73
20.74
20.74
89,210,000
-13,381,500
75,800,000
0.2735

Baseline analysis
Average annual fuel costs
Additional hydropower runs
Average annual fuel costs
Difference in fuel cost
Average annual benefit
Average additional hydropower, kWh/yr
System losses, 15%
Net additional hydropower, kWh/yr
Benefit per unit, DH/kWh
Total annual benefit, DH
Total annual benefit, $

9,087,000
1,136,000

20,731,000
2,591,000

10.3.2.2
Irrigation benefits. - Ais previously noted, the principal change in farming due to
augmented streamflow in the OER basin would be the conversion of some dryland
farms to
irrigated land. The difference in net farm income between irrigated farms and rionirrigated
farms
- that is, the incremental net farm income due to implementation of irrigation - is therefore
the
controlling factor in calculations of irrigation benefits. Incremental irrigated land is determined
on
the basis of total augmented water supply for the upper and lower OER basin at the
point of
diversion for each dam that serves the irrigation systems, less delivery losses. The
augmented
irrigation water supply is applied to newly irrigated land on the basis of water demand iLcr
hectare
in each irrigation project, as indicated iii the farm budgets.
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Irrigation benefits are based on the budgets for irrigated and rain-fed farms in the OER basin
(fig. 10.1). The Doukkala' budget fairly represents the lower OER basin, and the Tadla2 budget
fairly represents the upper OER basin, both under irrigated conditions. The Settat3 rain-fed budget
represents nonirrigated farms in the entire OER basin.
Finalized farm budgets in this report are based on original budgets supplied by Dr. W. Tyner of
USDA and USAID. These budgets included definitive data on cropping and livestock cultural
practices; crop, byproduct, livestock, and livestock product yields; farm inputs; and prices for goods
bought and sold. Changes were itde on the basis of data in the extensive list of background
material on Morocco referenced in footnotes and in the Bibliography. The three budgets for the
Doukkala, Tadla, and Settat areas are discussed in detail by Goorian et al. (1989).
Changes in the cropping patterns were required by foreseeable agricultural policy changes by the
European Common Market. Those changes will reduce current levels of Moroccan vegetable
exports to Europe, which in turn will reduce the area planted to market vegetables. The expected
changes were reflected in the revised farm budget.; used in the model runs. In addition, the low
profitability of beet sugar refining removed sugar beets from the budgets, and grain, pulse, and
forage crops were increased proportionally. Additional detailed changes were mandated for various
crop yields, crop prices, and prices paid. No new orchards were added because permanent
plantations command higher on-farm irrigation priority, and orchards would probably neither
increase nor decrease in number under future conditions. Livestock patterns were adjusted to
correspond to background dalta. No sheep or goats were originally included for the Doukkala area,
although GOM sources indicate large ovine populations for Doukkala and Tadla.' Therefore,
appropriate herds and flocks were added for the modeling study.
Three levels of prices received were used, as noted.i ' '-.
The indicated blended prices create
a median level of irrigation benefits. GOM support prices tend to be higher and therefore create
a higher level of benefits; free-market prices are lower and produce a correspondingly lower benefit
level. Prices for livestock and livestock products"0 are essentially local and, therefore, are not
I Doukkala Irrigated Farm Budget, Model Number 2, 1985-86, amended.
2

Tadla Irrigated Farm Budget, Model Number 1, 1985-86,
amended.

3

Settat Rain-fed Farm Budget, Model Number 4, 1985-86, amended.

4

Office Regional de Mise en Valeur Agricole des Doukkala, 1985.

5

Conseil D'Administration, Office Regional De Mise En Valeur, Agricole Des Doukkala,
Royaume Du Maroc, 1985.
Statistiques Agricoles, Principales Productions Vegetales, Campagne 1975-76, Royaume de Maroc, 1976,

6

7Country

1986.

Development Strategy Statement, Morocco, Annex C, FY 1988, Agency for International
Development,

ILa Politique de Prix et D'Incitations Pans le Secteur Agricole, Annexe Statistique,
Royaume de Maroc, 1986.
ORMVA Studies, Tadla and Doukkala, 1985-86.
IS

Morocco: Agricultural Prices and Incentives Study, The World
Bank, 1976.
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subject to price change in the analyses. Table 10.5 shows blended prices, GOM support
prices, and
free-market prices for all crops produced in the project area.
Table 10.5. - Agricultural support, free-market, and blended prices.
Crop

Soft wheat
Hard wheat
Barley
Maize
Lentils
Chick peas
Tomatoes

Watermelons
Green peas
Seed cotton
Alfalfa

Berseem clover

GOM
DH/MT

% of crop

1,803
2,000
1,500
1,800

56
100
100
100

none
none
none

Free market
DH/MT
% of crop
1,472
n.s.
1,380
1,270

44
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

1,657
2,000
1,380
1,800

100
100
100

4,200
4,200
1,000

none
none
5,500

-

4,200
4,200
1,000

100

none

900
400
n.a.

-

1.43/f.u.




none

Blended
DH/MT

1.67/!.u.

100
100
-

100

100

900
400
5,500
1.43

1.67

n.a. = not applicable
n.s. = not significant
f.u. = forage unit
MT = metric tonne

The basis for irrigation benefits is net annual incremental farm income in the Doukkala
irrigation
perimeter and the Tadla irrigation perimeter. Budgets also were supplied
for the Moulouya
irrigated area and the rain-fed Haouz and Gharb areas, but are considered less
representative of
future potential project areas.
With the various adjustments made, net income per hectare was calculated for
irrigated farms in
the Doukkala and Settat projects. Net farm income per hectare from nonirrigated
land was
determined for the Settat perimeter, reduced to I hectare, and subtracted from
future irrigated
income in Doukkala and Tadla to calculate incremental net farm income per irrigated
hectare. The
incremental net farm income was applied to all land projected to receive irrigation
water as a result
of cloud seeding under assumptions of 5 and 10 percent increases in seasonal
precipitation.
Net farm income for the Doukkala and Tadla irrigation areas, net farm income
for the Settat rain
fed area, incremental net farm income due to irrigation for the Doukkala and
Tadla irrigation
areas, and irrigation benefits, using blended prices, are summarized in table 10.6.
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Table 10.6. - Summarized net irrigation farm income, blended prices, by project area.

Net income/hectare
Coosump.
Irrigation
Rain-fed
Increment ,m3/ha)

Water
supply
(M m)

New land
equiv.
(ha)

DH
000

$
000

13.709
20.856

2,790
4,029

7,269
14,403

909
1,800

21,672

2,709

4,207
7,015

526
877

11,222

1,403

Benefits

10% precipitation enhancement
Doukkala 5,067
Tadla
6,036

2,462
2,462

2,605
3,575

4,913
5,176

Total
5%precipitation enhancement
Doukkala 5,067
Tadla
6,036

2,462
2,462

2,605
3,575

4,913
5,176

Total

7.934
10.156

1,615
1,962

Annual irrigation benefits for the 10-percent precipitation enhancement situation are DI
17,260,000
($909,000) for the Doukkala area and DI-I 14,403,000 ($1,800,000) for the Tadla area.
For the 5
percent situation, irrigation benefits are DI- 4,207,000 ($526,000) for the Doukkala area
and DI-1
7,015,000 ($877,000) for the Tadla area.
10.3.2.3 Domestic water supply benefits. - Domestic water supply, as defined in this
study, is
raw water available at a river diversion point, subject to the same level of system losses
used for
irrigation water diversion. Costs of delivery to downstream treatment facilities, treatment,
and
storage and distribution of treated water are not considered.
The domestic water supply benefits are derived from the cost of producing an equivalent
quantity
of raw water at point of diversion to wholesale distributors for domestic use. This incremental
method is similar to the determination of hydropower benefits. Hydraulique"' has presented
cost
and water delivery figures for three alternatives, one involving an extension of an existing
dam
and two involving new dams. The cost of water from the dam extension is calculated to be
less than
the cost of water from new storage facilities. Therefore, the dam extension, at Barrage
de Sidi
Mohammed Ben Abdullah, is accepted by Hydraulique as a measure of the value of domestic
water
from other sources.
For the Sidi Mohammed extension, Hydraulique has projected 1985 project costs in
economic
prices with a .10-percent increase from 1982 to 1984 and a 12-percent increase from 1984
to
A 12-percent inflation increase has been projected for the i'iddas Sur L'Oued Bou Regreg1985.
and
Ouljet Ben i Khnis Dams and is applied to Sidi Mohammed extension costs to 1980 fl,r
common
time correspondence to irrigation benefits. The base-indexed construction cost is increased
by
30 percent for contingencies and by 25 percent for overhead. Interest during construction
(IDC)
I Barrage De Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdullah; Barrage
De Tiddas Sur L'Oued Bou Regreg; Barrage Do Ouljet
Khmis Sur L'Oued Bou, Hydraulique, 1985.
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and operation, maintenance, and replacement (OM&R) aie estimated
and included.
Mohammed extension costs are detailed in table 10.7.

Sidi

Table 10.7. - Single-purpose alternative costs for domestic water benefits (000
DH) Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdellah Barrape Extension
(annual yield 178 M m ).

Construction, 1985
Construction, 1986
Contingency 30%
Overhead, base cost, + contingency

349,960
391,955
117,587
127,385

Construction, total
IDC

636,927
280,568

Capital costs
Annual equivalent

917,495
139,735

OM&R

1,960

Total economic costs (DH)
$ equivalent

141,695
17,712

Value/m 3 (DH)
$ equivalent

0.796
0.100

The annual cost of DII 14 1,695,000 divided by the annual controlled released
flow of 178,000,000 rn3
from Sidi Mohammed extension dam yields a unit cost of DI-I 0.796/m 3
. This value is assigned to
additional water produced in the Doukkala and Tadla areas.
I-or the Doukkala area, water from the Al Massira and Imfout Dams
serves major downstream
cities, including Casablanca, as well as local domestic usage. For the
Tadla area, allocations are
made for donestic water from Tassaout and Sidi Driss, but all flows from
the Mouley Youssef, Ait
Ouarda (Afoura), Kasba Tadla, lassan I, Sidi Driss, and Tassaout
reservoirs are allocated to
irrigation.
Determined water storage release data were obtained for the 46 years
from 1940 through 1985.
Allocation of releases between irrigation and domestic purposes and
system losses between points
of diversion and use were provided by GOM.
The data on past water deliveries were used to estimate the additional
deliveries that would be
made with a cloud seeding program in effect. The domestic water supply
deliveries and calculated
benelits with a project operating are detailed in table 10.8.
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Table 10.8. -Domestic water deliveries and calculated benefits.
Average
year
(M m ")

System
efficiency

Domestic
use

(%)

Irrigation
use

(%)

(%)

M m,

Benefits
DH
000

$
000

10% precipitation augmentation
Doukkala area dams
Al Massira
Imfout

22.45
2.31

76.90
76.90

6.00
100.00

72.00
0.00

1.036
1.776

825
1,414

103
177

3.02
9.27

71.50
71.50

20.00
20.00

40.00
40.00

0.432
1.326

344
1,055

43
132

4.570

3,638

455

Tadla area darns
Tassaout
Sidi Driss
Total
5% precipitation augmentation
Doukkala area darns
Al Massira
hrnfout

13.100
1.23

76.90
76.90

6.00
100.00

72.00
0.00

0.604
0.946

481
753

60
94

1.45
5.21

71.50
71.50

20.00
20.00

40.00
40.00

0.207
0.745

165
593

21
74

2.502

1,992

Tadla area darns
Tassaout
Sidi Driss
Total

249

The derived va Li' ol1I10).7 9 0/m' for Sidi Mohammed extension is ap)li ed as an
equivalent benefit
figure l0r OFR dkins. With annual domestic usage of 4,570,000 m 3/yr for 10 percent
precipitation
mLgien tation, annual equivalent domestic water benefits are DIi 3,638,000, or
$455,000. For
5 percent precilpitation augmentation, comparable figures are 2,502,00) in and
DII 1,992,000, or
$249 ,f)(l(.
10.3.2.4

Total project benefits. - Total project benefits are the sum of hydropower, irrigation,
and domestic water benefits, as summarized in table 10.9.
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Table 10.9. -Summary of hydror)ower, irrIgation, and domestic water supply benefits (DH).

Benefits

10% precipitation
enhancement

5% precipitation
enhancement

20,731,000
2.591,000

9,087,000
1,136,000

Doukkala, Lower OER
Tadla, Upper OER
Subtotal
$ equivalent

7,269,000
14,403,000
21,672,000
2,709,000

4,207,000
7,015,000
11,222,000
1,403,000

Domestic water supply
Doukkala, Lower OER
Tadla, Upper OER
Subtotal, OER basin
S equivalent

2,239,000
1,399,000
3,638,000
455,000

1,234,000
758,000
1,992,000
249,000

46,041,000
5,755,000

22,301,000
2,788,000

Hydropower

National power grid
$ eqtuivalent

IrrigL_,tion

Total
$ equivalenAt

For the ptlIoc.t
hA
enefits
cl. ;arc1' I)l1
46,04 1,()0, or $5,755,01)0, for the I1)-percent precipitation
enhancement sitnat in. nld 1)11 22,310 .))), or $2.788,00()0,
for the 5-percent precipitation
,ellh;1in0 1c ie t.
) OIr
1h
lj)
tin I l distributio odl
e'
neCllfits is illustrated in figtlre It). 15.
10.3.3
Costs. - I .joJectc(),ls ame those (aJi[t;tI. anIllual, and periodic replaccment expenses,
inUlijhlng caplital eflMiplenr.t, scientilic support. and training by L.SG and GOM, required to Olperate
a ('1011d .,td j [i)OL
jT..
Ac(lud WC-dlug Ipr.jt is nonstrUCti ril and requires no da,1IS or other

1Majo si lmtlti,.
'lIrl'\%It-l
convceV;III
steri.",tlls
IelColsidCred to halve amleIC capacity to deliver
the ;aLru'rnt,,l di',
rI ,il that vA
\tlhld be created by the lproje ct. New irrilgatioi or draina.e systems
or o1n-lr:11 t-111
d_,,(_.I
nrlrnt \will riot h reqllied. Osts are
lonfined to calpita l qlulprnrIIt for cloud
s-,din. l,ndlud
ringi.0 copMLtcr. ail -111Conlnnica
tions facilities, ground-based generators,
InetelOc icra'hV0
l aid maCsturement .qIlipinci.lspare- lrts, and vellicles.

('aijitail costs ;are rVducCd 1t annual Cqliivalent valuCs over 30 years of* useful life at 15 percent
intCre.st imild recel-I'd :t intervatl.s corrCslondinL to Cld of useful life b)y sinking fund factors.
Annual or recurrig
Iil.cot+.St; includC sala\ry and lbor; training; aircraft rental; cIemicaIs an11d other
SLtl)lies; C(luiMuient OIC[ration, rmintlnlicc, antld repair; and administr ion an1d overhead.
Some
Cxpen.ses would hC imen rred ill dirlaSInsId some in dollars, as shown in table 10.10.
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Table 10.10. - Summary of project costs.

Capital, equipment, scientific support, and technology transfer
USA ($)
Equipment
1,144,413
Scientific support
3,450,996
Training
832,769
Subtotal
5,428,177
GOM ($)
Equipment

94,298

Total ($)
DH equivalent

5,522,475
44,179,798

Operation, maintenance, and repairs, GOM (DH)
Operation and maintenance
Salary
Rawinsonde
Equipment, aircraft, and chemical usage
Supplies
Subtotal, operation and maintenance
Replacement ($)

2,204,500
637,500
2,194,370
249,630
5,286,000
208,263

Replacement (DH)

166,104

Total, OM&R (DH)

6,952,104

rotal project costs are deterrined as the aanual equivalent of capital costs and annual OM& R
costs. OM& R exceeds the annual equivalent of capital costs since the project is nonstructural and,
therefore, interest during construction is not applicable. Total annual eCuivalent project costs are
summarized in table 10. II, and their proportional distribution is shown in figure 10. 16.
Table 10.11. - Summarized project costs (DH).
Capital: Total project investment
Annual equivalent
Annual equivalent OM&R
Total annual equivalent
$ equivalent

10.3.4

44,180,000
6,729,000
6,952,000
13,681,000
1,710,000

Benefit-to-cost analysis. - Benefit-to-cost ratios, calculated by comparing the sum of

annual benefits to the sum of annual costs over the expected 30-year period of project operations,
are shown in table 10.12.
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Table 10.12. - Calculation of benefit-to-cost ratio.

Benefits and costs

10% precipitation
enhancement

5% precipitation
enhancement

Annual benefits (DH)
Hydropower, POWER, midlevel fuel prices
Irrigation, blended prices
Domestic water,
Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdullah extension

20,731,000
21,672,000

9,087,000
11,222,000

3,638,000

1,992,000

Total annual benefits
$ equivalent

46,041,000
5,755,000

22,301,000
2,788,000

Costs (DH)
Capital: Total 5-year project investment
Annual equivalent

44,180,000
6,729,000

44,180,000
6,729,000

6,952,000

6,952,000

13,681,000

13,681,000

1,710,000

1,710,000

3.37

1.63

Annual equivalent OM&R
Total annual costs
$ equivalent
Benefit-to-cost ratio

The rumbers develOpCd for the benefits show that each kilowatt hour of electricity produced
has
a benefit value o1 0.274 I)1I for the case of a 10-percent increase in pi ecipitation and 0.234
DI-i for
the 5-percent CaSL'. lhe numbers also show that each cubic meter of water iproduced has a
benefit
value of 0.796 [)11 for the case of 10 percent and 5 percent precipitation enhancement.
The excess of benelits over costs on an aInnualized basis is shown in table 10. 13.
Table 10.13. - Annualized excess of benefits over costs (Di).

10% precipitation
enhancement

5% precipitation
enhancement

Annual benefits
Annual costs

46,041,000
13,681,000

22,301,000
13,681,000

Benefits minus costs
$ equivalent

32,360,000
4,045,000

8,620,000
1,078,000
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The various analyses presented in this chapter combine to show that a cloud-seeding program
to
increase runoff from the High Atlas would be economically feasible, provided that it produced
increases in precipitation and streamflow comparable to those reported for orographic cloud
seeding projects in other countries.
10.3.5

Sensitivity analysis. 

10.3.5.1 Hydropower benefits. - Three sensitivity analyses apply to the hydropower benefit
determinations. One is based on POWER and uses hydropower generation assumptions and high
level, rather than midlevel, fuel costs. A second uses POWER hydropower generation and blended
variable costs of energy produced from oil-fired plants and coal-fired plants in Morocco in
1985,
based on ONE data. The third combines POWER generation costs per kilowatt hour and Office
National L'Electricite (ONE) power generation figures. This analysis is presented in detail in
the
leport on Hydrologic and Economic Studies for the Moroccan Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Project by Goorian et al. (1989).
High-level fuel costs. - This sensitivity analysis uses POWER hydropower production and
MEM high-level fossil fuel costs.
The MEM is capable of simulating the national power grid at different oil price
projections. The analysis in section 10.3.4 was based on a midlevel oil price projection
to identify fuel cost savings incurred by the 5-percent and 10-percent precipitation
enhancement situations. This sensitivity analysis substitutes the high oil price projection
option in the POWER spreadsheet for the baseline, 5-percent increase, and 10-percent
increase runs to determine the impact of high oil prices on the national power grid
optimization.
Assuming high-level oil projections, benefits increase from the midlevel oil projections.
Under the 5-percent seeding increase situation, total hydropower benefits are DH
11,568,000, equivalent to $1,446,000, or a 27-percent increase from the midlevel oil
projections of DH 9,092,000 ($1,136,500). For the 10-percent situation, hydropower
benefits are DH 26,707,000, or $3.338,000, an increase of 29 percent from the midlevel
oil price analysis of DH 20,731,000 ($2,591,000).
Blended variable energy costs. - This sensitivity analysis uses POWER hydropower
production, as above, plus blended oil and coal-fired plant costs.'2 Hydropower benefits
are DH 33,320,000 ($4,165,000) for the 10-percent situation and DH 16,828,000
($2,104,000) for the 5-percent situation.
A special river modeling simulation was made by Mr. Smouni and Mr. Lahbi of ONE
for
comparison with the RIVER Model simulation. The ONE simulation studied the natural
streamflow and augmented streamflows with 5 and 10 percent increases to the natural flow
for
monthly average flows from 1940 to 1985. The only difference in the simulations was the
use of
the calendar year for ONE, whereas Hydraulique RIVER Model analyses were based on
the
agricultural year of September to August. Results were averaged over the 46-year period; therefore,
they are comparable.
1 Country Report, Morocco, The Economic Intelligence Unit, No. 2-1986.
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Note that the 10-percent enhanced streamflow results from the ONE model
were 51 GWh/yr
higher than the same simulation using the RIVER Model. This represents
a 57-percent increase
in total hydroelectric power which produced a set annual benefit of 25.1 million
dirhams (MDH)
in comparison to 20.7 MDH for the RIVER Model (about 30 percent
higher). Table 10.14
summarizes the results from the ONE model simulations.
The ONE analysis uses 1989 power production figures, midlevel prices, and
the POWER format.
Benefits are DH 25,061,000 ($3,133,000) for the 10-percent situation. No
simulation run was
available for the 5-percent ONE analysis.
10.3.5.2
Domestic water supply. - The domestic water supply analysis does not
require a
sensitivity analysis. The Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdellah Dam extension
cost is considered the
equivalent singie-purpose alternative benefit, since it includes only incremental
costs of the dam
extension. Base costs are considered to be sunk, corresponding to Al Ghait
sunk base facility costs.
The costs of the Tiddas and Ouljet Dams include installation and do not correspond
to project costs
that were incurred previously. The analogy is similar to single-purpose hydropower
benefits, where
only variable, or operational, costs are included and installation, or capacity,
costs are excluded.
Values are summarized below.
Summary of values of domestic water, by facility

DI/m

Sidi Mohammed extension
Tiddas sur L'Oued Bor Regreg
Ouljet Beni Khmis

0.796
2.644
2.584

3

10.3.5.3 Irrigation. - Two sensitivity analyses were required for irrigation,
involving the price
levels received by farmers. The indicated blended prices create a median level
of irrigation benefits
used in the full analysis. The sensitivity analyses involve GOM support
prices, which tend to be
higher and therefore create a higher lev,A of benefits, and the free-market
prices, which tend to be
lower and produce a correspondingly lower benefit level. Prices for livestock
and livestock products
are essentially local and therefore not subject to price change in the analyses.
Table IG.5 showed
blended prices, GOM support prices, and free-market prices for all crops produced
in the project
area.
For the free-market prices, irrigation benefits are DH 18,394,000 ($2,299,000)
for the 10-percent
situation and DH] 9,477,000 ($1,185,000) for the 5-percent situation.
For the GOM prices, irrigation benefits are DH 23,332,000 ($2,916,000) for
the 10-percent situation
and DH 12,085,000 ($1,511,000) for the 5-percent situation.
10.3.5.4 Summary of sensitivity analyses. - Results of the six sensitivity
analyses of various
agricultural and hydropower prices are presented in tables 10.15 and 10.16.
The total sensitivity analyses, as shown in table 10.15, demonstrate the range
of benefits and costs
that occurs in the various combintions of project input. The base figures for
hydropower, domestic
water supply, and irrigation are shown in table 10.15, "Baseline analysis."
These figures are
POWER midlevel oil prices for hydropower, Sidi Mohammed Dam extension
costs for domestic
water supply, and blended agricultural prices for irrigation. The variables
are agricultural blended
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prices, GOM support prices, and free-market prices for irrigation; and POWER hydroelectric
generation with projected high-level and midlevel fuel prices, ONE blended variable energy
costs
from oil-fired and coal-fired plants, and POWER generation costs plus ONE power generation
levels, for hydropower. No sensitivity analysis is used for domestic water, since the Sidi Mohammed
Ben Abdullah Dam extension is the only facility with data available for an incremental analysis.
Sensitivity analyses 1,2, and 3 use blended agricultural crop prices, 4 and 5 use free-market
prices,
and 6 uses GOM support price,, Sensitivity analysis 1 uses POWER high fuel prices, 2 and
5 use
ONE power production and midlevel fuel costs, 3 uses blended fuel prices, and 4 and
6 use
POWER midlevel fuel prices. The highest benefits occur in the blended fuel prices for hydropower,
which has the highest hydropower values, and the lowest ratio occurs in the combination
of free
market agricultural prices and POWER midlevel fuel prices. Median levels of benefits to
costs
occur in the sensitivity analyses that use ONE and POWER midlevel fuel costs.
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Table 10.14. - Summtry of ONE RIVER Model rEsults for the Oued Oum Er Rbia basin.
Average values for 1940-1985 period with monthly runs.
Normal

5% enhanced

731.4
1154.0
1098.0
19.0
44.5
240.0
944.7
73.3

756.0
1211.7
1143.8
29.3

779.8
1269.4
1189.6
40.2

271.2

297.6

64.4

55.9

144.2
296.8
287.9
1.8
9.0
25.9
259.0
11.4

152.6
311.7
303.1
1.5

158.9
326.5
315.9
3.5

25.4

28.2

10.5

9.6

210.4
962.0
915.2

219.5
1010.0
959.6

228.7
1058.0
1004.5

14.9
37.1

18.8

22.1

-15.5
407.8
7.6

-13.3

-10.0

57.5
331.4
315.3
9.8
7.0
46.2

60.3
348.0
329.4
12.1

63.1
364.5
342.5
15.4

48.3

51.4

10% enhanced

Bin El Ouidane + Afourer
Hydroelectric power generated (GWh)
Volume of inflow (M M3)
Flow through turbines (M m3i
Diversions (M M3)
Evaporation (M mM)
Storage (final-initial) (M m3)
Irrigation demands (M m3 )
Unsatisfied irrigation demands (M n3 )
Hassan ler + Sidi Driss
Hydroelectric power generated (GWh)
Volume of inflow (M m3)
Flow through turbines (M m3 )
Diversions (M m 3
Evaporation (M m )
Storage (final-initial) (M i 3)
Irrigation demands (M m3)
Unsatisfied irrigttion demands (M m3 )
Dechra El Oued + Kasba Tadla
Hydroelectric power generated (GWh)
Volume of inflow (M m3)
Flow through turbines (M m3)
Diversions (M m3)
Evaporation (M m3)

Storage (final-initial) (M ma)
Irrigation demands (M M)
Unsatisfied irrigation demands (M i 3 )

7.5

7.0

Moulay Yousef
Hydroelectric power generated (GWh)
Volume of inflow (M m3)
Flow through turbines (M ma)
Diversions (M M3)
Evaporation (M M)
Storage (final-initial) (M ma)
Irrigation demands (M i 3)
Unsatisfied irrigation demands (M in3)

206.1

11.7

10'

9.2

Lower Oued Oum Er Rbia
Al Massira + Imfout + Daourat + Maacho
Hydroelectric power generated (GWh)
Volume of inflow (M M3 )
Flow through turbines (M i 3 )
Diversions (M m3)
Evaporation (M in3 )

Storage (final-initial) (M ma)
Irrigation demands (M m3)
Unsatisfied irrigation demands (M m3 )
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422.4
712.3
1960.4

448.2
712.3
2052.5

87.7
57.8

475.4
712.3
2140.5

104.7

125.5

-190.7
1253.2
17.9

-160.2

-139.7

14.9

12

Table 10.15. - Sensitivity analysis for benefit-to-cost ratios.

Irrigation

Condition

Hydropower

Domestic

Benefit-to-cost ratio

10% precipitation 5% precipitation
enhancement
enhancement

Baseline analysis
Blended prices

POWER
midlevel
oil prices

Sidi Mohammed (S.M.)
generation
extension

3.37

1.63

1. Blended prices

POWER
high fuel
prices

S.M. extension

3.80

1.81

2. Blended prices

ONE power
production
midlevel
fuel costs

S.M. extension

3.68

NA

3. Blended prices

blended
fuel costs

S.M. extension

4.29

2.20

4. Free market

POWER
midlevel
fuel prices

S.M. extension

3.13

1.50

5. Free market

ONE power
production
midlevel
fuel costs

S.M. extension

3.44

NA

6. GOM support

POWER
midlevel
fuel prices

S.M. extension

3.49

1.69

Sensitivity analyses
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The average annual benefits and costs of each method are:
Table 10.16. - Sensitivity analysis, benefits and costs (000 DH).
Irrigation benefits
10%

5%

Hydropower benefits
Precipitation enhancement situation
10%
5%

Domestic benefits
10%

5%

Costs

Full analysis
21,672

11,222

20,731

9,087

3,638

1,992

13,681

11,222
11,222
11,222
9,477
9,477
12,085

26,707
25,061
33,320
20,731
25,061
20,731

11,568
NA
16,828
9,087
NA
9,087

3,638
3,638
3,638
3,638
3,638
3,638

1,992
1,992
1,992
1,992
1,992
1,992

13,681
13,681
13,681
13,681
13,681
13,681

Sensitivity analyses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

21,672
21,672
21,672
18,394
18,394
23,332

10.3.6 Shadow prices. - The blended agricultural price analysis is a partial use of shadowing in
this analysis. The concept of shadow pricing is the conversion of market prices by shadow factors,
based on real oppor.unity costs, to provide a supplemental economic analysis. Shadow factors that
would be rcquired for a complete analysis include the standard conversion factor, which wil! provide
accounting values fOr nontraded goods, such as locally consuned livestock, livestock products, and
vegetables; the sha dow wage rate, based on productivity of fiamily agricultural labor; the shadow
exchange rate, based on ireely exchangeable currency at all levels in the analysis; and other shadow
factors which will remove the effect of taxes, insurance, or other imposed charges.
A detailed analysis of shadow prices was not available from USAID at the time of this writing, and
funding levels do not permit more detailed analysis by Reclamation. Such analysis is recommended
for the future, to evaluate the full effect of the project, including farm production which remains
outside the free-market economy.
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FLOW MODIFICATION ANALYSIS
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Figure 10.3. - Flow modification showing percent changes from the natural flow
for each month, where A = 12 for 5 percent increases and A = 20
for 10 percent increases in annual flow.
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Figure 10.4. - Changes in the annual power generation (GWh) for all reservoirs
in the Oum Er Rbia basin each year from 1946 to 1985. These
changes represent results for the 5- and 10-percent increases
above normal streamflow simulated by the RIVER Model.
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FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
HYDROPOWER GENERATION
OUM ER RIlIA RIVER SYSTEM
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Figure 10.5. - Frequency of changes in hydroelectric power generation (GWh)
from the natural level for increased streamflow for RIVER Model
simulation as described in figure 10.4.
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Figure 10.6. - Reservoir contents (M m) for all reservoirs within the Oum
Er Rbia
basin simulated by the RIVER Model for natural and 5 and
10 percent increases in annual streamflow.
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Figure 10.7. - Changes in reservoir contents (M M) for each year from 1940 to
1985 for all reservoirs in the Oum Er Rbia basin. Changes
represent RIVER Model results of deviations from the natural
volumes due to 5 and 10 percent simulated increases in
streamflow.
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Figure 10.8. - Frequency of changes in reservoir contents (M M3) for each year
from 1940 to 1985. Scheduled deliveries are shown with actual
normal streamflow simulation and augmented flows as described
in figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.9. - Annual delivery of irrigation water (M M3) to the Tadla area from
1940 to 1985. Scheduled deliveries are shown with actual normal
strearrflow simulation and augmented flows as described in
figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.10. - Changes in irrigation water delivery (M M3) to the Tadla area
irrigation system for 5 and 10 percent simulated increases in
streamflow as described in figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.11. - Frequency of increases in irrigation watei- deliveries for the Tadla
area for RIVER Model simulation described in figure 10.8.
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Figure 10.12. - Annual delivery of irrigation water to Doukkala area system (same
as described in fig. 10.9).
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Figure 10.13. - Changes in irrigation water delivery to the Doukkala area system
(same as described in fig. 10.10).
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Figure 10.14. - Frequency analysis for Doukkala area (same as described in
fig. 10.11).
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Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Annual Benefits
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Figure 10.15. - Distribution of annual benefits due to 5 and 10 percent increases
in streamflow simulations by the RIVER Model, and blended
agricultural prices.

Winter Snowpack Augmentation
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Figure 10.16. - Distribution of annual costs by type of investment: (a) capital
equipment, replacement parts, and operational maintenance
costs; and (b) distribution of specific operation and maintenance
costs by major categories.
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11.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND LESSONS LEARNED

This chapter reviews problems encountered and lessons learned during the past 5 years so that
future projects may benefit from Reclamation's experience. Issues addressed include program
management, operational planning, equipment, logistics, and training. The problems that arose
ranged from minor annoyances to major delays in operations.
11.1

Program Management

11.1.1
Organization. - Programme Al Ghait is a complex project with several levels of
management and numerous interactions among persons from different agencies. The project was
designed as an emergency response to a severe drought that was affecting the water supplies and
hydroelectric power of Morocco. The first management decisions, including some on procurements,
were made to expedite the initiation of operations within 6 months of khe signing of the project
agreement in 1984. As a result, the project's management structure evolved with time, rather than
being completely defined from the outset.
Initially, an organization chart and specific position descriptions were prepared and presented to
the Direction de la Meteorologic Nationale (DMN) for review and implementation. During the
first year the organization chart was modified several times, which led to uncertainty among the
staff. Furthermore, there was a reluctance to put names with the team leader positions and
establish their specific responsibilities and authority to direct their subordinates. No middle
managers were formally designated within the official GOM personnel management system until
1989. As a result, an informal management system evolved with somewhat unclear lines of
intermediate authority below the project director. Although this system worked, it was awkward
and les; effective than a formally recognized organizational plan would have been.
Future projects should iml)lement formaly, within the first 6 months, an organization chart with
clearly defined funclions and lines of control. The organizational structure should be carefully
reviewed with all members of the team so that everyone clearly understands his role and its
relationship to the others within the project.
Detailed position descriptions should be written and discussed with each staff member. Once the
position descriptions are agreed upon by the workers and managers, more detailed work plans
should be completed by managers and subordinates. Once the work plans are accepted, the
managers and workers can set realistic objectives, with schedules for specific work products, and
monitor their progress toward those objectives.
11.1.2 Resident scientists. - The Reclamation support in Morocco was provided through the
Resident Scientific Advisor (RSA) and through Reclamation and contractor experts who visited
Morocco to perform specific tasks. One permanent scientific advisor was insufficient for the large
quantity of work involved in starting the project. During the first 6 months, his duties included
program management, coordination with USAID and the Project Steering Committee (PSC),
development of the Operations Plan, training of scientific and technical personnel, and monitoring
of contractors during the installation of complex data collection systems. In lieu of a complete
project implementation team stationed in Morocco, a number of Reclamation and contractor
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experts were stationed on temporary duty in Morocco at various periods for 2 to 12 weeks at
a time
to assist the RSA in the project implementation. Their dedication and expertise led to a successful
start of the project.
Future projects should provide more time for project implementation and more personnel to
handle
its multidisciplined training and equipment issues. An American project implementation team
of
three people should be assigned as residents in the host country during the first 12 to 18 months.
when equipment is installed and scientific data collection and operations are initiated in
a very
intensive period of management and training. The three experts should include a scientific advisor
and team leader, a field operations and scientific analysis expert, and an electronics expert.
The
project implementation team should be responsible for initial program management, scientific
operations training, equipment installation and maintenance training, and operations monitoring.
GONI counterparts should be assigned to work closely with the individual implementation
team
experts so that the team's expertise is transferred to counterpart scientists and engineers.
Office
space and facilities for each of the team members and his/her counterpart should be provided
at
the appropriate site. The implenlentation team and their counterparts would form the
nucleus
for the project management team, which would consist of the project director, scientific team
leader,
operations coordinator, and equipment maintenance coordinator. The host country management
team should continue to consult with their U.S. counterparts after the latter's return to the
United
States. The RSA should remain in-country until the conclusion of the intensive technology
transfer
phase of the project. In Programme Al Ghait 4 years was appropriate for this phase.
11.1.3 Mission project officer. - During the past 5 years, this project has had four excellent
USAID Mission project officers (sec. 1.5). While they provided excellent management
to the
project, the changes during the project have resulted in lack of"continuity and some loss of time
and
effort as each new person became familiar with the project and its personnel. Future projects
should attempt to ma intain the same individuals for extended periods, preferably a minimum
of
3 years each. The project has benefited from the skills of each person: Mr. John Giusti
for his
excellent orientation and management assistance to the neophyte RSA; Dr. Samir Zoghby
for his
superb language skills and diplomacy; Mr. Robert Kahn for his technical interest and expertise;
and
Mr. Eric Loken for his environmental expertise which led to close monitoring and technical
understanding of the project. Mr. Loken's support of tihe scientific aspects of the project
has
contributed to the motivation of the scil, itific team and led to their participation in international
scitntific meetings and enhanced scientific collaboration. This type of expertise and level of interest
are recommended for future projects due to the technical nature of the scientific studies.
One lesson learned from the project management perspective is the need for close coordination
and
cooperation between the Mission and the RSA in maintaining open communications and developing
strategies for the project monitoring and management of various issues. While the RSA
was
stationed in Casablanca, 100 km from the Mission, frequent telephone conversations and
personal
visits provided a mechanism to exchange information and obtain guidance on delicate
issues.
Meetings and discussions of issues and agendas before each PSC meeting led to more effective
meetings and resolution of issues. These types of frequent exchanges are recommended for
future
project managers and RSA's.
Similar exchanges were helpful in maintaining the information flow between the RSA and the
other
PSC leaders in Rabat. Frequent meetings with Mr. Bensari and Colonel 13amaarouf led
to frank
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and open discussions of issues and resolution of problems before they becane critical. This type
of management is needed to gain contidenc,: with host country leaders ,ind counterparts, thereby
developing strong relationships that result in effective decisions based on thorough understanding
of often complex technical issues.
11.1.4 Interministerial coordination and cooperation. - The National Steering Commitee
(NSC) was established to coordinate intermir:isterial activities and information transfer. It met
once a year to review the scientific progress of the project. Details of project management issues
and problems were not discussed at the annual meetings.
The NSC played a critical role in the initiation of the project through its direct involvement in the
project and provision of assistance from different ministries for specific ministry-related issues.
The NSC could have been more effective if it had met more frequently and the PSC had briefed
it more often on project status and needs. An example is the provision of a site for the radio
repeater station by the Ministry of Agriculture and the sites for seeding generators from Eaux et
Forets and the Radio Television system of Morocco (RTM). These issues were resolved over a
period of several months. If the NSC had been more closely involved in the planning stage, the
issues might have been resolved faster.
Future projects should have regularly scheduled quarterly briefings and additional meetings to deal
with specific issues. The briefings would provide a status review of project activities, scientific
findings, and probleniTs appropriate for resolution at the NSC level.
11.1.5 Annual monitoring reviews. - The annual monitoring reviews contributed significantly
to the project. These onsite reviews by two experts in environmental, diplomatic, scientific and
technical, and management aspects of the project contributed to the identification and resolution
of specific issues that the PSC had failed to resolve. The annual monitoring review team was
comprised of the USAID Washington's Environmental Coordinator for Asia and the Near East
and Dr. Bernard Silverman. Their intimate knowledge of the project and people involved in the
program from its inception enabled the team to evaluate the project critically and make important
policy and technical recommendations to the PSC and the USAID Mission in Rabat.
Each annual onsite review lasted for about 2 weeks. The reviews provided an intensive evaluation
of the status of implementation, administrative, programmatic, and technical issues. The review
team assisted the project management team at USAID and the GOM in their management of
difficult issues. Through their assessment:; and experience, they were able to suggest new ideas
that often led to improvements of the project.
Future projects should retain the annual monitoring review process and, whenever possible, use
similarly qualified experts who have intimate knowledge of the project and its personnel from is
inception. The combination of one high-level USAID official and a Reclamation scientific manager
is highly recommended.
11.1.6 External evaluation review. - This project also benefited from the USAID requirement
for an independent team of experts selected to provide an external evaluation of the project every
other year. This External Evaluation Team (EET) is discussed in section 1.5. It examined the
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project implementation, technology transfer and institutional development, scientific
analysis
evaluation, and program management. The EET's critical review of the project contributed and
to the
scientific management and operational development of the project. The EET
provided an
independent source of new ideas and expertise which identified problems and suggested
solutions.
Their reviews assisted the project management and gave an independent expert
assessment of the
project to the USAID Mission. lowever, the 2-week period allocated for the in-country
review and
reporting was too short for such a complex and extensive project.
The EET report was translated and given to the project management staff in
USAID and the
GOM, generally within I month of the review. The report w;,s then discussed
by the PSC and
appropriate action taken. In the EET review years, the annual monitoring review
was scheduled
following the EET review, so that the monitoring team could discuss the
EET's general
recommendations and provide specific implementation recommendations that
were within the
scope of the project budget and policy. This provided a balance between the sometimes
idealistic
recommendations of the EET and the realities of the project budget.
The Mission's requirement for such an external team of experts was wise and should
be continued
in future projects. Future projects should schedule the reviews of the EET so
that they have a
maximum impact on the Mission and project staff and meet the technical need to review
the project
during field operations. Sullicient time should be scheduled for briefings and
debrielings of the
Mission stall, with time to review the final draft of the EET report before its
publication and
distribution. Generally, a 3-week period within the host country will provide sufficient
time for the
information gathering and report writing phases of the review. Scheduling the
monitoring team's
annual visit after the completion of the EET's final report is recommended to give
the appropriate
balance in the implementation of recommendations.
11.2 Operations Plan
In the early stages of the project, the Operations Plan was not complete.
It lacked several
important components on personnel management, data forms, and data management
procedures
which would have improved the early scientific analyses. The Operations Plan (Hartzell
et al., 1986)
continued to evolve as the project expanded. Each year required detailed reviews
and updates of
the plan, followed by education of the staff on the revisions and how they affected
their roles.
Future projects should establish a firm schedule for development and implementation
of the
Operations Plan. Annual reviews of the plan are needed to update it !o represent
all changes in
project operations and additions to the equipment, data collection and
management,
communications, etc. A procedure should be established to ensure that all staff
are aware of all
changes to the plan prior to each new field season.
Select ion of sites for ground-based cloud-sccding generators posed a special
problem for the project
design andfl r rewrites of the Operations Plan. The need for ground-based
generators was
determined atier the first y'ear, during which only aircraft seeding was done.
Possible sites were
sttIC;cd K RUI Il'at ion :11d DNIN experts, a ad suitable locations were identified
in November 1985.
Gcncr;itolr '*vc'rT shippC to Morocco in October 1985; however, they were
not installed until
January 1987.
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The principal cause for the delay was excessive scientific studies for siting generators prior to
committing resources and personnel to the ground seeding network, although logistics also played
a part. The logistical problems involved the transportation and housing of personnel in a
mountainous region in the vicinity of Azilal. Field surveys of the selected sites were conducted by
the DMN staff during the summer of 1986, and generators were installed at 7 of the 14
recommended sites in January 1987. At present, seven additional sites have been selected and
visited, and personnel are available to operate generators. However, due to resource limitations
and higher priorities assigned to other project activities, these generators have not been installed.
The current network of seven generators does not adequately cover the target area, especially in
northwesterly and westerly flow conditions. Only about half of the target area is seeded in these
conditions.
Future projects should allow for changes in their design, so that new operational requirements that
may arise can be met quickly. However, any proposed changes must be considered in light of their
impact on the project's evaluation.
In siting seeding generators in Morocco, the experts' preliminary recommendations for seeding
generator sites should have been followed initially in order to meet critical project needs. Had
these initial recommendations been executed in 1985, an additional year of more efficient seeding
operations would have been completed. Initial deployment of the generators could have been
followed by more detailed studies of airflow and modeling to determine better locations. It should
be noted that subsequent modeling studies did not significantly change the original
recommendations for sites.

11.3

Logistics

11.3.1
Facilities. - The original plan called for the co-location of all operational facilities.
Ideally, the operations center, scientific analysis facilities, and operational support facilities would
be co-located with the aircraft operations center so that all teams could interact throughout the
field season. Khouribga was selected as the operations center for a number of reasons. It is
located near the target area at a site providing good radar coverage of the target. Runways at the
Khouribga airfield are adequate for effective aircraft operations. The operations center building
had an abandoned control tower and a briefing room. Much of the original planning revolved
around Khouribga as a complete operations center. Special radio equipment for air-to-ground
communications and an automatic weather station were purchased for use at Khouribga. The
automatic weather station was planned to be installed there to provide weather observations,
including the altimeter setting, for aircraft operations. Unfortunately, a power line that had been
installed over the west end of the Khouribga runways prevented aircraft operations. A plan to place
the power line underground was found too expensive and disruptive for the Office Cherifien des
Phosphates' (OCP) phosphate mining operations in Khouribga. Therefore, all aircraft operations
were based from Meknes, the Kenitra Air Force Base, and the Marrakech Air Force Base, which
resulted in the deployment of the operational and scientific staff over a large region of Morocco.
Issues of local housing, transportation, and working facilities presented difficult problems for the
project mamntgement and hindered effective operations from 1984 to 1986. Efficient buildings and
facilities were provided in Casablanca, Khouribga, and Beni Mellal in accordance with the original
plan. These included a large three-story building at Khouribga, which was remodeled especially for
the project. Hlowever, few personnel were willing to work at the more remote sites such as
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Khouribga and Azilal. This was due in part to lack of office furniture, living space, and cooking
facilities. The facilities were adequale for the operations team on temporary duty at Khouribga.
Lack of transportation also contributed to the problen of staffing remote sites. Scientists and
operations directors in Casablanca often were unable to travel to Khouribga during storms because
no vehicles were available. As a result, Khouribga was often understaffed during operations.
Khouribga was understaiffed with operations directors; however, there were enough technicians.
Lack of adequate transportation for the Scientific Analysis ind Evaluation Team (SAET) and
operations personnel also limited the scientific interaction among personnel in Casablanca and
those lt the outlying sites.
The team of radar operators ind electronics technicians stationed at Khouribga performed well
24 hours a Clay, although operations direction was often limited to daytime hours due to lack of
adequate staffing for 24-hour operations. The project succeeded because of the efforts of a few
excellent, dedicated individuals.
The housing problem at Khouribga was eliminated in 1989 when five excellent apartments were
completed in a major remodel ing of the second floor. The new facilities are very attractive and
should be more than adeqateI
to lersuade Oleraticns directors and staff to move to Khouribga for
extended periods. 'he lKhourib0ig center is an ideal location for radar research and other scientific
studies, in addition 1) a base for operations. The microcomputers provided with the radar and an
IBM PC/AT should provide a means for more complete data management and associated scientific
studies.
At Azilal in 1987, transportation again was a critical issue, which has not been I -!solved. The staff
of over 15 meteorologists ind technicians has only one vehicle with which to maintain four
precipitation gauges and seven seeding generators and collect snowcourse data over a large area.
Lack of translortation also limited the effectiveness of cloud physics data collection and aircraft
seeding operations. The aircraft operations were based at Kenitra, where excellent hangar space
and other operational facilities were provided for the aircraft team. However, the distance from
Kenitra to CasablanIc.i, a1bout 180 kin, limited the ability of the SAET and operations coordinators
to interact with the air crcws, especially during flight operations.
Future projects should plan carefully for the project operations center and the transportation and
housing of personnel so that an adequate staff is provided at all critical locations. Plans for
centralized facilities should he coor(linated with all responsible authorities so that they can he
implemented ,,ilhoul major disrul)ions. Sufficient rtcsources for the purchase of vehicles and their
maintenance should be avakilble from the st.art of the project. Costs of facilities and tra nsportationl
should be eva lunated with
Idequatec.onsideration of the needs of the affected personnel for housing,
recreation, andl educhition (U dJpr)tnn V;. The provision of adequate housing and Iransportation
will ensure more effecti e operalions.
11.3.2 Equipment. :lh
of
O.f"i.ment
the initial rOCurenIent of equipmlent ,as Irforniled
undc'r extrel 'lho( t le;d tI
to meet thet C1riWeicyV nL'd.'(s imposed by tile severe drouglt
conIdit ions. NIIa\nv dlci:i0us wrC made during the survey trips to Morocco in early 19,S4 based
upon the best ava iba le information a nil limited interaction with the GOM officials. Under these
circumsta uces, the (IOM felt that they did not have time to review many items adequately before
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approving them. Alter the arrival of the RSA, the procurement process improved; however, due
to the lead times needed to send documents from Denver to Casablanca, the interactions were still
sornewhat limited. As a result, the GOM criticized the procurement process as not having given
them adequate input to the equipm1ent specifications.
One of the basic equipment issues involved differences in commercial electric power between
Morocco and the United States. In order to meet the emergency procurement schedule, many
items were purchased in the United States, some of them without the 220-volt or 50-hertz options
required for Morocco. I lowever, the long lead times required to purchase equipment with
European (N'IorOcLin) specifications from overseas subsidiaries of United States companies ruled
out that option for all practical purposes. Current inverters and transformers were required to
convert from 50 to 0) hertz and from 220 to 110 volts, respectively, in order to power the
U.S. devices, which increased the maintenance burden. Future projects should provide more time
Ior coordination with the host country's electronics experts on procurement of' equipment that
meets the host country's speciications.
Power stabilizers were required for all equipment. While the original plan provided power
stabilizers for major pices of equipment. riot all systems were covered adequately. Power
stabilizers are generally reconlmended for 1l delicate electronic equipment. They are especially
needed in developing aid rural areas where electrical power is subject to surges. A nmore complete
initial plai of all equilpmeInt ruLirements ilight have resolved this issue. Reclama tion had several
experts involved in this process. One of them was in Morocco for 3 weeks before completion of
the project's final Participating Agency Service Agreement (PASA) with Reclamation, but his visit
was inadequaIte to check all aspects of* equipment specifications, power supplies, and
telecommunications. The project required a more complete equipment plan, with one individual
assigned to the planning, procurement, and installation of all the systems required.
An electrical engineer should le assigned to the project implementation team, and sufficient time
should he provided lIr this person to deal with the equipment issues. Adequate time should be
allowed for this person to visit the host country and discuss equipment needs with USA ID Mission
and American 1.bl-hissv off icia Isexperienced in the installation of electronic equipment, computers,
and communications systems in tile host country. The assigned engineer should work closely with
the host country experts, visit proposed field sites, and f'ollow tip on the equipment installation.
Ile/sae should also arrange f'or training.
Mr. Louaked served as the equipment and maintenance coordinator. H is excellent knowledge of'
the Moroccan systems and management skills were needed full tiie to manage the large number
of equ ipmernt and Chlctronics technicians located at five sites in Morocco. Future projects should
assign a host country engineer full time to this critically important position. One problem that was
never resolved was the transmission of satellite imagery to Khouribga for use by the operations
director. This sitnation illuistrates tile type of coordination needed to ha ndle equ ipriient in a
complex project. A specially conditioned line was required t(r transmission of* high-resolution
satellite imagery from 'Casablancato Khouribga. This line and a line for radar data transmission
were originally requested in I984 frorn Post, Telephone, and Telegraph (1IT).
The Alden
Electronics Corporation provided the GOM with specitfications Ior tile line and signal Iquality. The
radar line produced excellent radar relays; however, the satellite line was never operational. When
the linu failed to support image transmission, no Reclamation experts were available to help resolve
the problem. A number of' ch.:ks were made from 1984 to 1988 by the DMN elcctronics
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coordinator, the satellite system electronics expert, and the PFF staff in Casablanca and
Khouribga.
The problem was determined to be lack of a good line from the National Meteorological
Forecasting Center (NM FC) at the Casablanca Anfla airport to the downtown P1T center
and from
the PTT center in Khourihga to tile operations center building. If PIT had worked closely
with
DMN, the line would have been installed 3 years earlier, in 1985.
Close coordination is essential in following a problem from its detection to its resolution.
Specific
electronics technicians should be assigned to particular pieces of equipment and
given full
responsibility and authority to resolve problems in a timely manner. When problems
involve
diff'erent organizations, coordination through the NSC may be required ioexpedite
solutions and
esolve problems in a timely manner. A U.S. electronics expert on the project implementation
team
could assist his/her host country counterparts in the timely resolution of such an issue.
When local solutions to a problem are not possible, alternative solutions may be available.
In the
case of the satellite system, installation of another direct-readout ground station at Khouribga
would
have been an alternative. Ilowever, the cost of such a system was beyond tile scope of
the project
budget in 1984. Today a sinple, less expensive system, such as that provided in 1989
by Great
Britain's Overseas ,\ssistance Project, could be purchased by the GOM and installed at
Khouribga
and might be more cost effective than the land line installation. An alternative solution
is to move
the original project Secondary Data Users Station (SDUS) to Khouribga and use the British
system
in Casablanca.
11.3.3 Shipping and supply. - Tihe shipping of goods to foreign countries from the United
States
poses special problems in project management. To minimize these problems on Programme
Al
Ghait, local suppliers should be used for items available in Morocco, such as batteries
and paper
products. In order to minimize project delays due to shortages, procedures were
devised for
inventorying more than 20(10 different electronic components that were stocked in Morocco.
Carel'ul planning can help to smooth customs formalities, which often cause significant delays.
The
first procedures for shipments from the United States to Morocco were not well coordinated
with
GOM officials. This situation led to delays. Finally, the Forces Royales Air (FRA) designated
the
Ateliers Mecaniques Generales (AMG) base of logistical support as the official receiving
agent for
all project equipment, supplies, and parts. Once implemented, this system led to very
efficient
receipt and delivery in Morocco. All shipments were assigned to Royal Air Maroc commercial
flights and shipped bw one knowledgeable American freight handler. Once the shipping
procedures
were specified clearly, from the preparation of inventory through crating and packing
to the exact
route and delivery point spetification, tile trans-Atlantic shipments went smoothly.
While project personnel were able to meet most needs in a timely manner, several critical
items
were not handled efficiently. Several critical installations were delayed when, due to unexpectedly

long shipping times, personnel who were to install equipment arrived in Morocco before
the
equipment did. This situation led to increased travel costs and disruptions of training
schedules.

Fuure projects should have an automated procedure to track all equipment requests
and follow
their delivery to the requester. Tracking and reporting procedures must be clearly defined
so that
the English part names, part numbers, serial numbers, and sources are identified. With
such a
systern in place, parts can be ordered and tracked to final delivery in the host country.
In future
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projects, the arrival and status of each item of equipment should be confirmed before any personnel
undertake travel for its installation or to train others in its use.
11.3.4 Maintenance of equipment. - The manageiment of equipment maintenance is a major
task when a project covers hundreds of kilometers ind dozens of personnel are involved in its
maintenance and operation. The inventory of spare parts and supplies has been mentioned above.
Adequate schematics and documentation of operational and repair procedures were found to be
very important. Logs with calibration data and equipment status reports were required for all
equipment.

Future projects should provide training on computer-aided management of equipment maintenance
and spare parts supply. Detailed procedures for recording equipment status, including repairs, and
inventories are needed to ensure timely equipment maintenance and repair.
11.4

Data Collection and Management

Some problems were encounlered ill both data collection ind data management. Some specific
problerns in data collection are presented below as examples of what can happen on a large field
project.
11.4.1 Data collection. - Observations from the mountain precipitation gauges are not forwarded
to Casablanca each month as they should be. The recording gauges serviced from Azilal are in
remote locations that require off-road vehicles for access. As noted in section 11.3, the 15 people
at Azilal have onlv one vehicle fOr all of their transportation needs. Consequently, gauges do not
receive the required monthly maintenance. Currently, data are sent to Casablanca only at the end
of each season.
Future projects should provide sul'icient vehicles to meet reasonable transportation needs. Serious
data losses occur when equipment is not maintained in a timely manner (at least once a month for
recording precipitation gauges). A schedule should be arranged to provide maintenance during
extended periods of lair weather each month. (Experience from the past 5 years suggests that at

least one l-week period of fair weather occurs each month.)

Snowcourse observations have not yet been made on a regular basis. These sites have been
selected itexcellent locations in the I ligh Atlas; however, the logistics of making the observations
using personnel from Casahlanca or Azilal have prevented data collection. All sites are located
above 2400 meters, so access to thel is difficult. It was planned that Gendarmerie Royale
helicopters would provide transportation on a monthly schedule for DN4N experts trained in
snowcourse measurements. However, the helicopters were often vnavailable during the periods of
good weather when the measurements could be made. Only .wo sets of data were obtained, and
that was done with great difficulty.
An alternative source of snowcourse data collection was identified during a tour by the RSA and

the equipment coordinator in l)ecember 1986. A French team working in Tabant on a mountain
development project sponsored by the French Embassy offered to make observations near Tabant
itthe Jebel Couchet (No. 3), Lac Izoura (No. 5), and Jebel Rat (No. 6) snowcourse sites (fig. 2.2)
described in the Operations Plan. Similar observations were discussed with members of the Club
Alpine Francais (CAIF) in Casahla nca and at their alpine chalet in the Ouka imedan ski area. The
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lembers of the CAF offered to make observations for the project if the measuring system
was left
at their facility in Oukaimeden. They would make observations, record the data, and
bring them
to the DMN facilities in Casablanca each month. In addition, they could make observations
after
each storm. The individuals at the Tabant and Oukaimedan sites appeared reliable
and would
provide the required measurements at no cost to the project.
Future )roject operations should use such means of data collection when more directly
controlled
measurements are not practical. Individuals or groups who can provide data should be
contacted
and regular observations requested. These data should be used for the 1989-1993 data
collection
period. When unusual opportunities for data collection occur, they should be
investigated
thoroughly and used, if feasible.
Timely collection of streamllow data is essential to the statistical evaluation of results
from cloud
seeding. This allows scientists to promptly identify measurement equipment pioblems
that, left
unresolved and unrectified, could negatively impact the evaluation and, in extreme cases,
disable
an adequate assessment of results. It is imperative that project managers and scientists realize
the
importance of superior data quality to evaluation analyses that ultimately will determine
the
success ol' their entire program.
Future programs that deal with streamllow should, immediately upon selection of this
variable for
analyses and prior to the beginning of operations, ensure that timely, consistent, and
proper
collection procedures are employed by the group collecting the data. This should be
followed by
timely, consistent, and proper reduction of the raw data, either by the collection agency
such as
llydraulique or by Programme Al Ghait scientists. Finally, reduced data should be submitted
to
quality control tests an( then )roperly archived.
Currently, the acquisition of reduced streamflow data for the four control gauges selected
for the
statistical evaluation is running about 2 years after measurements are taken. This lessens
the value
of the quality control program because equipment repairs or other necessary changes
cannot be
made in a timely manner, which could lead to important data losses. Additional efforts
should be
made to expedite the acquisition of the reduced data.

11.4.2 Data management. - Data management procedures were specified in the Operations Plan.

Detailed forms for data tabulation and entry into the project's microcomputer data
bank were
provided by the RSA to the scientific and operations teams.
The automated data collection systems provided wi h the radar, rawinsonde, and cloud
physics data
collection systems functioned well and provided an excellent data base which the
individual
responsible scientists have managed capably. However, the routine meteorological and
operations
information, which was not automated, has not been entered into the data base.
In future years on Programme Al Ghait, the entire system fIr data management outlined
in the
Operations Plan should be followed. The data manager should request all operations
directors to
pros idc operations summaries for each (lay, which would include the status of operations;
the
number of generators turned on, with their start and stop times; the mountain observations;
and
other information needed for project evaluation. These data and summaries of the
mesoscale
structure and cloud characteristics observed each day by satellite should be entered daily
into the
data base by the respective specialists.
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Any future i)roijec should establish data management procedures and assign overall responsibility
or data collection, quality control, inventory, and archival to one individual as his/her only
job.
The person assigned to the data management position shouldi have a thorough knowledge of
data
base management and have training in quality control procedures, data inventory preparation,
and
data archival, as well as meteorology.
11.5

Training and Scientific Collaboration

Training was the most important and successful part of Programme Al Ghait; however, it
was not
without problems.
The educational aspects of the project are, without a doubt, the most important and successful
part
of the project. Training was divided into three types: short-term, long-term, and
scientific
collaboration. The training plan and results of the technology transfer were presented in chapter
6.
This section focuses on the problems and lessons learned from the experience of the past
5 years.
11.5.1 Long-term training. - The long-term training program was established to provide scientific
expertise at the Master of Science level in Meteorology and in Remote Sensing. The long-term
training program was also designed to accomplish specific research objectives such as dcveloping
rinerical airflow and orographic precipitation modeling capabilities and expertise in remote
sensing
within the scientific team. Long-term training where trainees used protect dalta Mir their
degree
theses work was suggested by the Mioroccan lproject management as an alternative to speciic
contract work. This was a vcry success'lil approach and is highly recommended tor fliture lrojects.
WVhen 'easible, suI)st itition of' educating a graduate student For the use of' services ol'a contractor
is recommended lbecause it lroviles lasting expertise Cir the host country aid achieves
the
technologyt, transler obljeclives.
The graduate students selected f1,r this program chose research topics having direct applications
to
advarice tihe project's operations and analysis capabilities in Morocco. They were selected
during
tile first and third years of tihle project, and their studies in the Jnited States i,)ok from
17 to
24 months. All stLienlts successfully completed their university programs. The initial two
Students
completed their studies in late 1986 anid late 1987 and returned to Morocco to resuime their
duties
in the project. NIr. ILoukalh's return to the deputy director position contributed significantly
to tile
progress of the project and its operational effectiveness. II is airflow iodelig work resulted
in a
model of direct applicat lion to the oplerational decision process. The two students who
started
studies il 1I987 did not return until the late spring of' 1989. This was It the end of'0,Ie project,
and
their research will hirgely provide future henefits for the project operations arid scientific analysis.
In a future
l rograil, the long-tern training should begin at the earliest possible time so that
students may return to [lie prQiect anid apply their new knowledge ito the project's goals. Selection
of the most capablle and nlotivateld trainees is inlporanlt to the success of this training.
Careful
scheduling for the [iglish language training and the Graduate Records -xariinations (GRE) and
the Test of' 1-nglish as a Foreign Language (TOEL) is needed so that the students can
enter
universities at the earliest time.

In the selection of rescarch topics, we found that a collaborating scientist from Reclamation who

closely followed the student's research and participated on his graduate committee was most
helpful
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in focusingU tile efforts on practical applications. Future long-term students should have an
independent scientist or engineer with practical experience and knowledge of'specilic project needs
on the committee. Mr. Medina worked closely with Mr. El Majdoub in developing the Rhea model
studies for Morocco aid in the use of the model for quantitative precipitation forecasting and the
statistical evaluation. Mr. Verdin's close collaboration with Mr. Abidi resulted in a very capable
model of snow cover runoTff for the I ligh Atlas. This type of applied research and educational
experience signiticantly improved the capabilities of the DMN and will lead to long-term benefits
for the project.

11.5.2

Short-term training. - A significant number of the project's scientists, engineers, and
technicians part icipa ted in the short-term training program in the United States and Morocco.
Training in the United States relu ired proficiency ii. the English language at a level of 70 on the
American Lainguage Institute, Georgetown University (ALIGU) examination prior to completion
of the USAID Mission approval. This oftc_ n created problens due to the long lead time required
to reach a sufficient understanding of Fnglish. Future projects should anticipate a minimum of 2
to 4 months of intensive Fnglish studies prior to the departure oif students.
Details of orienttion for living in the United States anil preparations for travel were provided by
Reclamation's Foreign Activities Division. These experts provided assistance f'rom Washington
and Denver. It is necessary to prepare canildidilates thoroughly for the training programs. Early in
the project, arra ngzements were not clearly defined; this led to misunderstandings which could have
been avoided. All details and procedures should be explained in advance while in the host country,
so that the candidates know what to expect and can focus on the technology transfer and training
when they arrive in the United States. The procedures anil conilitions of training should be
discussed and iocumenteid prior to the candidate's acceptance in the program. The docunentation
should incluide the complete process: initial applications within the host country, English
requirements, technicaI profliciency, financial obligations, visa and passport requirements, travel
arrangrements from tile host country to the United States, travel advance procedures, and financial
support while in the United States. International travel arrangements by the host country were the
responsibility of the I)MN. These arrangements were often not completed until the last day before
scheduled departure. ThiS ICld to great uncertainty and lack of airline reservations for trainees who
had connecting flights from New York to Denver. The host country shoulI make arrangements
several weeks in advance of the travel so that reservations are available and travel plans are
finalized at least I week prior to travel. A formal agreement between the host country airline and
the project to provide reserved airline tickets is recommended for future projects.
Training in Morocco was conducted by American experts who did not generally speak French. In
the early stages of tile project, this training required simultaneous translation so that the DMN
personnel couldiunderstand the training. Prior training in French for the American experts and in
English for the DMN personnel would have significantly improved the exchange of infornmation.
The Peace Corps program of' English training was quite helpful during the first 2 years; however,
intensive English training should have been required for all key Programme Al Ghait staff. A 6
month training period prior to the start of the project wouli have significantly improved the initial
transfer of technology. The Peace Corp's training was very successful in the first year when
Dr. Janet Ilajar and Ms. Laura Wagner, two experienced English teachers, conducted formal
classes each day, ranging from beginner to advanced levels, for more than 100 students. This type
of cooperation between USAID and Peace Corps programs is highly recommended for future

projects.
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One problem that arese in the early stages of the training was that insufficient
time had been
allocated tor in-country training. Periods of less than 3 weeks were frund to be generally
too short
for extensive training of'personnel at various sites in Morocco. In-country adjustment
to the effects
of jet lag required several days, thus limiting the initial efficiency of training personnel
from the
United States. Future training should provide 3 to 4 weeks of time in the host
country to permit
completion of required work. Travel arrangements should be flexible so that
when tasks are
completed in advance, the trainer may return ahead of scheduie. Likewise, should
additional time
be required to solve difficult problems or meet unexpected priorities, tile trainer
may extend
his/her visit. All training contracts and schedules should provide sufficient time
for American
experts to plan detailed courses and activity schedules and prepare appropriate
handouts for all
students.
Technical scientific seminars and workshops were very successful when presented
in a formal
classroom environment. One early training problem was the lack of visual
aids and a good
classroom for training. Lectures required a room with visual aids and a blackboard
and screen for
presentation of technical viewgraphs using an overhead projector or slide projector.
purchased special training equipment including a 35-millimeter slide projector, Reclamation
an overhead
projector, and a video camera recorder (VCR) video tape system with color monitors.
These visual
aids systems are highly recommended for future projects. In addition, supplies
of transparency film
for viewgraphs and 3 5 -millimeter slide film are required for development of scientific
presentations
by DMN scientists and use by visiting experts. All students requested written
notes from their
instructors for lectures and informal workshops. Advance preparation of these
materials including
appropriate reference lists and excerpts from or copies of technical publications
is recommended
for all training programs.
Reclamation purchase(] a video camera system to record the training lectures
and informal on
the-job training (OJT) sessions with American experts. This record was
then available for
students' reviews of' courses and for teaching new students. This procedure
for reinflorcing the
initial training is recommended for future projects. An individual from the
host country who
participated in most training should be assigned to operate the equipment and
assist with the use
of visual aid equipment ;o that the host country personnel can conduct the
required seminars
without the RSA. Initially, the RSA operated the equipment and was
responsible for its
safekeeping; this 'unction should have been promptly transferred to a full-time
project person from
the host country.
All project equipment should be used principally in the project so that it is
available for project
needs and should be stored in a project office that is accessible during training
periods. Equipment
was sometimes locked in a room, and the responsible person was unavailable
when the equipment
was needed for training.
Electronics technician training required special planning by host country electronics
persoonel to
ensure the most efficient use of the American experts' time. One problem that
occurred due to
the complicated scheduling at four field sites was wasted time due to lack of advance
planning and
preparation within Morocco. Upon arrival of instructors, extra time was required
to establish
detailed schedules that met local needs, assign DMN personnel, and plan for
specific electronics
maintenance and OJT. Often, time was spent searching for local suppliers and
parts that were
not available in the project stock. A request for specific items prior to the
American experts'
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departure may save time. Two requirements for electronics training
and maintenance were (a)
detailed information from the host country technicians regarding specific
equipment problems, and
(b) the associated parts or supplies needed for performing repairs.
Future projects should provide for direct communication between
the host country electronics
technicians in the central headquarters and the field sites of Morocco
and the American experts
in the United States to eliminate wasted time upon arrival. A special
predeparture conkerence call
among all involved technicians and their American counterparts, 2 weeks
prior to the Americans'
departure, would permit purchase of the necessary parts and preparation
for specific problems.
11.6

Hydroeconomic Studies and Application Activities

The hydrologic and economic studies were designed to determine water
resources assessment and
management and economic feasibility of cloud seeding, and then
develop strategies for their
application as an enhancement or alternative for current water resources
management in the host
country. These studies were originally conceived as significant efforts
which had a budget of
$720,000. During the first 2 years, the level of emphasis dropped
as more pressing operational
issues and more fundamental scientific studies took priority. The USAID
Mission determined that
these economic studies were less important than the statistical evaluation
and physical studies;
hence, their budget was reduced from the original level to $80,000.
As a result, only a preliminary
assessment of the impacts of seeding on the hydrology and the
resulting economic value of
increased water was possible. It is felt that this effort has laid the
foundation for further study;
however, it is limited at present by incomplete and insufficient data.
This problem is largely due
to the lack of resources required to complete the scientific and
economic collaboration with
Moroccan counterparts at the level required. More comprehensive checks
of the modeling study's
configuration of the Oum Er Rbia River basin and simulations of
streamflow are needed for
comparisons with the ONE model. In addition the economic analysis
lacks detailed information
on shadow prices and hidden subsidies of various agricultural and
domestic water practices in
Morocco. Further development of farm budgets for the irrigated areas
in Tadla and Doukkala is
needed for irrigated versus rain-fed farms in the same precipitation
zones.
Sufficient time and resources are needed to conduct complex hydrologic
and economic evaluation
studies which can lead to the development of helter water management
strategies. In the hydrologic
.iudie,, conoducted, the /\nerican expert should have spent more time
in Morocco working closely
with his counterpart for a month or more until all aspects of the river
model configuration and the
resulting simulations were thoroughly understood. One problem that
hindered quick resolution of
the river simulation questions was short trips to Morocco in which partial
information was obtained
with the expectation that the remaining information could be obtained
by mail or telephone. The
necessary information often involved several different agencies and,
consequently, travel between
Casablanca and Rabat. This resulted in extended delays and failure
to complete tasks in a timely
manner.

Experience has shown that the best way to resolve issues and problems
and to gather information
was for the American expert to complete the job personally while in
the host country. In all cases
when problems were not resolved on the spot, many months
passed before their resolution.
Seemingly trivial issues often went unresolved. This was due to several
factors: lack of sufficient
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immediate need to solve the problems once the U.S. expert departed, lack of understanding of the
exact question or issue posed, and lack of counterpart interest and items of higher priority upon
the departure of the expert.
The economic analysis for the benefit-cost study required a significant amount of research within
Morocco because these types of studies had never been done for Morocco. Hence, significant
amounts of time in the country should have been allocated by the American experts to data
gathering at a number of different locations and from different agencies, and then to developing
the analysis with resident American experts at USAID, the Embassy, and in the GOM. The nature
of these data required a good understanding of technical French so that various subtle issues could
be understood and thorough information and data obtained. In the economic data gathering trips,
insufficient time was allocated and much difficulty arose due to language issues. More time and
an American expert who was fluent in French would have been helpful. The need for a host
country counterpart who understood the economic issues and English was essential. Upon
Mr. Loukah's return from his master's-level education in the United States, he was able to expedite
the data collection and information gathering for the economic studies. English training for
Mr. Mrabet, the hydrologic modeling counterpart, led to a significant improvement in his
effectiveness in the hydrologic studies. In future studies of this type, language proficiency should
be ensured, or a counterpart who already thoroughly understands English and the technical issues
should be assigned.
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12.
12.1

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Achievements

12.1.1 Project implementation. - The original project design was implemented successfully in
a demonsItrltion wea tlher modification project for winter snowpack aumIenta tion in the central Hligh
Atlas NILoutairis of N orocco. Institutions for tile nmna geneit a1il execution of a scientifieally
based demonstration project Were deVelCpd aid aI-being used b)' the I)M N to conduct operations
Inrd evaluate the results. "lhc required equiplmnent, including Norocco-s fhst weatlher radar and
airborile clouId )h'sics dtl:1 c(Itsition Systelll, was obtlineUd a instl:lld anid is currently operated

"he first pro.lect objCtive - to alleviitC drought COiidhiions - wis meIt by tile
'omnien'enCiellt of ('1(it!seeding operations by a well-ttliIed tea nlll
in November 19)84. Tile project
is being ailyzed arid eVaI iNate by Iteam of Moe';nrocc
meteorologists who hive been trained in

by DM N.

techniques for cl Ld phy,.sics reseirch adil statisticail evai uat ion of weatlier modification projects.
The successful inilpllientalion of ill
Iefficient, sounidly bised field

operation is Imajor aichievement

of tile piroject.

12.1.2

Scientific analyses and evaluation. - The second objective of the [iroject was to

examine the clonIL anidipreCipit;t ion processes to imlprove the scientific basis of the denionstration
project ail obtail evidCenc of' its l)s icll Il;usilility/. Ongoing scientific analyses are providing
convihcing evidence of' the seedabilitV of Mioccaiin clodILs anid indicae significa nt potential for
beneficial seedin eflects. 'he coriditions required for cold-orographic cloud seeding occur
frequently Clu ril winter storlns anid extend over large areas inl
the Atlias Monitalinis. Prelimimary
stdiiies by the Nloroccaii scientific te:im iilficIte Iiih co-lncnCllratraiors of supercoolle,d liquid water
(0.2 to 3.0 g/iii' ) in cloud typeS ISSOCiaIteI with specific palrts of tile storlis. Tiie types of clouds
that often have sCCable coiditiOlns occuiled inl 92 percent of tie storis observed dfurihig the 1985
89 period. This is aIll encoLtra';Igine result. Tihe physical corditions in ,Morocco's winter clouds are
similar to those observed in chlIlds over nioUritaiins inthe Western

lnited Stites, where some cloud

sCeding oipera)tions have Ieen conducted with applrent success.
Statistical analyses of hi istoricai StlirCa mflow Latla iuseI in developing the target-contlol evaluation
design fkir Prograiileni Al -liit iidiited that at least 6 years of efficient seeding wouli lie required
to acliieve a 5ti-perceoi t pro fiaiil ity of Lietecting a 10-percent increase inl
streaiiflow. Such a long
tinie is required, in pa rt, iccause of the higih variability of pirecipitation in the Atlas Mountains.
Efficient seeding operations on
rogralmine Al Ghait connienced iin
January I1987 with the
installation of tlie grou nd-based silver iodide generators. Because the 1988-89 streartiflow data are
not yet availibl, tihe data sailnple for CHiciitlv sefeiL StOrnils thit isavailable f'or evaluation covers
only about 1.5 years, or one-I)urti of tlie 0-year record required. There are also som1e remnaining
questions oin the Iiistorical streaiiflow cata for some of tile Contriol stations. Consequently, a
preliminary estimate of the effects offlrogramiie Al 7ihait on streaiflow to date has not bieei
maide. Tie decision not to make iireliminary evaltiat ion at this time is not indicative of negative
results; it is simply based on tlie recognition tIiat statistical analysis oi'
siall samples of data can
yield apparent "results" far different froill the true seeding effects.

12.1.3

Transfer of winter precipitation augmentation technology. - Forrial and infornmal

training of the project scientists anid techlin iciais has been tilie most irllrtant and successful
achievement of the project. The scientific aid operations teams had extensive training in the
United States and in Morocco on weather nioilification research and operational methods. Four
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DMN scientists attended American universities and earned their M.S. degrees in Meteorology. In
their research studies, tile) focused on topics related to weather modification, using data collected
on Programme Al Ghait. They completed research having direct application to Mo -ccan issues.
Their success is evidenced by the routine application in daily operational decisions of numerical
models that they developed for Morocco and in their exercise of project leadership and
management. Training of electronics technicians on the operation and maintenance of complex
modern equipnent has led to the successful maintenance and repair of the radar, cloud physics data
acquisition system, and other complex equipment. The introduction of scientifically based
operational decisionmakine in the direction of the field project has resulted in a steady
improvement in the project's operational efficiency. The new satellite, radar, and rawinsonde data
systems are providing improved analysis and forecast capabilities for the project and the entire
country. Those capahilities have generally enhanced DMN's contribution to Morocco and
Morocco's contrihution to the world's meteorological data base.
Evidence of the successful transfer of technology was provided in the 1988-89)season, after the RSA
had departed Morocco. GOM managers and scientific and technical personnel conducted the
seeding operations and scientific analyses very efficiently. They also designed and implemented a
new field project in the Oulmed Plateau. 
12.1.4 Increased awareness of weather modification as a water resources management
option. - The hydrologic and economic studies in the project were performed to determine effects
of enhanced water supplies from cloud seeding on the hydrology and national economy, and to
increase awareness of the need for improved water management within the OER river basin 
management that would consider weather modification as a water resources option. The studies
resulted inincreased interaction between the DMN scientific team and the water resources
management agencies of ONE and Hydraulique. Direct contact among the DMN, Reclamation
hydroeconomic experts, and the GOM experts in ONE and [lydraulique resulted in the
establishment of ihydrologic modeling team and an economic evaluation team that were aware
of weather modification options. These teams contributed to the river modeling study that
examined weather niodification's potential contribution to hydroelectric power, agricultural
irrigation water, and domestic water supplies within the OER basin. Annual NSC meetings ind
meetings of water resources experts from Morocco ind the United States led to increased
awareness of weather Modification as an alternative in water resources management. A workshop
was conducted in 1987, where GOM leaders and Reclamation experts discussed current water
resources management alternatives. The workshop discussions led to a better understanding of how
successful weather modification may be applied to improve water management.
Hydrologic and economic studies performed indicated benefit-to-cost ratios exceeding 1.0 when
5 and 10 percent streamflow increases were inserted into analyses. These preliminary results with
a limited data set suggest significant potential benefits for Morocco. Additional studies utilizing
more data and more scenarios with the input variables will enable more comprehensive and better
descriptions of the impacts on the hydrology and the Moroccan economy. These studies are needed
to meet the original objectives of developing more comprehensive water management strategies that
may include weather modification as an option.
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12.2

Recommendations on Programme Al Ghait

12.2.1
The Government of Morocco should continue the project to reach scientifically
sound results. - The current project should be continued at least four more years. Calculations
made at the end of that period would determine the apparent treatment effect and the confidence
to be placed in the results obtained. In order to obtain the necessary sample of effectively seeded
seasons, the project should continue to follow the existing management plan, scientific design, and
Operations Plan, using the existing facilities and wel-trained personnel already on the project, to
conduct operations, collect data, and perform scientific analyses. It is recommended that the GOM
take tile following steps in order to fully accomplish the goals of Programme Al Ghait:
Fund an annual budget in both dirhams and foreign exchange, as appropriate, to support
the continued execution of Programme Al Ghait, including its personnel, equipment, parts,
and supplies, including seeding materials.
Install additional ground-based generators to provide for full coverage of the target under
all seedable conditions.
Establish an autonomous, officially constituted organization whose mission is to carry out
Programme Al Ghait.
Execute a formal agreement between the Programme Al Ghait organization and the FRA
whereby the FRA continues to provide the aircraft, seeding generators, and seeding
materials required to carry out aircraft seeding operations and collect cloud physics data.
Execute a formal agreement among Programme Al Ghait and ONE and Hlydraulique
whereby ONE and H-ydraulique provide, on a timely basis, the streamflow data needed
for evaluating the program.
12.2.2 The scientific research capabilities should be enhanced. - The scientific team has
begun a series of interesting and tIsef'ul studies which should be completed. Larger samples of cases
and more comprehensive stratification of events into homogeneous samples are needed for sound
scientific conclusions to be drawn. Completion of this work will require more time for data quality
control and completion of computerized data bases, development of software for the display and
processing of information, and detailed scientific analyses.
Expanded studies of the radar and satellite data should be performed to describe the mesoscale and
synoptic characteristics of precipitation events in Morocco. Such studies from the Programme Al
Ghait data sets may improve understanding of the mesoscale structure of storms in this region and
thereby lead to better weather forecasts. Results of the mesoscale studies should be combined with
the cloud microphysical observations and numerical modelring simulations to improve understanding
of the physical mechanisms that lead to precipitation. Combining these physical studies with
statistical studies that include the use of covariates will lead to better cloud seeding results and
improved project evaluations.
The presentation of scientific results from Programme Al Ghait to the Moroccan and international
scientific communities should be continued. These presentations will help other Moroccan water
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resources experts undelrstalnd the cloud seeding program and its possibilities for improvements in
wter resources.
Presentations to the international community will improve the general
understand ing of precipitation mechanisis active in northwestern Africa and of Moroccan attenljpts
at weather modif ica tion.
Publication of scientific papers in re'ereed journals is strongly
rcom mended.
12.2.3
The United States should continue to be involved in the project. - Continued
U.S. participlation in the project was recommended by the final EE' report and the annual
monitoring report of l989. Both reports recommended continued U.S. involvement for the next
4 y'ea rs, at the end of which a sound scientific result may be obta ind. The Support sho,uld focus
on ensuring sound Opert;ions a ld da1ta collection each year with quality control of' data collected,
and the cofipletion of scintic anNIVses and the stltistical evaluation of the project. Continued
U.S. Issista1ce would build on the transfer oftscience and technology already accompli:hed, through
continued scientiftic collaboration and more advanced training.
The Un ited States shIuld Continue to monitor P."ogramme Al Gha it's progress and look for ways
to support cootinued scientilic coll boration af'ter the end of the current USAID project to ensure
that a sound scientific result can be obta ined over the next 4 years.
*

Monitoring ofi'the GONI progress in successfully implementing recommendaltions 12.2.1
and 12.2.2 above shouId continue.

*

If the GOM Isuccessfully continues Programme Al Ghait, the United States should
consider limited strategic assistance in the most critical areas of':
Improvement of tile sta tistical evaluation of the cloud sCelin effects on strearntlow
tIhrough (I) the perlorrnlance of additional exploratory analyses to develop tile best
covariates as soon as tile historical data set is final izeid. and (2) the perlormarce of'
a final stMisticl eva|lua|tion and interpreta tion| of results thlroughl colIabon: Iive efforts
that will answer the inmporta int questions and avoid pitfalls that may occur if the final
seeded data sa mple is a substantiall aberration f'rom the norm.
*

I nprovemCnt of tile use'ulness of' numerical models by (1) aildditional refinements
in the Atlas airliow model and Rhea orographic precipitation model, (2) enhanced
use of the models in daily operations and in project evaluation studies, and (3) more
thorough interpretation of model results.

0

Improvement in tile aircraft data analysis by (!) continued emphasis on cloud physics
data collection, (2) selection of a representative data sample for expansion of the
current analysis, and (3) interpretation of results for the physical evaluation of the
project.

*

Improvement in radar data analysis by (1) support of continued quality control of
all data collected, (2) development of a radar dlta climatology of all storms for which
data were collected, and (3) interpretation of results of radar data analyses.

*

Mesoscale studies to improve understanding of Moroccan winter storms and their
seedability.
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Continued U.S. participation may also enable further development of the hydrologic and economic
studies. Their completion will produce (a) a better assessment of the economic benefits of the
cloud seeding to tle various Moroccan economies, and (b) new scenarios that utilize the additional
water that may occur from cloud seeding for the improvcment of Morocco's water resources
management.

12.3

Long-term Strategy

Tile potential importance of' additional water supplies that might be obtained through weather

modificiL

n and the complexity of the issues involved argue that some group within GOM should

be assigned to continue studying the issues after Progi amine Al Ghait is finished. In the meantime,
it appears premlture to lhunch additional projects until Programme Al Ghait is completed
and its
results evaluated, a process that will take several more years. If the final results of Al Ghait suggest
economically feasible precipitation incre:ises, then the launching of additional operational projects
would be warranted, lssum ing environmental issues can be handled satisflactorilv. On the
other
hand, if there is still no statistically significant evidence of an increase in streamrlow, it would
be
unwise to launch any additional operational projects. If the trend in results is for an increase
in
strearmlow, continuing tihe seeding to expand the data sample to strengthen the evaluation
seems
prudent. Continued sciCntific study to determine weaknesses in current seeding strategies
and
procedures and implement improvements is important and should Ile ipursuCd.
Rational decisions on future applications of weather modification t,'chnology in Morocco will
be
possible only if its adlvantales did disIdvalta..es are well understood and it is considered
as one
of many options in water managenient. Weather modificltion is not a substitute for water storage
systems, conveylance systems, or water conservation. On the contrary, the introduction of weather
modification to enhaince precipitation is an added reason for constructing storage and conveyance
systems. Since c!loud seeding requires special weather conditions that may not be [)resent
in the
locations or limes of greatest need, the benefits of weather modification are enhanced
by tile
availablility of structures to tra nsport water aInd store it for later use. Furthermore, use of successful
weather modification in conjunction with water storage and conveyance facilities can increase
the
cost effectiveness of those facilities by spreading their fixed costs over a larger volume of water.
Proper integration of weather modifica tion into a water management system requires
a clear
understanding of the limitations of weather modification. It is effective only on certain types
of
clouds, which may or may not be found in a proposed target area. In areas where suitable
clouds
occur, the amount of additional precipitation produced is usually quite limited, perhaps
to 5 to
15 percent of the naturally occurring precipitation over a season. Its effects vary from season
to
season depending upon the frequency with which the various types of favorable storms traverse
the

intended target area.

Weather conditions in Morocco vary widely from year to year, so tile number of opportunities for
cloud seeding to enhance rainfall also varies ,'idely. There is no generally accepted method for
making long-term weather forecasts for a year or more ahead, so one must resort to climatological
statistics in order to estimate the average number of opportunities that futtire years will bring.

In spite of the points just made, weather modification has several important advantages,
which
account for its extensive application in many countries. It is relatively inexpensive; it
can be
221

implemented w.thout building additional fixed structures; and it can easily be stopped or
temporarily suspended at any time. Benefit-cost studies in this report show that it could be an
economically feasible way to enhance the water supplies of Morocco provided that 5 to 15 percent
increases in streamflow are obtained. Long-range planning for management of Morocco's water
resources will not be complete without considering the weather modification option.
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This applLendix lists the reports, publications, and documents which led to the
design and

implementation of* the agreement between tile Government of Morocco and
the United States
and the suhsequent technical assistance project. The technical reports represent
various scientific
contributions of' the project.

Project Design and Implementation
The following docuneiv and reports led to the initial feasibility assessment and development
of
the project desigln and eventual agreements between the GOM and the USG.
lintner, S. F., and 13. A. Silverman, Project Paper - Morocco Wlinter Snowpack Augmenitation

Project (608-0190), Bureau for the Near East, USAID, 81 pp., February 1)84.

Silverman, 13. A., S. A. Changnon, A. S. Dennis, and S. F. Lintner, WT'eather Modijcation

,lx.essnienit

-Khtntdomn

November 1983.

of Morocco, Bureau of' Reclamation, 53 pp., Denver, Colorado,

JSA I1), P)rtMIJathtg.Agenc, Service Agreentent (PASA IMA-0190-p-iwv-4093), Washington.
D.C.,
210 pp., May 1984.
USAIID Mission, Project Grant ,,Agreement between the Kingdom o Alorocco and
the United
States oj .In(rica Jor Sno
A tgnientation Project 608-0190, 53 pp., Rabat, Morocco, April
Aupgck
1984.

Project Review and Evaluation
A series of ani1nual monitoring reviews were designed to provide project oversight and
scientific
quality of tile project and verification of inp)lemcntation of' suspension critcria. These
reviews were sum marized in Annual Monitoring Re'iew 1ep7orts. In order to ensure scientific annual
quality
of the project, inindCe)ndlent external evaluation team provided three reviews which
focused on
the project's sciCntilic design and evaluation, implementation, management,
institutional
development, transfer of technology and training, and water resources planning and management.
The following reports document the various reviews.
Changnon, S. A., R. L Rose, and J. A. Warburton, An Evaluation of the Vinter Snow)ack

Aiigme/itation Project in Morocco, April-May 1985, 43 pp., May 1985.

Changnon, S. A., I. D. Orville, and J.A. Warburton, An Evaluation of the Winter
Snowpack
A/iUtne(il'tion Project itMorocco, Mfarch 1987, prepared for Bureau of Reclamation
under

contract No. CR-81-06500, Report No. CCR-2, 56 pp., March 1987.

Changnon, S.A., 11. D. Orvilk, and J. A. Warburton, , Final Evahation of the Winter
Snow)ack

Attgnentation Project in Morocco, Alarch 1989, prepared for Bureau of Reclamation
under
contract No. CR-81-06500, Report No. CCR-2, 58 pp., March 1989.

Lintner, S. F., and B. A. Silverman, First Annual Monitoring Rcport, Winter Siiowpack
Augmentation Project, Bureau of Reclamation, 41 pp., Denver, Colorado, December
1984.
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Lintner, S. F., and B. A. Silverman, Second Annual Monitoring Report,
Winter Snowpack
.4ugmentation Project, Bureau of* Reclamation, 36 pp., Denver, Colorado,
April 1986.
Lintner, S. F., and B. A. Silverman, Third Annual Monitoring Report,
Winter Snowpack
Augmentation Project, Bureau of Reclamation, 56 pp., Denver, Colorado,
May 1987.

Silverman, 13.
A., and G. L. Whaley, Fourth Annual Monitoring Report, Wjinlter Snowpack
Augmentation Project, Bureau of Reclamation, 55 pp., Denver, Colorado,
June 1Q88.
Silerman, 13.
A., D. A. Matthews, and J. C. Lease, Fifth Annual Monitoring Report,
Winter
Snowpack.,gnientatio, Project, 13ureau of Reclamation, 55 pp., Denver,
Colorado, June 1989.

Progress Reports
A series of monthly and annual progress reports were written to document
the significant events,
progress toward objectives, problems, cost accounting, and operational
status. The Monthly Project
Slatms Reports provide a daily summary of meteorological conditions
:tffecting operations and
op)Crationa status with summaries of precipitation, streamflow, and
reservoir levels. Annual
summaries of project operitions and technology transfer provided a
comprehensive review of the
project each year from 1985 to 1988.
Slartzell, C. L., Fehruatv 1985 Project Status Report - IWinter Snowpack
Augmentation Project:
rIo.grmme .41 Ghait, Bureau of Rechmation, 6 pp., Denver, Colorado,
March 1985.
, Alar/h 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Project:
Programme 4l Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation,
21 pp., Denver, Colorado, April 1985.

Matthews, 1). A., Annual Suimma y of 1985-86 Field Operations, Equipment
Status and
Technolok'v Transfer- IVinterSnowpack.,htgntentation Project, USAI D
Project 608-0190, Bureau
of Reclmmation, 26 pp., Denver, Colorado, June 1986.
/Innual Sunmay of 1986-87 Field Operations, Equipnent Status
A
and
Technoloky Tran.sfer- IVinterSnowplckAugmnenttion Project, USAID
Project 608-0190, Bureau
of Reclamation, 30 pp., Denver, Colorado, June 1987.
, Annual Sunmary of 1987-88 Field Operations, Equipmenit Status
and
Technolog, Tran.sfer. l-iinterSnowpack A uginentation Project, USAID Project
608-0190, Bureau
of Reclamation, 26 pp., Denver, Colorado, June 1988.
,July-August 1984 Project Status Report - iVinter SnowpackAugmentation
Project:
Programnme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 7 pp., Denver, Colorado,
September 1987.
, September 1984 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 15 pp., Denver, Colorado,
October 1984.
, October 1984 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 7 pp., Denver, Colorado,
November 1984.
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Matthews, D. A., November-December 1984 Project Status Report - Winter
Snowpack
Augmentation Project: ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 19 pp., Denver,
Colorado,
January 1984.
, January 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 15 pp., Denver, Colorado, February
1985.
, April 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 19 pp., Denver, Colorado, May 1985.
, May 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 15 pp., Denver, Colorado, June 1985.
, June 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 28 pp., Denver, Colorado, July 1985.
,ulv-August 1985 Project Status Report - Winter SnowpackAugmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 7 pp., Denver, Colorado, August
1985.
, September- October 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack A ugmentation
Project: Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 32 pp., Denver, Colorado,
November
1985.
November 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 32 pp., Denver. Colorado, December
1985.
, December 1985 Project Status Report - Winter Snovpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 20 pp., Denver, Colorado, January
1986.
January 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programnme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 19 pp., Denver, Colorado, February
1986.
February 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 21 pp., Denver, Colorado, March
1986.
March 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 23 pp., Denver, Colorado, April
1986.
April 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Sno'pack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 23 pp., Denver, Colorado, May 1986.
May 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 28 pp., Denver, Colorado, June
1986.
June 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 15 pp., Denver, Colorado, July
1986.
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Matthews, D. A., July-September 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Project: ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 27 pp., Denver, Colorado, October 1986.
, October 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme AI Ghait, Bureau of Reclamiation, 19 pp., Denver, Colorado, November 1986.
, November 1986 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 24 Pp., Denver, Colorado, December 1986.
, December 1986 ProjectStatus Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Prw'ect:
Programme AI Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 26 pp., Denver, Colorado, January 1987.
, January 1987 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project.
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 28 pp., Denver, Colorado, February 1987.
, Febman, 1987 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme AIl Chait, Bureau of Reclarnition, 31 pp., Denver, Colorado, March 1987.
, arch 1987 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, lBureau of Reclamation, 38 pp., Denver, Colorado, April 1987.
April 1987 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 40 pp., Denver, Colorado, May 1987.
, AMav 1987 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 34 pp., Denver, Colorado, June 1987.

, June-Septemlber 1987 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation
Project: ProgramnneAl Ghait,Bureau of Reclamation, 27 pp., Denver, Colorado, October 1987.
, October-November 1987 ProjectStatus Report - WinterSnowpack A ugmentation
Project: Programme Al Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 36 pp., Denver, Colorado, December
1987.
, December 1987 ProjectStatus Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 31 pp., Denver, Colorado, January 1988.
, January 1988 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 35 pp., Denver, Colorado, February 1988.
Februan,1988 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 34 pp., Denver, Colorado, March 1988.
, March 1988 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmnentation Project:
ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 25 pp., Denver, Colorado, April 1988.
, April 1988 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Augmentation Project:
ProgrammeAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 28 pp., Denver, Colorado, May 1988.
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Mltthews, I). A., M'y-Atugust 1988 Project Status Report - Winter Snowpack Atugmentation
Project: ProgIranineA1Ghait, BtUreaut of Reclamation, 26 pp., Denver, Colo0rad, September
191".
The Government of Morocco reported a1sunia ry of iprogress each year to the National Steering
Committee. These reports were prepa red by the project operations and scientific analysis teams.
They provided .1n overview of' the progress an1d s11ummnlary of field operations and scientific analyses.
I'rograimne Al Gh:iit, Plrommratn,,e Al Ghait - Projet A aroco-A4nericain, Direction de 1a
Nleteorolouie Nationa le, 1(pp., Casabla nca, Morocco, May 1985.
Pro,qranne .Al Ghait - Projet Alaroco-Ainericain, llat Comnit National,
l
Direction ieIlMeteorologic Nationale, 14 pp., Casablanca, Morocco, April 1986.
, Programze A/1 Gtait - Projet Alaroco-Anericain, lattut Comnit National,
Direction Lie 1:1
Meteorologic Nationale, 90 pp., Casablanca, Morocco, April 1987.
,logr(antne Al Ghait - Projet Aiaroco-Almericain, Hat C'omitj National,
I)irection iela Meteorologie Nationale, 95 pp., Casablanca, Morocco, May 1988
Rapport
a,
fial: ProgramnL'4 IGhait - Projet Mfaroco-Anericain, 11IIt Comnit'
National, Direction de la Meteorologic Nationale, 90 pp., Casabla nca, Morocco, September
I 8()().

Other Scientific Reports and Papers
Technical and scientific reports were developed from the scientifIc research studies and as part of
the technology transfer process. The Operations Plan (Hartzell et al., 1986) provided the scientific
design for tile conduct of seeding operat )ns and the data collection and analysis. Other technical
reports and collections of inf'rmation that resulted from the project are listed below.

lBAdtour, 0.,.A

,cts Generaux str la Physhqe cles
Ntiages et L inselination Artifiicielle pour
Auggnl,('r les Pr'cipitations, DM N, V) pp., Casablanca, Morocco, January 1987.
BIddour, 0., and R. M. Ra:mnisscn, "Microphysical Observations in Winter Storms over the
At las Mountains in Morocco' (accepted For publication in Atmospheric Research), 1989.
3Baddour, 0., and R. M. Rasmussen, "Microphysical Observations over the Atlas Mountains
in Morocco," Tenth International Cloud Physics Conference, Bad Homburg, FRG, JUGG,
pp. 356-358, 1988.
Baddour, 0., M. Nbou, M. El Mokhtari, R. M. Rasmussen, D. B. Johnson, and
D.A. Matthews, "Scedability of Moroccan Clouds," Fifth WMO Scientific Conference on
Weather Modificati.n and Applied Cloud Physics, World Meteorological Organization, vol. 1,
pp. 77-80, Geneva, Switzerland, 1989.
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Bensari, A., S. lRenarafa, E. B. Loukah, M. Benassi, A. Mrabet, D. A. Matthews, J. G. Medina,
C. L. I lrtzell, anIL T. Deshler, "Programme Al Ghait - Design and Evaluation of a Weather
Modification Program in Morocco," Fifth WMO Scientific Conference on Weather
Modification and Applied Cloud Physics, World Meteorological Organization, vol. II, pp. 533
53 , Geneva, Switzerland, 198).
Hl Majdoub, A., "Adaptation of the Rhea Winter Orographic Precipitation Model to Morocco,"
M.S. t hesis, South lDakota School of Nines and Technology, 58 pp., Rapid City, South Dakota,
I989.
Hl M-ajdouh, A., II. I). Oirille, and J. G. Medina, "Adaptation of the Rhea Orographic
Precipitation Model to Morocco," Fifth WMO Scientific Conference on Weather Modification
and Applied Cloud Physics, World Meteorological Organization, vol. 1, pp. 239-242, Geneva,
Switzerland, I98Q.
Goorian, P., R. W. Cheney, K. D. Shuyler, C. L. Borda, and D. A. Matthews, Ilvdrlogk"ic and
lconomic Studies ofPotentiac
Bnefitsfroln Veather Modification in Alorocco, Tiechnical Report,
BIurea u of Reclama tion, l)enver, Colorado, 1989.
I lartzell, C. I., I). A. Matthews, B. A. Silverman, S. Benarafla, M. Ma ida ne, A. El Majdouh,
and Y. l.cGofT, Olwnitions Plan,l'mr'amlneAl Ghait, Bureau of Reclamation, 200 pp., Denver,
Colorado, 1984.
I-Lokah, '. B., "Airflow Studies over the Atlas Mountains of Morocco," M.S. thesis, South
Dakota School of Mines anid lTechnology, 80 pp., Rapid City, Southl Dakota, 1986.
Matthews, 1). A., A. S. l)ennis, C. L. I lartzell, J. G. Medina, P. Goorian, R. W. Chiney,
K. D. Shuyler, and C. L. IBorda, Pro,q
Afl Ghait - Iinter Snowpack Alug'enlttion Project,
Final Report, Bureau of Reclamation, 230 pp., Denver, Colorado, 1989.
Mielke, P. W., Jr., and J. G. Medina, .A De'ian for Evahiation of Cloud Seeding' Effects
on
Streanifiow in Morocco, lureau of Reclamation, 46 pp., Denver, Colorado, 1987.
Vali, G., Lecture Notes on the Scientific Aspects of Weather Modification, prepared for Bureau
of Reclamation under Purchase Order 6-PG-81-26150, Theta Associates, 211 pp., Laramie,
Wyoming, Octoher 1986.
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Mission of the Bureau of Reclamation
The Bureau of Reclamation of the U.S. Department of the Interior
is responsible for the development and conservation of the
Nation's water resources in the Western United States.
The Bureau's original purpose 'to provide for the reclamation of
aridand semiarid lands in the West today covers a wide range of
interrelated functions. These include providing municipal and
industrialwater supplies; hydroelectric power generation; irrigation
water for agriculture; water quality improvement; flood control; river
navigation; river regulation and control; fish and wildlife
enhancement; outdoor recreation; and research on water-related
design, construction, materials, atmospheric management, and
wind and solar power.
Bureau programs most frequently are the resu of close
cooperation with the U.S. Congress, other Federal agencies,
States, loce! governments, academic institutions, water-user
organizations, and other concerned groups.

A free pamphlet is available from the Bureau entitled
"Publications for Sale." It describes some of the technical
publications currently available, their cost, and how to order
them. The pamphlet can be obtained upon request from the
Bureau of Reclamation, Attn D-7923A, PO Box 25007, Denver
Federal Center, Denver CO 80225-0007.

